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1. Location

In order to evaluate the full effect of the GabCikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System on the biological
condition and processes of surface waters, the entire area influenced must be considered. This area
includes a 209 km stretch of the Danube I-ztween Bratislava (Rajka on the Hungarian side) and
Budapest, and covers an area of 2,300 km2 not including any parts of Slovakia that are affected. It
consists of three main sections:

- the HruSov-Dunakiliti Reservoir;
- the abandoned "Old Danube" stretch from 1,842 to 1,811 river km;
- the power canal (17 km upstream and 8 km downstream of the hydroelectric
plant).
Other areas affected by the construction or the operation of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage
Sysiem are:

- the side a m systems of the Szigetkoz region, both in the active floodplain and in
the protected area;

- other water bodies in the protected area;

-

lower stretches of tributaries to the Danube between Rajka and Nagymaros
affected by damming.
Budapest marks the downstream limit of the affected area, though water level fluctuations and
water quality changes on the stretch below the Hungarian capital should be considered as well.
11. Topicai classification

The chapter attempts to give an introduction to ecology (especially hydrology and water
chemistry), fieshwater life and the biological processes of surface waters chat are necessary to
describe and evaluate the likely effects of the construction and operation of the GabEikovoNagyrnaros Barrage System. However, this is only a basic outline for the understanding of the
above mentioned relationshlps. The extensive scientific findings on this 200 km stretch and its
backwaters are not presented here.
Certain water bodies are described and evaluaied from varying points of view. Stretches of the
Danube are primasily assesseci on water quality measurements, whereas branch systems are
evaluated on criteria for nature conservation.

Drinking water suppiies, fishery, biology and ichthyology are discussed in further chapters.

HI. Desc~iptionof the Original Status

The Danube is the second largest river in Europe with a rnean discharge of about 2,000 m3/s at
Bratislava. The section of the Danube affected by the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System has
many functions. It is not only a basic feature of the landscape, a watenvay with a considerable
(3)

breadth, sufficient to provide a border, but it also supplies 3 mil'lion (potentially 5 million) people
with drinking water, as weEl as a nearly inexhaustible water slpply for irrigation and industry.
Furthemore, it receives, carries, and purifies waste water to a 'considerable extent and regulates
the groundwater resources of lowland mas.
Downstream of Bratislava. the Danube entering the Carpathian Jasin has formed a 100 km long,
gravel-sand alluvial cone which at some points reaches 3540 km in width and 300 km in length.
This is the "Kisalfold", with the Dmube in its longitudinal axis) The area on the right side of the
river belongs to Hungary, the area on the left side beIongs toi Slovakia. The GabEikovo Power
Plant, the reservoir and the power canal are situated in this "inner delta" area.
The hydrological effects of the Danube on the alIuvial cone is bery particular. The "inner delta"
has not only formed greatly interlaced side am systems but iti abo had a dynamic interrelation
with neighbauring surface and groundwater resources ~ i r o u i hthe permeable alluvial eone.
Through both these connections the Danube has become a dominant factor in detemining the
ecological value, econornical potential and social develapment in the region. lt is especially true of
the Szigetktiz, an area with extensive natural and econornic resodrces.
1

The determination of the "original status" is necessary for the evaluation of the effects of the
GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System. It can only be done by describing the river regulation
I
modifications to the alltiviai cone.

l

The Danube in the Kisalfold, had at one time, several branche( on the large alluvial cone which
thickens in the direction of the water flow. It formed islands (sand banks) and the side am
systems in the Szigetkoz and the Zitny Ostrov . Cornprehensive bgulation works to increase flood
protection and alleviate navigation began on this section in th? middle of the last century. The
present 300-360 m wide "Old Danube" was constructed at that lime to ensure mean-water levels.
SeveraI side arms were already separated from the main am. A, nearly 75 km long, 2-4 km wide
flood plain was created containing most of the side a m syste$s of the Szigetkdz region. These
regulations resulted in semi-natural conditions as most water bodies resembled to a great extent,
their previous status.
1
l
The conditions of the Szigetkoz three to five years ago, was ibdeed the reluit of the extensive
regulations which occurxed between 1966 and 1983. The number of dykes and crest of previously
existing dykes were increased, such that the Old Danube conFyed approximately 90% of the
water at low or mean flow levels. Consequently, at several ipoints in the side &TI systems,
sedimentation increased with the decrease in the intensiv and h u a 1 duration of the inflow h m
the Danube. However, an important element of the water regime; the position of the water table did not change as a result of these works, with the exception of sime small local deviations.

-

Natural connections and interactions had weakened between l e main smi and the side ami
systems in the Szigetkoz because of river regulation works. However, in many respects, serninatural conditions characterised the area before more intensive ,water engineering work associated
with the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System. Natural congitions had survived and was a
healthy and intensive material transport behveen the main arm (nd the side arms. Side arms with
diflerent hydro-morphologies were supplied by the Danube. The period, length and time and
quanrity of flow was mainly related to their links with the main branch. The great variety of
abiotic and biotic factors, e.g. the retention time of the water, led to extremely variable habitats
and comrnunities. This system was also enriched by old side ami sections whiçh had been
separa:ed from the Old Danube by flood protection dykes. Water level fluctuations affected them
1

1

(4)

i

only indirectly, through the groundwater. Together, these water bodies fomed a unique, mosaic
wetland axa, providing suitable habitats for a great variety of plan& and mimals. Al1 these natuml
and aesthetic values made the m a significant throughout Europe.
The conditions in the fmi 70 km section of the area investigated before the intensive river
regulation work began in the 1960s, are considered as the original and those just before the
diversion of the Danube should be considered only moderately dtered. In the 130 km long section
downstream, on the other hand, the conditions before the diversion could be regarded as the
original state though in many ways it is advisable to consider the situation before the 1960s.

2. TFre HYDROGRAPHICAL AND HYDROLOGJCAL CHARACTERlSTICS OF THE ORIGINAL STATUS
The aquatic life and biological processes En rivers interact in a complex and dynamic way with the
physical and chernical properties of the water. The continuously changing hydrological conditions
are important in determining the biological conditions of rivers. The necessary characterisation of
the most important hydrological features of the area are given below.

In the upper 56 km long section of the affected area (Rajka-Szap), the gradient of the Danube bed
is 30-40 s m h and the velocity is 2-3 mis. The average water discharge is about 2,000 rn3/sec.
Also flowing in the Szigetk~zis the 120 km long Mosoni Danube with a guaranteed minimal
discharge of 20 m31s, into which flow the rivers Lajta, &ba and Ribca.
The Szigeikoz is divided into hvo parts by the flood-protection dykes of the Danube, the
floodpIain and the protected area. There is a 157 km long drainage canal system, created moçtly
between 1885 and 1900 which more or less follows old abandoned river beds on the protected
side. They are usually dry with intermittent flow. Oxbow lakes on the protected side have
considerable value for nature conservation.
There are five important side arm systems on the floodplain

Narne

River-km

Doborgas side arrn system

1,848-1,837.2

Cikolaszigeti side arm system

1,837.2-1,832.4

Bodaki side am system

I

Asvhyi side arrn system

1,823.9-1,816

Bagameri side arm system

1,816-1,809.8

When the Danube is at mean flow levels, the surface area of the side arm systerns and the Old
Danube are nearly equal. The total length of the side arrns is much greater then the length of the
main a m . This ratio is the highest (5 to 1) in the CikoIasziget side arm system and the lowest (2.2
to 1) in the Bagamér side am system.The branches from the side arms were darnmed by levees.
When the water level is iower than crest of the levees, the side arms only receive their water

supply from seepage. The heights of the lcvees are different, donsequently the Old Danube-side
I
a m connection is restored at different water levels.
l

I

The gradient of the river bed decreases to only 6-7 c m h on the approximately 160 km long
section of the Danube from Szap to Budapest; the veioçitt is only 1.0-1.2 d s e c with the
exception of the Danube Bend at Visegrhd. Downstream of the Mosoni Danube, three major
tributasies join from the Slovak side: the: Kis Duna (Maly Dunaj) which is fed by Vah?the Garam
(fion) and the Ipoly (Ipel). There are two biologically impoqant seasonal floods in the region.
One of them is caused by melting snow at the end of winter or beginning of spring. The other is
the result of snow thawing at hi& altitudes in addition to maximal precipitation in June. The water
l
level is at its lowest in October and November.
I
l

3. B J O L O ~ASSESSMEW
L
AND WATER QUAL~TYEVALUAT I ~ IN~ ~1f.E
S PLANNING AND THE
CONSTRUCTIOArPHA SE

'
I

Biological conditions and processes are less able to be rnathematically rnodelled than chernical,
and physical (technical) processes. Consequently a descriptive characterisation can be sufficient to
determine the biological status or to set up a prognosis. Nevertheless, mathematical methods and
descriptions should be used in order to produce a scientifiçally $alid study.

The mathematical formulation of hydrobiological processes is quite difficult. Unlike air, water is
not only a medium but a solvent as well and the prognosis: of processes in weak solutions,
changing in quantity and concentration is even more dificult. Similarly, differences between the
actual and predicted weather conditions and oiher envirdnrnental parameters which can
considerably change the functioning of the system (i.e. cold surqmer, drought, mild winter) further
complicate matters.
!
There was no investigation into the biological status of the surfice waters and the watet quality in
the impact area of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage Systern ~ i t h e rin the planning phase of the
project or during construction. No answers were given to such ;questions, no investigations could
be carried out as a result of the slowly growing social pressure and the professional concern of
several scientific institutes, including the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Budapest
Waterworks, and the Hungarîan Institute for Town and Regional Planning, in 1985, seven years
a€ter the interstate treaty was signeci for the implementation of the project, an environmental srudy
was quickiy produced. Surprisingly, the study hardly containedlany data on the water quality and
outlined no problems to be solved or any that could nat be solYed easiiy during the construction.
In part, water qualiQ seems to have been the focus of interest mainly by the organisations within
the water authorities, but research was only carried out later by:the water authorities laboratories.
In spite of the environmental study, the piamers seemed to blecome uncertain. Due to adverse
criticism, the peak operation plan was rejected and an intensivelregional sewage treatment project
was developed. A water supply system in the Szigetkoz was cohceived to reduce the effect of the
water level decrease in the area. The management of the would-be-abandoned 31 km long OId
Danube section and the resulting water table decrease was also blanned to be minimised. Another
problem was the probable effect of the water table increase, lup to nearly 70 km upstream of
Nagyrnaros, on the local agriculture, forestry and towns. With fie exception of the damages to the
villages and towns, al1 the above mentioned problems affected t$e water quality,

The lecture of the academic. Ernrich Daubner (Bratislava), held at the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences in 1979, Oclober 1lth on the "Biological aspects of the hydropower plant constructions
on the Danube" should be rnedtioned herel The former director of the Limnological Institute of
Centre for Experimental Biology and Ecology of zhe Slovak Academy of Sciences, a well-hown
hydrobacleriologist throughout Europe, indicated a few possible water quality problems in his
obviously moderate speech. Some remarkable citations from that work are listed below.
"A construction of such size radically dismpts the environmenial conditions of the
sumunding areas"
"rich and typical riparian forests are going to be destroyer
"The tobl forested area will decrease by 28%. The area between the power canal
and the old river bed wiEl be inadequate for forest ecosystems because of the 1 to 3

m decrease of the water table along the diversion canal. An important effect of the
construction on the riparian forests will be I h e absence of the regular floods, which
enrich the nutrient content of the soi!,"
"isolation of game species will decrease their genetic diversity"
"the decline of birds of piey could lead to the proliferation oErodents5'
"the area of cultivated land will decrease by 4,762 hectares"

"Unique side arms will disappear, They function as a trophicd basis for many main
arm species and serve most fish species in the Danube as the main breeding habitat
in the region and a refuge during floods."
"98% of the zooplankton and 97% of the zoobenthos of the entire Czechoslovak
Danube reach inhabit the area affected by the Barrage System. 92% of the annual
fish catch and nearly 99% of the annual fish production cornes from here. The
predictable decrease in the ichthyofauna, the potential fish production and fishery
between Bratislava and Nagymaros will be 57%, 69% and 89%, respectively."

"The construction of the Barrage System will obviously affect landscape protection
areas and nature conservation sites. The structure and overail picture of the
landscape will also change,"
"The mass proliferation of infectious and facultative agents (includirig viruses) in
the Danube and itç tributaries should also be taken into consideration. These agents,
constantly present in the Czechoslovak section of the Danube are important health
hazards for humans and animals."
"The estimateci enornous, 10-12 billion rn3 healthy drinking water reserve is
threatened no1 only by the pollution of the Danube water but also by the increasing
pollution of the river bed."

"The prognosis, that after completion of the project, polluting agents will infiltrate
more intensively along the dyke at h 3 o v because of the greater pressure in the
reservoir due to the 1-3 m increase in the water level is scientifically well
established. This will be seriously detrimental to the quality of the groundwater."

Published in 1981 as: "Biological aspects of dams in the Danube." In Hungarian. MTA Biol. Osa.
Koz1.24, pp.57-65.

(71
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I
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I
"Based on our previous experiences the water quality will worsen in the reservoirs
even if the pollution level of the Danube and the human activity in the catchment
m a do not change. This will be tme of basic chernical, ~ i c r o b i o l ~ ~ iparameters
cal
and the oxygen balance, too."
l
1

The Hungarian and Slovak Academies of Sciences within the fiapework DE the co-operation treaty
worked for nine years on a joint research project considering the ecological, biological and water
quality propels posed by the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System. With thematic consultations
held continually there was practically no oppomuiity tu discuss t/e resulrs of the research.
It was also remarkable that during the bilateral consultations of govermental expert panels in
1989, there was no argument over several potential water qua1,ity hazards, even thou& the twa
parties recommended different solutions. The Slovak side did not consider a deYay in the
construction necessary to resolve the debated problerns, in th& view these problems could be
1I
solved during con~tructionand operation.
I

IV. Changes in the Original Status
8

.

This chapter surnrnarises the most easily recognisable changes caused by the construction and the
partial operation of the GabCikovo-Nagyrnaros Barrage System hith the diversion of the Danube.
It includes and evaluates the existing and probable changes.' In spite of the obviously close
interrelations between the Old Danube, the side am systems and the Mosoni Danube, they are
1
discussed separately as individual hydro graphical units,
1

1) M h r ARM

1I

The 200 km staetch of the Danube between Rajka and ~udabesthas &vu different parts. The
upstream 40 km reach flows faster as the slope of the river bed is p a t e r . This upper section,
called the "Hungarian Upper Danube", is the main stretch in the Szigtkoz (Kisalfdld) region. Its
was formed by water regulation works last century. Previously, there had been several large
Danube branches on the alluvial cone but then the water flow was modified by embankmenls. The
habitats in the Danube, were determined by three main factors: flow velocity, suspended sediment
load (during most of the yearj and the connections with the side arm systern. Despite the river
training works, the main arm-side arm link remained quite active'.
I

The principal parts of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System which need tu be considered
when evaluating its effect on the Old Danube are the Dunakiliri Reservoir and the bypass canal.
The total area of the reservoir would have been 52 km2 with an average depth of 3.3 m and a
volume of 243 million m 3 . These parameters a11 decreased in l e açtuai reservoir constnicted as
part of Variant C. The hydrobiological conditions of the r e s e ~ o i rare mostly determiried by the
surface area, the reduced and variable flow veIocity (due to the morphology of the reservoir) and
' the partial deposition of the suspended sediments. The 17 km headrace canal which has an inner
cover of asphalt, raises the water above the ground and t&es it straîght to the power plant. The 8
km tailrace canal has a more natural form and bed material.
;
The river section between Szap and Budapest, the Hungarian Middle Danube is characterised by a
considerabty lower river slope and flaw velocity and a regulakd river bank. The grain si-= of the
1

bed sediment is smaller than in the upsrream section. Floods carry the smaller sized particles
downstream. The aquatic life is more diverse in this section because of the slower flow and greater
nutrient content of the water, nonetheless, in some areas the diversity is reduces by pollution.
Several tributaries flow into the Danube in this section (Uba, Vah, Garam, Ipoly etc.), some of
which are quite polluted. There are also parts of this section h t are affected by the industrial
wasle waters of GyBr and Esztergom, As there are bank filtered wells aEong the river banks, the
biological condition of,the Danube affects the region's drinking water sources.
The hydrobiological statuç of the main arm of the Danube in the SzigeikBz is basically determined
by that of the section upstrearn. Along the regulated main a m between Rajk and Szap, it changes
only moderately. This w a ~especially true befvre the side arrik systems were more intensively
separated. Hungary hardly pollutes the Upper Danube, however it does deposit urban and
industrial waste in the Middle Danube, downstream to Szap. Moreover, some Slovak tributaries to
this section ( V a , Ipoly), also cary pollution.
Chemically the Danube çan be characterised as a calcium-hydrogen carbonate dorninated P-a
oligotrophic water, with a mean salt concentration of 240-350 mgll and a specific conductivity or
250-500 pslcrn. The usual dissolved oxygen concentracion of the river varies between 8 and 10
mg/l although it is occasionally higher. This is a sufficient concentration for the aquatic biological
communities and the degradation processes. The chemical oxygen demand is not too high
(CODgh: 4-6 mgA; CODc,: 10-16 rng/i). It is within the P-mesosaprobic, 8-a mesosaprobic
range. According to the data series at Rajka for the last 20 years, the main arm water quality has
deteriorated over this period with respect to several parameters (specific conductivity, CODp,
BODs, ammonium, nitrite, chloride, sulphte). The greatest increase was detected in the
concentration of different forrns of niîrogen and that of arthophosphate.

The quantity and quality of suspended sedirnents is important for the biological production of the
Danube. In recent y e m , there has been around 10 mgll of suspended solids at low flow levels.
During floodç the suspended load can reach 100-200 mgil . A cornparison between data collected
in the late 1950s and that of late 1980s shows a reduction by a half in the suspended sediment
load. The prirnary cause of these significant changes are the Austrian dams constructed on the
Danube during this 30 year period.
The Danube continuously carries heavy metals in two Eoms: either dissolved or bound to solid
particles. The concentration of heavy metals in both phases considerably fluctuates and the
maximal vaIues are in some cases, near to the maximal acceptable concentrations. The heavy
metals absorbed on the surface of suspended solids are deposited and then reductive processes
release them. Ln the Szigetkllz, the heavy metd concentration oî molluscs originating from side
arms which ofien have reductive beds, was two to three tirnes higher than the concentration of
molluscs from the Old Danube.
The nutrient supply of plants in the Danube is a basic biological feature. The çurrent average
concentration of inorganic nitrogen is 2.5 mgIl of which 85-96% is nitrate. The nitrite
concentration can be neglected. The concentration of ammonium ions is between 0.2 and 0.25
mgll. Variations in the total concentration of inorganic nitrogen follow a typical annuai cycle:
lowest in summer and early autumn and reaches its peak in winter and early spring. There can be a
100% difference between the annual minimal and maximal values. In the vegetation period, when
the phytoplankton production is the most intensive, nitrogen binding is considerable.

The total phosphorus, especially the orthophosphate, concentration of the Danube is extremely
high compared with oiher surface waters. The average fluctuatesjbenveen O. 1 and 0.2 mgll. During
the cultivation period when the phytaplankton is in abundance: the concentration decreases, but
only to 0.04-0.05 mgn. It is still significantly above a concdntration which could restrict an
increase in the water trophity. ln 25 years, the average inorganic nitrogen concentration has
increased by nearly 56%, and Chat of orthophasphate phosphorus by approximately 100%. Even
25 or 35 years ago, before this increase, the Danube was po~entiallypolitrophic.
The eixygen prodiiction/consumption balance changed si&fiemkly in the mid 1980s. Up until the
beginning of the 1980s the side arms perceptibly affected the oxygen cycle of the Szigetktjz
section of the Danube. This was due to the direct links between h e main arm and same large side
arms. The phytoplankton production in the slow moving water of the side arms was considerably
hi&er than that in the main m.As t h e was a nearly continpous connection, the oxygen rich
iliflow from the side arms regularly increased (often significantly) the prirnary production
downstream. As a result, the side arm systems in the Szigetkoz used to play an important and
advantageous role in the oxygen cycle of the main a m . Erosion gf the riverbed and the subsequent
isolation of the main am, nearly halted this fieneficial input of the side m s , making it almost
undetectable.

1

Saprobiological investigations provide infamation on the extèpt of organic pollution. In some
cases the classification was based on the presence and quanrity of Protozoa species. En other
studies, centrifuged djpped samples were saprobiologically analised. The saprobiological status of
the Danube and the side arms are generally acceptable with rare exceptions. Between 1976 and
1980 the average saprobity index in the main am reached the: a-mesosaprobic range (>2.9) in
winter, while it approaçhed P-mesosaprobic (around 2.2) in sunher. There was a srnall decrease
of 2-3% behveen Rajka and Medve.

The trophity of a water body is the quantity of organic nutrientsifor algae and rnacrophytes in the
water, and indicates eutrophication. As mentioned earlier, the Danube and the side arms are
potentially politrophic. They contain enougb nutrients for ,extensive algae growth if the
environmental conditions are favourable. The actual trophity of the Danube, which c m be
measured by determining either the nurnber of algae, the biomass of the phytoplankton, the
chiorophyll-a concentration or the primary production, changes throughout the year. From
Novernber to February it is oligotrophic. At Iow water levels, thelDanube was mesotrophic even in
March. From spring to autumn it is oligo-mesotrophic dunng floods and eutrophic or eupolytrophic in low flaw periods. In some years it becme eutrophic in March and it remained thal
way unril as late as October.
l

By the end of the 19795 both the average and the maximum number of algae increased by a factor
of 3-5 in the Szigetkoz region. The nutrient supply of the Danvbe could have been sufficient to
attain an eutrophic or eu-poly-trophic status as early as the end of the 1950s or the beginning of the
1960s. Meteorological conditions and several hydrological paraheters (flow velociQ, water level
fluctuaiions) can be neglected as possible causes of the: tropic changes because they changed little
in the Hungarian section. According to our present howledge, $e decrease in the quantity of the
transported sediment resulted in better light conditions which affected the reproduction of
ptiytoplankton.
l
I

I

First of al1 the quanti@ and quality of suspended solids and thé depth of the illurninatcd water
coiumn in flowing waters, determine the light conditions for thé phytoplankton. The quantity of

l

1
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suspended solids in the Danube between Rajka and Budapest, as previously mentioned, decreased
by half fram the late 1950s to the late 1970s, especially when the water level was low or average.
The main reason for the decrease in suspended solids was the çediment retention effect of the
Gerrrian and Austrian barrage systems constructed during that period. This decrease in suspended
solids, considerably increased the transparency of the water. It was W o or three tirnes higher at the
end of the 1970s than at the end of the 1950s. Now the percentage of the total water body
illuminated in normal flow conditions is 75-90%, and during floods is 20-30%. ConsequentIy, at
low flow levels, algae proliferate in nearly al1 of the Danube, whilst during floods their
reproduction is restricted to a shallower, upper layer. In contrast, at the end of the 1950s, there was
enough light for algal reproduction in 20-40% of the Danube water column only at low flaw levels
and 10-15% during floods.
Reservoirs provide good habitats for euplankton algae. Those proliferating In the reservoirs on the
Upper Danube are then carried to the Danube, where they find appropriate conditions for their
existence and reproduction. This process continues along the Austrian section of the Danube. By
the tirne the Danube reaches Hungary at Rajka it has a rich planktonic algal flora, which would not
normally be expected in this section.
From among the nearly 200 zooplanktonic ciliates, P-mesosaprobic species dominate the
Danubian cornrnunities in the Szigetkoz region. This is characteristic of moderately polluted
surface waters, There is a close correlation between the individual number of zooplanktonic
(lower) crustaceans and the water temperature, discharge and flow velocity. In spring and autumn
low water periods, several species cm be found in large nurnbers at certain sections. This causes
eutrophic "waves" on the river.
The development of macrophyton stands along the Upper Danube was lirnited, only several weeds
and water mosses could survive in the constantly water covered zone of transverse dykes and
ernbankments. Macrophyte stands could develop along the Middle Danube because of the slower
flow velocity. They are usually found around transverse dykes and riversides, where floods do not
dislodge them. In general, fluctuations in the water level and floods strongly inhibit the
distribution and development of macrophytes aiong the Middle Danube.

Pollution of the sediment differs in each Danube section. It is difficult to detect accurately the load
in the often moving bed sediments of the Upper Danube. At certain sections, it is possible to
collecc fine sediment samples near the bank and investigate their pollutant load. Sarnples taken,
together with others from the Hungarian Middle Danube, were analysed for nine heavy metals
(Hg, Cd, As, Cu, Pb, Cr, Mn, Zn, Fe). All heavy rnetals were detected in the sediment. Their
average concentrations were below the maximal acceptable heavy metal concentrations of soils
(the maximum tolerated by plants). However, with the exception of Cu, the maximal
concentrations were greater than the acceptable standards. These sediment samples were collected
from the upper 5 cm layer. Bank fiftered water wells are important for certain regions along the
Hungarian Middle Danube. Sediment sampIes were collected in those areas at diflerent depths
from the surface to the confining layer (the fine sediment can be several metres ihick at slow
flowing sections). The samples were investigated for organic pollution, oils and fats. In each case
the finest grain size sediment contained the greatest guantity of polluting agents. Consequently, the
deposition of fine particles causes the accumulation of pollutants in the Danube.

The original status of the HniZov-Dunakiliti reservoù and the diversion canal is not dealt with
here. 7here was no water in the area where the diversion canal is now constructed (at least not in
the upstream part) while a discussion of the former Danube section within the sesetvoir is

irrelevant. niese areas are considered later with regards totheir hydmbiologieal effects and
changes.

In this chapter, o d y the side am systems of the Szigetk6z are discussed. Neither the side arms of
small islands in the Hungarian Upper Danube nor the 31 km Iong side arm of the Szentendre
Island upstream of Budapest will be described. (They do not hiffer greatly from the main arm there are only rninor clifferences in their size and water disciiarge.) They are also continuously
connected to the Danube at both ends. The Slovak side ann sy$terns (on the lefi side of the river}
are not considered here, either. The Szigeîkoz side arm systerns are described here in their
historical complexity. Besides the water bodies in the floodplain, the waters within the protected

1

area are also discussed,

OriginaIly the side a m systems and the main arm of the ~ a n u q ewere integral parts of a complex
system. This included water bodies within rhe protected area yven if they were onIy fed through
the groundwater. If the water discharge of the Danube was not greater than 1,800 m3/sec, Le., at
low-flow levels, there was no direct side m - m a i n arrn cdnnection. Subsurface inflow and
outflow was the sole link with the water supply and so, the side arms beeame lentic. This 'still
water' period used to last for approxirnately half of the year (170-180 days). During roughly 90
days each year, the system could be described as being supplied by seepage. Direct connection
only occurred when the water discharge was above 2,500 ?/sec (60-70 days per year) the
quanti@ flowing into the system depended on the actual water level.
1

Each side ami systern c m d i R r enomously from another, because of i e different shape, sire and
water regime. In low water periods, when the water hardly flows or even stands, they generally
manifest lemnic hydrobiologicd feames, usualiy accompanied hith a high trophity. This is due to
the high inorgmic nutrient content @hosphoms) of the Danube and the lack of cwents in the
l
water body.

l

During floods, the phytoplankton in the floodplain side amni and the main arm are identical.
Following the separation of the side arms from the main 7 in the cultivation period, the
composition of aquatic biological cornmunities and the phytop1,ankton population change rapidly,
Le., certain species occur in abundance. The new, dominant phytoplankton develops within a few
days in srnail arms. A sirnilar process occurs in large side arms, put sornetimes lakes several weeks
to complete.
1
I
The abundance of phytopIankton can Vary greatly in each side y in the cultivation period. The
number of individuals is uçually around several tens of thousandç of individuals/ml, the
chlorophyll-a concentration is between 50 and 200 rngld.
The:rnaximal concentrations cm reach
a hundred thousand individualslml and 800- 1,900 mglrn3, respectively. Maximal phytoplankton
production can lead to blooms even aIong certain sections of the main ann,but it is more typical in
the side m s . Small side arms usually have low concentrations of chlorophyll-a as they get their
continuous warer supply from filtered Danube water. In other cases, the intensive gaUng of
zooplankton reduces the population of phytoplankton.
i

The trophity of the side arms can rapidly increase in the veg&tationperiod, especially between
May and September. After great floods, the phytoplankton of the Danube remaining in the side
arms begins to reproduce rapidly. In 24 to 48 hours the numberlof individuals cm increase two to
(12)

l

four t h e s . The zooplankton reaches its maximal population after 5 to 10 days. The great
abundance of phytoplankton can remain even afler the vegetation period. In large side m s , if the
nutrient concentration is hi&, a maximum population of winter plankton aigae cm be detected
under the ice leading to eutrophic conditions. In Febniary 1993, for example, the chlorophyll
concentration under the ice waa 30-50 mglrn3 in a side a m of the AsviiriYv~ii
branch systern.
The differences between the composition of aquatic biological communities and the nurnber of
individuals in the Danube fmm that of other water bodies, is particularly notable in the water
bodies within the protected area.

The connection to the main a m is a crucial factor in the species composition of zooplankton in the
side m s . After floods, when the side arrns are disconnected fmm the main arm and their flow
velocity reduces, the structure of the zooplankton population radically changes. In a couple of
days the number of species and their voIume significantly increases. The predominant species
however, remain more or less the sarne in the main arrn and the side arms.
In the ~ s v i t n ~ v h side
r d arm system, zooplankton samples were collected every day between 29
June and 17 September, 1985. At Rajka, the water discharge of the Danube changed between
1,530 and 7,090 m3/sec in the given period. Lemnic conditions prevailed, the number of aquatic
communities and their populations were high when Fe water was stagnant. The structure of the
zooplankton cornrnunity is mainly detemined by meterological (seasonal) changes and
fluctuations in the discharge. Nonetheiess, most species found in the side arms, are common to
slow flowing eutrophic waters.
Oxygen production is considetable in the near lentic conditions. Following floods, the side amis
are subject to a strong flushing effect dislodging many communities and transporting its
sediments; before the side arms were closed, they considerably and significantly increased the
oxygen concentration in the main a m .

The saprobiological status of the side m s is usually better than it is in the Danube; the saprobic
index is ofien higher by 0.2-0.3. However, saprobity increases occur in stagnant side if there is a
high abundance of phytoplankton and only liale or no oxygen in the lower water layers.

There is no macrophyîon stand in the main arm because of its high flow velocity. In contrast, rich
and variable communities develop in small side arms and oxbow lakes on both sides of the flood
protection dikes, with the exception of deep, grave1 bedded side m s in the active floodplain.
Rich macrophyte vegetation is typical of shallow amis which are not, or only to a limited degree,
flushed by floods and have a nutrient rich sediment. The actual state of macrophyte stands
depends on the water discharge, hydro-meteorologicnl conditions and the development of
phytoplankton. In general, the richest macrophyte vegetation is found in oxbow lakes and shallow
waters in the protected area. It cm spread over the entire water body.
x

There is a great variety of bed sediment characteristics in the side amis due to difîerences in the
grain size and organic matter content. It is worth recalling here the higher heavy metal
concentration of molluscs living in the Szigetkoz side mm compared to that of the molluscs in the
main am.

This chapter does not cover fish biology or fishery, even so, the importance of this area for fish
reproduction should be ernphasised. Fish migrate here, often covering more than several hundred

kilornetres, to spawn from the Danube. In addition, the side &ms produce more than half of the
total fish in the Hungarian section of the Danube.
I

In the old floodplain there are some small semi-natural water bidies of great ecological value. The
fate of these side arm system remnants, e.g., the strictly protected bog at h a k and the mortlake at
Lipoi, should be taken into specid consideration.
l
Svistly speaking, nature conservation is also ouiside the scbpe of this chapter, however. the
survival of protected areas and othes natural values in the Szigeitkoz depend on the presence of the
water. The most valuable areas are elements of the side am systems on both sides of the flood
protection d l e s , which form a unique region of great ecological importance. Prominent
international and national organisations evidently share this opinion.
1

This 120 km long river is supplied by various sources. Its water discharge is relatively smalE
cornpared its pollution load. The Mosoni Danube gets an int~rnationallyguaranteed 20 rn3/sec
from the Danube and the water of its tributaries, the Lajta, Raba and Mbca.
The fmt section of the Moson Reach, h m the beginning of the branch to Mosonmagyariivar, is
fast flowing with a significant bed gradient. The second section is slow flowing, and resembles the
lower section of the main river. in Tecent decades, changes in the water supply from the Danube
have caused some problems: the discharge has decreased while the two developing cities on the
river, Mosonmagyarovk and GyGr, have produced an bcreasing amount oS pollution.
Consequently, the water quality has deteriorated. Downstream of the çities, the river became
extrernely polluted. Fgr exmple, above the weir at Mosonmagyar6vhr, a considerable amount of
the suspended load iç sedirnented. Further downstream, partly, as an effect of the urban sewage
from Mosonrnagyariivir, the nutrient supply of algae and the self-purification capacity of the river
I
increase. A constant problern besides the waste water of MosonrnagyarOvCir,
is the e f i c t of the
polluted waters of the Rbba and the N b c a and the untreated sewage of Gybr. During floods, the
Danube dams back the Rhba causing serious problems even upstrearn of Gyür.
I

From a biological point of view, the lower section of the ,Mosoni Danube is an important
migratory route of the spawning fish stock.
l

I

Hydrobiological changes are discussed in geogmphical units, but processes in one unit obviousIy
have an effect downstream. With regards to the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Project, a considerable
nurnber of changes to the original status occur after a some t h e and c m o t or can hardly be
,
detected imrnediately after the diversion.

This reservoir differs morphological~yand hydrologicalIy from upstream Gemian and Austrian
reservoirs, and so cannot be cornpared. In this chapter, the effects of the original reservoir and not
the effects of the 30% smaller Variant C reservoir are evaluated. Nonetheless, the observed
I

changes are practically the same as those predicted, only a little less intensive due to the srnaller
size of the reservoir.
For a mean water discharge (Rotschein 19761, the average depth would have been 3.3 rn, the
volume 243 million rn3 and the water surface 52 km2, according to the original plans. The wates
would have passed through the resewoir at a constant rate, but the retention t h e and the average
flow velocity would have varied in different parts of the reservoir. They would have had the
following vdues in the original reservoir according to Rotschein (1976):

The exlent of the changq cm be demonstrated with a cornparison o f the original, average flow
velocity at this section (higher than 2.0 m/sec) with the planned decrease to 0.1 1 m/sec. This
change is the basis of al1 alterations to the original biological and physicochemicai conditions. The
suspended sedirnent load of the water entering the reservoir is already reduced because of the
retaining effect of the upstream barrages, however, intensive sedimentation occurs in the reservoir
due to the reduced flow velocity. Several mathematical rnodelç were created to describe the
process (VIZITERV 1985, VITUKI 1978, 19873, Komora and Surnbal 1965). Eigtit centimetres
tif sedirnent was predicted as an annuai average, but under certain meteorological conditions,
annual deposition can reach 30 cm. The spatial variation in sediment depositinn was calculated to
be between 2 and 44 cm. More than 50% of the sediment has a smalIer grain size than 50pm,
which can f o m bonds with organic matter. The continuous movement of the stream line
constantly modifies the stream profile of the reservoir. As a result, the location of stagnant water
areas, tvhich adversely effect the water quality, is unpredictable. Water quality changes are more
dangerous in winter when the reservoir is covered by ice, the solid surface prevents the aeraiion of
stagnant water, accelerating anaerobic processes.

The acceleration of eutrophication depends on the availabilisy of nutrients for nlgae and plants, the
light conditions and temperature. In the Danube at Bratislava, there is more phosphorus and
nitrogen than the phytoplankton can reproduce in. As a result, planktonic eutrophication is only
lirnited in this section, by the lack of adequate light conditions, temperature and by the effeçts of
the flow. In the reservoir, light conditions improve because of increased sedimentation, and the
temperature increases by several degrees centigrade in the main vegetation pelniod.The storage of
the water provides an opportuniry for the algae to use up the greater part of the practically
unlimited phosphorus and njtrogen supply. As a result, an algal bloorn is inevitable. At the sarne
tirne, self-purification processes become more intensive too, but the produced organic matter
burdens the downstream sections for the next couple of hundred kms. This can cause problems
e.g., ior the dsinking water supply in certain areas. This theory was proved earlier by an AuskianSlovak-Hungarian joint research project, along the 420 km long Hungarian section of the Danube
considering effects of Austrian Danube resewoirs on the water quality. Both the number of algae
and the chlorophyll concentration had increased along the entire stretch (VGI 1985, VIZTTERV
1985, VITUKI 1987b). To return to the effects of the Dunakiliti weir, even if al1 sewnge in the
affected area were biologicaIly treated, the COD and BODs concentrations which indicate the
arganic matter load, would increase.

1

The diversion had several effects on the Old Danube: the m a and volume of the aquatic
environnient decreased, the serni-naturai water level fluctuations have stopped, and there scarcely
remains any connections with îhe Szigetlroz side arrn systems. As a resiilt, they have lost their
function as Fish spawning areas which is essential for the fish fauna and fisheries of the main ami
section in the Szigetkljz and fusther downstream. In addition, the plankton communities have lost
their nutrient supply from the side arm systems, which is has an adverse effect on the river's
oxygen budget and capaciîy for self-purification. The now permanently dry areas of the river bed
are being overgrown by woody plants, primarily willow bushes.
The lower 15 km section of the abandoned river bed is damrned back from downsiream if the
water discharge of the Danube is above 4,000 m3/sec. The water qmlity worsens because of rhe
high fine sediment and pollution concentration of the water aniving from the reservoir and
occasionally from other sources, too. Changes in the water quality depend on the duration of the
high water level and meteorological conditions.

d) Side urm systems of the Szigetkoz
The first damage to the side arm was caused by the acceleration of their separation from the main
am. This activity which began approximately 25 years ago, led to the increased silting up of the
side arm systems. Their water level fluctuations only moderately fallowed the changes in the main
a m and the biological side ami-main a m connections began to disappear.
M e r the diversion, the side arm systems in the floodplain lost most of its water, and large areas
became dry or stagnant. This was foilowed by an considerable loss of fish in the area. Without
doubt, Hungarian measures to alleviate the damage in the area, "brought back" the water to several
areas. However, natural fluctuations in the water level and the intensive metabolic connection with
the main arm could not be restored or compensated by the fraction of the original arnount of water
that was delivered.
The loss of invaluable biodiversity is a separate, yet important issue; a variety of habitats and
niches is fundamental for biodiversity. The richness of the side a m systems is unique in this sense
along the Danube.
Y
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We have already referred to the connection of the main arm to the side am systems in the
description of the main a m . Here we discuss the reciprocity: darnage CO the side a m system
because of lts separation from the main am.
The efficiency, permanence and quality of the water supply, which is inevitably reduced, cannot
be judged at the mornent.(i.e., the risk of eutrophication is unknown).

The water loss of side am system elements and ox-bow lakes within the old floodplain have also
been extensive. Water was conveyed to many areas, but the dynamics and quality was cornpletely
different. It is certainjy not an adequate solution for the reconstitution of the desiccated sites and
their vegetation and wildlife. These measures could only help in the short-tem survivat of the
existing aquatic communities.
Two water bodies within the ald floodplain, the mortlake at Lipdt and the Arak bog, are of special
natural value and are strictIy protected. However, soon after the diversion of the main ami,the
mortlake at Lip6t completely dried out. As a result, its vegetation and wildlife were spoiled. After
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a dry period lasting severai months, water was pumped into the area from the main am when
flood waters were suddenly directed aEong it. Since then, a constant water purnp has been put into
operation to provide a continuous water supply in order to revitalise the mortlake. The Arak bog
was damaged sirnilarly but to a lesser extent.

Both sides of the flood protection dykes used to have extensiye wetlands which are among the
most important habitats for the protection of biodiversity; they are listed in international
conventions with the strictest obligations for their protection. Unfortunately, these areas have
almost disappeared completely from the Szigetkljz beçause of the decrease of the water table.
We çhould recagnise the occurred and expected damage to the side a m s system of the Szigetkoz.
The ~ i t n 9Ostrov on the Slovak side of the Old Danube, is an area sirnilar to the SzigetkBz. There
are similarities in ththe side a m syçtems, the hydrographical conditions and in the fact that it is also
situated on the alluvial cone of the Danube. The problems caused by the Gabtikovo-Nagymaros
Barrage System are very allke, too. However, the restoration opportunities are much better in
Slovakia because they cm provide much more water for their side arrn systems from the diversion
canal and avoid short-term damage to a certain extent. While Hungary could only utilise 50-150
3
m3/sec water discharge of the Old Danube and 3-5 rn /sec ;vater (with a maximum of 10-20
m3/sec) h m the water çupply system.

,
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eJ The Szap- Yének-Nagymaros-Budapes
t section,of the Middle Danube

The water quality m d the biological status of the water on the 17 km sketch between Szap and
Vének is detemined by the waler arriving from the diversion canal when the discharge is below
4,000 m3/sec. At a higher discharge, water is directed along the abandoned 01d Danube. This haç
an unpredictable effect on h e water quality, especialty a€ the beginning of the flood, as the waters
can flush eutrophic stagnant waters and fil1 up the previous water bed washing away the willow
s h b s , both of which will probably lower the water quality considerably.
1

The exactly 100 km long flow-through Nagymaros Reservoir yould have been situated between
Vének and Nagymaros. The calcuiated current velocities at different water discharges are the
following:
I
l
,
1

Water discharge of the Danube (m3/sec)

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

Average flow velocity (rnlsec)

0.35

0.70

1.1 O

1.41

At present the average flow velocity is 1.09-1-10 mlsec, at an,average water discharge of 2,000
m31sec at the side of the Nagymaros Barrage System. The damiwould decrease the flow velocity
by 30%, which would considerably improve the conditions fo? plnnkton organisms (both phytoand zooplankton). This would result in an enrichment of the plankton cornrnunity originating from
the Dunakiliti Reservoir; the plankton biomass would be even higher than that upstrem.
l

25-30 km upstream of Nagymaros, between Labatlm and Esztergom, intensive sedimentaticin
would have been expected. Polluting agents, bonded to Che suspended solids would be deposited
too, just as in the Dunakiliti (HruSov) Reservoir
!

!

The number of living and dead algae and the pollution load would increase aIong the entire
section. Unsatisfactorily purified sewage entering the river adds to the load of zhis stretch. The
main sources of poilution are the Mosoni Danube, the Vhh, Hron, Ipoly and the waste water of
GyGr, Komhrom, Sturovo, Dorog, Esztergom and a number of small towns and villages. The
large-scde sewage purification project tkat was launched, is far from cornpiete. We must
emphasise that the proposed solution to this problem wlll not even slow down eutrophication
because of the oversupply of inorganic phosphorus and nitrogen.
Reduced fiaw velocity increases sedimentation. The mud, rich in organic matter, degrades
consurning the oxygen content of the water in the bed sediment. Iron, manganese, ammonium and
carbonic acid are accumulated in the reductive medium and organic molecules having a bad odour
or taste are formed. Heavy metals can also be released (VITUKI 1985, VGI 1985).
The existing and potential bank filtered wells in the area deteriorate because of pollution and also
because the fine grained bed sediment prevents the Danube water from flowing rowardç the bank
filtered wells.

Along the Nagymaros-Budapest section, the effect of the Barrage Srstem is twofoid. Firstly, as the
water flows through the turbines, its oxygen content physically increases. This produces an
advantageous effect over a short section. However, at the same time, the arnount of dead algae
also increases spoiling the water qualiîy for most of the year.
There is no accurate data on the effect of the increasing number of algae and chlorophyll-a
quantity, the organic load caused by dead plankton, compounds having a bad odour or taste in
either surface water or in the b d filtered drinking water extraction. Nearly 3 million people are
supplied with drinking water from these sources. Dredging downsmam of Nagymaros, planned
before, would destroy the natural filter Iayer of several wells of the Watenvorks of Budapest.
Subsequently, f h e r dredging was cancelled along that section.
V. Conclusion
The evaluation and prediction of biological processes and their interrelationships with
watercourses such as rivers, is an extremely dificult task because they are multivariable, dynamic
systems. Hence it is particularly unfortunate that the biological statu5 of the water, the water
quality and their possible changes were not assessed adequately in the planning phase of the
GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System by the countries concerned with the construction. That
statement stjll stands even though the awareness of environmental and water quality protection,
nature conservation and their social importance greatly increased between the planning phase and
the beginning of the conçtniction. The political situation, and, in certain periods, econornical
problems, continuously created obstacles for a comprehensive study based on a general concept. Tt
is really unforhinate that a comprehensivejoint research project and evaluation was not carried out
by Hungarian and Slovak experts.
Nevertheless, nane of the above-mentioned facts entitles anybody to ignore the modern
ecological-economical approach and the real long-tem benefits to society, when the decision on
the fate of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Barrage System is to be made.
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GROUND WATER PROBLEMS IN SLOVAK DANUBMN LQWLAND
1. Introduction

t

Until recently (in rnost countnes) the main object of ground water research was no more than
exploring ground water resources for water supply and the lowering of the water table for
construction. Later however, other problems came into prominence, namely, that ground water
should be protected from pollution, resioration of polluted groundwater, and, for instance in arid
zones, protection from overuse. Nowadays ground water desemes attention since it is a basis for
social, agricul~uraland industria1 develOpment everywhere, and'aprecondition for human hygiene
and health. The quaiity OF graund water, its presence or absence, is also a decisive ecological
factor. As can often be seen, the ground wnter rnay be the onlyl steady nahiral water resource, at
least on our territory.
l
Ground water cannot be observed directly, because it migrates through the rock. In Slovakia more
than 99% of the entire water volume cm be regarded as ground water. Most of this can be found
in river sediments, especiaily in the alluvial deposits of the Danube below Bratislava, and the
depth of these deposits rnay be more than 300m (Fig. 1). The construction of hydroeIectric power
plants in this region causes new problems for Slovakia because they affect the quaIity of ground
water. The problem is new because till now al1 the power plants were established in mountain
districts.
fierefore our attention has to be directed to the future afteration of flow conditions in ground
water owing to the HniSov-Dunakiliti Reservoir and pawer plant at GabEikovo (Fig.2). Besides
that, ecological changes will occur in the Danube branches, the floodplain and the wetland forest,
as well as in the cultivated area (Fig.3). Professional dialogues on al1 issues more or less related to
ground water problems have taken place. Many problems in this area are as yet untouched; the
answers are completely open.
I
l

1

One characteristic feature of rock and ground water is that théy are subject to self-purification.
However, this iç not self-purification in reality, but physiochemical and rnicrobiological processes
that c m be observed under certain circumstances which are able to preserve the good quality of
ground water and reverse pollution. On the other hand, such conditions may occur which would
make gound water unsuitable for certain purposes. The pattern and mles of this complicated
ecosyçtem is still hidden behind a veiI of mysteries. This system is susceptible to physicaI
influences such as heat, light, flow and to chemical substances such as nitrogen, oxygen,
phosphorus, organic matters. It c m be affected by the physicochemical properties of rock such as
absorption, ion exchange, porosity, mineral composition and by hydrodynamic parameters for
exmple permeability, anisotropy, hydrodynamic dispersion: river and grounci water level
fluctuation etc.
1
1

In addition, biological and microbiological activity plays a decisive role in the game of ground
water quality considering the whole system from rainfatl to the rivers, soil, and the ground water
itself. Man begins and ends this ecological system, while nature prevails in the rniddle. We must
admit that this system and the processes occurring in it are not fully understood. It is an
unquestionable fact, however, that such a cornplex system cm be examined only by rneans of
models, which nevertheless are still far from simulating the real cornplexity of the process. Last
but not Zeast, we are not even able to define our cornmon understanding of nature conservancy and
groundwater protection.
i .

It is a fact that protection of ground water is closely comected with the protection of the
environment. If we carefully protect our natural environment, the ground water also will be

protected, and vice versa. For this reason, ground water quality is an important criterion for
efficient nature and environment protection.
2. EcoIogical Problcms Relating to Groundwater
In the region below Bratislava, the Danube flows on an alluvial cone (Fig.4). The riverbed of the
Danube shows some displacements and a lot of side arms and floodplain features developed
(Fig.3). Fig.5 shows low groundwater levels and it is çlear that the Danube drains into the
quatemary sedirnents al1 along the area below Bratislava and in the region of the hydroelectric
- ~
power plant at Gabtikovo. The permeability is very high: between 1x10~' mls and I X ~ O m/s
(average 3.8~10" d s ) . The depth of the sedirnenr layers reaches approx. 10m at Bratislava, 120m
at Sarnorin, more than 300m at GabEikovo, and then it falls again to 10m. By the side of Aitni
Ostrov isiand and up to the Dunakiliti weir the ground water table is more than 3m below the
surface, not teaching the soi1 by capiilary rise. The fluctuation of ground water lever depends on
the water level of the Danube and this alters quite significantiy. Fig 7 shows the amplitude of ihis
fluctuation in the middle of iirn];. Ostrov island as a function of the distance from the Danube. In
the lower part of the island, the ground water Ievel is closer to the surface (Fig.6) and it is drained
by many canals. The Danube, the side branches, irrigation and drainage çanals, as well as rainfall
and evaporation rates determine the characteristic îlow of the ground water. In this environment
the hydroelectric power plant, Gabeikovo, was built, which has been debated so much.
Parts of the problems of A i t n ~Ostrov island can be studied in cornparison with 0 t h Danube
çountries.

For example, the continuous sinking of the Danube river bed, causes a gradual drop in the ground
w t e r level at the riverside as well as a gradual desiccation of the flood plain. Under Vienna,
Kresser (1988) observed a degradation of the river bed owing to a detention of bedload. Between
Hainburg and Bratislava the sinking of river bed is up to 10cmlyear. Schiel (1988) reports on a
ground water level drop of 2-3m in the Viema area in the l u t 30 years. It goes without saying that
the termination of bedload supply from Austria affects the region of Aitni Ostrov island too. At
the same time grave1 mining in the Danube and dredging for navigation is further lowering the
riverbed and the levels of the surface and ground water respectively.
The Austrian power plants affect the flow conditions of the ~ a n u b eThe
. water level and flowing
peak value sank especially during the sumrner. The consequences on the ground water are
obvious. Fluctuation of ground water level decreased. This also affects the groundwater quality
since in the upper part of &tny Qstrov island, the ground watet is continuously supplied by the
Danube. The flow regime of the Danube as well as the particle size distribution of deposits has
changed towards sand and silt. Therefore the content of orgmic matter becomes higher
(absorption occurs at a particle s i x under lmm or rather O. lm particle size) in the river bed. The
importan~eof this alteration and its effects on ground water quality were explained by Las216 et
al, (1987) regarding the consequences on bank filtration. Similar tesults were observed at the
Altenworth dam above Vienna by Nachmebel and Haider (1988). Owing to increased organic Ioad
of the sediments and lower oxygen exchanges beîween air of the unsaturated zone and the ground
water, a gradual decline in the oxygen content can be expected. Higher ammonium (up to 1 rngll),
dissolved iron and manganese (up to 2 mgA) content wiIl occur. The concentration of organic
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rnatter increases to a large extent. Water soluble heavy metal complexes cm develop, too.
Obviously al1 these factors will affect the gmund water quality, depending on the extent of change
and the time [incorrect Geman text].

l

River regdation, various construction workç, the hydroeleçtriC power plants above 2it.n~ Ostrov
island, agricultural activity etc., caused a significant water and ground water level sinking so that,
the still existing (not yet extinct) wetland forests will be subject to desiccation. Woodlands and
flood plains are very important, not only for establishing a national park below Bratislava, but also
for the improvement or protection of ground water quality. Thek existence depends on a dynamic
regime and on regularly high water level of the Danube. This territory eliminates the organic
rnatter remaining in river branches, and in doing so for a renewable life, namely for an aerobic
self-purification capacity. It provides good quality water for infiltration and the conservation of
the flooded woodiands' character. In addition, at the riverside of the Danube, the ground water
level used to fluctuate (Fig.7), since this happened in the deep layers of gravel-sand-sediments, the
oxygen supply was quite good.

+

Under these natml conditions the GabEikovo power plant with the Dunakiliti Reservoir were
built. The Gabeikovo-Nagymaros pewer plant systern was inserted in the program for the
utilisation of the Danube from Bratislava to the Black Sea: ln the upper reach, this system
connects with the Austrian development projects for the ~ d u b e The
. water irnpounded in the
river is directed to Gabtikovo power plant by a canal 1 7 h long. A part of the water (50-200
m3/s) should Ise drained into the old river bed of the Danube through the Dunakiliti weir. In the
original bed a few little weirs should be constmcted which would be able to control the water level
in the original bed and in the side branches and adjust it more or less to the previous level.
I

Considering ground water quality the fallowing facts seem io bi important:

- Between Bratislava and the supply canal there will bé a reservoir with a level of
13 1.2 m. a.s.l. It may be supposed that ground water is infiltrated through the
sediment, without dissolved oxygen and with dissol~ed~organic
matter. Fluctuation
of ground water level is smaller. Non-steady clogging of;the river bed will develop.

- In the stretch of the supply canal, the ground water level will change, therefore the
water level in the old bed of Danube wili drop according to a secured level
[incorrect German text] .
-If dams are consmcted in the old Danube bed, the wajer is infiltrated in anaerobic
l
conditions zhrough sedirnented sand and silt.

!

-The situation of the side branches depends on the water regime. Without regulation
adverse effects will occur.
T h e gmund water level and flow direction of graund d t e r will be altered.
I
- Owing to altered ground water levels, previously filled branches of the Danube as
well as waste deposits can be negatively activated.

- With a higher ground water level the oxygen supply through the cagillary zone
could decrease.

l

In the area of i i m j Dsûov island several water-works of great &mity cm be found. For instance
the well at Sarnorin gives 2000 Ifs according to the plan. In Fig. 8 and 9 a mode1 shows the ground

water flow in a vertical section, and the flow alterations caused by the Dunakiliti Resemoir c m
be seen.

1

.

3. Possible Solutions

To utilise ground water or to develop protection measures, the flow conditions of ground water
should be thoroughly understood. The water ilow detennines the transport of pollutants, oxygen
etc., which are responsible for self-purification. It should be emphasised that this flow and
rnaterial transport, as well as the alteration in the chedcal composition and properties of ground
water are characterised spatially. In the Danubian lowland this phenornenon is more distinct as the
depth of Quatemary grave1 changes from 10m (on the edge) to 300111(in the middle).
Transport and dispersion processes occurring in ground 'water are based on various
physiochemical reaçtions and the biological activity of micro-organisrns. To solve any problem
these processes should be considered. At the same tirne the transport and dispersion are slow, and
so it is dificult to perform experiments in situ. The most suitable solution c m be found by means
of numerical models which are able to describe volumetric flow and delivery (not only alteration
of ground water level and level line) and the accompmying physiochemjcal and microbiological
processes. For this model, however, the main correlation and parameters should be known. The
mode[ should be spatial and cornplex enough in order to include the mnst important processes, but
also pragmatic enough as a "Use of models in decision-malung" for both designers and politicians.

l

4. An Outline of the Present State of Solutions by Means of Models

In the area of fitnf Ostmv island eariy data on ground water çan be found in the monograph o l
Duba (1968) and Mucha V. et al. (1966). First of all, Duba (1968), reported on the
hydrogeolagical methods available to solve problems associated with flow, forecasts of changes in
groundwater regime and abo on first steps of modelling.
Numerical models of ground water flow and simulation models of material transport have been
useà since the seventies. These modeIs give a flow scheme for ground water and disstilved
substances, hydrodynamic dispersion and molecular diffusion. Various manuals (e.g. Kinzelbach
1986) describe these models, toa.
To explain transport of non-consemative substances, chernical and biological processes, as well as
physical conditions, have to be considered. This is done by the incorporation of chernical reaction
in the transport models as well as additional equilibrium boundary conditions. A combination of
chernical reaction and transportation equations i s demonstrated by Kinzelbach and Schafer (1989).
They give a method which is based on two separate steps tu break up physical and chernical
equations.
A simulation model for the biological decomposition of organic matter in ground water iç
desçribed by MacQuarrie et al. (1990) in the form of a numerical solution.

Jousma et al. (1989), as well as Kobus et al. (1989) reported on the present state of ground water
models, suitable to solve water quality problems.

5. Definition of Ground Water Problerns ExisEing in :?kitniOstrov Idand Area
I

The main problem is that in Aitnj, Ostrov island physicochedcal and rnicrobiolagicat processes
are in connection with redox-processes. These reactions may Ge'influenced by dissolved oxygen,
dissolved organic carbon and other substances which promote os restrain microbiological activity.
l

These processes cm be ranked on the basis of the consumptibn of dissolved oxygen or organic
matter as follows:
Consurnption of oxygen:

Consumption of organic matter:

Oxidation medium

Transition tola reduction medium
1

Oxidation of organic matter
Oxidation of sulphides

~xida$onof organic matter
l
Deniüjfication

Oxidation of Fe(I1)

~eduGtionof Mn(1V)

Nitrification

~edu(tionof Fe(III)

Oxidation of Mn(II)

~edujtiionof rulphate

I

Ln both cases the oxidation of organic matter is predominant. l i a suitable proportion of dissolved
oxygen with water soluble organic matter is inîroduced into grohnd water, the oxidation of organic
matter will start. This reaction is promoted by bacteria. Should the proportion of dissolved oxygen
exçeed the organic matter, the additional oxygen is consumed in the oxidative environment. In the
case of a higher organic matter volume, reduction conditions p;evail again supported by bacteria,
There is no more dissolved oxygen, but is obtained from nitrates by redacting manganese, iron,
etc. The transition from oxidation to reduction is very import&t since the degradation ability of
organic matter switches from aerobic ta anaerobic bacteria. At1 that moment, the microbiological
decomposition of nitrate star&.
1

l

In % gmund watrr of kit@ Ostrov idand, a high oxygen eonient and high nihate content (over
100 rngtl) were obsewed. The latter caused methernogIobinemia,in babies.

The relation of oxygen, organic matter and nitrate content is +e basis for the control of ground
water quality on this island. A ground water sample of good quality must contain at least 1 mgll
oxygen and should not hclude any dissolved organic matter. In this case, however, the
decomposition of nitrate is minimal. Ln order to protect groundwater, nitrate input should be
minimised, for instance, by using an up-to-date agricultural technology (not only control nitrate
fertiliser). The problem of introducing dissolved organic matter is also i m p o m t , e.g. by oil
pollution, but also in the case of regulation of the side ams and the HniSev reservoir. Surface
water quality as well as technology in agriculture is also important in this respect [incorrect
German]. The unfavourable depth of the ground water level, capillary rise, mode and intensity of
irrigation should abo be çonsidered.
I
I

The oxygen content ofgromd water wilI be higher when waterl is infiltrated from rain and snow.
Most of this oxygen is, however, consumed in the oxidation :of organic matter at the surface.
Under the conditions prevailing at Zitng Ostrov island one part of the oxygen was infiltrated from
the Danube directly into the ground water. This proportion of oxygen ix used up in the BniSov-

I

Resewoir during sediment transition, and it is predicted that the alluvial deposits contain organic
matter to a large extent. Sudicky and MacQuanie (1489) dernonstrated that oxygen would be
inmduced into ground water by diffusion at the surface. In the iitny Ostrov idand area, the
fluctuation of ground water level caused by Danube water level fluctuations was responsible for
the input of oxygen (Fig.7). This fluctuation reached several meters near the riverside. The ground
wates ievel was far below the soil level. Nachtnebel and Haider (1988) reported'on the worsening
quality of gmund water at the Altenworth dam because of the infittration of water with a hi&
organic sedimentarion load. Resulting from stagnant ground water levels, the gas exchange
between the unsaturated zone and the ground water is reduced.

TQ model these processes, the mobile nitrate, mobile organic carban in ground water, and bound
substances which are associated with bactetiological phase were described by Kinzelbach and
Schafer (1989). Obviously the ground water flow at the i i t n i Ostrov island is three dirnensionaJ
and unsteady. The three main components of the process (oxygen, nitrate and carbon) cm be
influenced by human activity. These parameters are the boundary conditions of the model, and
they have never been studied. Other factors affecting the process can be found in the Table of
redox-processes.
Parameters and conditions relating to oxidation and reduction indicate the factors to be determined
through examinations in situ.
hput parameters of the models for ground water fl ow are as follows:

- separation of media; [hcorrect German]
- permeability and capacity, as well as its spatial distribution;
- definition of boundary conditions such as infiltration, rainfall, rivers, canals, water
pumping etc.;

- parameters of longitudinal and transversal dispersal, absorption properties;
- temporal changes in parameters.
The starting input parameters and boundaty conditions are:
1

- concentration of organic carbon, input of carbon compounds at the boundary of
water, soi1 (cg. on the basis of ground water level etc.);

I

I
l

- nitrate concentration and its input at the boundary;

I

- oxygen concentration and its transfer into the aquifer.

I

The starting physicochemiçal and microbiologieal parameters are:

1

-

maximal natural increase of denitrifjing bacteria;

-

maximal namal increase of aerobic bacteria;

-

proportion of dead micro-organisms related to the carbon content;

I

-

carbon yield factor related to denitrifying bacteria;

1

-

carbon yield factor related to aerobic bacteria;

l

I

1

l
l
1

~1

-

half-life of orgmic carbon (denitrification);

l
I
l

- half-life of organic carbon under aerobic respiration conditions;

/

-

half-life of nitrogen compounds under denitrification;

-

half-life of nitrate compounds under aerobic respiratio? conditions;

-

half-life of oxygen under aerobic respiration conditions;

-

concentration of bacteria;

i

- upper lirnit in oxygen concentration under denitrificatihn.
The parameters above show the difficulty to elaborate a model and use it. Kinzelbach and Schafer
(1988) describe a one-dimensionai model with such parameters./
1

The basis for healthy ground water d a subsequently healthy environment related io
groundwater is an adequate oxygen supply, limiting organicimatter and the control of nitrate
content. The latter means that the Mn and Fe content should b& rninimised in a reducing medium.
Ostrov island the low or nearly zero values of oxygen in
For instance, in the territory of
lower layers of the aquifer without increased Mn and Fe content may be considered. The control
of nitrate input is proposed in order to utilise ground watei through the capillary zone, too.
Obviously, thiç process can be affected by other substances which promote biological degradation
[incorrect Gerrnan].
1
For good quality ground water, additional oxygen should be çupplied though urisaturated water
and capillary zones, as demonsmted by Sudieky and ~ a c ~ u + e(1989). An even better soliaian
is the variation of the ground water level in appropriate depths.1 If the oxygen content decreases at
ground water level, a reducing environment could be generated. Such experiments have never
been perfonned at kitny Ostrov island. In a model, the vertical change of ground water level
generated by the river (no fluctuation owing to min, evaporation, etc.) should also be considered.
We do not know the dispersion factor resporisible for oxygen tra,nsfer in the vertical direction.
6. Conclusion

1
l

l
With regard to the ground water problems in Slovak Danubian lowiand, from the point of view of
natural science and ecotogy, an abundance of problems wise'not ody in theory but especially
from a practical point of view. The object of our work is to fin'd a model wbich is able to answer
questions related to flow regime, the protection and the control of ground water quality, which
dso solves ecological problems and which allows forecasts, Wq understand the importance of this
groblem and would highly appreciate the development of a wider CO-operation.
I
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Fig. 1: iitw 0 s r i . o ~- Danubian lowland under Bratislava

FigZ: HniSov-Reservoir - Power plant ~unakiliti-~ab~ikowo-~a~maros
1 - reservoir
2 - power plant
3 - deepening of river bed

1

Fig.3: Flood area and flood woodland at supplying canal

1 - suppiying canal
2 - pawer plant
Fig.4: Danube flows in a convergent conical formation (highér, average and lower ground water
I
level)

Fig.5: Level 1Ine of low ground water level (Duba, 1968)

,

Fig.6: Depth of gmund water level (higher, average and lowergmund water level)

Fig.7: Amplitude of fluctuation of ground water level as a 1function.d distance from Danube
(Duba, 1968)
Fig.8: Scheme of hydroelectric power plant at Samorin
Reservoir
1 - Danube

-

1

b~forestarting of HniSov-Dunakiliti

l

2 - distance from Danube

3 - hydroelectric power plant at Samorin
4 - clay, thickness 2m

5 - grave1
6 - time interval
Fig.9: Scheme of power plant at Samorin - befon s w i n g of H d o v - ~ u n a k i l i t Reservoir
i
1 - infiltration through cover layer

l

1

2 - water level hi&
3 - distance from Danube
!
4 - infiltration from reservoir per lm dam
1
5 - inflow at canal per l m length
6 - pumping fiom well pcr l m length of well 1.0 1itr.h i
7 - inflow from area per Im length of well0.07 1itr.l~
8 - grave1
9 - time interval ....days
i
10 - clay, thickness 2m.
l
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SYNOPSIS. An integrated mathematical modelling system
descsibing flous, water q u a l i t y processes., sediment
transport/erosian in river, flood plain, reservair and ground
water system is b e i n g developed and fuily &oupled with a
large d a t a base and G I S s y s t e m , The r n ~ d e l l ' i nand
~
information
system k s being established in an angoing project "Danubian
Lowland - Ground Water H o d e l " . The system u i l l b e a p p l ~ e d for
açsessing environmental i m p a c t s on eg groubd v a t e r and
floodplains of a l t e r n a t i v e water managernenF strategies in the
area, includkng alternative operation plan? for the Gabcikovo
hydropower scherne. The p r e s e n t paper g i v e s a brief
description of the estabLished modelling and information
system with special ernphasis on t h e c o u p l i n g between HIKE SHF
and HIKE 11 and of the plans for mode1 application during t h e
pro ject with ç p e c i a l ernphasis on aspects =&lating to u e t land
hydrology.

1

D A N U B I A N COWLAND - BACKGROUND
The Danubian LowLand between Bratislava and Kornirno is
1.
an ~ n l a n ddelta farmed in the past by river sediments from
the Danube. The entise a r e a forms an alluvial a q u i f e r , vhich
throughout t h e year receives in the order 8 f 2 5 m3/s l n filtration water from t h e Danube i n the upper p a r t s of the
a r e a and returns it into the Danube and the drainage channels
in the dounstream part. The aquifer is an important w a t e r
r e s c u r c e for municlpal and agricultural ra&er supply.
2.
Human influence has gradually chang& the hydrological
regirne in the area. Construction of dams ubstream of
Bratislava together with exploitation of river sedirnents has
signifkcantly deepened the river bed and lowered the w a t e r
level i n the river. T h e s e changes have had'a significant
influence on the c o n d ~ t i o n çof t h e ground dater regkme as
well as the sensitive riverside f ~ r e s t sdo4nstream of
B r a t i s l a v a . I n s p i t e of t h i ç baçically n e g a t i v e trend the
floodplain area with its alluvial forests and the associated
ecoçystems still representç a v e r y unique landscape of
outstanding importance.
1
3.
The construction of the hydraulic structures in
connection with the hydropower plant at Cadcikovo also
significantly affects the h y d r o l o g i c a l regime and the
ecoçystem of the r e g i o n .
4.
I n d u s t r i a l w a s t e and m u n i c i p a l sewaie f rom Bratislava
and r t s s u r r o u n d i n g s together with the diffuse sources of
=gr icultural fertilizera and agrochemicals !are pollut ing t h e
rivers, s o i 1 and ground w a t e r .
1
5.
These physiçal and bioçhemical changes may teduce the
atmospheric oxygen transport to the ground w a t e r and a t t h e

.

same time increase the s u p p l y of organic matter w h i c h will
change the oxidizing conditions t o reducing c o n d i t i o n s a n d
t h e r e b y seriously deteriorate the ground water quality.
6.
Due ta t h e economical and ecological importance of the
area cornprehensive data collection programmes have been
carrieà out for many years and a large numbes of studies h a v e
been made i n the p a s t . Some of the present environmental
p r o b l e m s are published i n (ref 1-2).
7,
To utiLLze state-af-the-art modelling technolcgy for
addressing t h e water resousces problems in the area the
project "Danubian Lowland - Ground Water Model" h a s been
defined w i t h i n the PHARE programme agreed upon between thé
Commission of the European Communitles and the Government of
the Slovak Republic.

OBJECTIVE R N D FRAMEWORK OF THE PHARE PROJECT
8.
To understand and analyze the complex r e l a t i ~ n s h i p ç
betreen physical, chernical and biological c h a n g e s i n t h e
surface- and subsurface w a t e r regirnes requires
m u l t i d i s c ~ p L s n a r y expertise in c o m b i n a t i o n w i t h a d v a n c e d
mathematical modeLLing techniques.
9.
The overall p r o j e c t objective i s t a establish a
reliable impact assessrnent mode1 for the Danubian Lowland
area, which e n a b l e s the a u t h o r i t i e s to f o r m u l a t e o p t i m a l
management s t r a t e g i e s l e a d i n g to a protection of the water
resource and a sound e c o l o g i c a l d e v e l o p m e n t f o r t h e a r e a .
10. T h e PHARE p r o j e c t is b e i n g e x e c u t e d by the S l o v a k
M i n l s t r y of the Environment. Specialists from the following
S l o v a k i a n o r g a n i s a t i o n s a r e involved i n v a r i o u s aspects of
the project implementation:

*
*

Comenius U n i v e r s i t y , F a c u l t y of Natural Science ( P R I F
UK J
Water Research T n s t i t u t e [ V U V H )
Irrigation Research Inçtitute (VUZH)

Danish-Dutch consortium cf s i x organisations w a s s e l e c t e d
a s consultant f o r t h e p r o j e c t .
11. The project was i n i t i a t e d i n the beginning o f 1992 and
w i l l be completed by the end o f 1935. At present the
necessary equipment haç been d e l i v e r e d t o t h e praject in
B r a t i s l a v a and the m o d e l l i n g and information system has been
installed on computer workstations. The modelling work ha$
been initiated; however no final rnodel calibrations nor
predictions h a v e been carried out at this stage.
A

ESTABLISSMEHT OFIDANUBIAN LOWLAND INFORMATION SYSTEM ( D L I S )
12. A n automated systern is presently being developed t o
support t h e modelling activities. The integrated m o d e l l i n g
system w l l l b e interfaced te a c e n t r a l i n f o r m a t i o n system.
The central information systern, called Danubian Lowland
Information System ( D L I S ) , w i l l provide the d i f f e r e n t models
with the necessary d a t a and f u n c t i o n a l i t y to e l a b o r a t e
further on the rnodelling reçults.
1 3 . B e c a u s e of t h e complexity and the a m o u n t of data
involved
f i r s t estimates i n d i c a t e a b o u t 2 Gbyte of data major attention has been paid to the d e v e l o p m e n t of the
unèerlying data rnodel. The information n e e d e d for the
modelling o r i g i n a t e s f r o m different m o n i t o r i n g networks,
'
which are m a i n t a i n e d and obscrved by d i f f e r e n t s n s t l t u t e s .
T h e l a r g e r p a r t of t h e data is a v a i l a b l e from automaced
a r c h i v e s and can b e loaded i n t o t h e system from m a g n e t i c
medium.

-

environment and problems abserved in the area.
17. With regard to simulation of floodplain hydrology and'
eeology t h e core of the integrated modelling system iç
c o n s t i t u t e d by the HIKE S H E , the NIKE 11 and a newly
developed, full caupling of the t w o syateme as described in

the following t h r e e sections.
H I E S ÇBE

-

18. - The European Hydrological System
SAE w a ç developed
i n a joint effort by Institute of Hydrology ( U R ) , SOCREAH
(France) and Danish Hydraulic I n s t i t u t e . It is a

.

deterministic, E u l l y - d i s t r i b u t e d and physically-based
moeelling system for describing t h e major flow processes of
t h e e n t i r e land phase of the hydrological cycle. A
description of the SHE is given in [Ref. 3-41, S i n c e 1987 the
SHE has been f u r t h e r developed independently by the three
respective organizations w h i c h now are U n i v e r s i t y of
Newcastle (UK), Laboratoire d'Hydraulique d e France and DHI.
DNI's version of the SHE, known as t h e NXKE SHE, represents
significant new developments wlth respect to usez interface,
computational efficiency and process descriptions.
19. HIKG SHE solves the partial differential equations for
the processes of overland and channel flor, unsaturated and
saturated eubsurface flou. The model is completed by a
description o f t h e processes of snow mekt, interception and
evapotranspiration. The flow e q u a t i o n s are solved aumerically
using f i n i t e difference methods.
20.
In the horizontal plane the c a t c h e n t is discretized
in a network of grid squares. The river s y s t e m is asçumed to
run along the boundaries of t h e s e . Within each square t h e
soi1 profile is described Ln a number of n o d e s , which above
the groundwater table may become partly saturated. L a t e r a l
Subsurface flou is o n l y considesed in the s a t u r a t e d part of
t h e p r o f i l e . Fkg. 1 illustrates the structure of t h e MI=
S H E . R description of t h e methodology and some experiences of
model application are presented in (Ref. 5-8).

3 U u U i ~ i ~ Si u
A~URA~O
no- u m .

Fig. 1. Schernatic presentation of t h e MIKE S H E .

21. The spatial and temporal varidtionç in the catchment
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and meteoralagical input are p r o v i d e d i n a
aeriee of two-dlrneneional matrices cf g r i d square codes. To
each code is further attached a number of attributes
d e s c r i b i n g e i t h e r parametric d a t a or /input data.
The distributed description i( t h e HI= SHE a l l o w e t h e
22.
user t o lnclude and t e s e a g a i n s t spatially varying data. HLKE
SHE is a r n u l t i output mode1 which besidee discharge in any
river link alço psoduces information about e.g. water table
e l e v a t i o n s , sail moisture contente, infiltration r a t e s ,
evapotranspiration, etc. in each grid\ square.

MIXE 1 1
23. HIKE 11 is a comp~ehensive,one-dimensional modelllng
system for the s i m u l a t i o n of flows, spdiment transport and
water q u a l i t y i n e s t u a r i e s , rivers, i r r i g a t i o n systerns and
other water bodies. It is a 4 t h generaticn m o d e l l i n g package
designed for micro-cornputers w i t h DOS or UNiX opcrating
systerns and p r o v i d e s the u s e r w i t h an1 efficient interactive
menu and g r a p h i c a l support system w i t ) l o g i c a l and s y s t e r n a t i c
layouts and sequencing in the menus. The package was
introduced i n 1989 and today the numéer of installations
world-uide exceeds 300. The modular structure of MIKE II is
illustrated in Fig. 2 .
24.
The hydrodynamic module of H I E 11 is based on the
complete partial d l f f e r e n t i a l equatiohs of open channel flow
{Saint V e n a n t ) , The e q u a t i o n s are solved by irnplicit, f i n i t e
d i f f e r e n c e techniques. T h e formulations can be applied to
branched and looped networks and quasli tro-dimensional f l o w
simulations on f loodplains.
1
25. H I K E 11 o p e r a t e s on the b a s i s of information a b o u t t h e
r i v e r a n d the floodplain topography, i n c l u d i n g man-made
h y d r a u l i c structures s u c h a s embankments, wekrs, gates,
d r e d g l n g schernes and f l o o d r e t e n t i o n basins. T h e hydrodynamic
module forms the baçis for morphologikal and water q u a l i t y
s t u d i e ç by means of add-on modules.

I

Fig, 2 . Hodular s t r u c t u r e of nIKE I l
A COUPLING OF H I K E SHE AND MIKI 1 1

26. The focus in M I K E SHE lies on catchment processes w i t h
a comparatively less advanced d e s c r i p t ~ o no f civer processes.
In contrary HIKE 11 h a s a more advanced description of r i v e r
processes and a simples c a t c h m e n t d e s c r i p t i o n t h a n HIILE S H E .
Hence, for c a s e s where f u l l emphasis is needed f o r b a t h river
and c a t c h e n t processes a coupling of r h e tu6 modePLing
ç y s t e m s 1 s required.

l

27. A f u l l coupling between HIKE SHE and HIKg 11 haa been
developeâ. HIKE 11 computea water levels and flowa i n the
river and floodplain ayetem. Tho water l e v e l e , f l w s and
f l o o d e d areae from HfKE 11 are then used ae boundary
c o n d i t i o n s i n MIKE SHE for calculation)o f the rernaining parts
of the hydsological cycle. The i n t e r a c t i o n s between the river
and the ather camponenta (aquifer, ovesland flow, etc)
cornputed in MIKE ÇHE are then in turn transmstted back to
n r 11.
~
l
The t w o syeteme are run simultaheouely with full
28.
exchange of data. Numerlcally, the t w o ' çystems may u t i l i z e
d i f f e r e n t t i m e steps. The data transfer between the two
s y s t e m ~takes p l a c e through shared mernory.
The MIKE Sm-HI11 coupling iQ crucial for, a correct
23.
description af the dynamics of the river-qui fer interaction.
FirrtLy, the river width i s larger t h a n One MIXE S H E g r i d , i n
which case the HIKE SHE river-aquifer d e s c r i p t i o n i s no
longer valid. Secondly, t h e river/resesvoir syçtem comprises
a l a r g e number of h y d r a u l i c ç t r u c t u r e s ~ , the o p e r a t i o n of
which cannot be accounted for in MIKE S H E . Thirdly, the v e r y
camplex branch çystem with loops and flood çells needç a v e r y
efficient hydrodynamic formulation such a s MIXE Il's.
30. The complexity of t h e floodplain with its r i v e r branch
s y s t e m iç shown i n Fig. 3. f o r the 2 0 km reach downstream t h e
reservoit an t h e Slovakian s i d e vhere h l l u v i a l fcrest occurs.
In o r d e r t a e n a b l e p r e d i c t i o n s of possible changes i n
floadplain ecology it is crucial t o provide a detailed
description of both t h e surface w a t e r and t h e gcoundwater
systems i n this area as weil as o f t h e ' i r i n t e r a c t i o n . For
t h i s purpose t h e MIKE SHE-HIKE 11 c o u d l i n g is required.

Fig. 3 . s k e t c h of river branch s y s t e m on the Slovakian
flocdplain for a reach o f 2 0 km downstream t h e
reservoir.

HODELLING STUDIES IN TH3 DAUWBIRN LOWLRND
31, The modelling s t u d i e s initiated and planned u n d e r the
FHAaE praject i n v o l v e a number of disciplines and processes
w k t h different space and t i m e scalee as 9 u t l i n e d below. An
i n d e x map alao i l 1 u s t r a t i n g : t h e different s p a t i a l scalea is
shown in Fig. 4 .

Fig. 4 .

Index map of the D a n u b i a n Lowland urth

indications of various spatial r n o d k l l ~ ns~c a l e s
I

32.
River and Reservoir Flow and S e d i m e n t Transport. For
t h e s i m u l a t ~ o n so f flowç and sediment t r a n s p o r t i n the
reservoir and the old Danube a combinatioA of one and t u o d i m e n s i o n a l numerical models Ls applied.
33.
H I K E 11 is being established for the Danube from a
point u i t h l n Austria to Kornarno. ft includes possibilities
f o r imposing specific operation of t h e stkuctures l n
c o n n e c t l o n w i t h the hydrcpower p l a n t at ~ a b c i k c v oand the
reservoir u e i r at Cunovo. F o r t h e old ~ a n h b er e a c h between
Cunovo and Sap the complex c h a n n e l branch çystem w i t h a l l ' i t s
interna1 regulating s t r u c t u r e s is included together u i t h
possibilities for d i r e c t l y descsibing inutdation depths and
c o v e r a g e of t h e flood plains in between the branches. Thus
t h e mode1 is a b l e to describe both low and high flou
conditions as well as a l 1 possible regulation p o s s i b i l i t i e s .
34.
For t h e r e g l ~ n a X ground vater studies t h e Little
Danube and the irrigation and drainage s y s t e m s are a I s o
i n c l u d e d L n t h e mode1 s e t u p .
35. The mode1 vil1 be calibrated on conditions from the
1960's a s well a s on t h e p r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n s .
36. Long term rnorphologrcal simulations w i l l be c a r r ~ e d
out i n o r g r to assess bed l e v e l c h a n g e s and composition of
s e d i m e n t in the backwater z o n e of the res{rvc~r and in the
old Danube ( d u e to e . g . flushing of sediment from t h e
reservoir and possible dumping of dredged I m a t e r i a l ) .
3 7 - Rydrodynamic modelling w i t h M I K E 21 h a s a l r e a d y been
c a r r i e d out for different options of reservoir a l i g n m e n t s and
deflecçing structure d e s l g n s , see F i g 5 . 1

.

1 .

water deprh

P i g . 5 . Example of MIXE 21 mode1 p r e d i c t i o n of flow
p a t t e r n in t h e Samosin reservoir with t h e designed
reservoir a l i g n r n e n t and deflecting s t r u c t u r e s . On t h e
upper f l g u r e the bathymerry for the e n t i r e reservoir
is shown together with t h e l o c a t i o n of t h r e e m a j o r
uell fields f o r uater supply. The lower figure s h o w s
the s i r n u l a t e d velocities c o r t e s p o n d i n g to a discharge
of 1400 m 3 / s i n t o t h e reservoir and pover canal.

38. The sediment hraneport modelling of suspended load
will i n c l u d e bath cohesik and non-cohesiv,e transport. AlSO
reauspension during flood of sediment deposited in periode
with l a i f l o w vil1 be accounted for. The blaundary c o n d i t i o n 8
in t e r m s of f l u x and sediment transport at' the u p s t r e m
boundary, water level/flux at the entranee to the power
channel, water level/flux at t h e weir will, be provided from
the MIKE 1 1 s i m u l a t i o n s , Sediment t r a n e p r t boundazy
c o n d i t i o n s vil1 ~0nii.t of grain s i r e diatkibutions and
euapended sediment cencentxation for each If raction.
39. The predictions will provide information about flous,
vater l e v e l e , grain size distributions and, depths of the
deposited suspended sediments in the reservoir. T h e s e resuita
w i l l be used both in t h e surface water q u a l i t y modelling as
well as in t h e ground water quality and q ~ a n t i modelling.
t ~
For assessrnent a f t h e morphological consequences of d i f f e r e n t
f l u s h i n g s c h e m e s , t h e M I E 3 21 non-cohesive' sediment transport
m o d u l e will b e applied.
40.
Surface Water u a l i t
I n order to h i g h l i g h t t h e
oxygen s t a t v s of the :Urfa=:
v a t e r . partichlarly during low
flow s i t u a t i o n s and in slow flowing branchks of the Danube,
MIU llWQ is a p p l i e d . The H I K E llWQ describes the diurnal
variation Ln the tfater quality parameters, i.e. t h e concent r a t i o n of organic matter, oxygen, ammonium and n i t r a t e in
t h e water. The d i u r n a l variation is e s p e c i & l l y important in
the branches o f t h e o l d Danube w i t h a s i g n l i f i c a n t
r n à c r o v e g e t a t i a n , i n a r e a s w h e r e s e v e r e e u t k ~ ~ h i c a t i ooccurs
n
and i n periodç w i t h relatively lov £10" v e ' l a c i t i e ç .
41. T h e mode1 w i Z L be u s e d both i n t h e o l d Danube u i t h its
branches as w e l l as in the reservoir (here1 a s a s u b m o d e l to
MIXE 21). O u t p u t from the e u t r w p h i c a t i o n m o d e l , ( w h i c h
describes the d a i l y a v e r a g e production), wlth respect to
levels af oxygen production from p r i m a r y p r o d u c e r s , c a n be
used i n these calculations.
I
42. A description of t h e h o r i z o n t a l d i f f e r e n c e s i n t h e
algae growth and t h e p o s s i b l e çedimentation o f organlc matter
in the reservoir will be carried out by u s h g the tvodimensional MIKE 21EU. Because cf t h e r e l a ) z i v e l y shallow
areaa L n the reservoir m a c r c p h y t e s çhould be included i n the
future e u t r o p h i c a t i o n modelling.
43. T h e eutrophication effect i n t h e o l d Danube and the
b r a n c h syçtem will be m w s t severe i n perioas w i t h lou flow.
I n t h e s e periods the systern c a n be describèd by a branched 1D aystem b e c a u s e the old Danube vLLl be dekcribed by a
branched/looped HIKE 11 model. The e u t r ~ ~ h ' i c a t i oeffectç
n
can
a l s o be d e s c r i b e d by the one dimensional MIKE 11EU-mode1
i n c l u d i n g macrophytes.
44.
Cround w a t e r f l o w m o d e l l i n q . The application af HIKE
SHE a t three s p a t i a l s c a l e s , see E i g . 3 , w S l l support
d i f f e r e n t t y p e s of rnodeiling studies:

.

*

R e g i o n a l scale. The aim a t this scale i s ta provide a
framework for r e g i o n a l p r e d i c t i o n s and provide
r e a l i s t i c boundary conditions (uçua/lly head
bcundaries} f o r local models. Some management o p t i o n s
c o u l d h a v e subreglonal or e v e n regibnal i m p l i c a t i o n s
requiring a reliable model on t h i s scale. F o s t h e
purposes of detailed r n o d e l l i n g in local a r e a s , where a
v e s y d e t a i l e d d e s c r i p t i o n is sequired, i t is o n l y
n e c e s s a r y and o n l y technically feaskble ta eçtablish a
mode1 for a smaller area. I f t h e ' e x a c t boundary
conditions are n o t easily e s t a b l i s h k , the reg ional
mode1 can provide t h e dynamic boundary c o n d i t i o n s

which may account for the conditions outside the model
area.
The regional model includes the entire Zitny Ostrov
area and cover approximately 3000 km'. The overall
hydrological regime will be simulated taking into
account al1 the major surface water eystems.
+

Local scale. For studies of the local conditions NIKE
SHE will be set up in small areas to describe the flow
and transport conditions with a high degree of detail
both in horizontal and vertical directions (a full9 3D description). These models will serve as a basis for
the detailed description of different aspects, e.g.:
- Geochemical processes around the reservoir area;
and
- ecological effects in the Danubian flood plain
area.
Transect/Plot scalk. Mode1 simulations on this scale
will basically serve to study specific processes which
either require a very fine spatial resolution or which
can be described by one-dimensional flows, e.g.:
- G@ochemical processes (e.g. along a transect in
connection with field investigations);
- flow and solute (e-g. nitrate) processes in the
unsaturated zone (soi1 columns); and
- analysis of oxygen transport from the atmosphere
through the unsaturated zone to the water table
(transect or soi1 column).

45. Geochemical modellinq. The hydrogeochemical modelling
focuses on the part of the aquifer system in the vicinity (23 km) of the Danube river.
46. The infiltration of oxygen and nitrate through river
(and reservoir) beds with different compositions, e.g. fine
sediments rich in organic material and grave1 sediments with
a small amount of organic material, will result in different
supplies of oxidation capacity to the aquifer system at the
different river-aquifer interfaces. In some parts of the
interface between river and aquifer, water with a low oxidation capacity and perhaps even anoxic will infiltrate due
to the build up of a low permeable layer of fine sediment in
the river after the completion of the reservoir. It is
therefore important to handle. the transfer of oxidation
capacity through various river bed systems correctly in order
to be able to characterize the supply of oxidation capacity
to the aquifer system. Oxidation capacity can also be added
to the system through infiltration from the unsaturated zone.
Further, the effects of a fluctuating water table in the
riverine area in bringing oxygen (and nitrate) to the aquifer
will be studied.
47.
The hydrogeochemical modelling
will focus on the oxidation/reduction processes in the river
bed and aquifer systems. The total amount of oxygen and
nitrate is equal to the oxidation capacity added to the
systems through the river and unçaturated zone (S0,-reduction
has not been considered here). Bulk organic matter, either in
dissolved or solid form, is the reduction capacity. The
hydrogeochemical situation will be that of a reduction of
oxygen and nitrate by kinetically-controlled oxidation of
organic matter. Oxygen must be consumed first before nitrate
is reduced.
48. Unsaturated zone and a~rochemicalmodellinq. The
effect of the reservoir on the productivity in the Zitny
Ostrov is of direct concern. From the calibrated regional

model the present and future ground water levels will be
simulated and the area a n be classified according to its
water supply for crops in the growing season.
49. Combining these predictions with the DAISY
agricultural model the productivity and the irrigation needs
before and after implementation of a given management
scenario for the dam can be simulated for selected classes of
water table depths and crops.
50. Although the amounts of nitrate leached are not
extremely large, they are a problem for the general quality
of the ground water. The losses can be reduced through
changes in amounts of N applied, timing of application,
optimal use of manure, and by optimal irrigation ~ractices:
Different scenarios can be analyzed through modelling.
51. Simulation with DAISY (Ref.9) can provide estimates of
former and future nitrate loads leaching from the root zone
under different conditions and to map "leaching hasard".
Through discussions with the relevant agricultural
institutions a number of scenarios can be defined with
improved agricultural systems/protected areas and they can
analyse how this would influence the leaching losses and
ground water quality.
52. Modellinq Ecoloqical Effects in the Flood Plain. The
ecological functioning of the floodplain is governed by the
dynamics of inundation, flushing and ground water level
fluctuations. These factors will form part of the modelling
of the floodplain area.
53. The MIKE SHE/MIKE 11 model will be set up for an area
which forms part of the existing monitoring system (for
biomonitoring and forestry) .'
54.
The model will b& given sufficient detail in order to
simulate the inundation and flushing regime at various
discharges in the old Danube in order to predict changes in
ecotype diversity. The horizontal model discretization is
envisaged to be in the order of 50 m. The model will also
allow the prediction of ground water levels, soi1 moisture
regime of the floodplain in relation to channel and river
branch development (e.g. morphology and sedimentation).
55. Water quality aspects will be considered as being
included using MIKE 11 WQ/EU, thus enabling predictions of
the water quality and eventually macrophyte growth.
CONCLUSIONS
56. The ecological system of the Danubian Lowland is so
complex with so many interactions between the surface and the
subsurface water regimes and between physical, chemical and
biological changes that a comprehensive mathematical
modelling system is required in order to provide quantitative
assessments of environmental impacts.
57.
Such modelling system coupled with a comprehensive
data base/GIS system is being developed under the PHARE
project. When finally calibrated and verified this modelling
and information system will provide the best available tool
for providing assessments of the impacts on surface and
ground water quantity and quality of alternative water
management schemes.
58. In addition, the integrated system will enable
detailed, quantitive predictions of surface and ground water
regime in the floodplain area, including e.g. frequency,
magnitude and duration of inundations. Such information
constitutes a necessary basis for subsequent analysis of
flora and fauna in the floodplain.
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Introduction

The report deals with water quality issues related to GNBS and the extent to which water quality
(ecological) modelling would contribute to a solution, and points out the experimental and datacollecting prerequisites for their implementation.
The material is divided into four units. The first chapter gives an outline of the water quality
conditions in the Hungarian impact area of the GNBS (with special regard to the Danube section
between Rajka and Budapest) and the expected trends (if the GNBS is not built). The second
chapter deals with expected water quality problems caused by the establishment of the power plant
system, as they manifest in the direction of water-flow. The third chapter analyses the possibilities
and limits of modelling, then provides the preliminary results of models developed for three
different problems and areas (the results for which had to be based primarily on professional
literature data since we had notlittle experimental data). Finally, the closing chapter considers a
monitoring system serving research purposes; the required experiments and h e database, which
are prerequisites for the further modelling work are also detailed.
\

1. Identification of Conditions, and Expected Trends on the Hungarian Impact Area of the

GNBS
The water quality inspections on the Danube - presented in the literature - date back to 1953
(VITUKI, 1957). Originally, these were to identifj the conditions on the Danube and its river
branch system, and had no connection whatsoever with the construction of the GNBS. From 1973,
either explicitly or implicitly, the purpose of the examinations was the canalisation of the Danube.
Hereinafier, a brief sumrnary shall be presented on the result of these examinations. Completeness
is not the central issue, and only the most significant materials will be discussed, that is primarily
those that have been compiled by institutions - rather than a ~ u a l l yrepeated national surveys or
those concentrating on issues other than the GNBS.
The chapter is divided as follows: water quality problems associated with traditional chemical
components, heavy metals, organic micropollutants, hydrobiology, bacteriology, sediments,
pollutant load and bank filtered water.
Due to the lack of tirne, trend-examinations taken in their classical sense could be performed only
in relation to traditional chemical components. Thus, these assessments refer to conditions
supposing that the GNBS is not built.
1.1 TRQDITIoNAL CHEMICAL COMPONENTS AND THEIR CHANGES

A nurnber of studies have dealt with water quality conditions on the Hungarian Danube section
affected by the GNBS (VITUKI, 1957, 1963, 1973; WHO-VITUKi, 1976; VGI, 1976; Abraham
and Vkday, 1977; VITUKi, 1978, 1981; Horvhth, Pannonhalmi and Vhday, 1981; VITUKI,
1984; VGI, 1985; VIZITERV, 1985; VITUKI, 1987a, 1988b; KVM, 1988). Table 1.1contains the
branches, years, cross section numbers, sample-taking frequency, and the examined components
covered by the studies, as well as the presentation of the results, and the evaluated statistical
parameters. - Following are some supplementary remarks:

- Although the meaçurements were usualiy made in the same cross sections and in
several of them the frequency of sampIe-taking was also sirnilar (main network
examinations with prescribed regularity), there were major differences in the
presentation of che evaluated statistical parameters and the results. From this point
of view, only three materials are similar in charocter (VITUKI, 1484, 1987a; KVM,
1988).

- With the exception of only one study (VITUKI, 1987a), each of the studies deal
exclusively with the quality of the Hungarian Danube section.

- "Classical chernical components" in most cases mean the components of oxygen-,
nitrogen- and phosphorous management, and other properties (specific
conductivity, hardness, dissolved and suspended debris, pH value, etc.), which,
however, hardly reflect the material transport connections.

Unfortunatety, al1 the N and P data - significant with regards to the expected
eutrophication of the reservoir (see Chapter 3) - are only available in the f o m of
statisticaliy useless sparadic data. Thus, we do not even have approximate data on
their seasonal change.

-

Table 1.1: Waier gualiy examinations on the impact area of ththe GNBS on the Danube and ils river brdnck system in the professional lilerature
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Hereinafter, a brief outline will be provided on water quality conditions on, the basis of some
classical components (VITUKI, 1987a). Six of the 25 sections evaluated in Tables I .2 in Annex
No.1 are sections of the Danube, two are in Austria, the measurement sites are located where the
river enters and leaves Austria, and six ,are in Hungarian side branches with 80% duration values
in 1981- 1985. The following supplementary remarks are made to the tables:

As regards the rnajority of the components, the Danube has 1st class water quality.
The components not included in ihis group on the Hungarian section are: pH, COD,,
BODS,nitrite, ortho phosphate, oil, phenols, biological conditions.

-

- A striking difference can be observed in pollution levefs between the Szob (leA
side bank) and Szob (right side bank). This relates to the polluting effect of the Vag
(and in part the Ipoly).

- The tributaries of the Danube show rather diverse water quality values. In general
it can be said that their water quality is worse than the Danube's.
In spite of the above, the tributaries of the Danube &ualEy cause no more than
localised pollution in the Danube as a result of its great dissoIving effect. The only
exceptions are in the vicinity of Morava, the Vag, and the Ipoly, as they have a
relatively larger water delivery (VITUKI, 1987a).

-

In possession of the evaluated data, water quality long sections were prepared, where the five-year
minimum, maximum, average, 80% and 95% duration values, and in the case of Szob, left side
bank and right side bank average values were specified. Figure 1.1 shows a COD, long section
drawn up this way. The following general remxks (which also characterise the other components
not presented hcre) cm be made from the figure:
,

- The extremes (minimum, maximum}, although interesting, should not be accepted
as characteristic because ihey occasionally represent exceptional circum~tances.
Moreover, at places where samples are taken more frequently (Hungarian section},
there is a greater chance of measuring such values. The greatest cause of the scatter
in the results, however, is the fact that the samples are taken from different
streamlines (different parts of the cross-section).

- The Austrian data are not appropriate conclusions to be drawn on the local effect
of Austrian barrage systerns on water quality. This would require at least two
sample-taking sites per barrage system (tail water, head water), ihat is 18
measurement sectionç as opposed to the existing five sections.
- The Wien-Nussdorf sample-taking site is located at the northern part of Vienna
and thus it cm hardly chacterise the effect of the Austrian Capital on water
quality. The WoIfsthaI section serves Ihiç purpose better.

- The sudden increase between Wolfsthal and Rajka relates to the polluting effect of
Ihe Morava, but - according to our assumptions - it may also resuIt from analflical
differences, at least conceming ammonia, nitrite and BOD5.

- The polluting effect of the Vag and to a certain deljree of the Ipoly can be
d e t e d n e d in part by comparing the average data of the lei3 side bank, the current,
and the right side bank, and the results of the sample-taking site above Budapest.
The values of 80% and 95% duration are appropriate for ruling out exceptional
values and more or less follow the long section of average results.

-

Out of the presented 15 components, the following show a definite deterioration in
the long section on the evaluated Austnan-Hungarian section: conductivity, COD,,
BODS, ammonium, nitrite, chloride, sulphate. The major sources of pollution are
Vienna, Morava and Vhc (VI'SUKI, 1987a).

-

The evaluation of changes in water qwality in function of t h e was cmied out according to the
stipulations of MSZ-10-17211-83 on the basis of annual average data (1 976-1985). The examined
components also comply with the standard's specifications except for two differences: on the
Austrian section the changes of COD, were pmvided instead of COD* (due to the lack of
rneasurements), and imtead of d l dissolved material (also due to the lack of data) the changes in
the proportionate conductivity was examined.
O

Pari of the results are presented in Table 1.2, which demonstrates the rate of change of water
quality on four Danube sections (Iwo Ausbian and nhro Hungarian), and six Hungarian side
branches. The following rernarks are made from the tables:

- Similar basic direction changes can be observed on the entire examined section of
the Danube, with improvements in the case of COD,, CODd and dissolved 02,and
deterioration in the case of BOD5, nitrate, conductivity, as welI as a l dissolved
material Cwe are unable to comprehend the contradiction within the oxygen
management).

9

- In the case of ammonium, the change in the Hungarian section is opposite to that
of the Austrian section.

In time, the changes on the evaluated branch rivers of the Danube show a rather
diverse picture according to the watenvay and the components. Almost each water
quality component shows deteriorating tendencies at the EoElowing locations:
Mosoni Danube(GyBr), Etba (Gyor), Concc5 (ACS), ~ l t a l é r(Tata), Ipoly (Letkés)
(VITUKI, 1987a).
-

We dere unable to c a r y out trend-calculations reaching far back in the past (several decades) although valuable source works are at our disposal (e.g. VITUKI, 1957, 1963) - because in part
the old examinations were done at a lower frequency, and in part they do not (evenly) cover the
whole year. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to show some minimum and maximum values from an
annual data-line measured in the early sixties in the Rajka section of the Danube, in order to
compare those to the minimum and maximum values of the 1981-1985 m i n network
examinations (Table 1.3).

Table 1.2: Tendencies in the change ofwater qualzp on the l n u b e 1978-1985 (Austrlun section),
1976-1985 (Nztngarian section), and in ihe tributaries of fhe Danube on the basis of 1976- J 985
dalu (Ydyear) (VITWU 1987p)

I

*

On the basis of COD, on the Austrian section, and on thè baçis of CODd on the Hungarian
section
I

1
** On the basis of conductivity on the Austrian section, and on h e basis of the {proportionate)total

dissolved material on the Hungarian section.

1

I

l

The table shows that in the course of approximately 20 years:

with the exception of pH, al1 the measured maximum values have greatly
increased; the growth is especially apparent. in the case of the different nitrogen
foms, while there is a large-scale change in ortho phosphate;

-

in the case of nitrate and ortho phosphate the measured minimum values have also
shown a great increase.

-

A number of studies have examined the seasonal periodicity of water quality components
(VITUKI, 1981; OMFB, 1984; VITUKI, 1987b, KVM,1988). This component-relafed fluctuation
- is especially outstanding for the components of the nitrogen management (Table No. 1 Annex No.
l), and in the case of dissolved 02.

The saturation values of &en
have been fluctuathg within ever wider ranges the past years.
During vegetation periods rather high and increasingly so saturation and over-saturation values
can be observed, while in the other parts of the year dissolved oxygen content and saturaiion is
low compared to previous measures, and it shows a decreaçing tendency.
As has been justified by the zesults of other examinations ,the reason for the above phenornenon
is the following: during the vegetation period, and especially when water levels are lower than
average, the alga-population develops in numbers 5- 10 times higher than 10-1 5 years ago. The
greater over-saturation is caused by the increased oxygen-producing activity of this population
(OMFB, 1984).

The day-ta-day changes of dissolved 0 1 were examined in detail by Dvahally (1977). Table 1.2
includes sorne of the results, which make cleas that in case of the Danube
-

when the volume of dissolved O2is IOW, dsiytirne fluctuation is also low;

- when the volume of disçolved oxygen is high, the daily fluctuation is also hi&,
-

the minimum values of daily fluctuation are also quite favourable (Hock, 1982).

Figure 1.2: Daily changes off ho dissolvod oxygen coneentra/ion in the main branch of the
Danube (rkm 1531) on the Hungarian Section (?vcihally, 197 7)

-

1

541
Table 1.3: Changes in wader qualily on the Danube at Rajka (Liepolf, 1965; VITUKI, 1 9 8 7 ~ )

1.2 ffEA YY METALS
The examination of the heavy metals is necessaw not so much because of their concentration
measurable in water, but rather due to their willingness to be deposited and to enrich in the
sediment.
Their examination reaches back to the early 1970s. The first comprehensive evaluation was carried
out in the WHO-VITUKI (1976) study. Out of the assessments petfomed we shall be mentioning
those carried out in 1974-1975 in the Szob section of the Danube, where the cross section
distribution of mercury was exarnined. The results of the four measurernent series are presented in
Figure 1.3 by iso-concentration graphs. The figure shows that the measured values exceeded the
limits (0.5 and 1 .O pgA) at a number of places.

The long section distribution of three heavy metals (mercury, cadmium, lead) was examined on a
regular (monthly) basis in the Danube section behveen R a j k and Mohasco in 1977-1979, . In case
of mercuv, even the average concentrations approached the lirnit, while the maximum values
exceeded the lirnits almosl: everywhere, In the Rajka section, the artnual average values showed a
gradua1 increase during the period examined. With regards to the long sections, the Szob-Budapest
and Dunaujvhros-Dunaflildvbr sections had the highest pollution levels. The average
concentrations of cadmium were far below the desired lirnits, while in several places the maximum
(14)

- - -.

~~

values exceeded the toIerable limits. In the case of lead, the! average concentrations were much
lower than the desired level, and maximum levels far below the tolerated limits (VITUKI, 198 1).

Left bank
1974. XI. 19.

I1 11

Right bank
Q 1900 m3/sec

Figure 1.3: Dbbibutron o f H g conconlration in the &oh seclion q f h e Danube (pg/I) WHOYITUKI, 1976)
1

In addition to the above a series of further examinations were carried out to detect heavy metal
pollution in the Danube (VGI,1976; VITUKI, 1987a, 1988b; KVM, 1988). However, these more
detailed exminations shall not be covered in this report. The water courses and sections, and
heavy metals, where the maximum values of the above-mentioned rneaçurements exceeded the
desirable limits and the limits tolerated by Ml-10-172-13-85 shall be put fonvard in hvo
summarising tables. The "+" and "$" signs in Tables 4 and 5 in Annex No.1 refer to this fact, the
"-" sign refers to its opposite, and if the appropriate box is not filled, the cornponent in question
waç not measured in the given case.
It has to be mentioned that the maximum was chosen as a mical parameter because when dealing
with (partly) toxic materials an average value cannot form the basis of classification,
The following remarks can be made h m the tables:
-

the worst conditions were shown by mercury;

the measurements of various institutions contradict each other with regards to
cadmium and lead;

-

- only sporadic data are available with respect to total iron;
- the manganeçe resufts from 1974 do not correspond zo the main network
examination data.

,

In the upper section of the Danube t-eguIar measurement values are available for linden,
metoxichlorine, aldrin, dieldrin, DDT, heptachlorine, heptachlorine-peroxide, endosulphane,
hexachlorine-benzol kom among the compounds posing the greatest threat to drinking water
supply, water wildlife, and other uses of water. Carbon tetrachloride, chlorofom, tetrachlorideethylene and trichlorine-ethylene measurements have also been carried out in the section above
Budapest.

Classification c m be perfomed on the basis of "desired" limits permissible in surface and drinking
water.
C

From among the listed and examined components only hexachlorine-benzol and linden could be
observed on the upper Danube (Table 6. Annex No. 1).

In the section above Budapest chlorofom was detectable in 40% of the samples in 0.3-0.8 pgll
concentration (the limit for both drinking water and surface water is JO pgJ1); carbon tetrachloride
was detected in al1 sarnples in 0.1-1.1 pgll (the limit is 3 pg/l); trichlorine-ethylene was found in
10% of the samples in 0.1-0.2 pgil concentration (the limit stands at 30ygllj; and tetrachlorideethylene was observed in 80% of the samples in 0.1-0.6 pgtl (the limit is 20 pgll).

On the basis of the above it is evident that the presence and concentration of the examined organic
micro-pollutants is rather low in the Danube (KVM, 1988).

A n m b e r of studies have dealt with the hydrobiological conditions of the Danube section (and
çonnected branch system) affected by the GNBS. The results offthe examinations, based on a hi@
number of rneasurements, will be sumarised in the following order:

II

-

hydrochemical characteristics and hydrobiological conditions,

- dissolved

transport,

l

- saprobity,

l

- fish population.

l

1.4.1Hydrochernical characteristics and hydrobiological conditions
Oertel (1982) exarnined the relation between the main and Içide-branch of the Danube with
hydrochemical tests. He came to the conclusion that the hydrochemical -values (oxygenconcentration, electric conductivity, pH, redox potential) rneasured during through-flow do nor
show major differences between the main and the side branshd Following the terminafion of the
through-flow, however, there are significant hydrochemica? differences, and characteristic
horizontal and vertical variations appear within the side branch, The hydrochemical conditions of
the side branch which is gradually becoming stagnant is effected ,byaquatic biologiçal cornrnunities
within them. These are different both in their composition and vdlume to those of the main branch.
The studies of Dvahally and Moma (1964) show Zhat the endlosing side brmch has Uicreaçing
electrolfle content, which is follawed by the increaçe of the popqlation of water, associations.
I

1.4.2Dissolved Oztransport
conditions on the Danube and its tributaries have already been mentioned in
The dissolved
Chapter 1.I on the clsaçicsl carnponents. However, that ahould de supplemented with the values of
oxygen production rneasured on-site (dark-light glass method), h i c h showed a high fluctuation in
the God section: surface OZvalues were 0-14.0, medium depth 0-1 1.8, and near the riverbed 0-2.0
mg/l. At the sarne time the respiration values were identical in a/l thee depths: 0-7.9, 0-7.9, 0-8.4
mgIl OZ,respectively (Dvhhally, 1962, 1977).
The relation between the main and the side branches is alço ciearlr reflected by the changes in
oxygen production (DvAhally, I977a). At the time of Be thruugh-flow of the Danube water, the
oxygen produçing capabilities of the main and the side branch are identical. Following the
enclofing of the side branch, larger oxygen production can be ifieasured in the created still water
environment, which is connected to the differences in the phyçical (temperature) and chernical
characteristics.

The optimum capability for oxygen production - measured in laboratory conditions - has
characteristic seasonal variance. During the winter it is at a minimum - frequently there is no
oxygen production at al!. The values seach a peak in spring (April and May), but they decrease in
the summer flood periods. In autumn, the values rise again to a peak which is usually even higher
than the spring peak. The outlined annual dynamics of oxygen production corresponds to the
volume changes of the phyto-plankton in time (Dvhhally, 1977; VITUKI, 1984).

The degree of trophi@ is measured eiîher by detemining the volume of photosynthetic oxygen
produced, as discussed in the previous chapter, or by detemining the algae participating in the
process and their a-chlorophyll content. The a-chlorophyll, the algae count, and the repysented
biomass show regular seasonal changes. The relevant data of the Rajka section of the Danube is
shown in Table 7 of knnex No. 1 (KVM,1988). In addition to the seasonal change, variances along
the long individual section are also evident (Bartalis, 1978; Németh, 19711%these are show in
Table 1.4, and in Table 8 of Annex No.1.
Several indices of the degree ofrrophity, e.g. the close relation of the volume of phyto-plankton, achlorophyll content, photosynthetic oxygen production and hydrobiological conditions beçame
especially evident in 1483 (Bartalis and colleagues 1984; Bviihally, 1984; Dvahally and
colleagues, 1984; Kiss, K., 1984). In the second half of the year- parallel with the long-lasting low
water level - the algae count was 1647% higher in the God section in comparison with çimilar
periods of the past five years. This coincided with a consequential volume increase in
photosynthetlc oxygen production. These new findings also prove that hydrological conditions play
a major role in the hydrobiologicaf conditions of the Danube. The most direct hydrobiological
effect of the decrease in flow-velocity is the increase of volume of planktonic algae during the
vegetation period, and an increase in the intensity of related processes.

Table 1.4: The semonal merage values ofa-chlorophyll (A) (mdrn3) and ihe a l p count (A*)
(1o6 fndivialaalfl) in 1975 (Bartalis, 1978)

Winter

5.5

1.1

6.0

1.2

4.8

1.2

7.5

1.3

The results of the routine saprobity tests carried out between 1974-1983 on the Danube section
affected by the GNBS are çummarised in Table 9 of Annex No.1. The duration graphs of the
PANTLE-BUCK index {Figure 1.4) provide information on fFle degree of organic pollution on
four sections on the basis of examination carried out between 1,979-1983. The two upper sections
(Rajka, above VAc) and the fwo lower sections (Szob, above Budapest) show strikingly different
graphs. The river sections above and below the VBc definitely Vary from each other, and the greater
saprobity degree of the lower section is caused by the effect of $e organic pollution transported by
the Yac. Altbough water quality improves between Szob and Budapest in the case of al1
çomponents, the annual average values of saprobity are the highest upstream of Budapest, in each
of the examined 10 years. On b a i s of ten yearsadata it Gan be s$d that the saprobity degree shows
a small but definite increase in al1 sections, which is caused by the growing organic pollution of the
river (VITUKI, 1984).

Since the rniddle of the 1960s regular examinations were perfohed on the small crab Fauna of the
Danube at the MTA OBKI Dunakutatb ~ l l o m i (Danube-research
s
Station) from both a systematic
and ecological point of view.(Bothitrlr,1966, 1982, 1982a; BothF, Ponyi, 1968; BothSir, DvQhally,
Kozma, 1971). On the b a i s of the tests it was determined that: il

- the population dcnsity and species composition of b e small crab plankton is
closely related with the hydrological changes in the river! The increasing flow-speed
and turbulence, decreases the individual number per volume unit. Larger nmounts of
suspended sediments destroy the living conditions of num;eraus species.

The nahÿal bank, and the sccondary branch system coknected to the main branch
serve as an important reproduction and protection site, in\addition to being the place
where the small crab plankton spend the winter. Thui, maintaining the original
canditians of the natural banks, and the relation between the main and the secondary
branches is highly important. ,
-

The numbers of rotifera (Kertész, 1963) and srna11 crab plankton (BothnAr, I974)
increase on the domestic Danube section in the direction of the fi ow.

-

1

- On the basis of the comparative zoo-plankton examination 4n the Rajka (1,848 rkm) and the
Esztergom (1,717 riun) sections, increasing numbers of small cbb and rotifera plankton volumes
were again observed in the direction of the water flow. It was also pointed out that the maximal
population density develap from spring to fall, in the periods of Eow water level (Bartalis, 1978).
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Figure 1.4: Saprobity index durarion graphs based on 1979-1983 examinations (VZTUKi, 1984)

1.4.6 Fish popuhtion

1%

The changes tbat have taken place in the volume and species composition of the fish population of
the domistic Danube section can be traced back to the 1950s. /ln a number of studies, Tbth (1 962,
1482) dealr with these changes and their links with the water quality, based primarily on the
statistical evaluation of fish-catching data. The follawing ahoGld be noted in order to characterise
the hydrobiological conditions of the Hungarian section of the Danube:

The results of fish-catching on the Hungarian Danube section tended to increase
behveen 1950-1981. However, this seerningly favdurable change arises from
inrreasing volumes of small-sized species in the catCh, which are less important
economically. This change has the following main nutrition-biology and
reproduction-biology causes;

-

i

the changes in volume and species composition reflect the effects of plnnktonic
I
eutrophication that has occursed in the past 25 years. The increased plankton
volumes sewed as a larger, natural food base for above al1 srnall-sized fish;

-

l

- the environmental conditions necessary for the reprhduction of large-bodied fish
have deteriorated, prirnarily by the restriction of the {onnection between the main
and the side branches in space and tirne: the effect of hydrological technical
intervention (Tbth, 1960, 1482).

I

According to the classification of al1 inspecting organs (dornhom County KOJAL, regional
VIZlGs, Székesfeh6rvhri VlZlG regional laboratory) the secjion of the Danube sbove Budapest
and the Mosoni Danube fa11 into categories III (polluted) and IV (severely polluted) (KVM,1988).
The minimum and maximum values of the 1987 tests are included in Tables 10 and 1 1 of A M ~ X
No.1.

I

It is worth çomparing the above results with the results ok the 1973-1975 OKI tests, which
çlassified the given section of the Danube as 11-111 category from a bacteriological point of view
(WHO-VITUKE,
1976; Dehk, 1977).
1.6 SEDIMENT
TESTS

I

The tests relating to the pollution level of the bedsedirnents ofthe Danube reach baîk to 1977, but
only a few usehl data are available from the exly periods (YITUKI, 1981). In 1913 a detailed
survey was carried out at 22 major, bank filtered watenvorks plants of the Hungarian Danube
section, to identify heavy metal pollution- of the waterbed material (VITUKI, 1983).

The test was Carried out on two occasions under imall and m e k hater flow; 45 different rediment
samples were taken h m the upper 5 cm of the suspended sediment covered by water at the bank.
Figure 1.5 shows the results of the analysis giving the minimum and maximum concentration of the
components, the average value, the relative dispersion, as welF as the sites of the smallest and
Fargesc concentrations. The smallest meaured concentrations of the potluting materials, comply
with the naturally oçcurring background concentrations,
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Figure 1.5: Poiiiition level qf'lhe \i~~.rrl>ed
s?i!i~nenI on !hc craiiiitred Daiiiibe section ('YITUa
1985)

In addition to a cornparison with the natural background concentrations, the pollution-level of the
sedirnent cm also be classifieci by the concentration of certain elements in the soil, permiçsible
h m the point tolerated by plants. (Table 12 Annex No.1). The average heavy metal concentrations
of the examined sediments from the Danube did nat exceed the'pemissibie heavy metal content of
soils, while the highest concentrations measured exceeded the limits in al1 cases of toxic elements
I
with the exception of copper.

1

'

From arnong the components, the concentration of cadmium chaged within the narrowest rnargins:
the cadmium contents were within one order of power. Cadmium also proved to be the most stable
camponent, when testing vxiabiliry on the basis of dispersion^ the other extreme was represented
l
by zinc.
l

I

11 siiuuld be rnentioned here that the sedirnent analyses carried out quarterly over three years at a
chosen, permanent sample-taking location (1,659 rkm) alsol demonstrated the stability of the
cadmium concentration in time, compared to the variability of mercuty, lead and zinc.

1

The presented results refer to the upper 5cm thick layer of 'the sediment. At the same cime a
riverbed material examination (drilling near the sounding pk&et to the water sealing layer) was
conducted on the Danube section with bank filtered wells. 1d dernonstrated that in the sections
rapidly becoming silty, the relatively polluted layer may reach 'a depth of several metre (VITUKI,
I
1985).

l

In order to detemine the concentration of heavy metals sbtids accumulated, four sedimentchemisuy measurement series were carried out in 1987 nt a total of 25 sampIe-taking sites on both
the riverbed sections of the major bank filtered water-bases in the Szigerkoz Danube branches, and
in the impact area of the GNBS. The tests were conducted on the less-than-l mm granule fraction,
of the upper 5 cm layer,'of the riverbed by the edge of the bankiI

!

Figure 1.6 shows the smallest and largest concentration, average value, and the perrnissible heavy
metal content of the soil.

l

Once again, the maximum polluting rnaterial concentrations pdrmissible in soils ti-orn is the value
at the points of the plants' tolerançe (specified in Technical Tirectives MI-1.0-420-83) This was
regarded as principal in judging the polIution-level of the sediment. The highest average
con~enîrationsof toxic heavy metals, exceeding the limit, bccurred on the Tht-Glld Danube
section, and the smallest averages were found on the upper Danube section (VITUKT, f 988b).
I

The test results are coherent with the fuidings of the sediment analysis carried out in 1983 on
Hungarian Danube sections used for bank fileration (VITUKI, 1983), there again, the smallest
concentrations characterised the uppes Danube section and the highest, the middle Danube section.
However, the 1983 survey did not observe any average concen+tions exceeding the limit values.
The changes in the poliution tevel of the sediment are also affected by the fiow conditions and
within this the granule size conditions. Foi this reason we decid/ed to find out whether there exists a
rclationship between the pollution material distribution in the k p e n d e d sediment of the Danube,
of and the granule size (VITUKI, 1987).
l

l
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Figure 1.6: Poflution level of the bed sedimemi on the examined Danube section (VITUKI, 1986)

The annnal depth should be detemined as the increased' ddposition of fine-granule sediments
sections with a slow flow velocity is considered to be one of the results of waterbed regulation and
dredging. This phenornenon affects the bank filtered water suppliy.

I

We assume that the srnall grmule-çize usually accounts For higher pollution in the sediment (e.g,
higher organic material concentration). Unfavourable hydroché,micalchanges can take place in the
more polluted filtering layer because on its changed cornpositioh.

l

Pn order to prove this hypotheçis, the chernical analysis, for each granule size. (d<90 Fm,
9 0 4 Q 5 0 Fm, 250Kdc1000 pm £raflions) of riverbed sampks taken from the Danube section
Budapest - Rhcalrnh, started in 1986 for mercury, cadmium, lead, chrome, arsenic, copper, nickel,
iron, rnanganese, and zinc inorganic pollutants, total organicl material and hydrocarbon organic
components. In 1987, the examination was expanded to the Nagparos - Budapest, TAti, Bajai,
and Mohacsi sections of the Danube each were characterised k i r n one sample the reçults of which
are included in Table 1.5 (VITUKI, 1483).

1

The primaq conclusion that cm be drawn fiom the tests: tj.pically, the concentration of toxic
rolids in the smallest granule-size sediment-fraction pollutiof material is the highest for al1 the
examined pollutants. Although there are some local exceptions, the average concentrations refiect
weil the general tendency. The test results supported the supposition tbat the sedimentation of Finegranule sedirnents in the Danube coincides with pollutant concéntration.

l

With regards to the VO section survers performed on the Komiirom-Nagymaros Danube section in
1988, the pollution-level of the riverbed material was examined at 14 sampletaking sites in three
fractions of the sediment (d<90 pm, 90<d<00 ptn, 209<d<1!000 pin) concerning various heavy
rnetals and organic rnaterials. Table 1.6 shows the average1concentration of pollutants in the
examined sediment fractions. Again, the pollutant concenmti~nof the- smallest granule sediment
Fraction is the highest in the case of al1 examined components. [In the smallest granule-size fiacrion,
the average concentration of lead, arsenic, copper, and zinc exdeeds the pmissible values Tor mils
(MI-10-420-83).

!

Table 13 of Annex 1 provides the heavy metal pollution level of the sediment in the tributaries of
the Danube.

Table 1.5: Average concentration of pollutanr in the examined sedimentfraction (mg/@
(VITUKI, 19886) (Budapest-Rdcalm&sJ

Cadmium

2.78

1.33

Lead

105

42.7

Arsenic

9.6

2.5

Coppcr

228

34.3

Nickel

58.0

25.9

Oil + fat

1,050

.

428

Table 1.6: Average coneentrrrtion ofpaliufants in the examlined sedimenrfracti~n(mg/kg)
(VITUKI, 1988b) (Komdrom-Napinaras)

A nurnber of studies have dealt with the pollutant load of the Hungarian section of the Danube,
affectecl by the GNBS (VITUKI, 1973; WHO-VITUKI, 1976; VGI, 1976; VITUKI, 1978;
VITUKI, 1984, 1985b; VGI, 1985; VIZITXV, 1985; KVM, 1988). On the one hand, these
studies include quantitative and qualitative data on the waste water inlets, and on the other the

pollutant load of the effected Danube section originating from the tributaries. The evaluated
cornponents, waste water inlets and tributaries are sumrnarised in Table 1.7, which however,
requires the following supplernentaty remarks (the number in the table is in brackets):
-

The data arc more or less outdated (especially the ones preçeding 1984: 1,2, 3,4).

- In part, the data are integrated for the entire region (1, 4, 6), that is they are not
broken down according to pollution sources, and they consider both the Danube and
its tributaries.

- The data are heterogeneous fram the point of water qualiîy componentç, and in
some cases they are; not identifiable (3,6).
- The data consider different impact areas, in other words they are not unified on îhe
width of the impact.area.
-

The data are nor homogeneous in space either: even the most up-to-date material

(8) only includes the Rajka-Almisfüzito section, although for this section it specifies
the material-flow data of waste water inlets for four components, it does not offer
any data on çewage water volumes.

l

Table 1.7: Dof-like poIlurants of lhe Danube and tributaries on the impact area of the GNBS in
the pmfmianal 1rierature

1

Danube and its
tributaries

Duna, Vic, Nyitra,
G m , Ipoly, Raba,

Waste water inlets
I

"Wute water inkt, on
the Hlinganan section"

COD,,B09,NO;

17 Hungarian pollution

P, COD& BODs,

50UTCC5

CClr, MSS,Nt.!d*
(on1y at the 17
Hungarian pollution
sources)

WHOVïïUKI
(1976) '

Mosoni Danube, Cuhai
Bakonyér, Concb,
~ltalér,Tgti-DunaAg,
Sula?, p.,

VGI (1976)

Mosoni Danube, Cuhai
Bakonykr, Conch,
Altaler, TAti-Dunahg
Szilas p.,
Czechoslovakian sidc
tributaries

12 Hungarian pollution
l
sources,
10 regions

Concb, Aitaler, ipoiy,
M c , Nyitra, Garam

19 Hungarian
sources,
3 Czechmlovakian
pollution sources

i

total dissolved mat.

I

I

20t-23 Hungarian
pollution sources

Duna, Mosoni Danube,
Cuhai Bakonyer, Conc4,
~Italér,Kenyérmezei p

3 1 Hungarian pollution
sources

Q, CODd,fats+ oils,
toxic materials,
Nitrogen
phosphornus, W01,
total dissoived mat,

.

Na, SS

26 Hungarian, 1
23 Czechoslovakian
pollution sources

/

8.

KVM (1988)

48 I-Iungarian pol\ution
sources

CODt, SZOE, NHjNH4, total dissolved
mat

The data are (almost) exclusively of Hungarian origin. No usehl data could be
obtained on pollution of the Czechoslovakian side. Material (7) contains only waste
water data.

- Only one study (6), deals with non-dot-like pollution sources, but that too only
specifies on a map, the Hungarian communal, agricultural, industrial and toxic waste
material storage sites. Their number of each is shown in Table 1.8.
For information, we shall present the list of the main Hungarian pollution sources affecting the
given Danube section: the quantity, COD concentration and material-flow data - which are (partly)
outdated today (5) (Tables 14 and 15 of Annex No. 1).
The distribution of the waste water load between the two countries (Czechoslovakia and Hungary)
is a separate problem. Lacking concrete Czechoslovakian data, this issue is either ignored by the
evaluated studies (1, 2, 6) or avoided by making assumptions fiom the effects of the tributaries
calculable fiom the Danube (3, 4, 5). Note that these three calculations, made on three different
occasions, involving slightly different databases and methods, projected the ratio of waste water
load between the two countries as 8.3; 7.6 and 9.1 to 1.0 as'regards their CODd according to the
respective literature 3,4, 5 of Table 1.7 (taking Hungarian pollution as 1 .O). It has to be mentioned
here that the Morava pollution load was not considerate in the above calculations.
Only one of the studies dealt with the effects of the waste water load coming fiom the Morava
(VITUKI, 1987b), but without Czechoslovakian data the only conclusion it could reach was that
this water course - similar in size to the Vhg - is classified category IV by Austrian regulations as
one of Austria's most seriously polluted watercourse.
Two of the above studies (2, 6) recornrnended the construction of waste water treatment plants.
Document (2) gave concrete proposais for the treatment level of four components (COD, BOD5,
MSS, CC14), (2, 3) outline waste water treatment plans, while the proposal (6) prepared nine years
later, additionally emphasises that "denitrification should also be performed in each case at waste
water treatment plants".
Table 1.8: Waste material dumps on the impact area (TG[ 1985)
Waste material dump sites

Number of sites

communal

58

agricultural

97

industrial

33

toxic material

30

Table 16 of Annex No. 1 details the capacity of the planned and operating waste water treatment
plants in the Vhc-Nyitra water system (7). No information was found in the literature on waste
water coming fiom the Czechoslovakian side and directly affecting the Danube, and incoming
waste water affecting the Morava.
On the basis of the above and other information the following statements can be made:

- The

available data are only suitable for performing informative classification
calculations (e.g. test-mns in the case of models).

- Up-to-date

Hungarian data can be collected from regional KOVIZIGS (presently,
however, there is no unified computer database).
In the past, the collecting of quantity and quality data on Czechoslovakian
incoming waste waters - highly important from the point of the waste water load of
the Danube section - was not successful.

-

To conclude, it can be stated that no database is available, which would allow a comprehensive
material transport evaluation on the longer effected sections of the Danube.
1.8 CLASSIFICATION O F BANK FILTERED WATERS

The alluvial, sand-grave1 layers beside the Danube, offer a valuable opportunity to establish bank
filtered water bases. The section of the Danube effected by the GNBS is of utmost importance,
primarily because it supplies the water for settlements bordering the Danube and theref0r.e the
impact area.
The quality of the water drawn from bank filtered wells has two characteristics. One is the change
in the water quality during the year: When the water levels in the Danube are high, (e.g. in case of a
small flood) the quality of the water is good, as the water level decreases, the water quality of the
wells slowly deteriorates, and more nitrate etc. appears. This phenomenon is caused by the fact
that, the wells mainly draw water from the Danube when the water level is high, while in the case
of low water levels, other waters from the surrounding area dominate, whose quality is much worse
as a result of industrial, communal and agricultural pollution. This can be observed at the water
works of Visegrad, where the surrounding area includes the village and the connected forest
(VIZITERV, 1985). The other phenomenon noted is the increased pollution of waters drawn from
wells within decades. The tendency is demonstrated by Figures 1.7 and 1.8 on the basis of five
water quality components, at the tested right and left hand side bank water base of the Dunakanyar
(operated by DmRV). The figure was prepared with the average data of the 105 wells in 14
watenvorks. In the Danube, the deterioration of the examined water quality components was
smaller in the same time period (VITUKI, 1987b).
The above circumstances refer to the increase of background pollution and project the necessity of
introducing costly technologies that go beyond chlorination.
Special emphasis should be given to the water supply underlying the Szigetkot. This gravel-bed is
supplied in part by the Danube, and in part by the waters coming from the Lajta-mountains. The
surface of the water located in the grave1 has a gradient of 0.5-1.0 x 105, and thus it moves towards
the Rhba - Mosoni Danube. Basically, the water-mass forms a connected whole, it is not divided
into layers by connected horizontal barriers. This practically unified water-mass is continuously
polluted from above as a result of human activities (communal, industrial and agricultural
pollution). The wells of the operating water works draw the water from a depth of 80-100 metres
(VIZITERV, 1985).
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The most important characteristics of the explored areas and the areaç recommended for
exploration in çonnection with the bank filtered water worQ located on the Rajka-Nagymaros
Danube section have been summarised id Tuble 1.P and in Tables 17 and 18 of Annex No. 1 (VGl,
1985).
Communal and agriculturaE groundwater pollution is observable at the Szentendre Sziget LOO,
where pollution originating From the surface appears in the wa&r quality of wells, when the waterlevel of the Danube is low (VIZITERV,1985).

1

Arnong the well-groups of the FBvhrosi Vimüvek's northérn waterworks (Tahi 1, Tahi II,
Tahitbtfalu, Szentendre Sziget 1, Szentendre Sziget II, ~isorohzi,Surany) only the Kisoroszi 12
radial well and the radial wells of the Surhny Water Works have serious water quality problems.

I

The works of the northern water works that are considered ta Ibe typical h m the perspective of
water-quality, are the (for short) Srigeti L and Szigeti il workr/ Tables 19 and 20 of Amex No.1
show that at these two location wells did not comply with the chemical standards between 1971
and 1980. The "O" in the table means that the well in question complied for al1 of the chemical
components in the given year, while an "X"means occasional! non cornpliance, and Mn or NH4
would mean regulnr objections concerning that component. The tables show that only in a few
cases does the water qualily regularly breach the standards at the works representing the northern
water base of Budapest (VITUKI, 198Tb).

l

The interaction berneen the favourable dissolved OZ conditions of the Danube (see the chapter
dealing with classical chemical components) and the oxygen conditions rneasurable in bank filtered
waters should be dernonstratecl here. VITUKI carried out a series of tests at the southern water
works of Budapest to determine the effectiveness of bank filkition. Parallel to the frequent (2-3
oamplesiweek) sarnple-taking pcrfoned in 1984-1985, 24 iafer quality components of the
Danube and one radial wetl were exarnined. The results showed that during filtration, the oxygen
content reduced by on average 84%, in some cases creating nearly anaerobic conditions (VITUKI,
1988b).
From relevant foreign examples the experience gained at the ~i!nzwatenvorks within the retained
water area shall be rnentioned. One of the controI wells in pre-dam conditions showed an oxygen
content of 2.4-5.2 mg/l O?, while in pst-dam conditions it was within the 0.0-1.3 mgil OZrange
depending on the temperature; both rneasurements were taken when oxygen conditions in the
Danube were near saturation (8.4-12.1 mgil Odi Arnong the reductive circumstances approaching
anaerobic conditions, the mobilisation of iron and manganese had started. The cause of this
phenomenon is the fuie sediment deposited in the dammed area (VITUKI, 1 9 8 8 ~ ) .

In the followings, Table 21 of Annex No. 1 shows the exberne values mcasured by eight
subsurface main network points in the course of five years. The water quality of the wells, located
between Rajka and DlirnBs, is rather diverse. At some the iron and manganese content (and in
certain cases the ammonium ion content) is objectionabte. In other cases, the maximum nitrate
concentration approaches or exceeds the lirnit (KVM,1988).
To surnrnarise the water quality of the bank filtered wells has recently seriously deteriorated. This
has been caused by the coinciding effects of a nurnber of factors: the deterioration of the Danube's
ecologically round water body: inappropriate specification of khe water baser' protection area;
I

inappropriate location of water bases; background pollution due to excessive use of agricultural
pesticide; waterbed regulation work and dredging (VGI, 1985).
2. Future Water Quality Problems Caused by the GNBS

Hereinafier. the future water quality problems related to the implementation of the GNBS, will be
subdivided geographicatly. It cannot be stated that each and every one of the listed problerns will
manifest (and especially not with the mentioned weight and probability) but we do believe that
each issue is based on true facts. I i should also be understood that the majotity of them (except for
maybe the algae boom) are not going to appear ovemight. Similarly to the Kiskorei reservoir, the
new ecological "balance" will develap gradually, in several years or eiren nearly a decade. This
applies especially to the water quality of bank filtered wells.
2.1 THE DUNAKIUTI RESERYOIR

It should be emphasised that morphologically, the Dunakiliti reservoir differs totally from the
riverbed reservoirs of the Gerrnan-Austrian section, which means that any experience gained thcre
c m o t be applied here automatically. The planned Dunakiliti resewoir is a through-flow type
reservoir, whose water flow is not equal throughout the reservoir because of its morphology. It js
relatively shallow (with an average water delivey the average depth i s 3.3 metres, Rotschein,
19761, and ha a volume of 243 million m3, and a water surface of 52 km2 (VIZITERV, 1985).
With the exception of the dead ground on the sides, the reçervoir will have an intensive \vater
exchange (see Table 2 , l ) .

Tabk 2.1: The theoretical sdorage time and the merage flow velocip in rhe Dunakiliti reservoir
(Rotschein, 1976, (without peak operation)

The quality of water in the Dunakiliti reservoir will basically be detemined by both the quality of
the arriving water and the specific properties of the reservoir resulting fiom complex physical and
biological processes. As a result of the German and Austrian barrage systerns, the water of the
Danube - aç characterised by the chernical parameters discussed in Chapter 1 - entering the
reservoir will carry çrnaller volumes of rolled sediment, md will reflect the polluting effect of
Vienna, and Bratislava and the Morava in its microbiological indexes. The water quality in the
reservoir, which develops as a result of the above effects, plays a decisive role in the water quality
of the entire Danube section affected by the GNBS (i.e. the power canal, the old riverbed, the
Mosoni Danube, the drain canals, subsurface waters, etc.; see Figure 2.11, moreover, for certain
parameters, its influence also extends to the section of the Danube below Nagymaros (e.g. degree
of trophiîy, water temperature).

mode operation (VUVH, 1965)
On the basir of the flow-velocity distributions, withaut
(Figure 2.21, only rninor changes occur in the flow in the cubent of the reservoir (that is in the
original Danube riverbed and in its environment), thus no significant change to the water quality
can be expected ta take place there (Rotschein, 1976, Hock, 1982). As a function of the discharge
and the geornetry of the resenioir, the flow-speeds developing in the reservoir are much slower
than that of the incoming water. Consequently, the quality df the incoming water, the reduced
velocities, the incsease of storage times and water surfaces wilP be vitally important in t e m s of the
water qualiiy of the reservoir. Naturally, the peak mode openition will modi@ the flow-picture
éernonstrated in Figure 2.2, and consequently the qualiiy of th2 water,

l

The primary consequemes of the new hydrological circurnstaRces, resulting h m the geornetry of
the reservoir, will be the following:
-the transport of suspended sediments will change;

- the transfer of tolled sediment will decrease;
-more suspended sediments will be deposited;

l1
1

the volume, granule-size, and dispersion of the bedlsi~twill change, just as the
volume, quality, and dispersion of pollution materials bdund to the granules;

-'

- water temperatures will change;

I

- li&t conditions will rnodiS) the water will be more transparent;
I

-

triophity conditions will change fundamentally in the witer;

- the oxygen-, phosphorous- and niîrogen management will change significantly.
The listed processes and factors are going to enter into a cdrnplex interaction wirh a dynamic
system characterised by permanent changing water levels (1 rnerre water level change in peak
mode operation) (VIZITERV,1985) and constantly changing flow.

l

The situation is even more cornple~because of changes in the huality and quantity of the Danube
water entering the reservoir, the water movements çreated by winds and in winter, the effect of the
connected ice cover, developing on the reservoir.

The inneased deposition of wponded xdiments will have t$ consequences: large amoung of
bed-silt will develop and the transparency of the water will increase.
There i s no reliable data on the expected volume of the depositing suspended sediments. Previous
estimates, which projected an annual 1.34.0 cm sedirnentationifor the entire area of the reservoir
(Pirkovs*,
1966; VIZITERV, 1977; VITUKI, 1978; Hock, f 982; VIZITERV, 1985; VITUKI,
1987a) seem to be superseded by recent calculations. Sedimentation is now expected to be much
greater.

i

The results of tests on the scale mode1 of the reservoir WUVH, 1965) show that in a year with
average precipitation, approximately 8 cm sediment i s expected lto settle in the entire reservoir, (in
a dry year the sedimentation is 7 cm, this, however, may reach 29 cm in a year with high
precipitation).

The volume of sedimentation changes greatly wiehin the reservoir. In a year with average
precipitation, annually 44 cm will be deposited by the current-line (direçtly at the enrrance), while
in other, farther parts of the reservoir 2-9 cm sedimentation can be expected. (ln years with high
precipitation the maximum levels of sedimentafion rnay even reach 1.5mannually in srnalIer areas).
The surface load caused by the granules under 50 pm - carrying the major39 of organic material
connected to the suspended sediments - is 300 kg/m2near the entrance, and 20-100 kg/m2 annually
at other places.
Since sedimentation occurs uneventy depending on flow conditions, dredging should be considered
for certain parts of the reservoir. The changes in operation and the large water discharges may
cause sediment transfer on the damrned section, which will require counter rneasures (Benedek,
1988).
The bed-sediments wjll have an important role in the future water quality of surface and,
subsurface water, as well as in the drain canat. A significant proportion of the water's natural and
anwopogen pollution organic material (deceased plankton organisms and organic polllitants
connected to suspended sediments) will end up in the silt. According to Rotschein (1976) the
average organic material content of the developing silt can be estimated as 13%. Increasing
enrichment of oil, adhering to suspended sedirnents, can be expected to take place with the
increasing ship trafic (Rotschein, 1976). The consequences of the oxygen-consuming
mineratisation processes taking place in the silt is an increase in the vegetable nutrient content of
the sediment. As a result of the rotting organic material content of the occasionally several
centimetres thick bed-sediment, oxygen-poor facultative anaerobic, or anaerobic fields can develop
pariiculaaly in the shallower parts of the reservoir. Coinciding with anaerobic decomposition gas is
formed and large amounts of deposited vegetable nutrients can retum ta the water (Berczik, 1988).
The mixing of anaerobic Fields (cg. during peak mode operation) could increase the toxic load of
the water passing through the reservoir (Berczik, 1988). Thus, the reservoir should be formulated
in such a way that the possibility to create areas with slow flow minimal (WHO-YITUKI, 1976;
VITUKI, 1978; Hock, 1982; VIZITERV, 1985; VGI, 1985; VITUKI, 1985).
A relatively permanent granular bed would be favourable for the development of zoobenthos and
[suspended sediments otherwise not characteristic to riverbeds.] The prevailing north-western
winds carry the rising suspended debris to the right hand bank section (Rotschein, 1.976), which
thus requires continuous removal. Attention should alço be drawn to the fact that after flooding, the
dis~olvedoxygen concentration of water draining through the top layer, presently covered with
plants and humus deposit (25-40 cm), may reduce to as low as zero even if the oxygen supply of
the reservoir water is favourable. For this reason iron and rnanganese re-dilution may occur in the
water filtered through the sediment (VITUKI, 1988b).

The majority of toxiç, inorganic micro-contaminantç reaches the bed-sediment via the depositing
suspended stdiments. Since the greater part of the heavy rneralç, bonds primarily to suspended
sediment having a granule size srnalier than 50 pm (VITUKI, 1988b), their enrichment of the bed
will take place at slow flow areas, mainly in the bottom third of the reservoir.
The large vegetable nutrient content of the bed sedimeni and the increasing transparency of the
water, create advanrageous conditions for the m u s reproduction of phytoplankton (VGI, 1985;
VITUKI, 19855). The water's transparency, which is 40-70 cm in the Rajka section (DvahaEly,
1987) may increase significantly in the reservoir. lt should be noted here that no linear connection

was found in the Danube's Rajka section between the a-chlor/~phyll content of the water and the
concentration of vegetable nutrientç (nitrate and phosphate ions). The river is abundant in nutrients,
so these have no limiting effect on the development of a large phytoplankton population (Bartalis,
1987).

1

In the right hand bank sections of the reserroir, which are mqre susceptible to siltation, the light
may even reach the bottom and thus enable the development of vegetation characteristic ro shallow
waters (Rotschein, 1976). To avoid this, the reçervoir should not have any parts with low flow
speedç (VITUKI, 1978; VGI, 1985; YIZLTERV, 1985; VITUKI, 1985b).

l

During the summer even blue algae rnay appear in the shallow, slow flow-rate and high water
temperature parts of the reservoir. However, when carried to (parts with higher fiow-rates, these
would probably die (Rotschein, 1976).

l

The 1-zOC average increase in water temperature, which will dkvelop in the Dunakiliti reservoir in
the summer, will effect the entire Hungarian section of the ~ a n ? b e .

Parallel with the increase of the phytoplankton population in t h water favourable light conditions,
the volume of dead algae in the water also increases, which ldeposits on the bed incseasing the
organic material content of the silt. The greater number of living and dead algae can adversely
effect not only the reservoir, but also the lower, sections of the Danube (VGI, 1985; VITUKI,
1985b; VIZITERV, 1985; VITUKI, 1987). Far example the COD and BODI concentrations characteristic for a given organic materiai content - will increase even if al1 waste water is 100%
treated.
I

~

l

Another unanswered question is what procedure would be the best when faced with a possible
algae 'boom (or other dramatic increases in e.g. oil pollution). It is by no means sure, that the
proposais for quick draining are the best (VIZITERV, 1485; VITUKI, 1985b, 1987a).

I

The water qualiw of the reservoir may also be greatly effe'cted by oxygen management. The
prevailing dissolved oxygen content of the water i s the result of the combined effects of a changing
physical oxygen intake, turbulence conditions, the increased +ter surface and water temperature,
in addition to the more intensive biological acrivity (photosynthesis respiration) and the organic
matter load (the water and sediment).

-

l

During the vegetation period the volume of oxygen created biologically grows in the water; this
rnay even becorne dominant over the atmoçpheric oxygen intakk srna11 discharge (Rotschein, 1976;
Dvahally, 1987). Rotschein (1976) dealt with the assumption of the cornmon effects of processes
influencing the oxygen management (see also Chapter 3.2).

Barcd on the evaluation of the expected processes autlined, Rotaîhcin (1976) bclicves that if
appropriately managed, the quality of the wattter reaching the power canal could be identLcal to or
even better than the Danube water entering the resewoir. However, the projection of water quality
conditions in the reservoir is. Complicated by the unknodn volume of "self-pollution": an
unfavourable side-effect of the alga population growth. Thus, the above statement of Rotschein is
disputable (especially concerning the quality of the water dischdrged into the Old Danube).

I

n i e pe~odicallydeveloping unfavourable affects can bp avoiddd the most eficiently by decrearing
the pollutant load of the water entering the reservoir.

!

2.2 THEPOWER CANAL

By way of the Dunakiliti weir, the energetically useful water-mass is led fiom the Dunakiliti
resewoir to the 17 km long head-race canal, covered with asphalt for its whole length (VIZITERV,
1985). As a result of the rapid flow of the water, no change in water quality is expected in the
head-race canal (VIZITERV, 1985).
In the course of the work-session of WHO dealing with the effects of reservoirs, the Hungarian
health care authority raised the question of multinuclear aromatic hydrocarbons which might
dissolve fiom the asphalt cover of the power canal. The Czechoslovakian investors referred to
tests, according to which the asphalt used satisfies health care regulations.
After passing through the GabEikovo barrage system, the dissolved oxygen content of the water
increases somewhat (1-2 mgIl) as a function of the prevailing dissolved oxygen saturation
(VIZITERV, 1985). In saturated and over-saturated conditions this effect can be overlooked,
because the excess oxygen soon r e t m s to the atmosphere (Berczik, 1988).
The increasing discharge leads to darnages on living organisms, and thus the plankton biomass.
Therefore, the oxygen surplus of the water will probably be used for the decomposition of the
deceased organisms. There is no available data on the volume of the biomass which expires as a
result of these damaging effects (some experts estimate 25-30%).
No sedimentation can be expected in the head-race canal and the 8 kms long, semi-natural, dredged
tailrace canal, because of the high flow speeds (VGI, 1985).
Another effect of high velocities and short storage times is an unchanged water quality over the
entire section of the power canal and slower biological life (VGT, 1985).

With the establishment ofthe GNBS, the majority of the discharge of the Danube will be diverted
to the power canal with the assistance of the Dunakiliti weir, and only the absolutely necessary
water discharge will be directed io the 30 km long OId Danube. The necessary discharge depends
on the water conditions of the Danube and the hydraulic and ecological needs of the OId Danube
riverbed (VIZITERV, 1985; VITUKI, 1988). As far as we know, this demand is not yet assured by
the joint plan (KET, 1977). Under the operation of the GNBS, the old riverbed of the Danube will
have a role in directing floods and ice (VIZITERV, 1985).
For low and medium flow water levels, the water of the OId Danube riverbed will be made up of
resewoir water draining through or let through and from the 'draining waters coming fiom the drain
system of the flood plain. Depending on the mix-ratio of the two different waters, the water
reaching the Old Danube is expected to be of higher quality (VIZITERV, 1985).
The operation allows the flushing of the given river section with larger water discharge in case of
necessity (e,g. alga boom) in order to assure an "optimum" water quality. However, the riverbed
can only be rinsed with resewoir water (VIZITERV, 1985; VITUKI, 1985b, 1987b).
Professionals have had lengthy debates on the required volume of water delivery to be assured on
the Szigetkoz section of the Danube. The experts estimated the necessary volume of water
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substitution at 50 to 500 m3/s (OMFB, 1984). Anyhow, the planned 50 m3/s discharge makes it
difficult for al1 the demands on the old riverbed of the Danube to be fulfilled, that is it should:
- be

worthy of being a border river (that is wide enough);

- be free of dangerous water quality changes;
- maintain its wildlife character;
- satisS,

other water use demands (e.g. small boating);

- be suitable for directing floods and ice (OMFB, 1984).
The satisfaction of the demands supposes the establishment of the widest possible water surface
and the greatest depth. Efforts were started in 1986 to solve the problem at VITUKI (VITUKI,
1986-87;VITUKI, 1988a).
In the following paragraphs, there are clear signs of the uncertainties connected to the formulation
and operation of the Danube section:
"According to plans the Danube riverbed, having a water delivery of 50-200 m3/s, should
be maintained. No underwater weirs and structures shall be built in the riverbed"
(OMFB, 1984).
At the same tirne tests were carried out in VITUKI (VITUKI, 1988a) in 1988 to determine the
optimum location of chutes and undenvater weirs for accelerating the speed of water flowing
across the fords. This way the water's oxygen content could be increased and even small boat
traffic could be assured. Under operating conditions the required water-depth can only be achieved
by damming, that is by constructing undenvater weirs. Physical mode1 tests demonstrated that
various still areas would develop with different flow levels and also, the possibility of siltation.
If structures are built, the riverbed would divide into reaches consisting of slow and rapid flow
areas. The slow sections will favour sedimentation, the rapid areas, oxygen intake. The
professional literature of the GNBS does not deal with the hydrobiological processes taking place
in these reaches; we have only negative assurnptions.
Taking into consideration the water discharge at Bratislava, it can be stated that water delivery
exceeding 50 m3/s can only be expected on average for 14 days annually in the old riverbed (VGT,
1976).
This also raises the problem of removing the macrovegetation which will flourish in the meantime;
chemical treatrnent is out of question (VGI, 1985).
The low flow levels - characteristic to the Danube section for most of the year - assure the
appropriate light climate for algae formation. This seems to be proven by the experience in the
abandoned Danube riverbed by the barrage system at Melk (VITUKI, 1988~).The light reaching
to the bottom (1-1.5 m) in the shallow resewoir allowed the intensive development of algae even at
the end of September. Groups of algae surfaced from the bottom layer as a result of the oxygen
released from the colonies.
If the discharge in the Danube exceeds 4,000 m3/s, the tail-race canal's redarnming effect manifests
on the lower 15 km section of the Old Danube. This section of changing flow direction, speed and

discharge will be characterised by the mixing of the two waters of different quality coming fiom
above and below.

The plan aimed to eliminate the redammed section (VIZITERV, 1985), which also affects the
water quality of lawer Danube sections, whi,h also affects by envisaging the establishment of a
1,200 m31s connection between the tail-race canal and the Old Danube. As far as we know, this
shall not be implemented in the course of the construction. However, the above-mentioned
shortening of the critical 01d Danube section would offer a solution for the unfavourable water
quality conditions.
in order to protect the quality of the water, special care has to be taken not to let any oil pollution
from the reservoir reach the river section in question.

2.4 THE DANUBE
SECTION BETWEENSZ~PANB
VENEK(1,981-1,794RKM)

I

The water of the power canal is directed back into the ofd Danube riverbed at Szap.
The quality of the water will be detemined by the mixing ratio of the two waters, which will be
dominated by the power canal under medium flow conditions. The old Danube riverbed will only
take a major part in water transport under large water delivery (>4,000 m3i'5).
The water level of the nearly 20 kilometres long section is going to be slightly effected by the
damming of the Nagymaroç barrage system, while the daiiy distribution of the flow and the
connected changes in water levels, will be detemined by the operation of the Gabçkovo power
plant.
Under peak mode operation, the lGgest fluctuations in the GNBS systern water levels, appear on
the Danube section between Szap and Vének, and on the lower section of the power canal above
that. The fluctuation of water levels with average is +J-2.3m in the tail-race canal, +/-2.3m
ai Szap,
and +J- 1.3mat Vének (VIZITERV,1985).

I

If is not yet known how the fluctuation of the water level damages the living populations on the
racks of the bank and their oxygen-producing funcrian.
According to exarninations, living organisms have a minor role in determining the water's
dissolved oxygen content; they account for 0.1-2.1 % of biologicaliy produced oxygen (VITLJKI,
1985b). It is important, but not yet defined, what will happen if the living cover loses its habitat
(VITUKT, 1985b).

Theirnplementation of the GNBS will eliminate the present periodical water supply of the Mosoni
Danube and improve the water quality of the upper section.

l

Improving water quality can be expected in the rapid flowing upper section, since a constant water
delivery (20 m31s) is assured from the good quality water of the drain canal (VIZITERV,1985).
Wowever, as calmitation progresses further in the funire, water substitution fiom the reservoir may
become necessasy.

The "II." category Lajta and the waste waters of ~osonrn&arbvfir will have a temporarily
unfavourable effect on water quality in the middle section of the, Mosoni Danube.
I
Part of the suspended debris depoçits above the Mosonmagyar6vSlr weir. Underneath ic, as a result
l
of the connected industrial and communal waste waters the oxygen-need of the water and its plant
nutrient concentration show a temporary increase, but the qualily of the water remains acceptable
because of the advantageous self-purification conditions of the middle section (Virday, 1987).

I

The problerns, which require urgent rectification will be on the [ower river section between Meçsér
and Vknek (the estuay). The water qualib of this section already suffers frorn the effects of the
R b and the Rhbca, and those caused by the large volume (80,000 m31day) of Gy6r1s untreated
waste water of (Vhrday, 1987). It has to be noted that the d(edging (VIZITERV, 1985) of the
present silty riverbed (containhg organic and toxic silt) - especially under Mosonmagyar6v&rand
Gy6r (VITUKI, 1985a, 1987a) - would lead to the irnprovdment of the water quality on the
Mosoni Danube.

l

The water-level increase,of the Danube laçting for 4-6 hours, during peak mode operation,
following the installation of the GNBS,stops the flow on the lober section of the Mosoni Danube,
and even back-flaw may occur (VIZTTERV, 1985). At the estukry, Danube water would enter the
l
Mosoni Danube riverbed and by mixing to an ever decreasing degree with the Mosoni Danube
would cause redamming. The consequential increase of water level at the estuary (VCnek) will be
1.3 rn, and 1 rn at Gy6r (VIZITERV, 1985). Redamming may cause a stifl water section to devetop
under GyCSr for a couple of hours, which could obstnict the Praining and dilution of its waste
waters.

I

The strongly contaminated maçs of water also stays together whilst flowing downstream, and as a
result of biological processes, it rnay Iose its oxygen c o h t (see sub-chapter 3.3). The
contaminated mass of water, which moves as a function of varying flow velocities - determined by
the GNBS operation - passes through the section below Gydr and reaches the Danube in a
receding water period.

i

Serious deterioration of water quality and damage to wildlifd çan be expected on the affected
section, the greatest impact wilf be felt by the fish populatioh. Since the lower section of the
Mosoni Danube is one of the migration routes of spawning fishi(Jancs&-Toth, 1987), it is difficult
to estimate the adverse consequences to the present fish population.
l

If the biological cleaning and the conveying of waste water from Gy& is stated not solved, it can
be that the lower section of the Mosoni Danube will be the kost critical section of the GNBS
I
system with regards to water qua1iiy.
I

II

2.6 SIDEARMS SYSTEM (RIGHI- HAND SIDE)
1

l

Presently, the Szigetkoz, and within that the main branch of the !Danube, several flowing branches
and still branches forrn a unified water system. If the discharge of the Danube is small (up to 1,800
rn3/s) the system is onty connectecl to the Danube h m the bed for 160- 180 days per year. On such
instances the rnnjority of the side amis become still. For ano$er 80-90 days the substitution of
water only consiçts of infiltrating waters and the that passing srnall weirs. A continuous and
intensive water supply fiom the Danube only occurs for 55-70 days per year when the discharge is
greater than a 2,500 m3h (VITüKI, 1985b; VIZITERV, 1985i. As a result of the profuse plant
1

nutrients the compositions of the filoplankton populations in potentially politrophic waters are
greatly eftècted by the flou(-rate. (Kiss K,, 1987).
\

Implementing the GNBS will cause a basic change in the rather diverse discharge and flow
conditions of the sideamis.

The water replenishment sistem, established prirnarlly to recharge the groundwater level of the
Szigetkoz, assures the continuous water supply of the branches with approxirnately 35 m3/s
(VITUKI, 1985b, 1987a; VIZITERV, 1985).
The complex structure of the system, the diverse water quality conditions, and the lack of
knowledge concerning the spatial distribution of the replenishing water, does not enabte any
predictions on thè future water quality, and especially on the degree of algae growth. Nonetheless it
iç possible that extensive eutrophication may occur, because of clogging in the branch system. The
majoriiy of alga and other plant over-production can be forced into the main riverbed with floods
and according to some views rnay even reach the section of the Municipal Surfa~eWaterworks
(VGI, 1476)

The purpose of the Nagymaros reservoir is to balance the peak discharges arriving fiom the
GabEikovo powerplant and to assure the required depth for navigation between the mo barrages.

In this flow through reservoir, 95 km long, and totally different geometrically from the Dunakiliti
reservoir, high fiow velocities are expected to deveIop (Table 2.2) (Rotschein, 1976). As a result of
its advantageous geometry there will be no still areas in the reservoir except in the depressions
(VGI, 1985). The intensive water-exchange reservoir will have a relatively low (a couple of
decimetres) fluctuation of water levels.
Table 2.2: The theoreticaI storage limes and the merage speed ofrhe wafer in the Nagymaros
reservoir (Rotschein, 1976) (withoutpeak mode operation)

klthough darnrning s l o w the flow rate, its consequences in this case will still be different (because
of the constantly moving water mass) to those in the wide, relatively shallow, Dunakiliti reservoir
full of slow flow-rate areas.
Although the slowing water movement allows a finer sediment fraction to deposit, the peak wave
regularty mixes it up, keeping the finest sedirnents continuously suspended. Thus, the light climate
of the reservoir will be less favourable for atga reproduction than in the Dunakiliti reservoir (VGI,
1985). As a consequence, the degree of eutrophication is not expected tu exceed the amount which
would reclassiQ the reservoir in a lower categoy.
(46)

Tho living and dead algae carning h m the upper section of the GNBS system (power canal, Old
Danube, Mosoni Danube) and through the branch systern is superpositioned on this.

I

Suspended sediment can be expected to deposit directly àbove Nagymaros, rnainly an the
Chbatlan-Esztergom section (Hock, 1982; VGI, 1985). For: this reason, dredging to different
degrees and frequencies, wilt have to be carried out in the yarious reservoirs (VITUKl, 1485a,
1986, VIZITERV, 1985).

1

According to previous calçulations of sediment deposition, th? Dunakiliti reservoir would hardly
reduce the natural suspended sediment load in the Danube (IVITUKI, 1985a). However, recent
hypothesis do not support this idea (see above). Moreover, without adequate information, the
build-up of toxic micro-pollutants deposited in the silt with the fine suspended sediment, cannot be
projeçted on the given section.

l

.
It is no easy task to prognose the future water quality of the Nagymaros reservoir, because four
large rivers (Mosoni Danube, Vag, Garam, Ipoly) enter the area, and GyBr, Komhrom, Sturovo,

I

' Dorog, Esztergom and several srnail sertlements dispose of theiiI waste water in the Danube.

l

The installation of the GNBS will cause major changes in the rnixing processes o f the Danube and
the above rivers, so the relevant examinations (flow velocit)! and dispersion factor) should be
urgently carried out, especially in the case of the Viig (VITUKII 1985a,b, 1987a,b).
l

The Tht Danube-branch is also a notable problem. This ~ a n u 4 ebranch which receiver the waters
of the Kenyérmezei and Unyi streams will be çlosed with the installation of the GNBS and the
water will be pumped into the main branch. If na solution is fobnd for the treabnent of the (rnainly
industrial) waste waters deposited into the two strearns, the water quality of the Tat affluent will
quickly deteriorate, prirnarily due to the concentration of okganic and inorganic toxic rnicropollutants (VITUKI, 1987~).Pumping the water of the side a+ into the Danube might afflict the
latter with a major toxic load.
l

I

Presently, the only possible prognosis on the expected water qdality of the Nagyrnms reservoir is
that the higher population of living and dead algae will increase the organic material content of the
water by about 1-2 mgil COD.Most of the hydrochemical parameters will be determined by the
I
amouni and level of gvrity of the received waste waters.
1
1
The particular problem of the Nagparos reservoir, is its effects on bank filtered water bases.
These are expected to appear, primarily on the section between Lhbatlan and Nagyrnaros, and are
in relation to the regular fluctuation of the water level, its decreasing speed and the deposition of
silt.
II

l

The following problems will be faced at srnaller watenvorks, 'established on bank filtered water
bases in the given section:

- The regular fluctuation of water levels effects thé water-supplying layers although in a reduced and delayed fom. The diumal f l ~ wexpands the duc& of the
filtering layer, deteriorating the eficiency of the filtration, which in turn effects the.
quality of the produced water and accelerates the Wear of the wells (VGI,1485).

The constant mixing, which is characteristic of the section, inhibits the develapment
of a bioIogica1 filtration layer, and thus the possibility of bacterial contaminations in

I

the drawn water is greatly increased (VGI,1985). There is no information on the
regeneration of the filtration layer in periods of non-peak mode operation.
4

- The slower

of flow rate worsens the existing and potential bank filtered water
supply of the region. The fine particles depositing on the slow flow areas near the
banks, block the path of the water to the bank filtered wells, and may cause a fall in
their productivity (WHO-VITUKl, 1976; OMFB, 1984).
silt with a high organic material content, deposited as a result of the slower
flow velocities, starts to decompose. The oxygen content of the filtered water at first
decreases, then falls to zero as a resuIt of the several anaerobic processes linked to
decomposition. Conçequently, dissolved iron, manganese, carbonic acid, ammonia,
hydrogen sulphide, taste and odour deterioracing organic. materials, appear in the
water (Hock, 1982; VITUKI, 1985b; VGI, 1985). In addition, toxic heavy rnetals
and detergents are also expected to arise (ITUKI, 1978). The removal of the humus
covering layer, which is subrnerged in the course of damrning becoming a part of the
filtration layer, mighr alsa be considered on the Danube section directly above
Nagymaros (VITUKI, 1988b).

- The

The following proposais have been made to avoid the problems which would endanger the
operation and water quality of bank filtered wells:

- A solution has to be found which protects the banks by açsuring b o h an adequate
flow conditions and the decrease in sedirnentation near to the water bases;

Silt-dredging should be administered at the required sites (VIZITERV, 1985).
However, this may damage the bioIogiçal layer, temporarily deteriorating the water
qualit)! (Hock, 1982; VTZITERV, 1985).

-

One advantage is that the damrning will cause a shifi in the ratio of polluted ground water to
cleaner water from the Danube - to the benefit of the latter. This shift will probably decrease the
rate of pollution in the wells (VITUKI, 1985b; VGI, 1985; VIZITERV, 1985). Nevertheless, it is
atso possible that the reduction in the amount of groundwater drawn will be temporary, only to last
until the new,higher, groundwater level develops.
2.8 THE DANUBE
SE,CTIO~VBELO w NAGYMAROS

The water quality of the Danube section beIow Nagymaros is determined by the quality of the
water regularly passing h o i i g h the GNBS. In addition, the dissolved oxygen concentration of the
water increases somewhat when passing over the weir, which will most probably be used up by the
decomposition of the algae (VITUKI, 1985b; VGI, 1985).
The rise in living and dead algae in the water may cause technological problems in the treatment
plants for the Fovhrosi Felszini Vizmiivek. Some metabolism products of living algae and the
metabolic materials developing with the decornposition of dead algae may rresult in an undesirable
taste and odour in drinking water. As far as we h o w , no assessrnent has been made on the e f i c t of
the increased algae count and the secondas, pallution arising from the decornposition of algae undesirable taste and odour - on the operation of the Fovhosi Felszini V l m u (Budapest Water
Works).
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As a result of intensive dtedging over the past decades, the water level of the present section
comply with that planned for the GNBS system (VIZITERV, 1985). The riverbed is expected
further degrade with the operation of the barrage system, which will make even thinner the
filtration layer already darnaged by the dredging. There are two possible solutions: the replacement
of grave1 on the riverbed, or the establishment of another barrade system vnder Budapest.

I
Special attention should paid to water bases in the course of waterbed regulation following start of
GiN Project operations in order to mainiain the present qnmtiq and quality filtration layer
VIZITERV, 1985). In addition to al1 this - independent to the ipplernentation of the GNBS system
-the need of further treating bank filtered water, beyond chlorination should not be forgotten(
I
VITUKI, 1985b;VIZITERV, 1985)

3. The Role and Application of Water Quality Models

First of all, this chapter will discuss the advanrages and limits of modelling including
methodological issues, As the next çtep, a brief summary will be provided on previous modest
modelling attempts concerning the GNBS. Three problernatic issues will then be touched: the
oxygen management of the Mosoni Danube under peak mode operation, the expected
eutrophication of the Dunakiliti reservoir, and the organic material decomposition processes
examined in both the reservoir and the covering layer of the Mosoni river-bed. With a cornparison
to Chapter 2, the results give numerical data on how important the discuççed issues are and at the
same time lead to basic conclusions for the future experimental and modelling program (discussed
in the next chapter).
3.1 THE NECESSITY AND CIMIïS OF WATER QUALITï MODELWNG

As has already been demonsîrated, the problems raised by the GNBS can be put into three groups:
(a)

design;

(b)

operation management;

(c)

monitoring.

The long and short term future developrnents in water quality - which depend mainly on material
transport conditions - will be decisive for the design and operation of GNBS. This implies that the
monitoring system should not only characterise the "resulting" water quality, but also the
participating material transport processes too (various kinetic constants, reproduction and decease
rates, etc.). In addition, it is also necessary to observe changes in the composition of aquatic
biological cornmirnities of the pollution levels than integrated chemical components, There are
certain cases, when the major limiting factor of the design or operation management is the
"peimissible" change in the composition of these communities.
Thus, the sediment transport considerations should be key issues in the preparation of the final
design, the operation management and the monitoring system (which may have various levels, see
chapter 4). However, without applying water quality (ecological) models these cannot be
established for at least two reasons:
-

the large çize and complex character of the taçk;

- the projection are for a non-existing systern. .

1

.

Since modelling on the basis of similarit)! ("scale rnodel tests") IS not possible because of the
complex interaction of physical, chernical and biological procdjrer, the use of mathematical water
\
quality models is necessary. These have a rather extensive lirerature (for example Thomann, 1872;
Scavia and Robertson, 1979; Biswas, 1981; Loucks et al, 1981; Orlob, 1983; Sornlybdy and van
Straten, 1986; Thomann and Mueller, 1987) which is regularly applied in a number of countries.
However, this does not apply in Hungary, where, fiom among tqe results of the past 15 years (SajS,
Duna, Balaton and non-point-like pollutants) only the eutrophication model of the Balaton was
actually apptied (Somlybdy and van Straten, 1986); the others did not go beyond methodological
devclopmcnt. The spread of the accumulated knowledge was hgdsred by the low nurnber of really
important issues and the underrated role of modelling in solving environmental management
I
problems.

-

The water quality and ecological models have a history of nea+ hvo decades. The original, naive
approach waç to try and prepare large and complex rnodels which can be generalised for a variety
of uses. 1-Iowever, by the 1980s it became çlear that the above hoal could not be realised and now,
only use-specific, small models are developed. Their design Vary depending on the in-situ
conditions (whether they are natusal or rnodified by humans), the objective of the model (sçientific
exploration, planning, operation management, etc.). and its space and time scale (local, or regional;
hour, day, season, year or years). Considering the practicalitieS of the task, we should try to limit
our expectations; the comparative, relative evaluation of plan alternatives (or operation strategies)
is a much more realistic goal than overall evaluation.

l

It was mentioned earlier, the application of water quality rnodéls is a must in our case. The next
question is whether the rnodels themselres will be capable oflso!ving the arising problerns. The
answer js definitely negative, unless their development is closely linked to an appropriate datacolIection and experimental program.
At the start of the modelling process, three themes are anajysed:'
(a) the receiver and its region;

I

i

(b) the character of the "problem" (e.g. oxygen management, or kutrophication) and;
(c) the

goal (or goals).

i

On the basis of the above we are able to develop a model, khi& bert suitr our goals. In the
developrnent stage, two different fields of knowledge will be used (Eykhoff, 1974): theoretical and
experimental. The first is based on nahiral laws (e.g. conservation of mass and energy), and
produces the basic structure of the model. For example, the equàtions of Saint-Venant in hydraulics
I
would be used to determine a one dimensional, free surface flow

i

However, the basic model structure cannot always be formulated because of the ver)! nature of the
prablem; this is Spical of hydraulics. The situation is similar with regards to water quality, where
the basic hydrochemical and hydrobiological laws are presented in such a specific, complex and
under-explored way that their initial mathematical wording içl fiequently impossible. Of course
there are cases where the rnodel can be fomulated on the basis of theoretical knowledge, but a
cornparison with observations ofken leah to major differences.
1

i

Whichever case it may bey knowledge gained From experirnents should be included in the
formulation process (selection of condition variables and parameters, kinetics aF processes,
calibration, certification of rnodel structure, validation, etc.). The final model structure is always
achieved by the synthesis of theoretical and experimental knowledge. This can only be reached if
there is close co-operation between the model development and the experirnental work (Beck,
1982; Sornlyddy, 1982).
In this case, the primary advantage of modelling is that it altows the discussion of the sediment
transport over a large area (that is why it is necessary). However, this can only be realised if
adequate data-collection and experimental programs are linked to the development (othenviçe, any
predictions deduced from the basic model, are without any justification, or proof lacking
experimental corroboration). Hereinafter, some problems - raised by the GNBS and surnmarised in
the previous chapter - will be analysed by rnodels with-the double aim of illustrating the weight of
these issues and indicating the areas of uncertainty in the deduced hypothesis. The latter arise from
the determination of various processes and parameters on the basis of previous studies.
3.2 PMLIMNARY WA TER QUALlTY MOaELLlhrG WORK
There have been no comprehensive, water quality mode1 developments for exarnining the effects of
the GNBS. One can onty speak of numerical assurnptions and tests with occasional, simplified
I
rnodels. These can be surnmarised as follows, in chronological order:
(1) In 1964, with the methods of Natermann (1952) VITUKI examined the expected,
average oxygen management conditions of the Esztergom-Nagymaros section of the
Danube following the establishment of the Nagymaros weir (VITUKI, 1966). In this
work, the effect of the sediment on photosynthesis, respiration, nitrification and the
oxygen management was overlooked - in accordance with the cdntemporq level of
water quality rnodeiling. lt was pointed out that if the discharge is less than 3000
m3/s, the oxygen consurnmation exceeds the intake by diffusion, and that bis
difference grows as the discharge dirninishes.
(2) The next assessments, based again on the methods of Natermann (19521, were
performed nine years later on the upper reservoir. 'It was demonstrateci that storing
water in the reservoir was expected to affect favourably the oxygen conditions (to a
decreasing degree as the oxygen concentration approached the maximum), because
the slower flow is counterbalanced by the water surface and the wind. At the same
time attention was drawn to the heterogeneity of the reservoir, and the problems
arising from the shallow water and the presence of pango areas (YITUKI, 1973).
(3) The first model-type examination of the effect of the two reservoirs on oxygen
management was carried out as late as 1978. The following factors were taken into
consideration by the rnodel: BOD5, BOD5 decomposition factor, BOD5 inçrease in
the reservoirs as a result of the waste water inlets, bed-silt decomposition factor,
dissolved O2 concentration, difision oxygen intake, the volume and surface of the
reservoirs, the inflow of the reservoir and theoretical storage time. The following
approaches and assumptions were used in speciEying the water quality model:

The barrage systern consists of N o parts, namely the Dunakiliti reservoir and the
Nagymaros reservoir;
-

-The waste waters entering the reservoirs mix immediately with the water;
(52)

'

580
\

1I

- There is no peak mode operation;
- Oxygen transport connected to biological

production dan be overlooked;

- The thetiretical storage times [fiIl-up times), calculated from the discharge and the
volume of the reservoirs, can be applied in the calculations;

- Plants and humus are rernoved from the reservoirs.

1

1

Basically, the applied mode1 was a Stteeter-Phelps connection system in the form of
a differential equation system supplernented with the decomposition in the alluvium,
It considered the average rnonthly discharge and thC dependence on the water
temperature (as a rnonthly average). The results df the calculations can be
sumrnarised as follows:
I
- Damming has an advantageous effect on BODs /n both the Dunakiliti and
Nagjrmaros reservoir. This is a direct cansequence of the significantly increased
I
storage time;

- Damming has an unfavourable effect on dissolved okygen: on the one hand, the
above-rnentioned BODs redwtion consumes large volumes o f oxygen, on the other,
however, the oxygen intake conditions are also rnodifieb (as has been referred to in
the previous point).
According to the rssults (VITUKI,1978) BODr valuerwill decreaie by an average
0.5-1 .O mg11 under Nagymaros, which, even in the su*er
months, does not lead te
a dissolved oxygen concentration below 7 mgIl (with the above assumptions).
(4) In the course of the work outlined it beeame evident that the water quality
problems of the GNBS cm only be explored with a cornprehensive research and
experiment program, which would also set the foundatihns for rnodelling. However,
the program prepared jointly in 1978 by the VITUKI and the MTA Dunakutatd
~ l l o m h sfor the Bratislava-Budapest section (which would have included the cooperation of the regional VIZIGs) was not accepted, in Spite of the fact that it could
have produeed rolid conclusions on rediment transport.

1

Following the review of previous ~ a t e r ' ~ u a lmodels,
it~
we will introduce the procedures of the
present project. Firstly, we will deal with the modification of o~ygenmanagement conditions in the
Mosoni Danube.

I

3.3 THE MOD~F~CA
TlON OF OXïGEN MrlNAGEMEhT IAr THE MOSONI
DANUBE
UNDER PEAK MODE
OPERATION

lt has to be detemined what effect the fluctuating water movement in the Mosoni Danube developing as a result of peak mode operation - will have O: the volume changes of dissolved
oxygen concentration over time

1

- without the treatment of waste waters;
- with biological purification, taking hto consideration both base and iainfall loads.

1

3.3.1 Descriptive equations

I

The classical Streeter-Phelps connections built into the equation of long section dispersion, allows
the determination of the effect of flood-regression type water movements. The assumptions are the
following:
(1)

Oxygen is only absorbed by the decomposition of organic material characterised
by BOD, while the role of nitrification, photosynthesis, respiration and the
sediment can be overlooked;

(2)

In the river, total rnixing occurs irnmediately when a flow joins it;

(3)

the coefficients of the equations are constant in space.

Thus, with
L = BOD and the lack of oxygen

D=cs-c
where c is the current value of dissolved oxygen concentration, while cs is the saturation
concentration, the following

and

.,

single-dimension connective-diffise equations can be written, where t is tirne, x the longitudinal
CO-ordinate,U the longitudinal speed, E the longitudinal dispersion factor, kl the decomposition
factor (Ilday), k3 the sedimentation factor (Ilday) and k2 the oxygen intake factor (Ilday). As a
result of total mixing, the total volume in equations (1) and (2), is an integral-average referring to
the cross section. The solution requires the starting conditions

and the knowledge of peripheral conditions (the domain is U-shaped because of the negative
speeds (-X, X)):

~ ( t , - x )~, ( t , - x and
)

.

The solution referring to permanent conditions preceding peak mode operation can be used as a
prelirninary condition:
1

l

wheie x=t*U (see for example Benedek and Literhthy, 1979, Thomann and Mueller, 1987). The
place of the waste water inlet is x=o, the river flow (in this case) is Q, and the waste water
discharge is q

and appropriately, the indexes refer to "waste water" and "river".
To continue the analysis, characterised by the relationships (1)-(4) in the (-X, X) dornain, equations
(6) are boundary conditions, where the concentrations of water coming from the right or the left
should be used instead of the L,and cr background concentrations.
In relation to assumptions (1)-(3), please note that:
- nitrification

may lead to a greater decrease in dissolved oxygen concentration than
that calculated, but in this case the role of photosynthesis and respiration can be
overlooked;

- we presume several kilometres are required for total mixing, which means that a
local oxygen deficit, higher than what was calculated, may also occur;

- assumition (3) was used exclusively to check the order of magnitude of the
calculation.
O

3.3.2 Numerical solution
The problem outlined by equations (1) and (2) can be solved to give an approximate result by the
method of partial differentiation in such a way that after discretion by axis x (Ax, At), the solution
referring to the (t+At) period is obtained in three subsequent steps, by applying the operator of
convection, reaction and diffusion. The procedure's advantage is that in the various steps different
types of solutions can be chosen according to their precision, stability, eficiency etc.
By using that in our case, velocity is assumed to be constant in x (but changing in tirne), the
method of characteristics can be applied satisfactory, since by choosing At=Ax/U(t) the numerical
dispersion can be mled out fully. Thus the convection is a simple transposition from point (i, j) to
point (i+l, j+l). According to the

L'=!.' = L{ and

= D/,,(7)

equation (where i is the x CO-ordinate and j is the y CO-ordinate), whose indexing is modified
appropriately in the case of negative characteristics.

I

the second step, equations (5) are applied for the L;':.' and L;::~' values (çubstituting the
former for L(0, 0) and D(O, O}} and thus, the reaction members are taken into consideration.
we
, use the well-known,
Finally, for an interim solution of the received L:;;' and D,'+:',"
explicit scheme of diffusion,

- As

'

which is stable provided a = ~ ~ t=/ 1/2.
~ x ~
At the same time, equations (8) offer the final solution for the Q+l) time period.

3.3.3 The assumption ofparameters
The kl deconiposition factor is a fincrion of the waste waters' composition, the degree of
purification and the character of the water flow. In the case of communal waste waters, its value
moves behveen 0 .lfday and OAlday (Mills et al 1982; Benedek and Literhthy, 1979; Thomann and
Mueller, 1987). The professional literature affers a number of relationships for the oxygen intake
factor (see the previous references). One frequently used made1 cornes from Churchill:

where H is the deprh of water (in the case of the present problem, the values given by the
relationship for k2 are approx. O.S/day).The saturation concentration is detemined by Henry's law.
Its value is available as a function of temperature in both tables and approxirnating graphs. Finally,
the factor of longitudinal dispersion can be projected from various empirical modelling (Sornlybdy,
1985). In this case the 2-1 0 rn2 domain seems to be realistic.

,

Tt has to be ernphasised that the above parameters are system-specific, that is their value should be
detemined by measurements in each case. If no measurements are available (as in our case), values
taken fsom the prafessionat iiterature should be used, and the sensitivity of the solution examined
by methodically changing the parameters.
The temporal change of flow velocities and the pollution load are also necessary to perform the
calculations conceming the Mosoni Danube, The former can be obtained by calculationç carried
out with the help of the non-permanent water movement equations of the impact section of the
Danube (VETUKI, 1488a). In the case of a 20 m3/s and 41rn31s discharge, the 24-hour cycle can be
divided into three periods, in which the velocity is approximately constant. Thus, for example with
KET 20001700 peak mode operation, the characteristic duration and velocities are as follows
(negative velocities refer to reverse flow):

l

20m3/s
dischorge

Duration

Average velocity
I

l

1
I

I

41m'l~discharge

~ r a s g vcbciv
s
1

1

Duration

I

I

l

Finally, the pollution load data and their inferences (for both dfy and rainy periods) are included in
Annex No.2. When the dry weather load was projected, the BQD5 planning data of the Gydr water
twatrnent plant were used deliberately, in other words we did hot take into consideration the total
BOD (BODDo) which r n q be much higher than the five-da; BOD depending on the degree of
nitrification.Accordingly, the a~tualdissolved O2will be leçs favourable than presented below.
l

3.3.4 Presentafion of rhe re?ulü
(a) Present conditions
Taking ki=0.25/day, ki0.50/day, k3=0 and E=5 m2/s and supioshg average parameters, when the
discharge ~ = 2 0 m ~the
h , concentration of dissolved oxygen only decreases by about. 2 dm3 up to
the eshiary secfion of the Mosoni Danube in dry weather in d ~ )wcsther conditions. However, the
situation becomes much worse if the m o f f load is ltaken into accotmt: according to the projection
of Annex No.2 there is 5 kgis BOD load for a one-hour duratiop of a rainfall with a one-year retum
period. This create'i a shock-like load whieh reduces the srnailest dissolved O2 concentration i o
below 1 g/m3 for an approximately 5 km long river-section foi a couple of hours (see Figure 3.1,
showing the average derived from a 24-hou simulation using the extreme values), The developing
conditions are similarly detrimental if the discharge is serioujly reduced, for example, maerobic
conditions develop when Q=S rn3/sin dr)l weather condirions (?bout 6 km below the inlet).

.

I

Waste wciter

inlet

Figure 3.1: The effect ofone-yearfrequency ruinfa11 on the present river section (Q= 20 m3/s):
changes in dis~solvedoygen concentration

I

(b) Changed conditions
As a result of the fluctuating water movement, and higher storage times in the'l~osoniDanube, the
peak mode operation produces characteristically non-permanent and much worse conditions than
the original, ivhich is illustrated çlearly by the Figure series 3.2 on base load and rain water (the
parameter values are identical to the previous case). According to the summarising, dry-weather
Figure (3.31, the greatest decrease in dissolved O2 reaches 5 glm3 (the scale differs korn that of the
previous figure).

Naturally, the results arrived at above, depend on the sensitivity of the solution concerning the two
most important parameters, the kldecomposition and the kz oxygen intake factor. This i s shown by
Figures 3.4 and 3.5. It cm be seen that the 60% increase of an averagë value of kl=0.25/day,
characteristic of communal waste waters, results in an approximately 80% reduction in the lowest
dissolved OZgiving a value below 1 dm3. The importance of the oxygen intake factor is smaller in
the given area, because it only effects one of two variables (D and L}.The effect of different peak
mode operations is relatively unimportant i.f the average, daily discharge rernains unchanged. The
increase of the latter h a a positive effect by increasing the dilution ratio (Q=41 m3/s and 60 m3/s
were also examined).

,
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Figure 3.5: The eflect of dry weather waste water inlets on the river, redammed because ofpeak
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Figure 3.4:The sensitiviw of rke calculairon b changes in the decomposition facror (I/day):
changes in the daily minimum dissolved Ozconcentratio~l

Rain water causes extremely adverse conditions (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) even with a S mm/hour
intensity. This is not greatly improved even by a higher-than-average longitudinal dispersion factor
(10 m2/s).
In the above it was supposed that rain po1Iution load reaches the receiving warer without delay,
which of course, can only be regarded as an extreme case when considering the approx. 50,000 rn3
storage capacity of the reservoir. For this reason, the duration of the load will vary between 1-5
hours which is probabiy more realistic.
Figure 3.8 shows îhat oxygen-lacking/anaerobic conditions can çtill occur among such conditions

on shorter river sections - but a longer rainfall duration was used. n e increase in dilution again
causes a favourable change [Figure 3.9), but the srnallest realistic dissolved O concentration is
stiil below 2 g/m3 even in the case where Q=41 m31s.

Al1 in al1 it can be stated that without biologicnl waste water treatment, anaerobic conditions can
still develop on the Mosoni Danube with peak mode operation under a dry-weather basic load.
Presuming an 80% efficient purification, tliis danger can be avoided and the decrease of dissolved
oxygen would not exceed 2 g/m3 (if the role of nitrification and cross-direction rnixing is
overlooked as stated at the start of the sub-chapter). However, the problem cause by rainwater i s
still present. One solution would be appropriate balancing or flow-through to the Danube.
As was already mentioned, the eFect of prirnary production and respiration on the axygen

management waç overlooked in point 3 3 . 1 . However, following the implernentation of biological
waste water treatment, this supposition would not be valid with the changed light conditions. Thus
the examination of trophity conditions in the Mosoni Danube would also become necessary.
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Figure 3.7: The eflect of 5 m d h intensip precipitation on the redammed river sectron
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Figure 3.9: The efecl ofa one yearfiqztency rainfall on disshed Ozconcentrafion( C d , with
various nominal dischargel;

3.4 EXPECTEDEUTROPHICATION IN THE D U N A ~ I U T RESER
I
VOIR

l

An average 25-30% increase in the concentration of a-chloro~hhyll
concentration can be observed
on the affected section of the Danube (sec also Table 1.4). According to the long-section
examinations, the same result is characteristic of the section b~tweenRajka and Baja (where e.g.
the algae population may quadruple) (VITUKI, 1984; ÉDUVISIG-KOVIZIG-ADUVIZIG,
1988),
naturally as a function of metearological conditions. Al1 in all, it can be said that trophity is
increasing on the domestic section of the Danube in the direction of the flow. In this sub-chapter
we examine the role the upper reservoir will play in the modification of trophity conditions.
3.4.1 Theformulation of a simple eufrojhkation modol

By assuming permanent conditions, the equation of eutrophication in a waterway or a through-flow
resewoir (that is, in our case) is

(rce e.g. Thornann and Mueller, 1987), where A is the daily adrage algae-biornarr, expresseci as a
a-chtorophyll concentration, x and U are the longitudinal CO-ordinateand speed (the latter shows
the effect of redamming), G, and D, arc the reproduction aid decease rates (l/day) (to which
photosynthetic oxygen production and respiration can be addey, if the oxygen management and its
daily cycle is exarnined), V, is the sedimentation speed, characteristic to algae (dday), and H is
the depth of the water.
(651

The decease rate i s basically dependent on temperature

1

where K,, is the decease rate at T=200°C, O is a constant greater than one. It has to be mentioned

that the formulation of equations (1) and (2) supposes that the role of zooplancton cm be
overlooked.

The eutrophication factor is usually fmulated as follows:

where K,, is the maximum reproduction speed, f(T), f(I> and f(P,N) the temperature, light, and
nutrient limiting factors. These can be specified as follows:

(a) Temperature limitation
Version 1

which expresses monotonie temperature-dependence similar to equation (2)."
Version 2

Here Tm is the optimum temperature of saprobity, but reproduction stops above the Tm critical
value (Somlybdy and van Strateri, 1986). The advantage of the second approach is dernonstrateci if
seasonal changes are examined, because different Tg, Tm values cm be attributed to the dominant
aigae species and thus in a simplified way, structural changes cm also be mced.
@) Nutrient limitation
The phosphorous and nitrogen limitation factor is defined by the usual Monod kinetics:

where P and N are the concentrations of dissolveci inorganic phosphorous and nitrogen, Pkand Nk
the semi-concentration constants.

Version 1

l

l

Version 2

As regards other possible fomulations of limitation, we refer to the literature mentioned in sub-

chapter 3,3.

i

(c) Light limitation

I

Assuming the Lambert-Beer law for hght absorption in wader, the Steel relationship between
l
eutrophication and the light intensity, as well as the consistency of radiation in the photic-period
(used only for sirnplicity), the daily and H water-depth integrAl average of light limitation factor
can be specified with the following equation

(ree Strashaba and Gnauck, 1985; Thornann and Mueller, 11987; for details of fhc derivation)
where
l

In the equations, .1. is the intcnsity of optimum lighf (calic~'/day or 3/crn2/day), 1. the current
value, which can be calculated in the knowledge of 1, total /radiation and the f lengih of the
exposure /O<f<l): I,=lJf, finally K, is the factor of extinction (llm) characterising light absorption
(which is inversely proportional to the Secchi depth, and kccording to previous studies the
proportion factor is close to 2).
The extinction factor depends on the dissolved material in
suspended debris (SS):

water, the algae biornasr and the

where bo i s the background extinction and in general, the linear!! exprerred by equation (8) cm be
accepted.

i1

Supposing that the previously derived parameters of equation (1) are constant, and by introducing
the t*=x/ü transformation (travel tirne) the solution is

i

A. iç the starting value, and the increase, extreme value or decr4ase takes place as a fünction of the

value of the G, = G,

- D --F;
H

net reproduction speed. In reaiity, however, GN(t) is nof constant
I

even if the hydrological and metearological factors (Q, U, T &d 1,) remain unchanged, since the
extinction factor changes with modification SS and A. Furthermore, because of sediment transport
reasons, eutrophication accounts for the consummation of P &d N, and thus f[P, N) cannot be
considered as a constant for most of the eime.
(67)

The outlined characteristics cari be considered by segmenting by x (and t*) and the introducting
new equations. By discretion the value of k, can be modified via equation (8) and the phenornenon
of self-shadowing can be incorporated: if the supply of nutrients is profuse. The upper limit of the
alga biomass will be detemineci by this factor through the equations (7)-(4).

The well-known, simple

equation can be formulated for the changes in the biornass, whose solution is

where v,,

iç

the coefficient of sedimentation of suspended solidç, the resulting sedimentation speed.

Including the modification of inorganic nutrients would require the application of a complex
ecologicat model, describing the transport of both phosphorous and nitrogen. Since Our primasl
goal is only to derive approximate modelç on the Dunakiliti reçervoir, and to judge the importance
of the problem, we are using simplifying suppositions. The hvo following extrerne cases can be
analysed follows:

(a) the sediment transport is rapid or the nutrient discharge of the sediment is constnntly hi&, for
this reason

(b) the transport (primarily the mineralisation) is slow and together with the eutrophication the
nutrients are slowly "running out". Then, supposing constant stoichiometry, on the bais of
material-balance considerations (see equation (1))
dP
-=-

dt *

dN
apGpA , and y = - a N G p A, (12)
dr

whose solution is

P = ~ ~ +Q-P[Gl P- e4x ~ ( ~ , r * ) ] ,
GN
a,G,d,

N = ~,+-[l-ex~(~,t*)],
GN

and

(124

where
a, and a~ are the ratio of inorganic P and inorganic N to the a-chlorophyll volume (mgPlmgCl and

mgNimgCl).
As the equation (10-12) approach their limit, the catculation is continued in such a way that the
limitation factors are modified (and if necessary the hydraulic and geometry data, if they change

i

longitudinally). Afier the descriptive differential equation is solved for a certain segment, we nirn
to the next Ax (and At*) longitudinal section.

The cross-sectional differences can be taken into consideration by dividing the reservoir into
adjacent segments, whoçe discharge is characterised by a paraAeter between O and 1 (arising from
the velocity and depth distribution) and referring to Q. If no kater-exchange is allowed between
the neighbouring elernents, the syrtem is considéred to be the drnbination of parallel hibe-reactors.
Taking the mixing behveen each parallel section into consideration is no mathematical problem
either (although it may result in the modification of the numdrîcal solution) if its parameters are
known from measurements or a ~alculationcarried out with a hidrodynamic model.
I

3.4.2 The recording ofparameters orid input data
There are no previous studies available conceming the parapeters of sediment transporl in the
Danube. For this reason we uçed values (ranges) taken kom the literature. The çalculation,
perfomed with average parameters on the given, nearly 24 km long section of the Danube, showed
a 2530% increare of the a-chlorophyll concentration By aanhing August conditions (Q=1,000
rn3/s, I,=400 ca1lcm2/day and T=20 OC), which correspondeil adequately to the available
information. This step means that the specification of conditions and the "calibration" of the
model: rtarting at a 40 mg/m3 a-chlomphyll concentration calujlated for h
tme Rajka-Baja section bv
the mode1 with the received parameters may rise 4-5 times, wqich matches data gained during the
1988).
examination of the long section (see VITUKI, 1984; ÉDUVIZIG-KOVIZIG-ADUVIZIG,
The parameter domains are summarised in Table 3.1 (supposing the application of equation 4a).
The other input data are also presented here, in some references are made to their the assumptions
supposed.
The reservoir was divided into three "tube-reactorç" [main riveibed and two side flood plains), and
five longitudinal segments. The % and a ~ discharge
,
dispersion factors refer to the total discharge,
and thus the main branch always has a C l - q , - a ~ )Q volume of water.
Similarly to sub-chapter 3.3, in addition to the simulations tak' in their normal rense we again of
examined the role of their sensitivity and uncertainties. Hereinafter, we shall evaluate with the
evaluation the resulrs.

The following changes can be observecl, basd on the miculdion, when the discharge Q=l,OW
rnl/i, with average parameters cornplying with the ealibratio4 in Tabb 3.1, weather conditions
characteristic to August, and supposing "slow" sediment transport (and using equation 6a).
(a) Left hand side flood plain

i

In cornparison to the original state, the travel time grows nearly ten times (approx. 4 days), as a
result of which the 5 1 rnghh-chlorophyll value in the outgoing section of the reservoir prior to
damming, changes to 190 rnglrn3 (growth is linear in the direction of the flow from the 40 rng/m3
r t ~ i n gvalue). As a result of the rnentianed modification ofithe biomass, the extinction factor
gradually increases (to a value beyond Slm)and reproduction is hindered by self-shadowing: f(1)
decreases to about one-sixths (while f(P,N) is rnoderating).

l

(b) The main branch
No significant change can be observed when cornpared to the pre-dam conditions: the achlorophyll concentration will only increase by approx. 10%.

Table 3.1: Parameters and input data
r

Characteristics

.

Unit

Range

1. Geometry

Note
On the buis of the available data in
such a way that the volume, surface and
storage times in the divided reservoir
comply with the planning data

2. Hydrology,
meteorology

............................................................................................................................................................................
-

,

Q =...........................................................
discharge
m3/s
1:......
O001....
2!O00
....................................................................................

""""""""

T = temperature
OC
15-25
............................................................................................................................................................................
1, =
cal/cm2/day
300-500
..........................................................................................................................................................................

f=

0.66

3. Starting conditions
..........................................................................................................................................................................
mg/m3
&
40
On the buis of the available
............................................................................................................................................................................

PO
1lm3
0.25
observations. The Po,No,
............................................
.............................................................................................................................
g/m3
NO
2.5
P,, and N,, values lead to
...........................................................................................................................................................................
SSo

dm'

15

$P,N)=l, in compliance with the
profuse supply of nutrients (Bartalis,
1987).

Characteristics

Unit

Range

Note

4. Parameters
............................................................................................................................................................................
km,,

I lday

1-5

See e.g. Thomann and Mueller (1987)

and basic condition calibration
...........................................................................................................................................................................

I:..

1/day
0.05-0.15
..........%..........................................................................................................................
.................................

1.05-1.15
O
............................................................................................................................................................................
1.07-1.15
Or
............................................................................................................................................................................
m/day
0.0-0.1
vs
...........................................................................................................................................................................
mlday
5
VII
.............................................................................................................................................................................
m$/m3
1-5
PCC
.............................................................................................................................................................................
mg/m3
10-20
Ncr
............................................................................................................................................................................
I Im
0.2
bo
...........................................................................................................................................................................
bi

(mgCl/m3~'

0.01-0.05

Approx. on the basis of VlTUKI

(1988b)
...........................................................................................................................................................................
(mgss/m3)
0.02
b2
.............................................................................................................................................................................
callm2/day
100-400
Thomann and Mueller (1987)
Top,
............................................................................................................................................................................
m@lmgCI-a
0.5-2.0
..........3..
.........................................................................................................................
:...................................
mgN/rngCI-a
7.0-10.0
a~
..........................................................................................................................................................................
a#

On the basis of speed and depth
distribution (see Figure 2.2)
..........................................................................................................................................................................
aPb

0.06

aOi

0.01

(c) The right hand side flood plain and the conditions downstream the reservoir
As the recorded input data, the flow-down time exceeds that of the left hand side flood plain,
eutrophication is also different. Around the middle of the reservoir the a-chlorophyll concentration
exceeds 200 mglm3, light limitation becomes significant, and inorganic P mns out. Conse uently,
the net reproduction rate becomes negative, and the value of A decreases to 140 mglm4 in the
outgoing section. Below the reservoir, the same value is somewhat higher than 100 mg/m3
following the mixing of waters coming Erom various sources, that is it doubles in cornparison to the
original conditions (with a 2-4 g/m3 BOD5 growth}.

If a constant nutrient supply is assumed, somewhat higher a-chlorophyll values are attained: 195,
56,302 and 123 rng/m3, respectively. '
The increase in discharge causes a reduction in the biomass. Thus, in case of Q=2,000 m3/s,in the
right hand side flood plain and downstream of the reservoir, the respective values are 170 rnglrn3
md 80 mg/m3.

As we have emphasised, lacking firm sediment transport knowledge of the Danube, literature data
were used for the above calculations. Thus, in the following paragraphs we shall analyse the

sensitivity of the solution by methodically changing the parameters. To this purpose a single
element of the parameter vector was changed in the appropriate domain of Table 3.1 in such a way
that the system was otherwise typical to the nominal (calibrated) condition. The results have been
sumrnarised in Figvres 3.10~-3.10din a dimension-free form. No further details are needed,
because
-the high sensitivity in the (-60, +120%) domain; .
-

the presence of great non-lineariîy;

- the shallow depth, long residence rime areas (e.g., the right hand side flood plain)
inclination to eutrophication;
-the importance of input variables (e.g. T and 13 in the modification of trophity
are al1 obvious enough.
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Figure 3.10b: Assessrnent of sensitivity (1): Dunakiliti reservoir,f(P,N)
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Figure 3.11: DunakiFiti reservoir, cover Iwer

Naturally, the above figures only partially demonstrate the sensitivity of the solution, while the
dornain of uncertainty, originating h m the incorrect assumption of parameters, should not be
ignored. for this reason Monte Carlo simulations were carried out by random generating
ecological-type parameters from within range the specified in Table 3, suppoçing an even
distribution. The result of 2,000 simulations is summarised in Table 3.2. One favourable side of the
calculations was that the various effects, arising h m the incorrectness of the parameters, neutralise
each other, at least in part, and the uncertainty domain is narrower than what was expected on the
basis of Figura 3.10. For the various water areas, dispersion is around 35% and the distributions
are tlfpically elongated. The highest a-chlorophyll concentration may reach 500 mglm3 (for the
sake o f the cornparison, the value of the latter rarely exceeds 100 mg/m3 in the KiskOre reservoir,
while concentrations above 400 mg/m3 have been observed in the Kis-Balaton). The final
conclusion is similar to that of the sensitivity tests: a comprehensive experimental program i s
needed to n m w the wide uncertainty domain.
To conclude this sub-chapter, we have to mention that the presented simple eutrophication rnodel
is not only suitable for the examination of short periods, but, by taking into consideration the
changes in the input parameters (Q, T, It and 0, ie can also be used to describe seasonal changes. In
a similar way, the rnodel can be expanded in space, and following its further-development it Gan be
used to study the different types of river sections (see chapter 2) from the point of view of
phasphorouç, nitrugen, oxygen management, and eutrophication (chapter 4). Naturally, the
realiçation of a comprehensive experimental program is again a pre-requisite.
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Table 3.2: Sumrnav of the results of the Monte CarIo siniulaiions

3.5THE EFFET OF THECO VER u YER R E ~ W I N I ~IN
G THE RESERVOIR
Following the filling-up, water oozes into the gravel Iayer ihrough the humus covering layer,
I
preçent on nearly 80% of the reservoir. If the covering layer is not removed, two inter-linked
effects should be taken into account:

- the composition of the oozing water changes as a rdsult of the decomposition of
organic material;

- if the sedirnent becomts low in oxygen, the material transport conditions of the

i

reservoir (e.g. interna1 load), diçcussed in the previous çhapter, will be significantly
effected.
The soil science features of the Hungarian part of the plannèd reservoir can be characterised as
follows (MTA TAKI, 1988):
-the soil of the entire area is low or hi& degree humus ldepositl
I

i

- patches 1, 3 , 4 and 5 on the attached map (Figure3. I l ) are clay, clay - silty clay,
and patch 2 is sandy clay;

- on patches 1,2, and 5 the gravel is situated under a cdvering layer thicker than 120
cm, on patch 3 the gravel is under a 30~50cmdepth and 1,onpatch 4 under a 50-80 cm
depth;

l

the thickness of the weakly developed, light-co1oure)d humus Iayer is 25-40 cm,
with the exception of patch 3, where it is 20 cm thick;
-

1

the organic material content of the humus layer of patches 1 and 4 is 2.0-2.5%, of
patches 2 and 3 is 1.5-2%, and fmally of patch 5 is 2.5-3'.0%.

-

l
l

Following the filling-up of the reservoir, the qualiw of the water filtering into the gravel layer,
I
through the covering lnyer with an organic material content, may change significantly because of
the following redox processes associated with the decomposition of microbiological organic
material.
1

iI

The water entering the covering layer h m the reservoir contains dissolved oxygen, thus aerobic
oxidation processes take place near the water-sediment sudace.

If the volume of dissolved oxygen is insuficient for the oxidation of the sediment and the organic
material content of the oozing water, the oxidation is continued by the transformation of the
manganese(1V)-oxides to manganese (II) form, and with nitrate-reduction. ln the next step the
iron(l1I)-oxides and iron(ll1)-oxides and hydroxides are reduced by freeing iron(II), which - €rom
the point of the order of redox processes - complies with the place of the sulphate reduction.
Microbiological niethane formation occurs in a highly reduced environment - in a sediment
extremely profuse in organic material, if no more sulphate is available. The above redox processes
are completed by the reduction of elernentary nitrogen into ammonium.
In summary, the redox processes associated with the decomposition of organic material, have a
special role in the denitrification of subsurface waters, in the re-dilution of manganese and iron,
and in the reduction of sulphate.

The equations fomulated for typical foms can be incorporated inte the mathematical model,
describing the processes by quantity, on the basis of the order ofredox potentials.
Equations suitable for the simple description of the processes:
Aerobic respiration:
CH20 +

5

CO2 + Hz0

s

CO1 + 2/5N1 -1- 7/5R20

3

2 ~ n - +3
f H z 0 + CO2

3

IL! HS-+H70+COZ

Denitrification:
CH-O + 4/5N03- + 4/5H+

Mn(1V)-reduction:
CHIO + 2MnOz + 4 ~ '

Sulphate reduction:

ÇH20 + 112s 042-+ 1/2 FI+

The above reactions were given in decreasing order of redox potentials, which, at the same time
detemines the prioriiy order of the reactions.
Considering théabove redox reactions, and the starting conditions, it was calculated for how long
the anaerobic conditions, favourable for the dilution of manganese and iron, will be dominant in
the water filtering through the covering layer. The following parameter ranges were assumed
originally:
f

the dissolved oxygen concentration of the
reservoir water

-

-

the nitrate concentration of the reservoir water

5 1 10glm3
5

-I 10 g/m3

-the thickness of the humus covering layer

- the microbioIogically useh1 percentage of the

-

0.5 1%

humus covering layer
-

the density of the covering layer

-

the flow-rate of the water infiltrathg in

0.02 - 0.1 mld.

I
extreme cases; the slowest and fastest decomposition of
I

The calculations were made for two
organic material (the underlincd values refer to the rapid decom~ositionof organic material).
l
~ c c o r d i kto the approximating mode1 calculations, 2.5
are n e c e s s q for thè rapid
decomposition of the degradable organic material content of the! coverîni layer, and approxirnately
I
109 years are required for the slow decomposition. The spe~ifieddurations also apply to the
anaerobic periods favourable for the dilution of manganese and iron.

bars

The results change if depositing suspended sedhents and the dissolved organic material
concentration of the reservoir's water is taken into consideration accarding to the following:
,
the volume of depositing suspended sediment:
0.01 - 0.05 mfyear

l

-

the dissoIvable organic rnaterial content of the suspended
sediment:

0.5 1.O%

the BOD of the incoming water:

2 - 6 glrn3

I

By this modification, the balance of orgmic material decomposition in the reservair is restored (ai
the soonest) about 3.5 years afier the reservoir is filled. Using the hi& load values, the organic
maierial content of the sediment is continuously increasing, and anaerobic conditions characterise
the water oozing through the bed of the reservoir. This also rn4anr that a constantly high nidrient
discharge takes place from the sediment because of the anaerobic conditions, and consequently the
f(P, N)=l condition is fulfilled and alga reproduction i s limited by Iight onIy (see sub-chapter 3.4).
The higher alga'reproduction - with increasing organic rndteriai - bas a positive effect on
decornposition processes in the covering layer (sediment) and their time scale. For this reason the
l
covering layer (or at least part of it) should defmitely be removed prior to the filling-up of the
reservoir.

I

Naturally, the above rough calculations are not sufficient to prbvide a realistic assessment of the
water qriality draining out of the Dunakiliti reservoir, since the buality of water draining through a
grave1 riverbed and the covering layer ia barically different. Thb two water-types min in the drain
space under the reservoir. A MULTRA transport-mode1 / (handling redox processes and
hydrogeological phenomena together) is needed to calculate thelresultant water quality. It has been
developed to describe transport processes characteristic of bank filtered water bases (LAszlb and
Székely, 1989).
($1)

In the present stage of development, the MULTRA mode1 incorporates the following processes:

- layer-direction draiiing in layers with good permeability (hereinafter; water supplying), crossflow in less pemeable layers;

- extemal substitution and sub-irrigation from the unsaturated zone, artificial
structures or through the bed-sediments of surface waters;

- advection transport by the drain tracks;
- mixing by the sounding p l u m e t in water suppIy layers, as a result of which, the

Q

quality of the above layers can be specified by a sounding plumrnet average value;
lateral mixing in the singular points of the water supply layers (flow saddle points,
point-like absorption or sources);

-

-

- extema! chernical mass transport from the substitution sources and towards the
tapping sources;

- the balance (reversible absorption} or time-dependent reactions of the components;
- momentary or reversible hydrochemical reactions between the dissolved
components in the water phase;

- reversible hydrochemical reactions between the components dissolved in water and

.those in the solid phase (on the rock fiame).

It has to be pointed out that the above statements refer to the quality of water draining through the
cover layer, There is no accurate information on the state of the drain-picture in the cross and long
section below the resewoir. Thuç, at the moment, the ratio of the volume of water draining through
the cover layer and the water draining through the grave! riverbed (which are basically diflerent)
cannot be projected in the drain canals, and thus, no assumption can be made on the quality.of
water in these çanals.
4, Future Projects: Monitoring, Tests, Database and Water Quality Modelling

The design of any monitoring system depends upon the information to be derived h m the
acquired data. The most frequent goals are the following Sornlylidy et al., 1987):

- to examine the processes effecting water quality, and its "self-purification"

from

discrete observations;

- to detemine an average value (of what) for various time periods;
- to follow tendencies.

,

,

Various mathematical - statistical methods are available to detemine the sample-taking
frequencies in order to fulfil the different goals (Somlyddy, 1984; SomIybdy et al., 1986). For
exarnple, when considering the-nutrient load of the river Zala, the reconstruction of continuous
temporal changes requires day-by-day sample-taking, while the determination of monthb, yearly
and four-year averages requires sample-taking every three days, every week and approximately
every month (assurning 25% error and 95% probability level in general). It should also be
(82)

I

1
I

/

1

mentioned that in many cases the detection of rrends fiquently(requires higher frequency than the
determination of averages (especially if the trend is srnall, and distribution is large), since the dataline usually has to be reduced significantly as a function of its a&-correlation.

!

Similar rnethods exist for the allocation 'of the network of specirnen sites in space.
Thus, various lcvels of observation can be selectcd when designhg the rnonitor systems, depending
on the goal. In general, no conclusions can be drawn h m the dynarnic, non-linear and frequently
I
stochaçtic procesçes derived from the results of a network aimed at the regular, routine-like
monitoring of a large area. The complementary staternent is al& rrue, because a research-purpose
monitoring network cannot be operated within large-area or naiionally for financial reasons. With
regards to the G N , Project in order to answer the questions Ioutlined in chapter 2, a researchpurpose monitoring nehuark (including the various on-site cxpdrirnents) and a connected databare
needs to be established.
One of the primary characteristics of a research monitoring netwbrk is that it will be established for
the projection of near-future conditions. According to the line ofi thoughts of chapter 3, this latter is
based on the exploration of material transport processes and their description by models. Thus, the
monitoring srstem has to examine, specify, and determine thé connected kinetic parameters of
l
processes outlined in points 3.3 and 3.4 (decomposition, alga reproduction and decease rates,
rnineralisation, nitrification, etc.).
1

Returning to sub-chapters 3.3-3.5, in the following sub-chapters we shall outline what experiments
and tests are needed to make the above assumptions more accurate.
4.2 EXPERIMENTS

4.2.1 The problem of the Mosoni Danube

l

Asoording to sub-çhapter 3 -3, the greatest unceltainiy is in the $swnption of the waste watrr load
and the decomposition factor, overlooking nitrification and the determination of a realistic
I following:
discharge (dilution). Thus, the tasks of primary importance are the
I

(a) The specification of the waste water composition in1 both dry and wet weather
with deçomposition tests (which also dernonstrate the rola of nitrification).
(b) The assessrnent of rainfall pollution loads (depending on the applied waste water
treatment technology).

(c) The exploration of future discharges in order to dejduce realistic water flows,
fiow-rates and water-depths.
(d) On-site tests for the joint assumption of kl; k2 and k3I parameters in the Mosoni
Danube (state specification).
I
In addition, a detailed examination is recommended on cross-sectional
rnixing and the pufferçapacity of the sewer nehvork (see point (b)).

. (83)

4.2.2 The expected eutrophication of the Dunakiliti reservoir
On the basis of point 3.4, a more comprehensive assessment of this phenomena is required in the
reservoir, than in the Mosoni Danube. These can be outlined as follows:
(a) The examination of the seasonal change of associations of algae on the affected
section of the Danube and in slow flowing side arms and still waters, in the form of a
case study.
(b) The carrying out of primary production measurements, with the simultaneous
identification of light conditions and velocities.
(c) Comprehensive analysis of the, photo-climate, including the effect of suspended
debris.
(d) Studying the role of the zooplankton.
(e) Examinations of the nutrient limitation, algae reproduction and decease rates in
laboratory conditions, in limnocorals (where the storage time can be modified in the
desired range), and in various types of branches and still waters.
( f ) Examination of other processes of P and N management (mineralisation,
absorption, nitrification, etc.).

(g) Assessment of the flow and suspended sediment load in the reservoir to be built
(which accounts for "experiments" to be carried out with numerical models).

4.2.3 The importance of removing the covering layer in the Dunakiliti reservoir
Further information is required for a more precise estimation of the relationship between the
covering layer and water quality:
(a) identification of the biochemical decomposable organic material ratio and
biochemical oxygen demand of the covering layer;
(b) specification of the kinetic characteristics of the decomposing of organic
material;
(c) identification of the nitrogen, phosphorous, iron, and manganese content of the
covering layer;

(d) examination of the effect of transport processes between the sediment and the
water body (diffusion, convection) on the components transporting oxygen;
(e) exploration of drainage conditions in and below the reservoir.
4.3 THEDATA BASE

Widespread meteorological, hydrological, hydrochemical, hydrobiological and water quality
information is available for the section of the Danube between Rajka and Budapest. On the basis of
chapter 3.4 it can be stated that sediment transport can only be examined if the information from
the various fields are evaluated jointly, according to their role. This requires data-collection, then
the setting up of a simple database, which is - at the sarne time - the prerequisite of future ,
(84)

modelling work, in addition to the professional CO-operationof institutes concerned with the
Danube (MTA OBKI Dunakutato ~llomas,regional KOVIZIGSand laboratories, as well as
VITUKI) is also necessary.
The objective of this study is not to evaluate the water quality monitoring system introduced in
Annex No.3. but to consider the proposals for the sample-taking sites. It does not deal either with
the components to be examined or the frequency of sampling (VIZITERV, 1986).
4.4 WATERQUALITY MODELLING

,

Three water quality models were outlined in chapter 3. These are by no means al1 the possible
models (for example one could also mention the passage of a typical pollution, risk analysis and
other fields too). On the basis of the problems sumrnarised in chapter 2 it was demonstrated that
the primary goal for a model of the Hungarian section of the Danube upstream of Budapest, is to
examine the oxygen, phosphorous, and nitrogen management together with the process of
eutrophication. Phytoplankton and if possible, zooplankton would have to be included in the
description of material transport. Basically, this requires the unification of the models of subchapters 3.3 and 3.4 in conjunction with the detailed observation of nitrification and phosphorous
management. By segmenting in space, and takiig account of the water exchange and suspended
sediment transport, such a model would lead to representations of the Dunakiliti reservoir, the
branches, the Old Danube, the Mosoni Danube or any of the various types of river sections further
downstream.
The outlined water quality (ecological) model could fulfil a nurnber of goals:
(a) examine daily changes in oxygen management;
(b) solve planning problems associated with the Old Danube;
(c) analyse seasonal changes in present and post-dam conditions;
(d) prepare the procedures for operation;
(e) study the changes over a period of several years (an aggregate model would
probably be more suited for this purpose).
It has to be emphasised again, that the precondition of realising the above goals is the
establishment of the research monitoring network outlined in the previous sub-chapters: the
effecting of necessary experiments and the implementing of the database.

Conclusions and Summary
The essence of the report is centred on two metre main problems. One is the synthesis of al1 water
quality research related to the GNBS (to identify the conditions and consider the expected water
quality problems), while the other is the examination of the approachability of arising water quality
problems with modelling (water quality partial models and the database necessary for their
application).
Chapter 1 identifies the water quality conditions and the future trends on the Hungarian impact area
of the GNBS (with special emphasis on'the section of the Danube between Rajka and Budapest). It
(85)

was not our intention to be comprehensive: only the issues thought to be the most important are
dealt with. We lefi out the national surveys pesformed annuaily by institutions that were did not
consider specifically GNBS. The report did not mean to dwell on the international professional
literature dealing with the water quality effects of resewoirs: therefore only a couple are referred to
(those linked directly to the region).
The chapter is divided as follows: classical chernical components, heavy metals, organic micropollutants, hydrobiology, bacteriology, sediment, waste material loads, and the water quality
problems of bank filtered wells. Lacking experimental data, trend-examinations taken in their
classical sense, could only be applied with regards to the traditional chernical components. Of
course, these relate to conditions without the constniction of the GNBS.

Chapter 2 deals with the expected water quality problems in different geographical units, which
have been raised among Hungarian professional circles in connection to the implementation of the
SNBS.
The rnajority (with the exception of e.g. algae-boom) will not appear overnight. The new
ecological balance will develop gradually over several years or maybe even decades (particularly
the changes in the water quality of bank filtered wells).
The geographical division is as follows: Dunakiliti reservoir, power canal, Old Danube (Old
Danube), Danube section between Szap and Vének, Mostini Danube, branch system, Nagymaros
reservoir, Danube section below Nagymaros.
The flow rate, arising from the geometry of the reservoir, has an especially important role within
the Dunakiliti reservoir. Its printary consequences are expected to be the following:

- suspended sediment transport changes and within that, a decrease in the transport
of rolled sediment, and an incrtase in the depositing ratio of suspended debris;

change in the volume, granule-six, and distribution of bed-silt , and-also the
volume, quality and distribution of pollutants bonding to the granules;

-

- a change in water temperature;
- light conditions change, the water's transparency increases;
- a basic change in uophiîy conditions;
- oxygen management is greatly modified.

As result of the abave effects, unfavaurable changes to the water quality are expected to take place
in the shallow parts of the reservoir, and periodical dredging will be necessary, Efforts have ta be
made to find an appropriate storage place for the silt, greatIy polluted with heavy metals and

possibly other toxiç materials. The most evident form of the change in, water qualiw will be an
explosion of phytoplankton in the shallow parts of the reservoir. 'Tliese changes may also adversely
affect the water quality conditions of the Old Danube (in the upstream section), and the quality of
drainage waters.
It has to be emphasised that morphologically, the Dunakiliti reservoir completely differs eom the
reservoirs of the German-Austrian section, which means that any experience gained there does not
~PP~Y.

The quality of water is not expected to undergo any major change while passing through the power
canal and the GabEkovo barrage system.

l

The wates quality of the Old Danube, supplied from the conges$ve parts of the Dunakiljti reservoir
and the drain waters, is uncertain al: the present. This section of the Danube has to fulfil a rather
diverse set of requirements:
- it

çhould be worthy of being a border-river (wide-enough);
I

-

it should be suitable for srnaIl boating;

-

it should maintain its characteristic wildlife;

l

- the water quality should not deteriorate (deep enough);
- and it should be able to direct away floods and ice.

l

1

l

From the perspective of water quality it should be pointed out that for most of the yen, the
available planned discharges (50- 100 rn3is) assure an excellent photo-climate for eutrophication,
and therefore, secondary pollution of the water on lower ~ a n u b sections.
é
For this very reason, it is
extremely important that the prevailing discharge be determined by the ecological needs.

l

The quality of the Mosoni Danube - with the exception of thk section by Gy6r - will probably
l
improve. If, however, the biological treatment of the waste waters of Gyor and the run off of

rainwater is not solved, the section below the waste waier inlets wilh be one of the moçt critical
points of the GNBS.

I

The professional literature is in dispute over the future water duality conditions in the Hungarian
side arrnç system.According to one extreme, the replacement of the periodical water supply with a
continuous one will improve water quaIiîy conditions, while the other expeçts a great degree of
eutrophication, algae growth, together with their consequences.
The future water quality Ijarameters of the Nagymaros reskwoir will be determined by the
conditions which have developed on upper sections, and th'e geometry of the reçervoir. The
l
eutrophication of the reservoir is not expected to exceed the arnount that would normally occur in a
river section downstream of a reservoY. The living and dcad/algae quanfities, arriving fiom the
upper section of the system, will be superpositioned there. The most of the sedimentation is
expected to take place above Nagymaros. This, however, cg be counterbalanced with varying
intensity and frequency dredging (otherwise the water qualitj of the area's bank filtered water
1
bases wili deteriorate indefinitely).

I

The major problerns for FBvArosi Felszini V i m i i (Budapest ~aterworks)occurring on the Danube
section downstream of Nagymaros, are the greater volumes of living and dead algae from the upper
sections and the degradation of the riverbed under the resekoir The latter rnay decrease the
thickness of the filtration layer in the long tem, which coulb effect the water quality of bank
l
filtered wells again in the l ~ n term.
g

l

I

Chapter 3 deals with the role and application of water quality (ecological) modeis. The main point
was that one necessary (but not sufficient by itselfS method of solving planning and operational
problerns of the GNBS, both now and the future, is water quali& modelling. The future changes of
water quality (both long and short term) are important for both problems. These changes depend
first of al1 on the modification of material transport conditions, not identifiable with a classical
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monitoring çystem. The task is hrther compliçated by its large size and complexity, and by the fact
that the projection has to be made for a system not yet existing. The water quality rnodelling can
only be successful if the theoretical approaçh of the issue is linked to an appropriate data-collection
and experimental program in such a way that they are closely interconnected (chapter 3.1).
Only modest steps have been taken towards the above water quality model; they are çummarised in
chapter 3.2.
T h e examples of water quality models are presented to demonstrate their possibilities : the
examination of the oxygen management OF the Mosoni Danube under peak mode operation, the
evaluation of expected eutrophication conditions in the Dunakiliti reservoir, and the effect of the
organic covering layer remaining in the Dunakiliti reservoir. Their comrnon characteristic is the
lack of rneasurements on kinetic or other parameters (classical monitoring cannot supply such
dara). For this reason, the values (and their ranges) were taken fiom the literature, thus, the resulis
are primarily dernonsirative. Mowever, they are suitable for drawing attention to the importance of
the issues raised, the wide practical uses of water quality rnodelling, and to prove that without,
targeted experirnents and monitoring, models can only supply unreliable results.

In examining the oxygen management of the Mosoni Danube, ouï- task was to identify the effect of
the fl uctuating water movement - developing as a result of peak mode: operation - on the temporal
and tongitudinal change of O2 concentration. This was considered borh without waste water
treatment and with biological treatment conditions, taking into account both dry and rainwater
loads, and calculations form one given waste water inlet (chapter 3.3). The applied singledimension dispersion model - çupplemented with reaction members - incorporates diffused
intake, BOD5 decomposition, sedimentation, longitudinal dispersion, and various velocities (for
different peak mode operations). The following conclusions cm be drawn from the results obtained
(estimated parameters):

intolerable O? conditions develop under peak mode operation, dry weather w/aste
water, without biological waste water treatment;

-

biological waste water treatment solves the above problem even in the case of dry
weather waste water;

-

with the addition of precipitation loads, even biological waste water treatment is
insufficient. For this reason other regulation possibilities have 20 be examined (e.g.
storage or rainwater conveyed directly into the Danube).

-

The eutrophication conditions expected in the Dunakiliti reservoir were demonstrated by a simple
model which incorporates temperatuse, light, and nutrient limitation, the euaophication, and in a
simplified fom the changing of the storage tirne space. The results are presented in a-chlorophyll
values (proportionate to the algae volumes) (sub-chapter 3.4). As for the spatial distribution of the
problem, the reservoir was divided into three "tube-reaçtors" (main branch and two flood plains)
with five tonghdinal segments. Two exireme cases were examined from the point of view of
nutrient supply: "fast" and "slow" material transport. In the first case, the nutrient element
discharge of the sediment is hi&, while in the second case the nutrients gradually nin out with the
gro* of the alga population. OF course, here too, we used parameter data (more precisely, the
averages of data liaes) taken from previous shidies, which were calibrated for August in pre-dam
conditions. The following conclusions can be drawn from the resuIts obtained (estimated
parameters):

l

I

-no major change in a-chlorophyll can be expected in the main branch;

- 170-200 rnglrn3 ashlomphyll values may occur in the floodplains beîsuse of the higher storage
times (depending on water discharge);

as a result of the above, the biomass can be expected to double on the section below the
l
DunakiFiti r e s e ~ a i r .

-

It was examined how methodically changing individual p,eters
effected the nsults. Thus, it
was determined that the parameter sensitivity is hi& (-60, +120%), it changes non-linearly, and
which variables have a major effect on trophity. The inclinatibn of high storage tirne spaces (like
the right side flood plain) could be demonstrated. The domain of uncertainty, arising from the
eaors in estimating the parameters was evsluated using a
Carlo simulation. It cm be
characterised by an elongated distribution and approximately 35% dispersion.

on te

The calculations on the effect of the cover layer remaining in the Dunakiliti reservoir are inciuded
in chapter 3.5. The quatity of the water draining into the gravel layer, through the organic cover
layer containing material, may change significantly as a result of the redox proçesses of
microbiological decomposition of organic materials. Following their introduction, we eçtimated the
exbenie parameter values effecting the process (dissolved o2 and nitrate ion concentrations,
thickness of the humus cover layer, its organic material conteyt, density, the flow rate of draining
water). The calculations were made for two cases, the fastes! and the slowest decomposition of
organic material. According to the approximating mode1 calcufations,the decomposition time may
change between 2.5 to 100 years. The assumptions sefer to the quali~yof the water draining
through the cover layer. There is no accurate information as to what the longitudinal and crossseetional flow diagram will be under the rerervair. Thus, it is dot passible to detemine the ratio of
water draining though the çover layer ro water draining thr!ugh the gravel river-bed (baically
different water qualities) will be in the drain çanals, and hence their expected water quality.
Chapter 4 deals with future tasks in the field of water quality Aodelling. The rnodel-developments
dernonstrated in chapter 3 clearly ihowed that ihe results of roitine asserments are not suitable for
solving such tasks. The precondition for any further modelling work, is the establishment of a
research-centred monitoring system (laboratory experiments, on-site experiments, measurement of
components outside the main network). The processes of l e oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorous
management, and eutrophication in the difierent areas of l e Danube section affected by the
GNBS, c m only be described by such monitoring. Only withl the establishment of such a systern
can the daily, seasonal and long-tem changes be prognosed, and the various issues of operational
management examined. In relation to this, we have outlined (without trying to be complete), the
experiments and examination necessas, to making more accukate the assumptions on the oxygen
management of the Mosoni Danube, the eutrophication of th2 Dunakiliti reservoir and the effects
of its cover layer.
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Table 2
Component

Unit

MosoniDanube

RAba Gy6r
2.0 rkm

Conc6 ACS
5.0 rkm

~ l t a l é rTata
10.5 rkm

Kenyérmeztii
patak Dorog
2,l rkm

Ipoly Letkés
14.0 rkm

GyBr 2.4

rkm
OC

18.3

19.0

18.6

21.2

20.7

18.3

plcm

543

486

I238

943

u!&J

616

Total dissoIved material

361

3 18

920

682

1204

Magnesiurn

2 1.6

20.2

96.2

54.4

59.1

1.35
0.25

1.11

Water temperature

Specific conductiviîy

Ammonium

Nitrite

mdl

-

452

22.7

I .47

4.97
!kE

-

0.23

0..18

+:
:

---. A

20% duration index
five-year measmement data were not available
2. class
3. class

Table 3: Annual fluctuation on two components of the Nitrogen management (monbhly averages) (KVM 1988)
Danube 1. 1848.4 rkm (Rajka)

Componedt

1974 VGI (1 976)

Unit

Esztergom

Szob

Nagymaros

1987 VlTUKi (1 987a)

1977/79 VITUiU (1381)

Above Budapest

Above Budapest

/Felsz.r.m./

At raihoad bridge

1986188 KVM (1988)

h

+ the maximums exceed the desired limit
desired limit

tt the maximums exceed the tolerable limit

+

the maximums do not reach 'the

1

Table 5: The maximum values ofheavy meral concentrarion tests in the river branches of the Danube

MosoniDanube
Mecs&

MosoniDanube
Gy6r

Lajta

Szigeti

Danube

Zhtonyi
Danube 1

Zhtonyi
Danube 2

Gerbe

Danube

AsvinYi
Danube

I!W~

alqvsap a q y x a lou
~ op suinqxeu a q
l!ur!l alqwaloi
p a a m s w n q m av
qw!l pansap ayl paa3xa swntqmur ayi
( v ~ 61)
8 IYfLLIA

++
+
+
L861

Table 6: The chlorinated hydrocarbon content o11heRajka-Budapestsecl ion of the Danube (KVMr 1988) (nanogram/l)

Place

diedrin

DDT

hepta-

chlorine
Rajka

nd
nd
nd

Szob

Budapest

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

nd
nd

nd = not deteetable

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

1
heptachlorine endosulphate hexachlorine
epoxid
benzol
2
nd
5
nd
2

nd

nd
nd
5
4
5
nd

I

Table 8: Changes in the qunnliry of PHYTO PLA NKTON among the long-section rf the
Hungarim Danube secfion in Auturnn 1971 (németh, 1971)

TabIe 9:Typ~calSAPROBITY values on ~ h basis
e
of 1974-1983 tests {VITUKI, 1984)

---

-

Table I l .

I

Table 12: Mar fmum elemenf corncentrations in the soil permissible form fhe point of plants'
rolerance (Ml- 10-420-83)

1

Maximum concentration (mghgair dried soil)

Sb

5

1

Table 13: Typical values of h e q metal contamination in the sedimens of afluents (mg/kd (KVhf 1988)

Tuble 14: Major wuste wafer inleis on ihe Upper Danube se
Recipient

Mosoni D.
Mosoni D.
Concb

Conch

I.Iolt-D.

Danube
Danube
Danube

Danube
Danube
Danube
Danube
Lhbatlani Cernent

Danube

Danube

Danube
Danube
Danube
Danube

Danube
Kenykrmezei p.

Kenytrmezei p

From the barder to Komtirl m
From Komiirom to Szob
Total (Hungarian from Raj :a to Szob)

I

Waste water
volume

Table 15: Major wusfewarer inlets on ~ h Danube
e
secfion beniieen Szob and Budapest
(VITVH, 1985bj

Table 16: The program oJthe construction of waste warer Irealment planis under way in the VdgIVyilra (VIZITER V, 1985) 1

645
Table 17: Explored areus (VGI, 19855)

lphate, if covered by
ater the lhe of wells

1

Name of the area

)

Water-acquisition
possibility
(lo3 m31day)

100.0-120.0
Above Nagybajcs
1,808-1,812 rkm
~csi-abldzet
1,773.3-1,782.5 rkm
Above K o m m
1,770.5-1,772.5 rlan
Abrive ATmhsnesmély 12.0-20.0 + the water
of drains
17,53-1,754.5 rkm

1,700.8-1,707.5 rkm
Szob-Tpoly-Danube
triangle
Below Nagymaros
1,592.3-1,693.0 rkm

1

~ a t c quality
r
parameters
I

~ e = 0 . 41.4
-

-

l

unfavourably affected
by the regulation of the
~ltalkr
to be elirninnted, the
bank will be filled witf
the material of the
island

I

1
10.0

Note

(rngfl)

1
15.0

1

-

1

Table 20: The water qaality qf the Szigeti II. plant on the basis of chernical objecdions between 1971- 1980 (VITUKI, 1987b)

52
DO

9. shifi-Iike well
10. shifi-like well

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
Mn

O
O

O

O

O

O

O
O

O
O
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Table 21: Water qualiry data of main network wdenvater sampie-taking point (K VM 1988)

1. Rajka; the well of the dam-guard's house
S. Mosonmagyarov&r;the cold-water well ofthe beach
3. ~çv~nyrtirri;
the well of the dam guard's house
4. Nagybajcs-SzBgye;the well of the waterworks

Continuation of table 2 1.

Components

5.

min.

1

8.

7.
mm.

min.
2.4

5 . G o n g ; the well of the kindergarten
6 . Kom6rom-Koppfuiymonostor; the coilecting lake of the watenvorks
7. Esztergom; watenvorks, radial well No.3 '
8. Dbrnbs; collecting well of the watenvorks

1

max.

,

min.

3.8

1

max.
11.8
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Annex N0.2

DRGANICMTERIA L LOA D DUE TO WASTE WATLR INLET AND RAINSHOWERS
The waçte water and sewer data are based on the information service of the MELYEPTERV, and
the precipitation data on the information service of the National Meteorological Service.
Dry-period waste water delivery and BOD5 concentration is as follows;
Qak w=80,000 m3/d
QX=3,333 m3/h=0.925 m%
L+,=280 dm3 BOD
The BOD5 load:

T=80,000x 0.28=22,400kg/d
TI4=933 kg/h=0.259 kgJs

In a simptified fom, the load caused by precipitation can be projected as follows:
The characteristics of the reservoir (MELYÉPTERV)
Unified sewer network:
Water-collecting surface:954 ha
Drain factor:0.47
Reduced water collecting surface:448 ha
Area characterised by a separated sewer network:
Reservoir: 100 ha
Reduced reservoir surface: 47 ha
Total reduced reçervoir: 500 ha

The arnount ofprecipitation water and the resutting BOD5 load:
1. In case of a two-year frequency shower (Wisnovszky, 1978):

The quality of the precipitation water (Benedek-Val16, 1976):
- under peak mode operation
350 gim' BOD5,while
- before and after the peak
100 glm3 B U D ~ .

On the basis of the above the distribution of the BOD5 load and hourly aggregate value:

II.

In case of a one-year frequency shower (Wisnovszky, 1978)

l

The qualiw of the rain-water is sirnilar to the above. Thus, the load data are as follows:

Duration

I

111. in case of 5

mmh preçipitation intensiiy

Total precipitation water amountç to 25,000 rn" while by catc?lating with 200 g/rn3 average BODg
concentration the BODS load adds up to 5,000 kgh ( I ,4 kgls).

Annex No. 3

Mosoni Danube

2.4 k m Vének
45 .O rkm Mecsér

Cuhai-Bakony Cr 7 O rkm
Concb patak 6.0 rkm
Cancb patak 1,774 O rkrn

Tati-(Unyi patak) Tokod

Kedyérmezei patdi Dorog,

2-27.

Nagymaros Ipoly depression, 18,8

1

Ipolytlllgyes

rkrn
1

1,798.0 rkm. Szob
2-3

Nagymaros barrage system

1,696.9-1,695 O rkm

1

Water

new
1,694.6 rkm
L,698.0 rkrn
1,686 5 rkm
1,679.5 rkrn Vbc
1,676.5 rkm
1,665 O rkrn
Danube. Budapest
Szentendre. DunaAg. 2!>,8rkrn
27.5 rkrn
27.3 rkrn Dunabogdbn) 19.0 rkrn

8 5 rkm Sz~ntendre
1 O rkm Budanest

1

1

Table 1:Proposed water guolily monitoring on Ciechoslbvokian areas {VIZITER Y, 1986)
Test site

ity
new

Regulation of the old riverbed of the.

1,826 O00 rkm

1

Danube

Also-lpel depression
AIsbHRON depression

I
1 Ikm
l
(approx. 1,717.70 rkm)

3.000 Ikm

(approx 1,7 19.13 rkm)
.S

5.80 rkrn

KRAVANY depression

0.00 Ikm
(appmx. 1,722,90 rkmj

1
l

3.00 lkm
(appmx. 1,725.70 rkmj
7 00 Ikm
(approx. 1,729.60 rkm)
1,745.60 rkrn
(approx 10.20 rkrn)

IZAI depression

l (approx.
lkm
5.00

1,756 45 rkrn)
12,OO Ikrn
(approx. 1,763 35 rkm)
1764.00 rkrn
(approx. 12.6 Ikm)

Kamhrno city depression

5.00 Ikm
(approx. 1,766.1 rkm)
5.00 rkrn

(approx. 9.70 Ikm)

old

2-16.

Kombmo-MEDVEDOV depression

VELKE KOSIHY sap.

1

34 00 Ikm
(approx. 1,800 00 rkrn)

1

0.50 rkm left bank

1

2-1 7.

~ h - ~ ebank
f l depression

2-18

VAH right bank and M A L Y - D ; ~ 2 0 70 rkm
depression, Cergovi Sap

(approx 1 9 80 Ikm)

1-11

HRVSOV-Dunakiliti
reserroirs 1-1 1

Reservoir,

I

29 75 rkm

1

15.30 rkrn
right hand side bank

1

2 000 lkm
5 000 Ikm
8 000 Ikm

3.000power canal km

eft hand side bank
3.000 power canal km

-

I
1

I
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WHATIS m IMPACTOF SPECIAL
WEIRSON ~mG
PROVENFOR THE A M l A OF THE ~~
Wie wirken feste Schwellen im R h i n auf die seitlic
Nachgewiesen für den Bereich der St

Kalkowsh,
Regierungspr&idium Freibu
July, 1986

Enclosures: [see Gerrnan text]
1. Map (1~25000)
2. Longitudinal view of the a i n e from 249 to 268 km
3. Illustration of the progress lines
4. Map of groundwater levels (1 :50000)

In Article 8 of the Obershein-Treaty of 27 October 1956 the construction of special weirs is
stipulated beiow each main weir in the river bed. The aim of these additional rneasures was to
prevent a drastic decrease of the water levels in the Rhine. The height of the special weirs should
be as high as to guarantee that the water level in the middle of the resewoir can be kept at the
mean of its present level.
The question above will be answered with respect to the Barrage Rhinau. lts t h e speciaI weirs
have been in operation for about 20 years. Furthemore, the inland monitoring net of the
groundwater monitoring sites and gauges is designed in such a way that the goundwater levels in
the immediate vicinity of the Rhine can be monitored. Thus, long-terni monitoring data is
available allowing reliable conclusions.
The enclosed map (enclosure 1) shows topographical details. lt also illustrates the location of the
monitoring sites near the Rhine.
The longitudinal view (enclosure 2) between the barrages of Rhinau and Gerstheim gives an
overall view of the levels along this section of the river. Currently, the water level eurve is
characterised by step-like pattern below a discharge of 1500 m3. Flow gradients only occut at the 3
special weirs during mean high water levels. However, even at discharge values of more than 3000
m3/s, the former water levels are not reached any more.
The most recent low water level measurement at a discharge value of 540 m3/s in Base1 in 196 1 is
noted to demonstrate the former conditions and to have a reference for the extent of the changes.
In relation to this water level, the water level measured at gauge Kappel is 82 cm higher during a
rnean annual discharge value of 1040 rn3/s.The rnean water level corresgonding to Q = 1040 rn3/s
w a s noted in the longitudinal view as provided by the Navigation Administration at Freiburg. This
discharge value corresponds with average flow of 1961 at the gauge Marlen. Thus, the water level
curve corresponds with the mean discharge of 196 1 in this area.
Furthermore, the water level çurve was illustrated which results from a flow of 600 m3Ssin the old
Rhine-bed in the area of the bypass. According to experience, the Rhine begins to overflow its
banks above the special weir. In that case the total discharge arnounts to 2100 m31s.This
represents a mean flood event in the winter period at the former gauge (period 193611965).

These notes show:
At total discharge values of up to 1500 m3/s, 15 m3/s remain in the old Rhine-bed. In this
1.
case, the water levels in the reservoir of the first and second special weirs are above the low-flow
levels in 196 1 but remain below the annual mean-flow levels in the upper part of the reservoir.
However, the crest of the special weir and the impoundment Ievel of the Barrage of
Gerstheim are so low that even the upper section of the reservoir falls below the low-flow
levels of 1951.

2.

At higher discharge values the banks are at first only lc
view it Gan be seen, that the discharge of 600 rnys (=

limit above which the flood areas increasingly extend i

floaded. From the longitudinal
O m3/s of total discharge) is the
;tream direction.

Considerable differences exist in the levels between th1
the special weirs. As a consequence, these differences
a discharge of 3000 m3/s and lead ta intense flows
steady level typical of the former free discharge does I
the rare and high flood conditions. The step-like discha

idwater and tailwaier sections at
persist at flood conditions with
~d the edges of the weirç. The
ccur any more, even not during
:onditions remain effective.

The conversion of a part of the river possessing a free flow E
not only an impact on the drainage conditions of the waters. (
behaviour of the adjacent groundwater levels, if the river ren
the groundwater.

:nt into a sequence of weirs has
ges also become apparent in the
:d the receiving watercourse for

To show these relationships, the hydrographs of 1975/76 a
black arrows are illustrated in enclosure 3.

: monitoring sites marked with

There is no monitoring station in the Rhine above the thin
tributary discharges into the Rhine below the confluence of
using the water gauge at Rheiafelden (for the Rhine) and tt
Eeopold-chamel) in order to produce a more detailed evalu
water level was calculated and a hydrograph for 1975176
discharge curve of the special weirs. This curve was derivc
curve is only valid up to a surface water level of about 163.51
the adjacent area becornes effective.

:cial weir (at 256.53 km). The
.eopoId-channel were estimated
uge at the sluice valve (for the
of the water Zevels. The upper
produced with the help of the
3m a mode1 test. However, the
sl., above which the flooding of

Furthemore, it should be mentioned that the hydrograph of t
water level at gauge Kappel in the Rhine. Thus, the reservoir
the section of the Rhine below the third speciaI weir.

iuge C-827 067 is çimiIar to the
e barrage Gerstheim is seized in

The camparison of the water levels in the Rhine (lefi) and ti
are illustrated in enclosure 3, show the following:

nundwater leveIs (ri&,

3.

I

which

1.

Between the levels of the upper water and the lower
mean difference of more than 2 rnetres.

:r of the third special weir is a

2.

This instability in the surface water level is not adapte
still shows the steady gradient as before the constnicti~
third weir does not contradict this statement due to
variations.

the groundwater. Its mean level
'he break in the slope below the
low order of magnitude of the

3. The groundwater level illustrated in the longitudin
the mean-fiow level frorn 1976, i.e. a water level belo
level pattern mainly corresponds with the pattern of tI
the Rhine. The permanently high water levels at the sp
former water levels in the Rhine by 70 to 80 cm, 1
groundwater. In this case, the bottom water sections
With their partly very low levei, they form the dn
subsequently determine its water level near the Rhine.

iew (enclosure 2) shows
': long-term

average. The

w-flow levels of 196 1 in

weirs, which exceed the
no particular impact on
Y the weirs take conmi.
or the groundwater and

4.

The hydrographs of the individual groundwater gauges show a sirnilar pattern in particular
ar low and mean discharges in the Rhine. Flood discharges are noticeable at al1 gauge sites
but their variation range i s different.
The impact of the Barrage of Gerstheirn becomes noticeable near monitoring site 611 6-2 14
067 and increases downstream. The hydrographs illustrate a more intense water level
fluctuation t!mn the impounded Rhine (see gauge C-827 067).

5.

The longitudinal view illustrates those sections in the resemoir where the current rnean
water level in the Rhine Falls below the low-flow level of 1961 and the mean-flow level of
1961 (1040 m3/s).

- table - (not included) / see Gerrnan text
Those sections, which represent a permanent drain for the groundwater due to the complete
change of zhe water level situation in the section below the Barrage of Rhinau, fa11 below these
low-flow values. In relation to the mean-flow level of 1961, the difference can be up to half of the
length of the reservoir of a weir.
Consequently, it can be concluded that the Rhine prevents the draining of groundwater on great
sections due to its damming by special weirs. However, owing lo the present water level regime,
there remain areas which are located below the weirs and coatinuously drain the groundwater.
With respect to the current conditions, this effect cannot be controlled. The results of the
investigations at the gauge Malen are referred to, in order to show how the water level in the
Rhine would have decreased, if there were no weirs. The comparison of the mean water levels
from 1961 (138.37 m asl.) and from 1979 (1 35.92 rn asl.) cornes to a mean decrease of 2.45 m!

'

Surprisingly, the gradient of the groundwater level close to the Rhine dues not follow the steglike
pattern of the river. The groundwater level maintained its former and steady progress line, as the
comparison with the law-water level of 1961 reveals. The reason for this cm only be described in
general terms. An important effect is the increased implication of the old water veins of the Rhine
in the floodpIain after the development of the Oberrhein (see enclosure 4). The comparison of the
groundwater lerels during mean water levels before (144511958) and afier (1975) the construction
of the Barrage of Rhinau shows that at present the slope of the groundwater thalweg is more
flattened in this section of the Rhine.
Particularly, the gradient from the Rhirre towards the inland decreased significantly at some
locations, which results, to a certain extent, in an increase of the former low groundwater levelç.
Boch effects are due to the higher supply of the groundwater from the inland. At the sarne time, the
mean Ievel adjusted to the now relativeIr steady conditions of the Rhine water levels.

1

RegierungsprLisidium Freiburg
Abt. V.Wassenvirtschaft

July 1986
Kalkowski

Yie virben f e s t e Schvellen io a h e i n au!

Nachgeviesen

d i e seitliehen

den Bereich der Slufe Rhinau

fÜr

-

bnlagen: Lageplan
1 : 2 5 000,
Langsschnitt des Bheins
ha 249 b i s 268,
Darstellung von Ganglinien,
Grundwasaerhohenplan
1 : 50 000

-

-

l

Im Oberrheinvertrag vom 27, Oktober 1956 ist in hrtlkel 8 d e r Bau von festen
schvellen im Rheinbett unterhalb jedes Bauptvehris vorgesehen. Ziel diescr
d e n Jau d e r S taus tufen begleitenden :.laBnahme war es, den rtheinwasserstand
nicht extrem absinken zu lassen, Die Oberkanten der festen Schwellen sollen

1

sa hach gelegt werden, da8 der Wasserstand in der Mitte jeder H a l t i u i g im Kitt e 1 axî seiner gegenuartigsn ~ o h eg e h a l t e n uerded k a m .

3 i e Antwort &uf d i e oben gestellte Frage sol1 fü~!die Staustufe minau gegeben werden. Deren drei feste Schwellen sind seit rd. 20 Jahren in Betrieb.
Auûerdem ist das binnenseitige MeBnetz d e r Gnin~wassenieBstellenund Pegel

I

an Gewassern so konzipiert worden, d & in unmittelbarer NXhe

GrundvasieistZnde e r f a0t v e r d e n konnen. So 1ieg.d
ergebniase var, d i e eine zuverlassige

suci

Bhein d i e

luigjahrige Beobachhings-

l
Schldfolgenuig
I

smoglichen.

Bus dem beiliegenden Lageplan (Anlage 1 ) gehen d i e topog~aphischenPinzel-

In ihm aind such d i e rheinnahen M~!flatellsneingetragen.
l
Der Rhein-Langsschnitt ( h l a g e 2) zwischen den ~ L q t w e h r e nRhinau und Gerstheim g i b t einen bberblick über die E~henverha1tnJs.e e n t l m g diesem 7luB.b3
schnitt. Die heutige Wasserapiegellage ist b e i idfluasen b i s ru ,500 m /s
. l m
durch einen stufenfomigen VerlaÙf gekennzeic&et. Erst ab m i t t l e r e n EochI
vasaerereignissen s t e l l e n a i c h in hen Hdtungen d e r &ei festen Schwellen
S
FlieSgefP11e eing e s kommt aber s e l b a t b e i AbflUdeen Ube. 3600 m /s n l c h t
mehr zu ainer Vaszerspiegellinie, w i e s i e friLher bestanden h a t .

heiten hervor.

Um jenen frülieren Zustand zu dokumentieren und gleichzeitig einen malt für
da$ ; - I d der Versnderung zu geben, ist die letzte Kiedrigwmserfixierung für
einen ~bfluBvon 540 n3 /a in Basel aus dem S a h e 1961 e i n g e t r a g e n . Bezogen
auf diesen Wasserspiegel liegt bein mittleren JahreaabfluB von 1040 m 3/s

der Wasserstand um 82 cm hoher. ( ~ i e s e rW e r t w d e für den Pegel Kappel er-

In den LHngsschnitt eingezeichnet wurde nach einer Porlage von d e r
Freiburg der mittlere Ilasserstznd zu 4
1040 m3/s; dieçer AbfluB ent-

miitelt.)
WS])

E

spricht oem ?1Q 1961 am Pegél Warlen, s o d d die lu'asserstandslinie den mittleren Abflun des dahres 1961 i n dieeem Abschnitt gleichkommt.
Perner wuxde d i e Wasserstandslinie e i n g e t r w e n , d i e s i c h einatellt, wenn i r n

Bereich der Handschlinge 600 m 3 /s durch das d t e Eiheinbett I l i e B e n . FrfahrungsgernaB beginnt der Bhein d a m oberhalb der festen Schwellen auezuufern.
in diesen P a l l e liegt der gesamte Abflui3 bei 21 00 m 3 / S . Bm ehemdigen IUleinpegel #arf en i s t dies ein mittleres Hochvaseerereignis im blinterhalb jahr

( W ~ 1Q 9 3 6 / 1 9 6 5 ) -

I

bus diesen Zintragtmgen 15Bt sich entnehmen:
1. Bei A b f l d s s e n b i s zu insgesamt 1500 n 5 /s bleiben im a l t e n Rkieinbett
1 5 m 3/ S .

D i e hierbei gegebenen I:asserstande liegen in Stau der ersten

und z u e i t e n festen Schwelle zwar über d a m NW 7961, unterschreiten aber

im oberen Bereich der Halturyen deutlich den mittleren Jahreswasserstand.

I

Die Oberkante der dritten festen SchwelLe und 2as S t a u z i e l d e r Stufe

Gerstheim sind dagegen so niedrig, daB auch das Nhr 1961 in.oberen Teil
der Haltungen deutlich unterschritten w i r d .
2. An den f e s t e n Schwellen kommt ee bei hoheren Abflüssen zunâchst punktuell
zu bberflutungen aer Ufer. Hie au6 den Langsschnitt eu ersehen i s t , stellt
der AbfluD von 600 m4/s ( g l e i e h 2100 m 3/a Gesamtabflu~)d i e s e Grenze dar,
von der an in steigendem NaDe d i e s e ifberstromungaabschnitta sich fluBaufwarte ausdehnen.
J . Ba den featen Schwellen beetehen znischen Ober- und U n t e m a s s e r betracht-

liche Hohenuntersehiede. Ras hat zur Folge, d d 3 auch b e l Hochwassern mit

Abflüssen über 3000 m 3/8 diese Spiegeldifferenzen virksam bleiben und da-

zu f ü h r e n , d& die Schwellen i m Bereich der Uferanachlüsse scharf unstr6mt werden. Selbst b a i seltenen gro0en Hochnassern stellt sich n i c h t

- 3-

mehr & i n gleichcZBiger. Spiegelverlauf des f r ü h e r freien A b f l u s s e s ein.

I

Die gestuftea AbfluBverh5ltnisse bleiben w i r k s a n .

l

Die Umwandbung e i n e s F l d a b s c h n i t t e s mit freiern FlieBgefalle in eine P o l g e

von S t a a a l t ~ g e nxirlrt sich n i c h t nur auf die kbfluB5ustande im Geuiaser
ans. Auch im Verhalten der seitlichen GnuidrassLrstXnde i e i g e n sish die l e r andermgen, ooueit das Cewasser Yorfluter fiir das Grundwasser geblieben ist.
l
Z m Nachweis dieser Zuewnenhange sind auf
3 Ganglinien 2er Jahxe
i975/7916 van den MeBstellen aulgetragen, die ib Lageplan rot markiert sine.
Oberhalb der dritten f esten Schwelle ( b e i Rhein-ka 256,530) gibt es keine

l

XeBstelle im ahein, Um dennoch eine d e t a i l l i e r t e Aussage über Cie WasserI

s p i e g e l l a g e machen au konnen, wurden die ~ u f l ü s $ ein die R h e i n s t r e c k e u n t e r ari Zan2 der Pegel Rbeinfelden (fsr d e n
h e r die aus Iiodellmein) und aiegel (für den ~ e o ~ o l d s k a n a labgeskhatzt.
)
l
versuchen bekannte AbfliiBkurve der f e s t e n Schwellen k o m t a n s o d e r Obervasserstand berechnet und eine Gaglinle IÜr d i e Jahre 1975/1976 geaeichnet
werden. Diese g i l t jedoch nur b i s zu e i n e r Uasserspiegellage von etwa
K?! i i 6 j , g o a ; v o n 8a an v i ~ k t s i c h avnehmend d l e a e i t l i c h c B e i l u t u n g des

h a l b d e r Kndung des Leo?oldskanals

I

Veiter ist daraiif hinsuweisen, daB d i e Ganglinie d e s Pegels C
d e r Uasaerspiegellage im Rhein am Pegel

Kanuel el n t s p r i c h t .

-

327 067 e t v a

Dmit wird der

2iiokstau des Hauptvehres Gerstheim in d i e aheinLtrecke u n i a r h a l b der d r i t t e n festen Schwelle e s f a t .

l

Vergleicht m a n nun d i e auf Anlage 3 dargestellten RheinvasserstLnde ( l i n k s )

l

mit den Grundvassarst2n6en ( r e c h t s ) , so l a B t s i c h &araus folgendes ablesen:

und dem Untemassez an der d r i t t e n Eesten Schwelle
l
besteht ein Wasserspiegelapmuig von in I c i t t e l iiber zvei Ketern.

1 . Znischen den Obemasser

I

2. Dieser Un~textigkeitim ~ a s a e r s ~ i e ~ e l v e r l ap&t
u f ! sich das G m d w a s s e r
n i c h t an, In seiner nittleren Spiegellage i s t aoch jene G l e i c b é B i g k e i t
1
des Gefalles erkeruibar, w i e sie v o r den Luabau bestand. Der unterhalb
1 .
der dritten Schwelle s i c h abzeichnends GefZl+sknick spricht in der gegebenen Cr~BenordPiungnicht gegen d i e s e bussage.

3. Die im Langsschnitt (Anlage 2 ) eingetragene Wasserspiegellinie

d e s Grund-

uassers i s t dafl MW von 1976, a l ~ oeine unterdurchschnittliche Wasserspiegellage. 3s z e i g t sich, d& sie überwiegend dem T e r l a u f d e s NW 1961 in

M e i n fol&.

Die an den festen Schuellen bestehenden hohen Dauerwas~erstande, d i e J a dan frühere n i t t l e r e S p i e g e l n i v e a u im Rhein zvischen
7 0 und 80 cm übersteigen, haben keine besondere Wirkung auf das Gmndwasser. 1.laOgebend sina hier die Unterwasserstreeken unterhalb der Stautell en. M i t ihrem zun T e i l sehr t i e f e n Niveau b l l d e n s i e die V o r f l u t
fiir das G m d v a s s e r und bestimmen dann de8sen rheinnahe S p i e g e l l a g e .

4. Die Ganglinien der einzelnen GrundwassemeBstellen z e i g e n untereinander
paOe hnlichkeit.

Das g i l t insbesondere f ü r n i e d r i g e b i s mittlere Ab-

flusse im ilhein. Durchlaufende Hochwasseniellen markieren s i c h zwar an

a i l e n Stellen d e u t l i c h ; s i e sind jedoch von u n t e r s c h i e ~ i c h e rSchwankwigswei te.

Etva von der l i e B ~ i t e l l e6/16

-

214 067 an i s t a b w a r t s aunehaend der Z i n fluB von der Stauhaltung Cerstheim zu erkennen. D i e Ganglinien zeugen
von einer l e b h a î t e r e n Wasserspiegelbewegung w i e a i e d e r mein aufweist
(S.
Pegel C-827
067).

5 . bus den Langsschnitt ( h l a g e 2 ) lassen a i c h d e u t l i e h d i e Abachnitte in
den einzelnen Stauhaltungen entnehmen, wo d e r h e u t i g e m i t t l e r e Rheinwasserstand daa i
W 1961 und das MW 1961 (9. = 7040 m 3/s) unterschreitet;
L a n ~ ed e r Streckenabschnitte
Lange d r B a l tung
Im1

Rhein-ka
251 15

(1.

~chwelle)

Stuf e Gers theim

-

650

1200

2 300

1800

-

Da8 sind jene F l u Q a b s c h i t t e , d i e bedingt d d c h a i e totale indeder
Wasserspiegell .ge i n der melnstrecke u n t e r d a dem Stawehr minau eine
standige Vorflut ffir aaa G-doraser
bildcn. Besogen auf da6 MW j961 ist
e s b i s zur halben Ealtungelange einer S c h v e l l e .
Bus dieeen Tataachen 1àBt s i c h f o l g e r n , daB a d graBen Strecken der mit featon

Schwellen g e s t a u t a Rhein ein AbflieBen dee Gruudwassers verhindert. B e i d a

l

gagabenen k'asaerstandsverhëltnissen bleiben jedoch Bereiche,die jeveils unt e r h e l b der Stmstellen l i e g e n , wo daa ~ m d w a s d e rstzndig VDrflut sum Bhein

I
findet. Hierauf kanu u n t e r den gegebenen Umstiinden kein SinlluB genomen
werden. Um e i n e Vorstellung d a f ü r zu gaben, vie der Rheinwasserstand ohne
Bau von Schwellen h a t t e absinken konnen, sei auf d i e Beobachtungaergebnisse
l
vom Pegel Karlen verniesen. Der Vergleich der I%ttelwasaer~t&ndeder JeLhre
,961 (NN + 1 j 8 , 3 7 m) und 197'9 (NN + 1 3 5 , 9 2 DI) e!gibt
eine mittlere Senhuig
von 2,45 m!
berraschend i s t , daB sich da8 Gefiille d e s ~ruadwaaaerspiegelaunmittelbar
s e i t l i c h vom meln n i o h t nroh den g t u f i g e n VassJrstiinden im Fi@ r i o h t e t .
Zs hat seinen gieichfornigen Perlauf von frUher b e h a l t e n , wie der Vergleich
m i t den IlIf 1961 o f f e n b a r t . hrorauf das zuxückzufüIiren ist, kann zunachst nur
pausohai beachrieben verden. Dabei 1st die T a t s l e h c von BeCeutung. daB d s
l
F o l g e des Oberrheinausbaues die den aheinstrom begleitende Fiheinaue mit
ihren sablreichen L i t w i s s e r n vaaservirtichaftlidh an Geuicht gewonnen hat
(v&. dnlage 4 ) - Der Vergleioh von C-dvaaserhdhenkuten
Iiir mittlere Y p a isrrtZnde vor (P34 TV
IX 1946/1958) und naeh
1975) dem Baii d e r Stau-

(Ih

-

stufe Rhinau zeigt, dpB in dem hier behsndeltcnlRhcinabachnitt d e r sogen-te
T a l w e g des Dnuidvassers heute Ilacker de* ormt ist. Tnsbesendere
hat sich das Quergefalle vcm Rhein hor 6rtlich dt-k verringert, vas g l e i c h z s i t i g m i t einer geriasen dnhebung tiefer Dr#d?asserstXndi,
vie rie fr(Uier
l
gegeben waren, verbunden i s t . Seidea i s t eine Folge davon, d a 0 d e r Grundvasserstrom binnenaeits mchr geitützt v i r d . D s b e i Aat sich das mittlere Niveau
i u f die m n m e h r Des tebenden r e l a t i r g l e i chbleibenden VorflutrerhZl t n i ree im
Rhein e i n g e s t e l l t .
R e g i e m q s p r a s i d i u m Freiburg
Abt. T Wasserwirtachaft

-

-

~ r e i b d r gi.Br.,
l
auf ges tell*:
I

im

Juli 1386
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As a result of the construction of the barrages on the uppei!Rhine, the numerous isolated side

i

m s , which were significantly diverse and fairly abundant (abitats of endangered water plants
characteristic of floodplains, were interconnected through a tr~nsitwater flow to form one systern

(irrigation canal, supply canal). The channels are supplied with water from the Rhine during the
whole year which is polluted especially during low water condilions and after chernical accidents.

I

This technical measure was intended to protect the ffoodpldin from the harmhl effects of the
drought.

In spite of the fact that the side branches are filled up during the whote year, the provision of water
for the alluvial forests has nat been soived. The water table iS falling due to reduced water table
fluctuation, low water levels in the tail water sections, lobered inland drainage levels, and
I
significant use of ground water. Simitltaneously, the çlogging of the channels iç apparent. The
regular altemation of dry seasons and Floods, which is ch$acteristic of floodplains, is badly
missing. As opposed to thiç situation, the flaods would periodically fil1 the water table, which in
I
tum, would reach the channel bed. Particularly in autumn, when the side branches would dry up,
the floods would ensure the mutual exchange of surface and ground waters. Prior to the
construction of the barrages, the water supply of nearly the whole area was sufficient in spring and
early summer. Today, nearly half of the floodplain habitats sbffer fiom permanent draught. The
lower parts are durably moistened, but only a small portion of the area is exposed to the positive
effect of the ground water.
In addition to eçological darnage cauçed to the large forest ardg the following changes in habitats
also have a hamful effect on waters, vegetation, and flora:

- The water flowing through the connecting channels eliminateç the individuality of
l
the Old-Rhine branches. The clean spring water of the previously separated, short
side m s is rnixed with polluted water fsorn the river land fiorn rnill-brooks. As a
consequence, the oligotrophic species, such as Chara Hispidu (in Figure), which
were very wide-spread earlier, naw only have a srna11 chance for survival in a few
isolated waters protected fiorn regutation measures.
- The inereased water discharge and the connection

of side amis has alrnost fûlly
elirninated the natural alternation of rapid flowing shallqw sections and slow flowing
deep sections within a short distance. For example, the grave1 bed covered with
shallow water, which were essential for ~ildenbranhiarivularis (red algae, in
Figure), were often graded. The other grave1 beds are engulfed under deep water.
l
- The regular'alternation of low water level and floods covering
large areas has also
I

a consequence, the plant communities characteristic of
flaodplains have vanished completely from those areas, which are under shallow
I
water and dry up on a regular basis. The large mass presence of Hippuris vulgaris
has bccn reduced to fivc populations with significantly les, individuals. (in Figure)

ceased to exist. As

II

No endangered and rare species have reappeared in the connected side branches. These effects,
whiçh we have observed over decades of experience usind bio-indicaior organisms, can be
expected to take place with the regulation of other rivers' side branches as well. As a result, the
l
planning of management systems of connected side arms cannob be accepted any more.

I
l

1

l

l

~

1

The indigenous plants of the umegulated section downstream of the power plant at Iffezheirn have
survived. Simultaneously, the side arms within the area belonging to the special weir Breisach have
rernained isolated, and the regeneration of floodplain water vegetation has commenced due to the
effect of the water level during the last t w decades. The long-terrn regeneration of the floodplain
and its waters would squalIy require the;

- restoration of the penodic alternation of falling dry and near-natural fiooding,
- restoration of the isolated side arms including the natural channel morphology,
- improvement of the water qualiiy.
The healthy ecosystem of the floodplain could be restored by retaining floods in a near-natural
state. It would result in the remedy of the consequential damages, which have arisen since the
regulaiion.

I

l

I

Endungered wuter plants before and afier regutarion of the bachaters of Rhine
Rhine-Sundhnusen weir barrage loid

1960
Distribution before regulation

1

1978
Distribution d e r regdation
I

ilution

rapid

i ~ h d r oHispido

1978 :the surviving population is vir tuPlly

I

un rhangPd

Published by : W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart
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1. The Functioning of Floodplain Ecosystems

Hydro-engineering aims to improve rivers for human purposes. The changes achieved by this were
at first positive: flood protection and land reclamation for cultivation, better water discharge and
favourable conditions for navigation, a guarantee of national borders and the production of hydroelectric power etc.. However, in every case there were underlying negative consequences, such as
increasing the threat or actual events of inundation and damages the , deepening of the riverbed
and the obstruction of navigation, reductions of groundwater levels as well as in forestry and
agriculture, the threat or extinction of species and biotopes, reduced capacity of self purification,
unintended further measures and operational costs.
In order to understand the reasons for these unwelcome effects, this study describes and explains
the functioning of floodplain ecosystems and the role of water and dynarnics.
1.2 THEPOSITION OF FLOODPLAINS IN THE NATLIRAL ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM

(

1

BIOSPHERE

qeoloqical conditions
C\

l

limnic or alluviaG çoil
n o t d e p e n d a n t on the
climate z o n e l a z o n a l )
wetland ecosvstems
/

zonal ecosvstems

azonal
loodplain ecosvstem

azonal
limnic ecosvstems

Figure I : The dominant role of surface and ssrbsuflace water for the dtferentialion of zonai and
azanal ecosystems wifhin the ecological hierarcb. Living systems are framed in squares, abiotic
elements in curves. Furiher explanations in the &.xi.

l

Living conditions have been established on earth by nature and floodplains have exiçted as long as
settled land. So they are a part of nahre. Nature consists of different units being discinguishable by
an inner stability and similarity even in separate parts of the earth. These units are classified in
ecology on different levels (Walter, 1977). It is very importa$ to separate units which occur in a
specific climate zone, fram those which exist by other ecological factors (Figure 1).

i

Zonobioms and ecolone~~
The bioçphere is the thin layer of the earth's surface to which t$e phenornena connected with living
matter is confined (Walter, 1977). On the highest level of the ecological hierarchy they can be
separated into the hydro-biosphere and the geo-biosphere. A subdivision of the latter into biomes,
being large and uniform environments wiîhin it, is the scientific public domain. Biomes relating to
the prevailing climate, generally being the primay independeni factor of the environment (Walter,
19771, are calied Zonobioms. These largely correspond to clirnate zones of the rneteorologists.
Ecotones, however, are transitional areas of ecological tension bver which one type of vegetation is
gradually replaced by another (WaIter, 19771, e.g., Iittorals at sea shores with vertical zonation
(Heinriçh, 1999)~
.
Il

Climnte and water

I

1
l

Prevailing clirnatic conditions such as temperature, precip3tation, humidity, periodicity etc.
characterise the zonal vegetation which is the largest and most'determining living part of the geobiosphere. So Zonobioms largely correspond both to the zonal vegetation and to zonal soi1 types. If
a factor other than the cIimate does not allow the existence of a "normal" vegetation, special sites
have been established. These factors may be salt (in the sphere of marine influence at shores),
unusual geological conditions (sand in dunes rnoved by the wind, dolomite and other special rocks)
I
and Last but not least woter.
l
Water sinparses the mle of Uis dimate in and on stretches of kater or in deprwions whether on
the surface, c g . , in Zakes and occasionally inundated valleys, or subsurface, e.g., in formations with
a hi@ goundwater table (Fiorvat, 1974). A11 organisms living here depend on it because al1 those
unable to survive in these extraordinasr conditions are exiluded by selection (see also the
following chapters). On the other hand these organisms may occur in several climate zones
(although the combination of species in a way reflects the predominating climate). So vegetation,
fauna and the biotope (the biogeocoenoses) are not zonal but azanal.
1

Ecology ia the "understanding of the factors that deterrnine haw and where things live, how fhey
are affected and how they interact with their physical edvironment and with each other"
(Bradshaw, 1984). Thus an ecosystern "is always a higher unity which in general consists of the
major components, living organisms and an amenable environmbnt, operathg together in sorne sort
of h c t i o n a l stability" (Odum, 1959). Each possesses its own very specific climatic and soi1

l
[

If they arc broad iransitional zones connsning wnobiomsr Uiey $e known as zonoecotones. This study
is confined 20 a specid subject of interest, so the term ecotone wii2 be sufficient.

I

conditions as weil as qualities resulting from the combination of site (biotope) and organisms (the
biocoenosis) (Kloetzli, 1989). The producers, plants living together as vegetation, shape the
landscape. The other partners in the biocenoses are the consumers (mimals or fauna) and the
destruents (micro-organisms).

(

WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS

1

forms and historv of a tandscape
geomorphology

water main condition =

1

side branches

1

aquatic

+ semiaquatic ecosvsterns

II

floodplain ecosvsterns

1

Figure 2: The imporrance oflooding for ~kejùmiioningofjroodplain ecosystems.

Wetlands and$oudplains
Wetlands denotes al1 biotopes where water is the dominant abiotic factor (Figure 1) whether it is
stagnant or m i n g (Figure 2) which depends on the actual forrns of the landscape and its
evoIution(geomorphology).Stagnant conditions result in stagnant waters, shores of lakes and other
formations siiting up, Groundwater tables which only rise and fa11 without flowing, also belong to
this category. If water is mainly flowing then the category is "running waters".
Anoeher abiotic factor neçessary to distinguish within the category of running waters is so separate
those with or without floodplains. Even in canyons and artificial canals water is mnning, but only
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in natuml beds of rivers, in the functional systern of side branches and in floodplains will there be
periodic or episodic inundations. This corresponds to the mos) widespread and intentional simple
l
definition that "floodplains spatially are those zones in a valley which are Eying within the influence
of inundations" (Gepp, 1485, çp. Gerken, 1988).

For the existence of floodplains the alternation of flooding /md drying out is the detemining
ecological factor (Ambühl, 1959). Otherwise no typical floqdplain forests and other types of
biotopes and therefore the whole ecosystem would exist, onEy general lowland forests etc.. So
floodplains are large expansive arnphibian ecosysiems in c o n d t to other types of wetlands. .

The interrelation betweenfiods and hundwater
l
I
Increasing water discharge causes rising water levels (Landesanstalt fi Umweltschutz BadenWürttemberg, 1994). The resulting inundations evoke variations of the groundwater tables. If the
surface water level, and the groundwater flowing fiom the sides to the deepest point is unable to
ernerge in the riverbed then it is inçtead accurnulated in the grhmdwater body, the aquifer, so the
water tabte is rises. Extensive long-ierm inundations even leAd tto a considerable infiltration of
surface water into the aquifer. Falling water leveIs in the rivérbed have the opposite effect. An
enlargeci amount of groundwater is drawn off into the watercoukses and the groundwater table falls
accordingly (Dister, 1488).

l

The periodicity and the amplitude of water level fluctuations iqi the renches and in the inundation
area are determined by the specific water discharge of a river (hydro-dynarnics, Table 1). Running
water produces emsian, tansport and deposition processes (morpho-dynarnics) which evoke
specific processes of soi1 genesis, the dynamics of water and diffused air in soils (pedo-dynamics,
including the dynamics of other substances like oxygen, ndtrients and nowadays pollutants).
l
Finally hydro-dynarnics and rnorph~dynamicscontrol al1 ecological processes (Henrichfreise,
1988). Besides that, the topography of the inundatian area Iand the permeability of al1 water
stretches for migration and drifting of organisms are of partihir importance (Landesanstalt ftir
UmweItschutz Baden-Wllrttemberg, 1994, Lelek, 1989).

I

Table 1: Processes ofnaturalfloodplain dynamics (Henrichfieise, 1988) responsible for rhe
varie@ of structures.

morpho-dvnarnicg

bvdro-dvnamie
periodicity and amplitude of
wakr level and depending
water table fluctuations.

series/course of erosions, transports
and stdimentations (formation of bank
failures, grave1 banks, embankments.

and loamy toplayen)

~do-drn-

micro relief and texture conditioning soi1 genesis;
dynamics of the soi1 water and soi1 air balance;
import ofnutrients (and pllutanis)

Bio4vevolution (self-organisation) of floodplain
biocoenoses and succession

The ecolègical zonation
The processes described above are responsible for a mosaic of structures, typical of a floodplain.
This mosaic results from the combination of al1 pmcesses even changing in the s i x of its impact
from place to place. Nevertheless the structures may be differentiated following the generally
agreed eçologEcal zonation (Henriçhfreise, 1988):
(u)

Surface waters of the floodplain and river banks
Surface waters of the floodplain are subdivided açcording to the duration of the water
discharge (perrnanently to periodically filled with water), the intensity of current (fast
flowing to stagnant) and the morphology in relation to the form of surface (narrowlbroad
and deeplflat). River banks are subdivided by inclination (steep slopehank failure),
substratum (silt tri gravel) and the duration of the terrestrial and amphibian phases.

(a)

Lower zones of the floodplain (wet to moist)
~ o f t w o o d(Weichholzaue)
~
and lower hardwood3 floodplain (Hartholzaue)

The softwood floodplain is subdivided according to the intemity of hydro- and morphodynamics ("dynarnic softwood iîoodplain" in areas near the river with sUong erosion and
deposition, "wet softwood floodplain" in areas distant from the river or situated on a higher
level with little influence of erosion and deposition). The lower hardwood floodplain is
differentiated by a shorter duration of flooding distinguished on the relief, and by granular,
finer soils.

"Softwood" irnplies that al1 species of trees natiirally growing in this zone consist of soft wood, like
willow trees and bushes, poplars and alders;
"hardwood" of o h , elms and ashes.

(7)

(c)

Upper zones of the floodplain (fresh to moderate dry)
Upper hardwood floodplain and m s i t i o n zone
Differentiation is perfomed firstly by the duration ( F floods depending on the relief,
secondly by the combination of fine deposits and thirdly by the depth of the upper soi1 Iayer.
The inundation is relatively brief but periodical in the z vper hardwood floodplain, while it
is brief and episodic in the transition zone.

pn
Considering the human impact such as embanking and dammir g of rivers, another zonation has to
be introduced:
Nowadays human activities divide floodplain into hvc ecologically very different areas.
Parts of the original inundation areas which are situatr 1 within the embankments, are the
real (remaining) floodplains. Fluctuations of the water evel of the river with fioods and a
corresponding groundwater table as well as the dynamir: processes, are responsible for their
existence and variabIe change.
(2i)

Old floodplains
Parts of the formerly inundated area which are separat d fiom floods by embankments or
dams, are caIled old floodplains4 originating from n itural floodplains but without the
determining factor (floods). The reduced influence ( f a fluctuating groundwater table
corresponding to the water level of the river, is the i nly factor rernaining. Side branch
systems without flooding but with stagnant waters, also belong to this category (Figure 2).
Spatially, i.e. from its geographiçal history, they are till part of the floodplain but not
ecologically. lnstead they correspond more to a lacustrii e environment with stagnant waters
like lakes, rnarshes and other types of wetlands or even t ie zona1 ecosystems.
1.4 THEVARIOUSBIOCENOSES OF FLO

The following descriptions are based on the natutal moi 3koIogical formations (Figure 3,
Henrichfieise, 1988) being eaçier to understand for the non-s :ientist; and followç the ecological
classification mentioned above. However, in order to better L iderstand the biological processes,
some names of species or eçologicai comrnunities are given wh ch may be h e l p f ~ l , ~

in French:

"-fossile")

General descriptions of the vegetation e.g. in Eilenberg (198: ) md Yon & Tendron (1981), for the
fauna also in Gerken (1988).
(8)
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Figure 3: Distribution of plant formations on a cross-section of ~ h m
e i d e muches ofan alpine
foreland river (Eilenberg, 1982, Yon and Tendon, 198 1.).

Namral vegetation
In accordance with the structure of floodplains, the majority of a biocoenosis (the vegetation),
corresponds to a similar terminology. Yau just have to replace the term "floodplain" by "riparian
forests" except in "surface waters".
In open waters, flowering plants (the aquatic macrophytes), represent the vegetation, submerged or
with leaveç. Here the ail-year-long existence of open water is required. Within the range of average
water levels, pioneer formations accornpany the reeds on non-wooded amphibian shores of the
watercourses. Water level fluctuations are fiequent and retum periodically.

On the higher parts of the bars and islands, bushy willow stands grow, followed in time by willow
trees and poplars, which are grouped as 4namic sofhvood riparian forests. Under typical
conditions, they are localised on a low level, only a little higher than the average water level.
Submersion by floods accounts for 5 months a year on average (in Central Europe), due to extreme
climatic conditions this can be as little as 3 weeks or up to 9 rnonths.
19)

Ashes or alders are the main species of the wer variants of; soffwood and the lower hardwood
riparian fot-ests respectively. Elms and aaks rule in the more common, dynamic parts of the latter.
1

They link up with the trpper hardwood riparian fores& of the higher levels, consisting of a very
large variety of specier but prirnarily elmr and oaks. The traQrition zone to the localised, vrually
deciduous fatests with elms, oaks and hornbeams is flooded only periodically or exçeptionally for
a few days in a year.

Vety dry and wam, woody communities occur on the highkst elevatiom within the inundation
zone which depend on the special substratum of gravelç,/ not common to areas outside the
floodplain6.
1

,

The rnost detemining factor For the vegetation is the duration of inundations and the elevation of
the groundwater table during the vegetation'period, i.e. the growing season. Tt has to be remarked,
that the zonation is only a relative graduation fined on the elefations, and not an absolute one. lt is
subtly diversified by the different levels, frequencies and dura\ions of floods as well as the diffkrent
soi1 textures and the gr~undwaterflow. It may be that only the extent of erosive and deposition
processes is responsible for the evolution of sofhood ripari$ forests and that the occurrence of
the hardwood riparian forests is due to the progress in soi? genesis (Dister, 1980). So severai
formations are to be found on the same level. This is typical ?f floodplain ecosystems: the nahiral
appearance of many formations side by çide in difFerent stages of succession.

I

In addition, rare catastmphic events: like ice drift or the sudden breaking of a meander during an
I
extraordinary flood create formations of bare soils and rough pioneer areas on al1 altitudinal levels.
Animals such as beavers, herds of wild cattle and ruminants/such as horses and deer, keep these
pioneer areas open or even produce new ones such as beaveriponds. So meadows, pastures, forest
edges and bushes appeared. Man has also been part of the edosystem since the glacial period, by
cutting trees in order to gain arable land, pasmes and wood (but to a lesser extent than nowadays).
l
However, this smisturc is not in evidence in a n a h l hardwobd riparian forest: there is less than 1
% brightness on the ground; intense and irnpenetrable layeks of s h b s and herbs and multiple
I
stnrctured canopies obstruct the view. Lianas are the most characteristic group, connecting al1 the
layers. Just the number of species in the group of woody
is unbeatable: 27 species of treeç,
20 shnibs and 7 lianas in a single example ai the Upper Rhine Thus, the geo-botanists are tending
to describe these elm-ash-oak forests as the nearest European relatives to the tropical sainforests, in
the temperate clirnate zone in terms of their ricliness of çducnires and species ( c g . Carbiener,
1974, p. 474).

Types of species
Due to the large number of biotopes and to the dynarnics {elated to inundations as weli as the
resulting various stages of succession, flaodplains contain an1 ecosystem, which is one of the most
l
rich in species outside of the sea and the rnountains (Hary Nachtnebel, 1989). Typical for this
diversity is the existence of many species adapted to its dernands,

5
l

The mosr specialised species are tu be found in the lower zdnes where an excellent adaptation to
the extrerne factors, is necessary to survive. Environmental /conditions are changing quicker and

l

"HeiBlande" r h o t landsy')or "Brennen" ("burners") as they

1 called in German speaking
ar)

countries
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more often than in other systerns. That is why they use pioneer strategies to settle new sites. They
are able to reach them even h m a large distance either on their own or in a passive way, which
may be in a stage of inactivity e.g. seeds transported by water.

Species which are unable to adapt to different conditions, need special sites for example grave1
bars for tamariscs and wading birds, or bank brakes for birds who need native, steep slopes for
breeding like kingfishers or sand martins. Many willows have a large spectrum of sites in îheory,
but in practice they are too weak to push through against other woody species excepr in floodplains
since they can endure even long-tem inundations of up to 300 dayslyear (on average 100-190
days) without dying (Spath, 1988).

Species with large-range habitat demands are e.g. Beaver and many birds such as BIack Stork and
Osprey which prefer undisturbed places for nesting on islands or in natural forests.
Another group needs accessible and undisturbed migration routes to their spawning grounds or
areas of further development. Fishes, invertebraleç and even plant species rely on these
preconditions such as the special group which is pemanently washed up Eram the, mountains or
those which live as drifiers like water ferns (Landesanstalt fiir Urnweltschutz Baden-Wilrttemberg,
1 994)

Eish are a very important group in the fauna with regards to the proportion within their own group
and from their biomass related to other groups. Conditions differ in the numerous reaches and open
waters of a floodplain and offer many ecolagical niches for various species. Cold running waters
are rich in oxygen and preferred by rheophilous fishes. Other species prefer more or tess stagnant
waters and another g o u p has na special conditions and is wide-spread in almost al1 types of
waters.,
As in most of the faunistic units, a good quality environment determines the existence of the
rnajoriQ of dragonflies. The numerous types of wetlands in a natural floodplain offer habitats for a

considerable part of the European species (cp. Gepp, 1985, Gerken, 1988, Westernam,
198711988). Similarly with amphibians, and on the terrestrial and arnphibian areas, beetles, of
which Carabids md Staphilinids are of special importance.
For birds, floodplains are the main migration routes. Floodplains supply plenty of food. Rest areas

are visited by migrating birds, especially waterfowl, in such numbers that many parts of floodplains
had becorne RAMSAR-sites (wetlands of international importance}.

Even for man (and other rnarnrnals) river valleys have Geen the best migration routes as settlements
and archaeological findings prove.

The importance of intact floodplains was underestimated for a long time. They have important
benefits when it comes to balancing out anthropogenic impacts (Dister, 1999):

The floodplains help to reduce the effect of floods by retaining large amounts of water
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Intact floodplains greatly contribute to the self-purification of the rivers.
Broad inundation areas contribute to the
groundwater.

I

and quantitative regeneration of

I

The near-natural floodplains have a great diversity of gpecies and richly structured habitats
and refuges for a variety of plants and animals. With 9 e i r complex subsystems they offer
inner stability, feasible regeneration and a remarkable genetic fund in an impoverished
environment.
I
Recent floodplains are highly productive sites, in d i c h forestry cultivates a number of
valuable trees such as oaks, ashes, elders and poplars.

Intact floodplains and rivers have enormous merit as recreational areas offering a unique
I
experience. The lands and the waters fi-equently alternate
providing entertainment by their
attractive combination and the rnultiformity of habitats and species.
2. Review of the Upper Rhine ~ l o a d ~ l d Eeosysternr
in

2.1 HYDROLQGY

The Rhine River has an alpine regime of discharge7 : low water levels are typicab in the late autumn

b

and winfer. Water levelr rise with the beginning of thaw
the rniddle ranges and the Alps.
Average floods appear when in the Alps precipitation falls as rain and thaw is at its maximum
peak, usually in June and July. However, exceptional dischargés with up to 4,500 m315 are recorded
in winter when heavy rains faIl on snow-covered, fiozen grbund during a w m period (Dister,
1990). Climatic conditions do not allow for cornparisons lehveen years since floods may be
induced by continuous falls of rain throughout the year (Westermann, 198711988). A typical
hydrograph in Annex A-1 shows the variation in rainfall over three years starting with a dry (1976)
and ending with a very wet year.
2.2 GEOMORPHOLOGY

I

The Upper Mine rifi val1ey subdivides into two different sectibns (Figure 4, (Schayfer,1973, 1974,
1975)): the braided and the meander zone. They reflect the decrease of the valley slope from south
to nosth, dropping from 0.1 % near Basel to 0.045 % at Rastatt, where the braided channel zone
ends, and further to 0.0007 % at Mainz (Schgfer, 1973, 1974, 1975). The braided zone consistç of
numerous branches including 3,448 islands (Raabe, 1968).

I

Therefore it is very similar to the stretch OC the Danube concerned with the small difference that the
fluctuations are muffled by the Lake Constance.

1

2.3 NISTORICAL
OUTLINE OF THE REGULATION WORKS

Nine teenth centuqi reguEafion
Before 1800 the threat of catastrophic floods rose with the erection of more and more local
protection measures accompanied by increasing wood cutting and farming (Hügin, 1980, 1981).
Regular river regulation on the Upper Rhine started in 1815 with TULLA's "total rectification
plans". His purpose was flood protection and the drainage of wetlands his goal waç to concentrate
the branches into one confmed channel and to straighten the meanders in order Co lower water
levels through bed erosion (Schtifer, 1973, 1974, 1975). The river naturally eroded its new bed
guided by surface-level b d protections which did noi close the side branches. TULLA did not
completely cut off the floodplains fiom the Rhine, as his successors did. In fact he was very
farniliar with the prinçiples of flow dynamics and even average water levels caused the flooding of
the side branch system within the lateral main dykes (Kunz, 1975). However, the increased fiowvelocity caused extraordinary channel bed erosion to almost 4 m at the beginning o f the channelled
section in the 19th century (Kern, 1992). The c e h a 1 drawing in Figure 4 shows the degree o f
rectification at this time.

Figure 4: Historieal developmanr ofh6Upper Rhine Jfolld (Kern, 1992, afrer Dister, 198.5).
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Figure 5: Red level development of the Upper Rhine behveen Busel, Swirzevland, +undSlrasbourg,
France,from the beginning of replation up io the construcrion of river diversions (Rabee, 19581.

"The channel bed still contained irregular grave1 bars and scour holes, making the Rhine unsuitable
for the recentIy introduced navigation". For that reason the Upper Rhine Regulation by HONSEL
established a low-flow channel with a rediiced width by installing groynes. Although not intended,
the bed erosion increased even during periods of low discharge. Additicinally a "system of leveeç
was impiemented in order to improve the flood protection. Consequently many of the diversion
meanders and furcation channels were taken out of the flood regime" (Kem, 1992).

After World War 1, France was given the rights to al1 the waterpower along the French border.
They built the "Grand Canal d'Alsacew, which was completed in 1959 C'full diversion" in Figure
4). At this time, four power stations were taking 1,200 m31s out of the river (today 1,400 m3k
(Dister, 1990)) and leaving only 15-20 m3/s in the former riverbed (today 20-30 rn31s} (Dister,
1990))~.Erosion and degradation of the riverbed continued. By 1950 the bed levels had eut down
to 7 rn (Figure5). After the Geman-French reconciliation, a less damaging solution was found for
using the waterpower. Upstream of the next barrages buitt, new channels were constnicted adjacent
to the river9, short sections of the main riverbed ('?est Rhine"), only affected by backwater, were
included ("partial diversion" in Figure 4). Here up to 1,400 m3/s (Kunz, 1975) (today 1,500 m31s
(Westennann, 198711988) up to 1,600 m31s (Kalkowski, 1986)) were used for the production of
afaterpower. An additional system of artificially connected previous branches of the Rhine was
built to improve groundwater conditions. The ortifi~ialsupply h m the Rhine is lhited ta a
maximum of 15 m /S. Downstream of Strasbourg, two more dams were built in the river channel
("barrages") in the conjunction with levees on the bankç. Downstream of the last dam near Rastatt
(built in 1977) erosion problems have been controlled sucçessfully by artificially adding of
sediment (Raabe, 1968). Table 2 surnrnarises the activities and their effects. All the measures since
1927 are called the "modern Upper Rhine river training".
'

Tabh 2: Regulation works ar the Upper Rhine (Buck, 1993, cp. 18-26).

Breisach
1932
1952
1956
1959

fmm 196 1 untiI
Brejsachl
1970
1951
2 963
1965
1967

since 1970

Canal d'Alsace)
with power station
barrages:
- Kembs

- Ottmarsheim
- Fessenheim

"Electrtcité de France" (EdF) and goundwater tables,
destruction of the riparian forest,
I
increase of flood discharge
caused by loss of natural
inundation areas

1
,

I

1

partial drversion

rnodified replation works for
navigation and waterpower
for the preservation of the
natural water levels y d
groundwater tables

Strasbourg ("loop solutian")
with power station
barrages and weirs
-Marckolsheim
- Rhinau
1
- Gerstheim
I
-Strasbourg.
Strasbourg1 river regulation in
controlling of erosio?,
Iffezheim the river channel
waterpower production
(full canalisation)
with barrages:
- Gambsheim
1
- Iffezheirn
1

,

i

1974
1977

partial preserration of the
floodplain in this river section
w~thinthe dykes; decrease of
groundwater table fluctuations,
increase of flood discharge

increase of flood discharge, cut
off of the side branches, complete
change:of groundwater regime
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2.4 EFFEÇTSOW THE ECOSYSTEM OF THE FLOODPLAIN

The diversity of sites (cp. chapters 1.3 & 1.4) foms a variety of plant associations1° .
The mosc important should be mentioned according to the abbreviations used in the following
(Table 31, Figure 7, and Annexes A-1 to A-7 (Hügin, 1980, 1981):

Table 3: SimpliJied ~ t e of
m riverine undfloodplaîn vegetation at ~ h Upper
e
Rhine.

[ are.% permanentIy covered with water (partly with subrnerged Pondweed

(Potamogeton sp.) and drifting
(Lemna spp.) communities)
areas covered with water, falling dry pcriodically (with cnmmunities on silt (btstorts and Water Peppcr
W [:::]
(Polygonurn spp.) and Lirnosella sp.)) typical for recent floodplains
R
cornrnunitie~of reeds and taIl sedgeç (Carex spp ) of the ~ h i k efloadplain typical for reccnt floodpIains on
sites with low flow velocity
R
communitieç of reed and taIl sedges ( C m x spp ) changed by regulation works
(e.g on former sites of S etc.)
S
softwood riparian forest (Saliceturn albae) with White Willow, dynamic (recent floodplains) or wet (old
tloodplains, vanfshing) flooding behueen 70 and 170 days in the growing season (Hogin, 1992)
variant of Bittercress (Cardamine sp.) o r elm-ashiiak forests (Querco-UImeturn, lower hardwood riparian
Ut
forests) p a l y with Black Poplar (PopuIus nigra) and frequent floodç for on average 50 (-100) days, recent
floodplains Lesser Celandine (RanuncuIus ficaria, 38)
variant of Ivy (Hedera belix) of elm-ash-oak fores& (Querco-UImeturn, upper hardwood riparian fores&) on
Uî
higher levels, regurarly inundated for about 2 - 20 daysiyear, typical for recent floodplains
A
Black AIder forest (Alnus glutinosa) pemianently wet and some decimetre above mean Ievel, befare only at
the outer edees at the terraces. now established in ihe old flood~iain
F
alder-açh forest on mostly moist calcareous soils about 40-80 cm above the groundwater table, established in
the old floodplain
variant
of Enchanter's Nigbtçhade (Circea lutetiana) of the elm-oak-hornbeam forest (Querco-Carpinetum)
CI
on former sites of oak-elm forests (U) with Iittle influence by groundwater (average depth 100-140 cm)
rnuein.
- , 19921
,
typicical variant of the elm-nak-hornbem forest on drier leve-ls, magnitude of soi1 layer here O 8-1.2 ni,
CI
without contact wiih the -~ o u n d w a t e r
variant of White Sedge (Carex alba) of ihe elrniiak-hombeam forest, soi[ layer only O 4-0 6 rn, without
C3
contact to the groundwater, linking up to Q
Whitc Sedge-oak forest, thennophilous on medium- to flat-sized soils, partly with dry rneadows upon gnvel,
Q
without contact with the groundwater (Hogin, 1992)
. . . . . surface of the ground with upper soi, layer
. ' .- . . .. . forested area in the lowfand of the Rhine
W

-

-

a

>

0

100004

.....

main dyke

.._C..---

4 lateral dyke of an impoundrnent
Cu3

evolution of this variant may not be derived exactly

Association is the scientific terrn for a unit of really existing cornrnunities with the same composition of
species.

(17)

Changes of g r o u h a t e r tables and$~ctecc~fions
Before the river training works, groundwater tables in the n$ighbourhood of the natural Rhine
River corresponded to the water levels in the riverbed. Thus they were fiuctuating considerably. In
times of low water levels, the groundwater tables were also low, the side branches were filled only
a little. At the edges of the alluvial depression where the aquifers of the floodplain and the lowest
terrace ("Hochgestade") meet (Krause, 1967), fluctuations of the groundwater table always differ
to a smaller extent (Schafer 1973, E 974, 1945)- Mainlly in these areas special types of side branches
developed which are fed cornpleteIy by groundwater, except during floods (Krause, 1467).
(Westermann, 198711988)
l

In the section offill diversion where the greatest drop of the river occurred; the bed levels as a
result of the rectification in the 19th century had reduced by 4 m, and after the full diversion by up
to 7 in (21, Figure 5). Groundwater tables followed accordingly, causing exceptional damages to
the ecosystem, agriculture and forestry (Vogel, 1969).
~,
t

In the dawnstream section of parrial diversion, the "rest Rhine" received only 15-20 rn3/s, usually
during 300 dayslyear (Westemann, 1987t1988). For the rest of the year a reduced effect of floods
remained withiri the recent floodplain. Meanwhile, another agreement beiween France and German
water management administrations allowed 30 m3/s in sumrnei and 20 rn3/3 in winter. However,
groundwater tables upçiream of backwaters dropped due to the lower water levels. The infiltration
of surface water to the aquifer was stopped by new drainage ditches parallel to the dykes. They
collected a11 the water seeping through the ground ( A n n a A-2). Additionally the arnount 8f such
waters was reduced since the riverbed is self-sealing (clogging)ll by the permanent one-way
currenc of fine sediments through the pores of the ground (Buck, 1993). A n n a A-7 shows how the
fluctuation of groundwater tables decreased.
I'
1

As afirst counler merisure, weirs12 were built in the former chAnne1 ("rest-Rhine") in order to stop

further erosion and the decrease of groundwater tables, the latter then being lower in summer and
highes in winter than before the river training works (Buck, 1943, Kalkowski, 1994).

As a second counler meusure, an artificially connected systemI3 of ox-bow lakes was installed
(cp. Krause, 1987). Taking into account that the whole system spreads over a length of about 120
km (Buck, 1993) with a width of several km, the donation of water from the power channel is
s p m e and insuacient (at rnost 15 m3/s) to inundate more than minimal areas within the floodplain,
Groundwater tables received some reduced variable inflows to aquifer, stopped by sedimentation
and clogging in the river-bed. Clogging is accelerated by the help of aquatic rnacrophytes (e.g.
Callitriche spp.) which filter suspended load. Thus the system is now called a "gutter above the
groundwater table" by the water management administration (Kalkowski, 1994).
,
The impoundments of
Tests of "flooding" never reached the aims envisaged (RF ~ r e i b u r ~1976):
several weirs of up ta 140 cm increased groundwater tables only by up to 60 cm. Especially the
impoundments just within the watercourses, whiçh led to a minimal increase of 10-20 cm. Only the
inundation of Iarge parts of the area (70 % of 12 ha.) improyed groundwater tables effectively.

''IZ

called "Kolrnatierung"

l3

called "Altarrnverbundsystem"= "system of cornbined ox-bow I&S"

called "Schwellen"= "thresholds" or "Sohlschwellen",a term of'iwater-engineeringin wrong use (Kern,
1994).
(18)

l
1
1

However, this increase was less than half of the impoundnients because groundwater fiowed to
lower watercourses downstream of the experimental area. Furthemore, the report on the
experiment stated that this one-way current induced further clogging of the beds. "Infiltration of the
side branches under normal discharge conditions is so little even today, that a noticeable increase
of the groundwater table could not be proved" (experiment fiom January 12th to 16th, 1976 - one
of several beginning in 1964 - in the southern part of the "Taubergiessen") (RP Freiburg, 1876).
As a third counter rneasure, the construction of two additional weirs in the "rest-Rhine" in order to
support groundwater tables and to conserve the conditions for agriculture and forestry, did not
improve ecological conditions in the floodplain except upstrearn of an additional srnall wek in the
cributary "Mohlin" (BFANL, 1988).

The latest regulation works in the third section of barrages totally cut off the floodplain which now
receives no more floods at all. Only downstream of the last barrage at Iffezheim (near Rastatt) do
free-fiow conditions still exist, Groundwater at first rose considerably in the vicinity of the dams
until clogging of the reservoir bed started the clogging processes. Afierwards groundwater SeIl to a
constant level with only small variations depending only on the water level of the surface waters
downstream in the old floodplain and therefore on the precipitation rather than the water discharge
regime of the river. In the viciniv of the impoundment, the average low water tables increased to
about 100 cm. This effect ends at a distance of 5 to 6 km from the barrage (RP Freiburg, 1983;
1987).

Consequericesfor the vegetation in fhe three sections
The floodplain ofthe upper Mine was used and inf uenced by man over a much longer period than
records from scientists and foresters report. Undoubtedly the natural alluvial forests were used or
cleared partially in the neighbourhood of settlements.
Clearings increased enomously during the recrificarion works of TULLA. Nevertheless alluvial
forests were able to react very much faster than zona1 forests. But meanwhile the rectification has
changed the abiotic conditions: deposition changed from grave1 to silt and clay as the main
fractions because the dykes were so low that floods and fine sediments could pass. This was
exactly the intention of TULLA for he gained new and better land for agriculture by agradation. He
had counted 3,448 islands between Base1 and Worms. (klmost al1 the islands and al1 of their
typical shmb vegetation have vaniçhed since that tirne.) Most of them were situated in the braided
zone and çovered with wood and pioneer vegetation stages. Some of them had typical sub-alpine
characters e.g. with tarnariscs. The change of deposits however caused quite another composition
of ailuvial forests: oaks, elms and hornbeams became dominant in the hardwood riparian forests.
Sofhood riparian forests diminished.
Generally, although the alluvial forests and other vegetation types changed, they remained within
the functioning of the recent floodplain except for those upstream effected by the induced drop of
the riverbed. Between 1880 and 1890 damages in the vegetation were observed for the first time
iD
(Vogel, 1969; Dister, 1980).
Regulation works in the 20th century caused much stronger impacts. In the section of full
diversion, damages of the forests vegetation by desiccation were respectable. By 1959 an area of
3,755 ha, of a total of 4,60g ha, (Le, 8 1 %) was devastated or dead, (The econ~micaldamages until
1950 (!) climbed to 43 million DEM at that tirne.) A stretch of 70 km was totally destroyed. The

1

scarcely following vegetation was no longer typical for a recent floodplain but became a sparse
desiccated forest without inundation and without contact with the graundwater. The expensive
reforestation of about 1,650 ha., rnostly with pines and Douglas firs was a waste of effort. Today
the desiccated area iç more interesting for the protection of the new flora and fauna than for its
yield.
lI
In the section of parrial diversion the groundwater tables achieved a reduction of the altitudinal
zonation of floodplain vegetation. Annex A-2 shows the change of the abiotic factors in a Spica1
cross-section. Damages are followed gradually by the reduction of productivity. In the small
depressions, now staying continually saturated, such damages cquld be obsewed first. The positive
effects of fluctuating water tables on the water supply and thelcontent of oxygen in the soi1 also
stopped and harmed the large areas on average and higher altitudes.
l
1

Vegetation types, typical for areas distant fiom the river, su'ch as the "wet softwood riparian
forests", took the place of the "dynamic" vegetation types. 'Sensible species and even communities
specialised in the fluctuation of abiotic factors, vanished as for instance those species living in sites
which fa11 dry periodically. Wide-spread common species and communities remained. A n n a A-3
dernonstrates the effect by comparing hydrographs and totally changed natural vegetation.
The described systern of ax-bow lakes connecteé to a ne4 watercourse, caused only small
impravements (but evident damages in the old floodplain). ,Annex A-# shows the results of
controlled floods for the natural vegetation. The stretch is situated 1,200-1,700 m upstream of a
weir. In this area 80 % of the vegetation is unable to profit from the groundwater in contrast to the
5-10 % under previous conditions. Artificial l e ~ e increase
l
i s favourable for just 10 % of the area
(A, F and LI1). Thirty percent of those parts nearer to the weir have the advantage of better water
supply but 40-50 % are still without contact to the groundwater. That rneans that even here, the
former state is no longer attainabte. Ecologically important deposidon of sediments as weFl as

nutrients supply is reduced to a minimum.

l

Annex A-S demonstrates the situation in the best remaining part of the recent floodplains in the two
sectors of full and partial diversion: the well-known "~aubergiessen". The map on the right half of
the figure shows the topography around this second diversidn canal in the section of partial
diversion. On the left a transsect dong the right river banks (irregular line) is depicted together
with the former and the recent water levels in the modem chai? of weirs. It is obvious that under
previous conditions even small floods could enter the floodplain behind the bank across many
depressions. Today only the rare, extreme floods are able to inundate the area extensively since the
weirs are at a lower altitude.
Annex A-6 shows the changes of the water regime even in the central part of this recent floodplain.
The characteristic scope of water level fluctuations shrank from 3.5 to 1.5 m, i.e. almost half of the
vegetation no longer have contact with groundwater table more. Thus it is changing in the direction
of vegetation types (C3,Q). Furthemore groundwater tables d e 80-90 cm lower than the water
level in the previous Rhine, due ta the process of clogging.

1

In the sector with barrags, the recent Boodplain was cornpletdly reduced. The lower parts of the
now previous floodplain became continuously saturated (similar to the previous section), the higher
parts permanently desiccated. The composition of species is chahging from those typical for highly
productive alluvial communities to those çtrange In a floodp1ain:andclearly less productive. Anna
A-7 gives the exarnple of the first barrage of this stretch. Although beirig extraordinarlly dry (cp.
A-1), the year 1976 produced Iarger fluctuations than the following, more humid years. The

conditions of the sites changed h m White Willow forests to reeds, Blaçk Alder and Common Ash
forests in the first 70 cm of altitude, the rest çonverted from the characteristic rich elm-oak foreçts
to oak-hornbeam forests (Hügin, 148 1). Transformation is under way as in all other old fi oodplainç
of the Upper Rhine valley (lilçing, 1989).
Figures 8 & 9 give a faunistic example of the evolution of waterfowl populations on the
impoundment of the last barrage of Iffezheim. Both populations of the two main species, Tufted
Duck (Ayfhyafuligula = "Reiherente") and Pochard (Aythya ferina = "Tafelente"}, here are
depending on one single species, Caspian Mussel (Dreis~enapolymorpha),in îhis artificial systern.
The mussels had grown in a massive way after the irnplementatitin of the barrage. The mas5
population collapsed about 1O years afler when conditions normaliseci (Müller, 1994). The massive
and unstable development of a single parumeder is characteristic for disturbed systems.
Annex A-8 shows the difierent impacts of the three sections by çornparing their potential naturai
vegetation.

General impacts on the vegetation
To sumarise, the change of ecological conditions md vegetation on the whole section of the
"modern Upper Rhine river training" was almost complete. HÜGIN (1981) calculated the losses of
sites in the recent floodplain as shown in Figure 6 by the help of an exact and extensive mapping
of the 160 km long (smaller) right half (HUgin & Henrichfreise, 1992).

Figure 6: Reasons for the regression ofrecentfloodplain sites (Hugin, 1981).
85 % of the original floodplains in 1825 have lost their character. The area of recent sites
decreased to 1,400 ha. (13 %) (Hllgin & Henrichfieise, 1992). From these 3 % are estimated to be
intact, the rest (10 %) are spoiled by the destruction of natural vegetation (Hügin, 1981). From the
riparian forests nat more than about 40 ha. of elm-ash-oak forests and 50 ha. of White Willow
forests have survived (HUgin & Henrichfieise, 1992).
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Figure Y: Changes ofvegetation sites beâween Basel and ~brlsruhe(right river side, shown as
potential nafural vegetation) (Hiigp, 1980).
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Considering the French side, 279 km' of floodplains existed arAund 1800. Frorn this whole area of
the southem of the Upper Rhine, about 6 % renrain recentfl4adplains with 1 - 2 % funclioning
biocenoses.
l
I

Bath groups of numerical values in Figures 6 ond 7 differ frim another because the first values
express the actual condition and the second the natural potential which is a hypothesis constnicted
to improve ecol~gicalmapping. state of preservation
II
Erpecially behveen 1950 to 1977, the area of recent flaoddlains in the developed reach was
reduced by about 130 km, (60 % of the inundation area in 1950) (Dister, 1985). Another fact
underlining the losses: regulation works at the Upper Rhine rdduced the side branches by 10,000
ha. (Westemann, 198711988).
Frorn the qualitative point of view the nacura1 dynamics were jeduced to minimal amounts except
downstream of the las1 barrage. First of ail, the large &avel and sand bars disappeared.
Furthemore, there has been no new generation of abandonkd channels and, consequently, no
rejuvenarion of ecalogical succession in the las$ 170
The floodç and the water level
fluctuations as we11 as the groundwater decreased significantly (Dister, 1990). Last but not least,
the regulation works provided the oppominity to maçsively tra4sfonn the rich primeval forests into
monotonous stands of a few species of trees.
l

3. Ecolagical Effects of the Barrage
of AltenwBrth,
Austrian Danube (42)

The Altenw~rthbarrage was built between 1973 and 1976. Figure IO shows its position in the
chain of Austrian power plants on the Danube. The dykes mn directly along the original bank lines
and are 21.5 km long and up to 15.0 m hi&. The rnouthç of four tributaries were cut off. lnstead
new watercourses with an enlarged discharge capacity have been built in order to drain floodwaters
to the tailwater canal of the power plant. Hence it follows that the beds of these tributaries are now
deeper than in the original state.

Figure IO: Schema of the A ustrian hydmelectric power plants.

The regulation works have been accompanied by remedial measures ("Hinterland Project North
and South") to improve the water supply of the floodplains and to strive for optimal growth
conditions. Therefore the groundwater tables should be influenced by frequent controlled flooding
and by raising the water Ievels in the ditches. For this last purpose, undenvater weirs have been
built in the partly diverted tributaries. In the northern half of the area, the lefk dyke was Iowered by
0.7 rn over a length of 140 rn to allow flooding h m a discharge of 2,200 m3is upwards. Figure I I
and 12 show in detail the location of the main changes to the surface waters.

Ar a result of both rneasureî, the hydrologic subsyrtems dere equalised and deeoupled. The
original diversity of aquatic habitats characterised.by differentjconditions of flow, depth of waters
and changing substratums, was replaced by uniform structures éspecially in the impounded area.

I

The inflow and the proportions of inundations flowing into the,i floodplain clearly changed 'because
of the separation of the river frorn the floodplain. In the souFern hinterland, a large part of the
upstrearn area became free of ff orids. In the northern territory: the effects of srnaller flood events
were reduced although the influence of floods is still presen't due to the lowered stretch of the
ernbankment. Hi& waters are drained irnmediately by the new braad waterçourses and inundations
of the plane have decreased generally.

The rernedial rneasurcs of the "Hinterland Project" irnproved the replenishrnent of surface waters
in the floodplain. However, the amount of water was equalistd, compared to the conditions before
the consmiction of the power plant. The same happened tb the stnrcture of the f i w by the
installation of underwater weirs. Consequently, the connection between the cailwater canal and the
surface waters of the floodplain still needs to be improved.
The groundwater systern shows significantly reduced dynamiei. High gmundwater tabler decreased
and low levels increased in a strip about 2,000 to 2,500 rn wide along the banks with a width of
while the mean values differ little as intended. The communication behveen the impoundment and
the groundwater is almost lost. The original state cannot be re~tored.Now the soil-water budget is
çontrolled by the groundwater. Before it was determined by inundations, groundwater levels and
precipitation. The changed groundwater conditions affect s u d s t a n t i a ~the
~ ~soil-water budget and
accordingly the vegetation of the floodplain,
1

LIMNOLOGY

The stretch concemed is part of the rhithron - the zone of a rnountain river with tow water
temperatures, grave1 bed and a mean flow velocity of 1.3 - 2.6 mls. This velocity decreases in the
impoundment inducing greater sedirnentation, less suspended/rnatter and a better visibility depth,
(especially in the last third of the reservoir near the power plant). Here the productivity of the
plankton evtn equals that of the Middle and Lower Danube. Jowever, despite the more favourable
conditions for production and an excellent supply of nutrients, the increase of plankton biomass is
not measutable except at low water discharges. Chernical p h e t e r s react just as imperceptibly in
the impoundment. Therefore, the discharge is the main factor conditioning the development of
plankton at the A1tenwth-h b m g e as the renewing the water body vety fast. On the other hand, the

changed qualitative and quantitative dynamics of solid mattir lead ta signlficant changes in the
sediment quality of the river bed and hence the colonisind animals, zoobenthos. They reflect
directly the decreasing grain size from the beginning of the impoundment to the area in front of the
barrage where the Tubificidae are attaining almost 100 % (s1000 specimcn per core = 27,3 cm'
(Hary & Nachtnebel, 1989, p. I I 1) of the Oligochaeta (about 1 million mmb(Hary & Nachtnebel,
1989, p. 1 ES)). The second important g o u p are the ~ol4chaeta(2100 specirnen per core).
(Investigations in floodplain waters have not been reported.) Concluding from the resutts, the
waterbody of the impoundment is long enough to considerably affect the abiotic presequisites but it
is tao narrow to allow higher planklon- biomass produition. Nonethelesi, the zoobenthos
composition of the riverbed is changed by the different dynarnics of solid matter.
I

The investigation area originally showed a high structural diversiSr in the main channel and a
strong interrelation with the surrounding floodplain and tributaries resulting in the development of
various habitats with a broad spectmm of firhes. The most valuable areas were the mouths of the
tributaries, the connections with stagnant waters such as oxbow-lakes, grave1 banks, groynes and
rocky fords.
"Due to reduccd current speed, increased depih, silty to muddy sediments and high bcnthic biomas, the
impoundment confonns more to a habitat for limnophilic fish species. However, the relatively low
average annual temperature of the Danube, the lack of shore line structure, and the low plankton density
inhibit a better deveIopment of lacustrine fish associations. Distinct riparian rnacrophyte groups which
serve as spawning ground, nursery and feeding place for juvenile fish, are seriouçly affected by flood
events or even constant high average discharges and loose in such a case their protective functions. Due
to optimal macrophyîe development in 1986 as many as 14 juvenile fish species could be recorded,
..indifferentcyprinid species were dominant.
The original dominant rheophilic fish fauna was represented in the impoundment by adult individuals
only, which obviously use the rich food resources. Correspondingjuvenile fish cauld only be detected in
the free-flowing section except some few individuals also in the uppermost part of the impoundment. For
typical rheophilic fish species there are no spawning grounds in the impoundment.
The rernaining free-flowing scctian upstream significantly influences the species composition of the
irnpoundment as indicated by the unexpcctedly high species number recorded" (Hary & Nachtnebel,
1989, p. 438).
Summarising the conclusions, the impounded reach is suffering h m the disconnection to the
floodplain waters, from the stnictureless banks and fiom the low density of plankton. Characteristic
is the lack of juvenile fish.

Based on regular waterbird counts, the report compares the situation prior and subsequent to the
construction of the hydroelectric power plant. The total amount increased considerably; Figure 13
shows the rise of wintering waterfowl, normally observe& on every new large water surface.
Considering the species composition, the impoundment had an opposite effect: the previously
Srpical species decreased; "new" species supervened being no longer typical for the Danube as a
running water. This fact is emphasised by the lower proportion of rare species. According to
Figure 14 they decreased fiom 10-23 % to about 5 % after the implementation. For instance the
Goosander (Mergus merganser) reduced from 4.2 % to 0.2 % as it is specific to fast flowing and
(when feeding) clear waters. Before it held 4th position within the dominant species. Similarly, the
Goldeneye (Bucephala clanplu) dropped From second position with 12.7 % to 4.2 %.
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Figure 13: Wintering wuter bir& on the much iPlfluenced by d e dltenworth impoundrnent before
(1965- 71) and a
@
(1976-88) damming rke river (Hary & Nachtlpebel, 1989,p. 186).
I

l

Instead, the actual situation now favours the occurrence of large concentrations of two diving
d u c h - Tufted Duck (AythyafulipIa) and Rochard (A. Serina) 1, as weIl as Coot (Eulica atra) and
Mallard (Anas pla&rhynchos). These resu1t.s are very similar t? those at the Iffezheim barrage in
the Upper Rhine (cp. Figure 9). To sumarise, the following effects have been observed:
I

-

I
a significant increase in the total number of wintering yrtterbirdç;

- a change in the species composition with increase of nbn-speeiaiised specier and a
drop in rare spedes;
- changes in the distribution of various species within the impoundment area.
I
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number of'birds counfed in the winter months (November - March) from rkm 2,000 to rkm 1,980
(Haty & Nachmebel, 1989, p. 189).

ECO-BOTANY

This study deals with the long-term consequences of different groundwater tables in a floodplain
forest ecosystem. It could not take into consideration any data from the situation prior to the
construction of the barrage in contrast to the previous study. Therefore, two different stands which
had always grown in the same groundwater conditions were çompared. At one of these sites there
was a groundwater supply over the whole vegetation period whereas at the other one groundwater
was not available. The water potential was more negative at the second site although the stornata of
the adult poplars (Populw alba a 8 canescens) did not close even on w m ,sunny days. The trees
without available grovndwater have smaller leaves, a lower leaf-area index of 4.0 (rather than 4.9

at the other site), a steeper net photosynthesis with a lighter curve and a worse biornass yield both
in primary and litter production. Also the Iower organic input results in a long-term deficit of
organic matter in the soi!. Al1 these negative effects have been observed although the data per unit
as for instance the leaf area or the dec~mpositionrate are almost equal.

The investigation of the changes in the riparian forests is base$ on results gained from 1972-1476
prior to and during the consmiction of the barrage as well as corn research carried out fiom 1984
to 1987. As a prerequisite, the characteristics of different alluvial soi1 layers are analysed in
relation to the water table and to the water seeping through
rooted sphere. The standardised
mode1 characterises the different zones of soils in a floodplain:
(1) Rooted sphere with normal soi]-air supply

1

(2) Lawer interface: layer with capillaq water sup& supporting plant growth,
adjacent to the basal boundary of the rooted sphere.
l

(3) Zone which i s ineffective for cbillary water supply pue to a water table lying too

deep

1

(4) Capillary edgc with good wster saturation but insufflcient oxygen rupply
(5) Groundwater table

1

The lower interface is of special ecological importance. ~ i & r e 15 shows particularty the zone
which is ineffective for capillary water supply.

The location of the basal boundary of the rooted sphere i s ve& diffiçult to determine because tree
roots cm find its way into the sail several metses deep. Theyjmay reach the gsomdwater table if
they are not obstntcted by a gravel layer above the water tabje. In such an heterogeneous system
the interface corresponds to the border beiween sand and gadel i.e. the topçoil alliivium interface.
Figure 16 shows the stratification of such a system.
Such ryrtemr with sand above grave1 are found in the riparianforests of the Danube. Plants except
the Black Poplar (Poptiius nigpa) and Purple Willow (Salix purpurea) are unable to root in gravel
even if the topsoil alluvium interface is only a little below the Surface. Neither the immediate warcr
supply ofthe roots nor capillary rise through the gravel layer are possible. At most, bee mots reach
a depth of 3 to 4 m. Adding 1 m for the capillary water Supply, the maximum range for the
influence of groundwater ends at 5 m (Haty & Nachtnebel, 1989, p. 286). Figure 1 7 shows the
possible positions of the groundwater table in the simple hornogenouç system of Figure 15.

Figure 15: Characterislics of alluvial soi1 l q w s in a rooted, rian&, porous, homogenous seeping
system (withoui seule) ( H a v & Nachinebel, 1989, p. 2 72).

Figure 16: Characreristics of alluvial soi1 luyer~in an heterog&eous, îwo-luyered seepage system
ofsand above gruvei ( H q & Nachinebel, 11989,p. 2 75).
I

Figure 17
: Efficts of drop or rise of rhe grounhater table on the cap il la^ wuter supply în the
rooted sphere within a homogenous, sandy permeable medium.

I
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Human impacts may lower or lift the groundwater table. Slight changes of the level influence just
the vitality of the stands whereas strong changes usually rnodify the ecologicat conditions of the
site.
l

Table 4: Influence of groundçvater table changes on woody spLcies with spcial focus onforestty
demands (Hary d Nachtnebel, 1989,p. 275). The injluemce bjinundaiions is not considmd.

l

GROUNDWkTER TABLE

originally in position:

lowered to position:

a) riparian forest stand

b) spoiling but gradua1
recovery is possible

d) irreversible darnages are
probable

a) damages possible depending c ) spoiling possible depending
1
on wood species
on wood species
I

l
l
l
a) irreversible damages
probable

1

d) irreversible darnages
probable
d) no connection with
advantage of tree growth
provable

b) advantage of tree growth
possible
Ej

no 'Zuence on tree growth,l

1 a) see original position c)

1

1 effects:
The different groundwater tables and soi1 sections relate to different
I

- If the groundwater table exceeds the topsail a l l u v i d interface at leart once per
year due to flooding, the trees may get a subsidy from the groundwater to their water
~UPP~Y.
I
I
- If the groundwater table atways rests within the grave1 Iayer, all water supply is
stopped (except to the Black Poplar and the Purple Willqw).

- If the groundwater fable stays in the sandy part, an ihtensiva rooting of the wsll
ventilated sand Prnpraves growth especially of poplars.

i

- If the groundwater table stays in the loarny fine-grained topsoil, the water is weH
stored and the roots may grow easily but processes of reduction are usual in the
moistened soil.
The sites of the natural vegetation in the floodplains along the Austrian stretch of the Danube are
well anatysed and described (e. g. Wendelberger-Zelinka, 1952 and Margl, 1971). According to
these descriptions the natural vegetation consists of (numbers in brackets indicate the site
(according to Hary & Nachmebel, 1389, p. 32 1))
Initial or pioncer cornmunities:
(1) Purple Willow shmbs
(2) Moist and wet willow forests

(3) Fresh willow forests

These sites, adjacent to the river, are directly affected by the fluctuations in the water level of the
river. The groundwater table also reacts ta these variations without much delay and the tree roots
are able to profit from groundwater for the whole growing season. At Altenworth, these sites are
inundated for not more than 25 days on average during this season with a minimum of 8 days every
2 years.
Successive cornmunities:
(5) Moist poplar forests

(6) Fresh poplar forests
(4) Dry poplar forests

These sites following or in contact with the previous communities, rire often asçociated with side
a m s . The floods inundate at first the lower (and especially at Altenwllrth) the downstream areas,
tater on pushing ahead to the higher and upstream sites. The groundwater table follows after some
delay.

The rnoistpoplar forests at Altenworih are inundated for 75 days annually (?) with a minimum of 8
days every 2 years. There is a strong influence of groundwater in the silty air-poor soil.
Thefresh poplar foresls are to be found on flat or banked sites on silty or loamy sand. The roots
reach the groundwater if it lies above the gravel. Inundations occur on average every 2 to 5 yews
for 8 to 4 days in the investigation area.

The d y poplar forests grow on sandy to coarse-sandy, flat soils above the gravel alluvium with
little water capacity. For the most part, the trees roots do not reach the groundwater.
Permanent or continucil communities:

(7) Moist hardwood riparian fores&
(8) Fresh harbwood riparian forests
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(9) Dry hardwooci riparian forests

I

These sites are situated away k m the side branches and cover extensive, flat areas. The
groundwater table follaws the river's water level with a ripifilant delay (in its height). Nowadays
at Altenwhrth, they are inundated only every 2 to 5 years for 8 to 4 days.
I

l

The rnoist harhood riparian forests are strongly iyfluenced by the groundwater in the loamy
hollows.
!
I
The freh hmdwood riparian forests exirt on well developed/loam and rilt layem. The trees c m
use the groundwater if i t lies above the gravel.

i

The d v hardwood riparianforesrs on thick layers of sands are not influenced by groundwater.

l

The $esh linden foresis ( 1 1) are restricted to the embankments of the river being the highest
elevations in the floodplain. There is no contact with the groundwater in the loamy sand but the soil
has a good water content. Only cntastsophic events could affectthis site.

He$lande (= hot lands) (13) represent the driest sites on shallow soil layers above gravel. The
soils" water content is low and there is no influence of the grodndwater.
I

A cornparison of phyto-sociological samples fiom about 100ltest areas taken in the years 1944-

1976, 1984 and 1985, shows the ecoIogical decline of the vegetation. Especially with regards to
the "hrimidity value", which demonstrates the dependant relationship of the respective plants to site
humidity,. Eirst of al1 the herb Iayer indicates the lack or the significant reduction of floods on the
one hand by the appearance of species which do not tolerate inundations like the Wall Lemice
(Mycelis muralis), the Three-nerved Sandwort (Moehringia trinerila) or the young specimen of the
Falre Acacia (Robinia pseudocaeio) and the disappcaranîe df characteristic species such as the
Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus jkaria) on the other hand. A,lthough this i s not a long time for
plants to change, the authors notice, that the 10 years are sulcient to show the more or less farreaching but significant shift of the species composition and distribution of plant communities
(Hary & Nachtnebel, 1989, p. 320). No negative effects have only been observed at those sites,
where/the top soil Iayer is flat or where there was no influetjce of the groundwater prior to the
works.
1

Due to the decrease of the groundwater table, the sites at Altenwtirth tend to change in the
following direction ( H a y & Nachtnebel, 1989, p. 320):

,I

1

I

(1 1-13) linden forest,
"Heiflltinde"

-,+/- unchanged

(9) dry hardwood Forest

+ (12, 13) &y linden forest, partly "HeiBl2lnde"

(8) fiesh hardwood forest

+ (new) oak-hornbeam-linden-forest

(7) moist hardwood forest

+ (8-new) fresh hardwood forest to oak-hornbeam linden-forest

(4) dry poplar forest

+ (9-1 3) dry hardwood forest to "Heifllhde"

(6) fiesh poplar forest

+ (4 or 8) dry poplar-

(5) moist poplar forest

+ (6 or 8) fresh poplar-

(3) fresh willow forest

+ (6-4) fresh poplar- to hardwood forest

(2) moist and wet willow

+ (5-6) moist to ftesh poplar forest

or h s h hardwood forest
or fresh hardwood forest

forest
(-) reeds (of running

-+

partly (2) wet willow forest

waters)
(-) surface waters

+ partty (-1reeds (of stagnant waters)

>Due to the increuse of the groundwafer table, the sites at AltenwUrth tend to change in the
following direction (Hary & Nachtnebel, 1989, p. 325):
( 11,121 Iinden forest

+ more or less unchanged

(1 3,9) "Heifll&de",

+ at most at the rnargins dry hardwood forest
reconnection to groundwater table is possible

(8) fresh hardwood forest

(43 &y poplar forest

-+
-+

(6) fresh poplar forest

+ groundwater contact

(7) moist hardwood forest

stabilisation; lowest parts are getting wet
partly improved, ( 6 ) fresh poplar forest is possible
is irnproved, (5) moisi poplar forest in the

lower parts
(5) moist poplar forest

+ (2) wet wiilow forest partly, or permanent inundations

(2) moist and wet willow

-+

(-) reeds (of stagnant waters) partly, or swamp forest

Summary
'IO

1.
l

As a reçult of the conçtniction of the barrage and of the re,meedial rneasures, the hydrological
subsystems were equalised and decoupled. The original diversity of aquatiç habitats, characterised
by different conditions of flow, depth of waters and changing substratums, was replaced by
uniform structures especiaily in the impoundment. The sdstem shows significantly reduced
dynamics: high groundwater tables decreased and low levels in~reasedin a 2,000 to 2,500 m wide
strip along the banks whereas the mean values differed little as was intended. The communication
between the impoundment and the groundwater is almost lost.

1

From the limnological aspect, the waterbody of the impolndrnent is long enough to affect
considerabiy the abiotic prerequisites but it is tao narrow to allow for a higher plankton-biomass
production. However, the zoobenthos composition of the river-bed has changed because of the
different dynamics of solid matter. From the fishery point Iof yiew, the impounded reach is
suffering because of the dinsonneçtion to the flaodplain waters, the stnichireless banks and the low
density of plankton. Characterising this is the lack of juvenile fish.

Eco-zoological observations ptior to and after building the barrbge showed a significant iicrease in
the total number of wintering waterbirds, accompanied by a change in the species composition: the
nurnber of non-specialised species increased, rare species declined and the spatial distribution of
various species changed within the impoundment area. The ecb-botanical investigation deals with
the consequences of different but unchanged groundwater tables in two poplar stands, one with
supply and the other without. At the second stand, the wakk potential was more negative, the
leaves were smaller and the biomass production was worse. The lower organic input resulted in a
deficit of organic matter in the soil.

4

In the snidy on forest-eçology, the different alluvial soi1 laylersare anatysed in relation to the
groundwater table with the help of models. The topsoit alluvium interface is of crucial importance.
Groundwater which remains in the grave1 layer cannot be reGhcd by rootr whereas water table
variations within the topsoil Iayer may cause less damage tolthe vegetation. The effects on the
forests depend on the different plant communities and their specific abiotic conditions. Increasing
grain size and decreasing thickness of the topsoil layer exaggerattes the adverse effects of dropping
groundwater tables. Strong negative detrimental effects appear from a drop of 0.50 metrq and
more. The cornparison af pytosociological sarnples from the bears 1974 to 1985, especially the
"humidity value" shows the ecological decline of the vegetation and the significant shifi of the
species composition and distribution of plant cornrnunities. No negative effects have only been
observed at sites with shallow topsoil layers or where there was no influence from the groundwater
pnor to the works.
Occober 20, 1994
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(Joachim LOsing)
Consultant
Karlsruhe, FRG
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A-1

i-iydrograph of the recent floodplain and the according plant cornrnunities at Neubusgweier
downstream of Iffezheim

A-2

Cross-section of the old floodplain of the: previous Rhine with characteristical changes
caused by regulation works in the partial diversion section at Rhinau

A-3

Changes of the natural vegetation caused by modified waterlevels

A-4

Results of controlled floods for the vegetation in the connected river branch system of the
old floodpIain (barrage of Rhinau, section of partial diversion)

A-5

The situation of the "Taubergieçsen" (barrage of Rhinau)

A-6

Changes of the potential natural vegetation in the centra1 part of the recent floodplain in the
"Taubergiessen" (barrage of Rhinau, section of partial diversion) caused by chmges of the
water regime

A-7

Changes of the vegetation and groundwater tabels in the old floodptain at the barrage of
Gambsheim (section of barrages) and the effect of self-sealing

A-8

Impacts of the three regulated sections and of the strech downstream of Iffezheim on the
potential naturai vegetation
I

September 16, 1494

A-5

The situation of the "Taubergiessen " (barrage of Rhinau) (Hügin, 1989)
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Abstract

The plant cornmunities of Szigetkoz are discussed on the liasis of a11 available data. The most
important faunistic features of the aquatic and terrestrial habitats and a brief surnrnary of the
expected efiects of GNBS and Variant are also given.

1. Introduction
The original flora and fauna have significantly changed in the upper reach of the Danube VaIley
since the beginning of this century. Althaugh the impact area of the barrage systern is rich in
narural Iife, the vegetation and wildlife of the floodplain retained its original character in this part
of Szigetkliz and on the islands of the Danube. In particular, the branch system in Szigetkoz and its
!dora and fauna are of great importance, because their richness is unique in Hungary. This area is
directly threatened either by the GNBS or Variant C or any other scheme.
2. The Adrance of Biological (Ecological) Research of Certain Reaches of the Upper Danube
Valley

The impact area of GNBS, the Upper Danube Valley, can be divided into three reaches: Szigetkoz,
the reach of the Danube Valley from Szigetkoz to the Danube Bend, and the Danube Bend,
together with the northern part of Szentendre Island. The biological (ecological) research
conceming this region, together with the information necessary for the characterisation of this
habitat, varies greatly in quantity and quality. There are even differences in botanical and
zoological knowledge. In a certain respect (biodiversity) Szigetkoz is welI known, even at the level
of (plant} communities. We have a relatively large amount of data on other reaches of the impact
area, but research has not advanced to the level of Szigetkllz. Although there are significant
amounts of data on certain wildlife groups andlor subregions, lack of concrete and focused
research means that our zoological knowledge is insufficient for a profound characterisation of the
habitats. Assembling fragmented data and casual observations are not enough for the
characterisation of the habitats (MtSszAros and Bhldi, 1992). The Danube bend (Pilis Biosphere
Reserve, BarzsUny Landscape Protection Area, i. e. the planned Danube-Ipoly National Park) is
well explored in many respects, however, mast of our knowledge does not pertain to the Danube
Valley.
The noticeable differences behreen the approaches to habitat characterisation are a consequence of
the differences methodology offered by botany and zoology. M i l e in botany the characterisation
of a habitat focuses on certain organisational levels [e.g. comrnunities), zoology uses particular
elements of the topographical space or follows the framework provided by botany (see a more
detailed explanation below). To some extent, we attempted to link the rwo kinds af approaches
when analysing the impact.
3. The Botanical Characterisation of the Habitats of the Impact Area

,

The plant communities of the area are fairly well described by earlier studies (Zblyami, 1937;
~hrphti,1957; KiirpAti, 1963) and by more recent cenological research (Simon, 1992; Simon et al.,
1993; Kevey, 1993). Subsequently, cornmunities are introduced in accordance with our home
varieties, based on the Braun-Blanquet cenological system (506,1964; Simon, 1992).
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3.1 HERBACEOUS
PLANT LOMMUNITPES
I

1. Waterweeds (Potametea). These are communities of an ancient chasacter growing in the ponds
and slowly flowing waters of the floodplains. They preserve protected (e.g. Salvinia spp., Hottonia
s ~ p Nymphoides
.~
spp., Nymphaea alba) and unique species (e.g. .Batwchiurn fluiiavls,
Potamogeton cornpressus, Groenlandia dema}. There are 13, of which 3 are recommended for
protection:
1

2. Marsh communities (Phragmitetea). In thejarea of the Oaniibe Valley, with the exceptiôn of
Caricetum elatae and Carici-Menyanrherum,these are condon everywhere, harbouring protected
(cg. Rarruncu/us lingua, Menyanihes irfo/iata), native (e.g. Cirsium bruchyckephaI~rn)and rare

species (cg. Carex pseudocyperus) The nurnber o f cornmunities is 11, of which 4 are to be
protected, because they are ofrelict character and rarer (in the following, an exclamation point (!)
indicates that the species is recommended for protection):

Scirpo-Phragmifetum W . Koch 1926(!), Sparganretum erecri 505 1 93 1, Glycerieiurn maximae
Hueck 1931(!), Rorippo-Oenanthetum Lohm. 1950, Sparganio-Glycerietum JEuifantis '306 1931,
Caricetum elatae (Kerner 1858) W . Koch 1926(!), Carici-Metymirhetum Soo I955(!), CariciPhalaroidetum So6 197 1 , Caricerum acutijorrnis-ripariae So6 1930, Caricerum gracilk (Graebn.
f. et Hueck 1931) Tx.1957, Cariceium vulpinae Novinszki 1927.
3, The communities of vegetation growing on silty sites (Isoeto-Nanojuncetea), There are
communities of the silt of riparian zones consisting of characteristic small-sized species ("dwarf
bulnish"}. They typify natural conditions and are of a pioneer character:

Eleochari-Caricetum bohernicae Pietsch 1964=sporadic, Elcochari aciclrlari-Schoenoplecreium
supini So6 et Ubrizsy 1948=sporadic, CyperoJunceium Bufonii Soo et CsîirBs 1944=quite
common, Dichoswli-Gnaphalietum uliginosi (Horvatic 193 1 ) Sob et Timhr 1947=rare!
4. The communities of wet meadows (Molinio-Juncetea). The boggy meadows are rare, while
the marshy meadows are common features of the Danube floodplain. They are sustained by
traditional and careful rneadow management.
(a) Boggy meadows: Their cornrnunities are rich in protected species (e.g. Eriophorum
angus~ijoliurn,E. laf ifoliüm. Sesleria uliginosa, Ducty forrhiza maculata, Dianthus superbus, Iris
sibirica, Gentiana pneumonanthe} and species of relict character (e.g. Carex appropinquata,
Gentianella ausiriaca, SucciseIla infrexa). Three are known to be of relict character and thus are
recommended for protection: Seslerietum uliginosae (Palmgren, 19 15) Soo 194 1 =Mosanmagyardvhr: Lbvari-erdh, Bezenye-CshzSirkaros, Feketeerdo: Hhzi-erdb, Carici fravaeEriophoretum Soo 1944=rare and fiapentesi, Succiso-Moliniernrm Soo 1968=sporadic, rnainly in
Lower Szigetk8z.

(b) Marshy meadows: Their communities preçerve a number of protected species (e.g. Achille0
ptarmica, Epipactis palusiris, Iris spuria, Orchis laxrflora ssp, paluslris, Ducplorrhiaa incarnafa,
Pedicularis palustris. Six o f their cornmunit ies are known: Deschampsierum caespitosae cmafopannonicum SOS 1957=sporadic, more common in Lower Szigetkoz, Alopecureturn prarensis
Novinszki 1928 hungaricum So6 1957=comrnon Agrosteiurn slolonferae Ujvhrosi 194 1
hungaricum Sob 195 7=cornmon, Cirsio carti-Fesfuceium prafemis M jovsky ex Ruzickov
1957=common, Agrostio-Phalaridetum So6 1971=cornmon, Trisetetiarn$mescentis uioricum S06
1964=sporadic, e.g. Dunasziget, Szogye.
5. Hayfields (Arrbenatheretea). They are widespread in the Danube Valley, especially in
SzigetkUz, where their area, together with the wet meadows, çover some I O % of the region. They

are represented by one communie, which includes a number of colourful flowers and, also
protected plant species (e.g. Anacamptis pyramidalis, Gentiuna cruciata, Gymnadenia copiopea,
Ophioglossum vulgatum, Ophrys ap@ra, 0.inseclijéra, OO.sphegodes, 0. coriophora, 0.
militaris, 0.morio, 0.purpureu, 0. ustulata: Arrhenathererntm elatioris (Br. -B 1. 1 9 14) Scherer
1925 etfesrucerosum ~ubraeTx. 195 1=e.g. Dunasziget, Szogye.

6. The vegetation of sandy sitcs (Festucetea vaginatae). Extensive communities can be found
primarily on the sandy mounds of the Little Hungarian Plain (Kisalfold) adjacent to the Danube

I1
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Valley, but srnaller patches also grow on the sandy upland site! of Szigetkoz. They are ernbellished
by a number of valuable and protected species of the Pan~oniansand and steppe flora (e.g.
Onosma arenaria, Stipa boqysthenica, S. joannis, Juritzea mollis, Iris variegata, Adonis vernalis,
Waphne cneorum, Anemone sylvestris) and in addition, valuable native species cm also be found
(e.g. Carduus collinm, Dianthus popitederae, Evsimurn odoraiurn). Three are original at places:
LFrometum tectorum (Sri6 1425) Bojko 1934=e.g. Gyorszentivhn, Pliski, Kimlei-erdo, Fesfuceium
vaginatae arrabonicum Borhidi 1956=Kisalftjld, Fesfuco vaginalue-Corynephoreium SoO
1939=Kiçalf&ld.
l
I

7. The cornmunitles of dry rocky and puszta grasslands (Festuco-Brometea). They are
adjacent to the Danube Valley, mainly on the slopes of the Gerecse Hills and the Danube bend, but
some cornrnunities can nlso be found in small patches in SzigetkUz. These are sites of rare and
protected plant species (Adonis vernalis, Anemone sylvestris, Dianthus arenarius, lnzdla oculuschristi, Jurinea mollis). In the first instance valuable, that is recommended for protection - and of
a reIict character, and secondly somewhat degpaded rocky and dry rneadow communities are:
Poetum pannonicae Zblyomi 1933=Danube bend, is a valuable relict in a native comrnunity that

-

should be protected. Potentillo-Festucefum pseudodu~muficae Mhjovsiq 1954=Danube bend,
Clelslogeni-Festucetum rupicolae Z6lyomi 1958=Gerecse Hills: Almasneszmély, Danube bend,
Salvio-Feshceturn rupicolae Zdlyomi 1958=Gerecse HiIls: Aiphnesméiy, Astrogulo-Fesrucebum
rupicolae (Magyar 1933) SoO 1956=Kisalfold, Püski, Kimlei-erdB, Potentillo-Fesiucetwn
pseudovinae Soo 1936=Kisalf~ld,Szigetk~z.
l
l

Subsequently, weed communities will be used to show that o u . list is far fiom çomplete. The more
common cornmunities observed by us during the exploqation of the nearly natural plant
cornmunities are of hardly any value in themselves, but they do indicate the impact of human
activities on the namal environment and indicate therefore a degree of degradation of the
vegetation. The countrywide weed study carried out in the 1950s surveyed the nature of the weed
flora in the various cultures. More recent similar surveys (Czimber, 1992) show that despite the
large-scale chernical çontrol of weeds, the rate at which the weeds have spread has not decreased
but has rather increased. Only the sequence of damaging weéd cover haç changed, i. e. selection
has taken place, during which those species tolerant to chemicals aceained a greater role. In the
meantirne, however, the phytocenology of weed communities has hardly been studied.
8. Weed communities among green crops (Secalietea) Three common communities were

observed on agricultural lands: Amaruntho-Chenopodieium (Morariu 1943) So8 1953=common
mainly in hoed plant cultures, Setario-Stachyetum (Bojkol 1934) Felfoldy 1942=common on
çroplands, Arfistolochio-Comiolv~letumUbrizsy 1967=common in vineyards and orçhards.

9. Ruderal weed communities (Chenopodietea). Rorippo austriacae-Hordeetum murini Tirnhr
1947=common on dykes and by the roadside, Malvetum negiectae Felfildy 1942=fiequent,
Agropyro-ConwolvuIer~m arvensis EelBlldy 1942=common '
I

10. Roadside weedgommunities (Artemisietea). Conietyn maculaii J. Pop 1978=frequent,
Tanaceto-Artemisielumvulgaris Br-BI. 1949=frequent.
11. The cornrnunities of fresh edge vegetation (Galio-Urticetea). Chaerophylleterm Bulbosi Tx.
1937=cornmon by the roadside and along the edges of forests, Rudbeckio-Solidagineîum (Tx. et
Raabe 1950) em. So6 1961=cornmon in clearings in the active floodplain, Asfero-Rubelum caesii 1.

1

1993 is mainly present on the gravelly, coarse sandy riverside and shallows, its hiio types at the
subassociation level are: çhenopodietosum rubri, bromefosum sterilis. Polygono hydropiperoSalicetum triandrue (Timfir 1950) Kevey 1943 is mainly present along the main branches and
oxbow lakeç, in three types: scrophuiarietosum nodosi Kevey 1943, scirpetosutn radianfis Kevey
1993, leucojetosum aestivi Kevey 1993, (the latter hiro comhtunities were named fomerly in a
çontracted form: Salicehm friundrae-purpureae So6 1927}, Leucojo aestiilo-Sulicetum albae
arrabonicum Kevey 1893 ("deciduous sofhood gallery forese', fomerly Saliceium albae~agilis
Sob 1971 p. p.}, its types at the subassociation level are: caricetosum vesicariae, humuietoszam
lupuli, they are comrnon everywhere in the floodplain. Their preservation i s equally important &rn
an ecalogical aspect as weli as nature, landscape and water conservation. Senecio Jluvia~ilfsPopulefum Kevey 1993 (forrnerly Sulicelum u l b a e - f ~ ~ i l iSo6
s ; 1971. p. p.), its types are:
sçrophularietosum nodosae, Jicariefosum verpiae, they are cbmmon on the higher parts of the
floodplain; its characteristic species are Pupulus nigra, P. aibaiand Cornus sanguinea.
1

16. The cornmiinities of fresh deciduous forests (Querco-Fagetea p. p.). Fraxino pannonicaeUlmerum So6 1960 (a mixed gallery forest of ash, elrn and oak, or in other words, a deciduous
hardwood gallery forest). Their once extensive stands were strongly depleted. In Szigetkoz, the
Fraxinus exçelsior consociation is widespread, F. angust$plia spp. pannonica is very rare,
although one of the descriptions of the species cornes from CsallSkoz. On the elevated parts of the
floodplain, its relict stands thrive with proîected species (e.g. Lilium bulbijperum, Nemerocadlis
Iiiio-asphodelus, Dactylorrhiza fuchsii, Epipaclis spp., Lisrerq ovata, Scilla vindobonensis, Arum
orientale, Primula elutior, Cephalanlhera spp.) and with montane species (¢.g. Allium ursinum,
Euphorbia umygdaioldes, GaIium odoratum, Paris quud@olia, Polygonatum multiflorum,
Circaea lureria~iu)in a numbes of locations (e.g. Rajka, Dunakiliti, FeketeerdB, MagyarovBr and itç
surroundings, Mhriaklitnok, Magyarkirnle, H&dervirand ~svanyrhrirb).Their more common types:
circaeaerosurn Iutetianae, galierosurn odorati, convallarietosum, caricetosum acutiforrnis,
aegopodietosum podagrariae indicate slight differences in their supply of water. Que~coroborrCarpinetum Soo et Pbcs 1957 has a nice natural stand that may be considered as a relict in the
Derek-erd6 belonging to Halbzi. A number of associated species are present under the honibeams
(e.g . Actaea spicata, Galium odorarum, Campanula rrachelium, Majunthemum bifolium, Paris
quadrifolia). The montane elernent of Carex alba deserves special attention. Its only lowland site is
in Derek erdo, where it has grown evenly in great quantities since the 1920s. Its special protection,
preservation and introduction into a larger area would be more than desirable.
17. The cornmunities of dry oak stands (Quercetea pubescenti-petraeae). Festuco-Quercelum
roboris arrabonicum So6 1957, i. e. xerothermic oak stand on sandy site. The fragments of itç
stands with typicat steppe edge features grow in the Kimlei-erdB and close to Piiski. It is most
widespread on sandy highland sites between .GyBr and i Korn8rom. The presence of its
thennophilous species (e.g. Brachypodium pinnaturn, Silaum J ~ ~ U
HeracIeum
S,
JImescens, Inula
salicina), indicate a relict forest from a warm era. Convallar~o-Quercerumroboris arrabonicurn
SOS 1957, i. e. mesophilous forest growing on sandy sites, requiring an easy access to groundwater.
The oak is associated with Acer campest=, Frmrinus excelsior, as well as Coqlus spp., Ligustrurn
vuIgare in the shrub layer. In the herb layer, Brachypodium sylvaticum, Lithosperrnum purpureocoemleum, ConvaIIaria spp. are îypicat, defining at the sarne tirne the type of vegetation. Its stands
can be found sporadically on slightly eIevated patches of mixed ash, elrn and oak gallery forest,
(e.g. Rajka, Dunakiliti, Kimlei-erdo, ~ s v h n ~ ~inr the
b , prettiesb form in the Hdderviiri-erdb, and on
the sandy highland sites of Kisalfold as well, e.g. acs: ~ e r k a l ~ i - h d d ) .

In conclusion, it cm be established that, in the region of the Upper Danube reach, there are exactly
80 plant communities. The majority, around 75%, grow in Szigetkoz. Of these, 15 communities (or
19 %) are of outstanding value, with relict character, highly recommended for legal protection. Of
the plant communities, 20 (or 25 %) show weed character, indicating advanced degradation. The
plant communities of relict character to br; protected and others indicating natural conditions
represent nature values of great importance. More than 390 species are protected within the
Danube Valley as well as in the entire country, for the reason that they are typical and dominant
features of the surviving landscape of the ancient floodplain, a fossil delta. Their preservation is
very important since the flora and fauna togeiher with the original landscape are rapidly declining
al1 over Europe.
4. The Habitat Types of Szigetkhz from a Zoological Point of View

Animal life does not form stable structures in time and space the s m e way as vegetation does in a
flora system, where regetation types and well-recognisable comrnunities exist. Anyone can easily
imagine a forest, a meadow, a reedbed, and for the observer this is a systern formed by the
aggregate of the plants living there, wiih their texture and structure. The animals associated wih
given plant cornrnunities remain, however, almost completely hidden to the observer. In zoology
there are no synonymous concepts for the units rnentioned above, hence the equivalent zoological
concept for forest-, meadow- and a reedbed-life would be the "fauna of the forest, the fauna of the
meadow and the fauna of the reedbed".
Compared to community-forming plants, the mobility of the animals is several magnitudes greater
defining their looser ties with the plant cornmunities. We have to note the difference between the
information contents of botanical and zoological data clearly. A botanical datum (presence) rneans
that the plant species (specimen) in question is a member of a given community (zone); while
zoological data proves only that an animal species has turned up at a given "point" and rnay be a
member of a certain community. In addition, the various developmental forms of the animal
species have different habitat requirements, so we may confidently state that the information
content of small-scale zoological "surveys", compared to botanical surveys, reflect only a
momentnry situation. And since a zoologica1 survey is a process that requires a much longer period
of observation, the size of the sample needs to be increased to a level corresponding to the animal
group.
Another probtem is the disparity rnanifested in the division of the large taxonomie groups of the
flora and the fauna. The point is not only that the fauna consists of a much greater n u b e r of
taxanomic units than the flora, but also that the role played by these large units is a lot more
diverse in cornparison with the flora. The fauna has no such disringuished groups as, for example,
the plants with shoots (or in s narrower category, the flowering plants) in the flora, which can
clearly define the cenological fiarnework of the individual comrnunities.
For that very reason, our classifying system represents much larger area units, in this case major
habitat types, having more or less diffise boundaries, rather than the frequently clear-cut
cornmuni@ types used in botany. Accordingly, the following units were disthguished:

A. Aquatic habitats
Al1 . The main channel of the Danube (Old Danube)
A/2. Branch systems and ponds in the active floodplain

'

AJ3. Oxbow lakes, canals and ponds in the protected floodplain

A14. Mosoni-Danube

B. Terrestrial habitats
BI1. The floodplain of the Old Danube

I

I

BI1. 1. Riparian habitats under the direct influence ofwater
BI1. 2. Willow and poplar gallery forests in the activé floodplain
BI1. 3: Deciduous hardwood gallery forests in the active floodplain
B12. Deciduous hardwood gallery forests in the protected floodplain

B/3. Wetlandii in the protected floodplkin: reedbeds, rnanhy and boggy
I
meadows; thickets of Salk cinerea

B14. Steppe meadows and dry patches of woods

i

5. The Zoalagical Characterisation of Habitats

1
A / ] . THEMINCHANNEL

!

1

I

The main channel of the Danube in Szigetktit is a river of submontane character. Its gradient (40
crntkrn) and flow velocity (2. 5 d s ) are very high on a national scale. This also deremines the
characteristic species of the prevailing fish fauna (Barbus barbw, Chondrostoma nasus, Zingel
tingel etc.). In addition to the characteristic species, prealpine ~lementscan also be found in great
numbers (Corsus gobio, Hucho hucho, Salmo trutra m. fario etc.).

The water is a periodic migrational route for the Ponto-Caspian fish species, therefore, a few rare
elernents also appear in the composition of the species (~mpialosakessleri pontiça, Coregonus
lavaretus, Coregonus albula etc.). The other species of the community also possess a PontoCaspian range.
I

The high flow v e l o c i ~accounts for the presence of several rare rheophilous species (Pararutibus
fiisii meidingeri, Gobio kessleri, Zingel streber, Gymnocephalu~
schraerzer).
l

In the light of these facts,, it is understandable that the number of identified fish species is very
high in the approxirnately 60 km long sketch along roc& banks;
I

A/..BfU NCH SYSTEMS 11'4 THE ACTlYE FLLOODPLAIN

A fundamental limiting factor to the flora and fauna of the riverlbranch systems is the water regime
of the Danube, i. e. the periodic full flooding of the branch systerns; consecluently, the ecological
conditions in the individual branches (and oxbow lakes) are quite variable. Between periods of

flooding, these conditions may vary greatiy h m one place to another, creating a diverse and
unique habitat typical to the area.
,
Each species of mollusc living in the active floodplain area is also present in the Hungarian reach
of the Danube essentially in the same species composition; therefore, in the fauna OFthis locality
they are considered to be of lesser value species, but the periodically high occurrence of individual
organisms within the species, especially of mussels, clams etc. may have significant influence on
the cleansing process of the water. They may serve as food for the fish, although this role is
subordinate. Individual populations form temporary groupings, which fiequently change their
place, distribution and absolute number adjusting to flow conditions. This mollusc population is
able to survive eveq if a major drop occurs in its numbers.
Considering their unique character, high habitat diversity and fish fauna, the brançh systems in the
active floodplain provide the most significant water habitat in the Szigeckbz. In the currents of
these waters cornmunities of river, Stream- and creek- character can equally be observed. The
cornmunities in the slowly flowing branches are frequently of a lacustrine nature. The communities
of the ponds found in the interior of the islands are characteristically of a marshy nature. When the
water level is high, these segregated communities are refreshed with the fauna of the main channel.
The dynamic changes as well as the living connection to the main channel are the most imbartant
conservation factors here. These branch systems are regular spawning grounds not only for the
local fish species, but also for the migratory species in the main channel arriving from great
distances. Consequently, the number of species here is very high al1 year round.
In the amphibian populations in SzigetkBz, the proportion of Rana esculenfa individuals produced
repeatedly through the special hybridisation (hybridogenesis) known in aquatic frogs, (Rana
lessonue, R. ridibuda, R. esculentu) in mixed populations, is related to the impacts that influence
the biotope. In habitats highly exposed to anthopogenic impacts, the propartian of Rana esculenta
increases. Triploid forms also appear fiequently.

The continuity of these populations depends, among others, on the existence of habitats suitable for
reproduction. Because of the significant predation rate, the expected life span of amphibians, i. e.
aquatic fiogs, Gan be estimated as a maximum ofthree to four years. In addition, the time needed to
reach maturity varies depending on the species. Therefore, each year may be important in the
survival of the population. Amphibians select special habitats for breeding. 1. e. apart from the
physico-chernical condition of the water, the quantity of flora, depth of water, exposure, water
supply, and the length of time during which water is present, the conditions for the nutrition of the
tarvae emerging from eggs, and the number of predators destroying the eggs are al1 detemining
factors. The modification of a large part of these parameters is related to the waterbalance of the
area. On floodplains they are closely related ta the quantity of water going down the main branch.
. Also, the amphibians in the area breed at different times during the year. An adequate environment
for reproduction has to exist from early spring (late Febmay) up to rnid-August. That is, water
bodies created from time to tirne and maintained for rwo to three months are essential for the
reproduction of the individual species. The most important regulatory role can be attributed to the
medium and high water levels. The shallows (40 to 80 cm deep) created by the periodical flooding
of the branches that are cut off, the lower areas covered by fresh water, and the marsby vegetation
developing in these areas provide a foundation for breeding sites. Their absence in the long mn
will lead to a significant decrease in the number of individual organisms within the populations.

,

Character-plant species of the habitats important for the amghibians are Rorippa amphihia and
Poiygonum amphibiurn. In the spring, the Young, submerged shoots of Rorippa amphibia are
suitable for depositing eggs. And afier the withdrawal of the water, the plants with luxuriant foliage
provide adequate protection and habitat, offer cover and fo;mi a special rnicroclimate for the
developing small fiogs.
!
1

The molluscs fauna of the oxbow lakeç outside the dykes is characlerised primarily by pulmonate
aquatic snails with a high species diversity. The exbow lakes together with srnaller canals
periodically filleci with water create a refuge chain of habitat and detemine in a direct or indirect
way the conditions for the existence of moltuscs in the inner areas. This group of habitats is
dominated, in general, by ubiquitous species, but it is only tlie ruer aquatic snails living in this
place which, at least in certain cases, have a chance to form populations with high numbers. Due to
technical difficulties, there is very little chance to identify rarerispecies living here.
For the dragonfly fauna, the most important habitats in the lprotected floodplain are the HoltDanube at Gazfii and the Nov&i-Canal. The Novhki-Cana11is a meandering water body with
relatively clean water, overgrown by aquatic plants, connecting the Old Danube with the MosoniDanube. Its aqriatic habitats are highly diversified as it is also ieflected in the case of the dragonfly
1
fauna.
l
We note that in relation to the life cycle of the dragonflies, in addition to the features of the aquatic
habitats the characteristics of the terrestrial habitats surrounding them are equally important. ln the
twu areas the deciduous hardwood gallery forests adjacent to and near the water courses are also of
crucial importance (as feeding grounds, as habitat for the food Sources, as migration routes etc.).
I
l

\

The oxbow lakes in the protected floodplain were isolated jfrom the active floodplain during
previous water regulation schemes. The composition of the fish fauna indicates a typical marshy
cornrnunity. The specia1 physico-chmical parameters of the/ water are suitable only for a few
(mostly endangered) species. (Umbra krameri, an endemic species in the Carpathian Basin can be
I
found here. It is listed in the Red Data Book.

l

Of the oxbow lakes in the protected floodplain, the fish fauna bf the Holt-Danube at Lipot and the
Zhtonyi-Danube are of paramount importance. The oxbow lake at Lipbt does not depend
significantly on the motions of the flood waves of the Old Danube, therefore, its character and
species composition are the most baIanced among sirnilar habitats. The fish cornrnunity in the
ZSitonyi-Danube has a higher number of species and a much higher habitat diversity than the
1
communiv iri the Holt Danube. There are very slow flowing reaches and, at narrow points created
along dirt roads crossing the river there are reaches with c F e n t s of a moderate strength, but
without any influence on the general character of the oxbow lake. At high water levels, its aquatic
fauna has occasional contact with the Mosoni-Danube and the canal system.
1

The canal system of the protected floodplain was deveioped towards the very end of the last
century for the purpose of draining the exceçs water of the Danube during high water level periods.
With subsequently built extensions, the canal netrirork forms an a h o s t 300-km long system today.
To form the canals the isolated Danube charnels were oRen used. Their banks for the most part are
straight and regulated md their water system is regularly cleared. Therefore, interesting areas in
1

-

\
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terms of the fish fauna could develop only where there are artificial and natural obstacles in the
flow and in areas overgrown by reedgrass. The reaches with currents and the ones with slowflowing water provide a home for different cornmunilies. In the slow-water reaches, the
composition of the comrnuniry i s similar to that ofzhe oxbew lakes in the proteçted floodplain,
while in the reaches with stronger currents it is similar to the gravelly reaches with stronger
currents of the branch systerns in the active floodplain. Its most valuable fish species is Umhra
barneri.
The reproduction of a nurnber of the amphibian groups (newts, brown fiogs, toads, spadefoot,
treefrog) takes place in large numbers in the shallow waters of the active floodplain and, to a
smaller extent, in the protected floodplain. A considerable part of these animals later migrate from
the sites of reproduction to relatively drier areas (both in the active floodplain and in the protected
floodp tain).
A/4. MOSO NI- DANUBE

The Mosoni-Danube makes up the southern boundary of Szigetkliz. Compared to the main channel,
it flows slowly; and it has a close similarity to tlie branches. It is because the strearns arriving fiom
the Hungarian side (the Lajta, Rhbca and RBba rivers with significant flow rates) flow into the
Mosoni-Danube, that its water level and faunal composition depends also on these waters. Similar
to the branch system, the Mosoni-Danube c m aIso be described as a washed out type branch. It lias
reaches with both slow and rapid currents, and stagnant waters can also be seen.

Among the neuropterans developing in the water, the presence of three kinds of species
representing significant natural values were successfully established (Sialis morio, S. nigripes,
Sisyra terminalis; the only habitat of Sialis nigripes known in Hungary is the Danube reach at
Mecsér).
The fish species migrate in the Mosoni-Danube following the changes in the water, but in this
process, the role of the tributaries is more important than anything else. The canal syxtern in
Szigetkiiz too, has surface contact with the Mosoni-Danube alone. Therefore, the latter plays a
crucial rote in determining its fish fauna.
The species composition of the upper reach is influenced by the main channel of the Danube. As
the river Lajta joins the Mosoni-Danube at Moson, the community is compEemented at
Mosonmagyarbv&rRAby fish species characteristic to creeks and strearns (e.g. Phoxinus phminus).
The rheophilous fish species of the fish fauna of the river RAba having adapted to narrow habitat
conditions, with the fauna of the Mosoni-Danube around GyBr. The species composition of the

lower reach is again influenced by the Old Danube. Species typically living in the main channel,
like Acipenser ruthenus, also appear in its communiîy.

Bo. THE FLOODPLAIN OF THE OLDDANUBE
The floodplain, and primarily jts forested fom, contains the great majority of the biomass of the
snail fauna of Szigetkoz, Although the species are not as diverse here as in the fragmented gallery
forests along the canals, the presence of snails is evidently a more important factor of the
ecological balance here than it is elsewhere.

,

Judging by the number of broken shells, the yearly progeny of snails plays a sole in the diet of the
.birds living here which is not to be underestimated. The snails also play a significant role in the
break down of floral detritus plants. The special value of the fauna in the gallery forests i s shown
by the fact that the forests, for instance, at Esztergom and Budapest, sustaining large quanticies o f
mails, are about to disappear in the downstream reach, for ingtance, at Esztergom and Budapest,
due to the development of the riverbanks. The indicator speciqs here are the common Helicigona
(Arianta) arbustorum and Cepaea hortensis and the rarer Aegopinella nitens and Trichia striolata.
The latter two could be considered to be endemic Ui Hungary.
l

Considering the number of spccies and their natural values, the' avifauna of the. active floodplain is
outstanding: over one hundred species nest here and almost a hundred migratoy bird species live
in a relatively small area. The Szigetk~zreach of the main channe1 is a wintering ground for the
European waterfowl populations and two rarer duck and other species.
The diversity of habitats provide a hame for an extremety rich and highly diverse avifauna. The
species diversity of birds in the floodplain forests is also high ahd their intraspecific density is also
higher than rhat of the birds in other forests in Hungary. In Hungarian terms, the strong Parus
montanus, Hippolais icterina and Prunella modularis populations are almost unique. The gallery
forests and the systern of branches are favourable for Ciconia &gm, moreover, the combination o f
the landscape elements attract some raptor species like Mihius higrans and Haliaetus ulbicilla.
l

l

BA. I . Riparian habitats under the direct ilflueme of water
The riparian zone of the Danube is constantly flooded by fresh ,water. l t is present along the whole
Danube seach of Szigetkoz changing its place and size from, time to time. At low-water levels
following floods, on the rough alluvium saturated with fresh water and exposed to the air, a number
of rare, faunistically interesting beetle species appear. Gravelty bank sections are inhabited by
Perileprus areolaius and Bem bidion fasciolatum, while Nebria lîvida, Bem bidion modestum and
Bleidus pallipes are found on smdy and silîy deposits. In general, the species listed are
l
characteristic of the mountains descending to the plains only along larger rivers. Perileptus
areolatus and Bembidion fmciolatum are species with a larg& range; they are found in various
parts of Hungary, but only a few of their localities are known in the Great Hungarian Plain. Nebria
livida, Bembidion fusciolaium and Bleidus Pallipes are characteristic of Western and Northern
European regions and of high mountains with a cool and wet clhate. These species are known in

Hungary only in Western Transdanubia and in Szigetkaz.
b

I

I

l
I

l

B/I.2. Willow and poplar galleqv foresis in ~ h active
e
Joodplain
I
Although the original willow and poplar stands çurvired only in srnall patches in the active
floodplain, several elements of the originai remain in some of tde planted poplar stands. The forced
"paper poplar stands" havefto be distinguished from the surviving $ecjduous softwood and
deciduous hardwood gallery forests which, to some extent, enjoy natural conditions and from the
tiny alder, willow and srnall marsh patches.
As a result of regular flooding, the species diversi@ of the terricolous beetle fanna in the active
floodplain is not too high. On the soi1 of marshes, meadows, willow thickets and groves, ground
beetles (e.g. the protected Carahus granulutw) and rove beetles can be primarily found. A number
l

of protected beetle species develop in old and rotting willows, e.g. Megopis scabricornis and
Osmoderma erernita.

The butterfiy fauna of the deciduous çofhvood gallery forests in natural or almost natural
conditions i s essentially different £rom that of the "paper poplar stands". The majority of the
species living in the trees are overlapping types, but in their quantities they Vary. The species
diversity and density of butterfiies living on herbaceous plants in natural poplar localities is
greater than that of the species living in the degraded poplar stands; the natural communities are
richer.
Et was wjdely believed earlier that the soi1 mite fauna could hardly tolerate permanent flooding and
the fauna of areas flooded with annual regulariiy was poor. However, our studies directed the
attention to a phenornenon not yet observed elsewhere: where the floods complerely wash the dry
leaves away, only a few very common species can be found. On the other hand, species hitherio
unknown in Hungay were discovered in the moss cover of decaying logs and sturnps
(Suctobelbella messneri, S. charcharodon).

B/I. 3. Deciduous hardwood gallery fores fs in the active floodplain
The strongly hornogenised herb layer also lefi its mark on the butterny fauna of the deciduous
hardwood gallery forests possessing a more diverse species composition than others in the active
floodplain. The alder patches enclosed and the patches of marsh and other boggy areas are very
interesting and still preserve something h m what might have been SzigetkBz in this millennium.
The unusually high number of certain birch and alder elements and species characteristic to
cornmunities consisting of ta11 herbs with dry stalks is rernarkable. This is al1 the more visible on
fiat [and (e.g. Plemyria bicolorata, Calospilos sylvata etc.).
In these small habitat patches (and their environs), the general "background fauna" is enriched with
local species. In addition to the alder elements living in the alder stands in Western Transdanubia,
these are "montane" insects or those inhabiting boggy meadows and marshes.

The hygrophilous fauna in enclosed humid meadow patches is worth mentioning. It has a sirnilar
composition to the fauna of the Salk cinerea and the rnarsh patches in the protected floodplain.
Another point of interest is worth mentioning in relation to the gallery forests of the floodplain, that
is the number of common species living in the forest andtor defoliators are present onty in very low
numbers or may even be absent (i. e. they could not be found, indicating that these either have
surprisingly low numbers or they are entirely lacking). The likely reason for this is to be sought in
the behaviour of the pupation of the insects: each of these species pupates in the soi1 or on the
ground surface and presumably they perish in floods or long-lasting inundation.
B/2. DECIDUOUS
HA RD WOOD GALLERY FORESTS OUTSIDE THE DY#ES
The value of the M o l l ~ c afauna of the deciduous hardwood gallery forests is independent of the
year of planring the forest and the hurnidiiy of the environment. From a malacofaunistic aspect, the
low number of alder patches, perhaps mixed with ash is the habitat that deserves the moxt attention.

The rnixed deciduous woodr may sustain a more diverse snail fauna in their moister parts at lower
elevation having AIïiium ursinum, but they have no rna~aEofauna~elemtnts linked to plant
cornmunities. Paradoxically, a richer snail fauna can be foundi in the patches with elder and even
with weeds, than in the more stable and more closed places lxposed to slow succession, though
having scatîered undergrowth.
The neuropteran fauna of the mixed ash, oak and elm gatlery forests in SzigetkZIz is very rich; 70 %
of the characteristic species of the habitat type is present in forests of a nearly natural condition.
n i e desiduour hardwood galleiy forests in the protected flaodplain are the most valuable habitats
h m a coleopteran aspect; the species diversity is the higest here, and the majority of the
protected species or those especially interesting from n faunistic aspect were found here as well. In
addition to the thennophilous beetles of the plains, sorne çharacteristic species of the nearby hills
(Carabus cancellarus cancellat us, C. coriuceus coriaceus, C. scheidleri baderlei, C. uirichii
ulrlchii, Cychrus caraboides,Abm parallelepipedus etc.) c+ also be found in the deciduous
l
hardwood gallery forests in Szigetkliz.
I

From a lepidopteran aspect, the upland relict forests are the!habitats having by far the highest
species diversity and being the closest to the original cornmunities, and at the same time, covering
a more extensive area. Originally, these could have been deciddous hardwood forests including ah
and oak, the species composition of which was altered by Forest management to a greater or lesser
extent. At the same time, forest management greatly promoted the spreading of weeds. In spite of
this, this is hardly reflected in the faunal composition, except, fo the extent that several species of
the defoliators of non-local trees were also established.

The soi1 mite fauna of the deciduous hardwwd gallery foJerts in SzigetkOr has outstanding
diversity even by Hungarian ternis, with respect both to the n ~ b e of
r species and the distribution
of the individual major groups of faunal elements. The statemeht made above is valid primariIr for
the mixed ash, oak and elm gallery forests showing a dose-/O-natural condition in their larger
stands that can be found prirnarjly on upland sites along
Mosoni-Danube, where species
I
diversity is unparalleled in the fauna of Hungary.
1
The avifauna of the fragments of deciduous hardwood galle$ forests doer not differ essentially
from the fauna of the deciduous forests (oak stands) in un^^: As a resuIt of the fragmentation of
the habitats, the edge effect becomes significant. In the secondary habitats created in place of the
original forests, a number of general habitat species become eitablished, as is usual in other parts
1
of the country.

/e

B/3. WETLANDS
O ~ J D THE
E D Y ~ REEDBEDS,
:
MARSHYAND B ~ G G YME^ DO WS;THICKElS OF SALK
CJnEREA
J

I

I

i

The molluscs of the reedbeds and marshes have a higher spe~iesdiversity in îhose areas where
waterlogged areas are strongly diverse and are segregated by marshes, small canals, dikes and
hayfields. A valuable species of the habitat group is Aplexa hy~norurn,and a çharacteristic species
present in high numbers ir Lymnaea palusfris; the presence of both cm be well established. Data
on the butterfly fauna of the weit meadows and the connecteci phches of Saïix cinerea and rnarshes
are available primarily bom more recent research. The presence of Eulithis testata, Graphiphora'

augur and Diaçhysia zosimi are salient, which are shown prominently in the Red Book of the
Flora and Fauna of Hungary.

There is a medium rich avifauna of reedbeds and meadows in the wet habitats of the protected
floodplain, the compositions of which correspond to those experienced in similar habitats in the
Carpathian Basin. The nesting Numenius arquatus and the occaçional establishment of Circus
pygargus are worth mentioning.
&/#. STEPPE
MEAD0 WS AND DRY PA TCHES OF WOODS

In the case of the neuropterans, patches of steppe on sandy soi1 provide the living conditions of two
ant-l ions (kfyrmeleon inconspicuus, Megistopus flavicornis).

Fn the eastern end of Szigetkoz (Bhcsa, Gyor-Menfocsanak, Vének), and in Kisalfold ( G y ~ r :
Gyorszentivan, Gonyü: Gonylli-erdd), the remnants of the original vegetation growing on sandy
sites can still be found, unfortunately in strongly degraded conditions. The peculiar transitional
clirnatic nature of Kisalfdld is characteristically reflected in the composition of the vegetation
growing on sandy sites and the beetle fauna a5 well. There are a number of continental and
Meditemanean elements among the species of the sandy puszta, but the insects of the European
mesophilous forests are alço presenr in the forests growing on sandy sites. Certain protected, rare
species or those especially interesting from a faunistic aspect can be found only here in Kisalfold
(Cicindela soluta, Carabus hungaricus hungaricrrs, Codocera ferrugineum, Scurabaeus afinis,
Gymnopleurus geofroyae, G. mopsus, Euonthophagus alces, Onthophagus furcawx, Omaloplia
spireae etc.). All these justi@ the conservation and a more thorough survey of the still surviving
vegetation growing on sandy sites and the fauna inhabiting this area. The Gonyiii-erd6 are
especially interesting, where, although only in a small area, the original vegetation growing 011
sandy sites and the animal life have survived in their alrnost unchanged condition up to the present.
A number of signs indicate the survival of the zona1 steppe and certain elernents of the butterfly
fauna linked to it in the interior of SzigetkBz, on the wet meadows enclosed by agricultural lands

and on the still existing but strongly degraded remnants of grasçlandç growing on old sandy sites.
Although the species diversity of this group of the fauna falls well behind those of the areas of the
Great Hungarian Plain (in Kiskunshg, Békés and Csongrhd Counties and the Northem Plain), it is
not insignificant, paflicularly considering that the habitats are fiagmented, small and highly
degraded, and represent a very interesting species composition primarily in maths.

I
I

I

6. An Analysis of the Expected Changes

The original GNBS (Bunakiliti Reservoir, power canal, provision of suppIementary water to the
branch systern, barrage at N a m a r o s , managing the river for peak-flow).
The mostfundamental impacts on the habitats are:

changes in the groundwater level (primarily its decline), - a drastic reduction of the
discharge in the main charnel (-> 50 to 200 m31s},

-

- providing supplementary water (questions of the quantitz and qualitz of the water,
etc.), "trends" in the biological parameters of the water in the resewoir,

740

I

l
1

- the occasional absence of flooding in the floodplain!(flood only in the case of a
discharge over 4000 m3/s),
-

1

flush flooding of the floodplain and the dry main charnel with a high flow velocity,

- diurnal fluctuations of several mehes in the waterllevel primarily in the main
channel due to river management of peak-flow.

I

,,
, Variant C (diversion at Cunovo, a smaller external reservoirj power canal, supplementary water
1
provision for the branch system).
l

From a biological aspect, Szigetkdz is the best known out of the various sections of the impact
area; the vast majority of the research studying the impacts of the barrage system was carried out in
thiç m a . The most fundamental impacts influencing the habit+, at least in the area of Szigetktiz,
are practically the same in the case of operating Variant C and the complete GNB (except for the
conseguences of the river management for peak-flow). ~herdfore,it is considered reasonable to
presant the impacts of the two alternatives together.
I
l

l

The expected tendencies of the changes were summarised in our previous study r T h e Nature
Protection Aspects of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros Project, Interna1 Report, Hungarian Natural
History Museum,Budapest, 1994). The changes in each habitat are followed up below.

The diversity of the former active floodplain and of part of l e protected floodplain, incIuding a
great varieîy of aquatic habitat types will cease to exist or'will shrink to critical dimensions.
Consequently, the aquatic flora and fauna as well as a number of plant and animal species will
become extinct due to their way of life. The size of the popuidons will be significantly reduced. A
decline in biodiversity is imminent.
1
l

Both variants meant the extinction in SzigetkBz of the riparian communities of vegetation growing
on silty sites and yet surviving sporadically as the moss cover; on the rocks along the edge of the
riverbed and the willow thickets. Once exposed to the air through a drastic drop in the water level,
they will be completely destroyed within a short space of tirne. The general decline in the water
level will enhance the rapid proliferation of weed communities, being particularly striking in the
dry main channel. The huge mass of weed, in which ragweed (Ambrosia elatiar) plays a significant
role, enhances pollen pollution. In the nation-wide pollen reports, the city of Gyor is frequently mentioned nowadays as one of the most heavily polluted! towns in Hungary with regard to
polIen.

i

As a result of the diversion, the main channel was divided h t o three well sepmted reaches. On the
b a i s of the changes in the water conditions and the fish faun&,we can speak about an upper (fiom
Rajka to roughly the end of the brançh system at ~ s v h y ) ,a Middle (fiom the end of the branch
system at Asvany to the inflow of the power canal) and a lawer ;reach (fiorn the inflowof the power
I
canal to the inflow of the Mosoni-Danube).
1

As a result of the diversion, the connection between the main channel and the branch system in the
active fioodplain pretty much ceased to exist, the diversity of which was an important conservation
factor for several species in the main channel. Thus, the diurnal and seasonal migrations between
the two areas in these upper reaches of the main channel is no longer possible. This fact will cause
a decline in the populations rnainly in the long run. The narrow main channel in many places lost
its connection with the former riparian zone, which was of outstanding importance from the aspect
of fish biology (i. e. this area represented the exclusive habitat for several species in the main
channel).
In the middle reach of the main channel, upstream of the r e m of the power canal of the power
station, the water of the reach was backed up, The middle reach lost its submontane stream
character as well.
Not only the total quantity of fish, but also the number of fish species decreased in this reach. An
explanation lies in the fact that the main channe1 no longer functions as a habitat with special
current conditions, and it is likely that the specimens of the rheophilous species are not present or
exist only in v e y low numbers, in this area. From the fish faunistic perspective, the most
significant change occurred in this section of the river. At present it c m o t be decided how serious
a "barrier" it is for the migratory species. It is important to note here that the temporary provision
of supplementary water to the branch systerns established on the Hungarîan side is connected to the
main channel just upstream of this area, thus the migration of the species in the main channel
linked to the reproduction period is (possibly) limited toa and may become problematic.
No significant impact has been experienced yet in studies of the main channel reach downstream of
the return of the power canal.

I

I
I

I

I

A/2. BRANCHSYSTEMS AND PONDS IN THE ACTIVE FLQODPLAïN

Major comrnunity types: communities of waterweeds, marsh vegetation, vegetation growing on
silty sites and willow thickets,
Watenveed communities grow in the aquatic sites of the floodplain, rnainly in the oxbow lakes,
ponds and canals in Szigetkoz and as such, they reached the verge of extinction in the upper and
middle parts of Szigetkoz. In terms of their survival, a great deal depends on the eficiency of the
provision of supplementary water.
The marsh communities are somewhat more tolerant than the waterweed communities. They
diminished in numbers in the Danube Valley; their more extensive populations that are able to
ensure survival and regeneration live only in the active floodplains of Szigetkoz. The decline of the
water table: seriously threatens these in the Upper and Middle SzigetkUz.
The communities of vegetation growing on silty sites, special "dashes of colour" in the vegetation,
will gradually become loose together with the water bodies in a near-to-natural condition, and they
will probably becorne locally extinct for good.

The termination of the contac1 of the brançh systems with the main channel has entailed and will
entai1 v e q serious consequences with respect to the fish fauna of the Danube in its reaches in
Szigetkoz and downsiream.

The impact of the divenion of the Danube on the fish fauna bill be felt partly immediately and
partly over the long term. A number of detailed studies have been produced that show that an
,
immediate impact would be the death of fish.

i

As a result of the diversion, the floodplains in the ~ p d e rand Lower Szigetkbz became
characteristically separated fiom each other. In the branch systems in Upper Szigetktlz, the water
level was critically low in the spring and early s u m e r pe:iod up until the beginning of the
provision of supplementxy water. The formerly large and uninterrupted reaches were segregated
into several tiny water bodies. The number of individuals arnong the rheophilous species decreased
to a greater extent than ehose favouring stagnant waters. As a iesult of the ternporary provision of
supplementary water, sereral migratory rheophilous species appeared again in these areas of the
active floodplain, however the nurnben within non-migratory rheophilous species declined
cornpared to the "initial" condition. In short, the order of, and the balance among, communities was
upset by the drastic changes in the habitats of the active floodplain.
I

The Bagamér branch system is the least endangered area in t p active floodplain; the changes in
the water conditions are the l e s t apparent here. The migratory rheophilous species appear
periodically in the lower reach of this water body as a result o f the proximity of the main channel
and the proportion of non-migratory rheophilous species is simiIar to the "initiar' condition.
1

A-3. 0x30W CAKES, CAMALS AND PONDS OU$TIDE THE DYKES
l

Comrnunity types: waterweed and marsh cornmunities.

1

ln al1 likelihood, the decline and gradua1 disappearance of their populations will be more rapid than
in the floodplain, because the effect of the provision of supplementary water may prove effective to
l
a lesser extent in these habitats,

I

As a direct rerult of the diversion, the water practically disippeared in the oxbow lakes in the
protected floodplain, Zherefore, their fish fauna was mostly killed. The chance for (nahiral)
repopulation is very low.

i

As a result of the provision of supplementmy water to the ZhtonYi Danube, this marshy oxbow lake
with stagnant water becarne a "canai" having a flow velociîy of 40 to 80 cmls at certain places. As
a result of the provision of supplementary water from the Mbsoni-Danube, the fish fauna of the
latter was introduced into the Shtony Danube. So the number of fish species significantly
increased, but only one loach species remaincd dominant froq out of the elements of the "initial"
fish fauna. This apparently positive effect introduced cornpetitor species with a wide range of

habitat tolerance, beside which the original fauna loses imp(nance. The numbers of individuals
within species with a wide range of toierance became high and their excessive proliferation may
lead to the decline of the former en masse. Similar probl~msoccurred also in the recently
established reservoirs of Kisbalaton.
l
Of the oxbow lakes in the protected floodplain, the ~ o l t - ~ a n u bateLipSc was outstanding in terms
of faunistic value. It dried out completely as a result of the d i t h i o n and its fish fauna was wiped
out. Unfortunately, the provision of supplementary water fromithe main chamel could not help the
situation of the "initial" fish fauna either. Durhg repeated sldies, none of the species could be
found Çom the original fish fauna.
1

I

I

As a result of the diversion, the water level in the'canals fell significantly, their waterflow slowed

down or stopped. Consequently, the situation of the rheophilous species became critical. The
impact of the intervention became apparent with some delay due to the exclusive contact with the
groundwater.

Cornmuni@ types: watenveed and marsh comunities and willow thickets.

These communities have a chance to remain a functional part of the water regime of the MosoniDanube.
The fish fauna of the; Mosoni-Danube downstream of Lajta (roughly east of Mosonmagyar6vhr)
was affected by a buffered impact and the tributaries here may accomplish repopulation. The
situation of the upper reaches is still critical, owing to their exclusive dependence on the main
channel.

&/In
THEFLOODPLAIN OF THE OLDDANUBE

B/I. I . Ripurian habitats under the direct influence of water
Comrnunity types: the cornmunities of wet meadows, hayfields and weed ctimrnunities.
The decline of the water table will bring about the extinction of the boggy rneadow communities.
The more tolerant marshy meadows may turn into drier rneadows and grasslands with a
considernble decline in their yield and the quality of their hay. The; hayfields rich in species (and
producing valuable hay) wiII tum into dry meadows.

Community types: willow stands.
The aflected stands will gradualIy die (within a few years) on the sites affeected by the decline of
the water table, prirnarily in the Upper and Middle SzigekUz. Since the deciduous softwood
gallery forests that grow right up to the riverbanks are integral parts of the landscape of SzigetkBz,
as they are everywhere along the river, their absence will seriously damage the landscape and its
aesthetics. TheoreticaIly, they could redevelop if the new water level is stabilised, although in a
poorer f o m and over a longer period of time (at least 15 to 20 years), but this proceçs may be
significantly delayed by the erosional impact of the rapid floods.

B/I. 3. Deciduous hardwood gailew foresls in fhe active Joodplain
Communiiy types: comrnunities of fresh deciduous forests.
1
1

(20)

Striking changes are apparent even today in the old stands along the 01d Danube (shedding of
leaves in the surnrner, drying out); these stands will die out soon. Only dry wood steppe consisting
of oaks and, in the best scenario, Convallario-Quercetum could replace them over hventy to thirty
years at the earliest. The main determining factors are the groundwater conditions and the
l
frequency and volume of floods.

l

I

l
B/2. DECIDUOUS
!fARû WOOD GALCERY FORESTS IN THE PROTECTED FLOODPCAlN

,

Community types: communities of fiesh deciduous forests.

1
I

It i s very likely that these communities may survive in an @changecl form along the MosoniDanube if an adequate amount of water is provided. In the upland forests (e.g. the Der,k-erdo at
Halhszi), however, the impact of the decline in the water level can be felt to a greater extent,
mainly in the species composition and cover propor~ionsof the undergrowth.

l

B/3.. WETLANDS
M THE PROTECTED FLOODPLAJM

I

Cornmuni@types: reedbeds, marshy meadows and boggy meahows; thickeîs of S d x cinerea.
I

The reedbeds in the protected floodplain are sentenced to die in the upper and middle parts of
Szigetkljz due to the decline of the water table. Similar changes are expected in the case of the
boggy meadows. The more tolerant marshy meadows and hayfields will nim into drier meadows
and grasslands. The Salix cfnerea stands are already in the process of becoming extinct. Saving and
maintaining them can be ensured only by restoring their reguljr flooding in the summer.
1

B/4. STEPPE MEAD0 WJ AND DRY P A K H E S OF WOODS

Community types: grasslands growing on aandy sites, pusaa &asslands and dry oak stands.
The dry grassland types will spread because of the decline of the water table in Szigetkoz,
however, the appearance of drought-tolerant weeds will lead to the decline of the nacura1
communities. The rock and puszta grasslands of the slopes adjacent to the Danube Valley will
probably be leR unaffected by the expected changes in the groundwater level.

In the long run,the decline of the water table in Szigetkoz will cause the expansion of the drier
forest types together with a fundamental change in the origina! landscape of this floodplain.

,
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Abstract

i

The Szigetkoz region lies on part of the Danubian alluvial cone. It consists of an intricate netwrork
of backwaters, ox-bow lakes, meander remains and side mi.A large part of the Szigetktiz is
located in the floodplain which is almost 75 km long and a few km wide. The Szigetkbz is unique
because it is of "delta" character, and hence the size of the riparian habitats is veiy large. The
specific nature of the region leads to the development of species compositions that differ from the
usual fauna of European river valleys. The most important characteristics of the Szigetkoz Fauna
are: the diversity of species and the particular combination of speçies which accornpany the many
diverse habitats. Habitats found in the Szigetkoz include: rnarshes, canals, hard and sofi woods,
rnoors, forest steppe. So far 80 plant cornmunities have been idèntified in the region. In addition to
the rich flora (1900 vascular species of which 78 are protected or highly protected), 206 bird
species, 65 fish species and about 3000 invertebrate species have been found. There are 17 species
which are in great danger according to the IUCN Red List. ~ o m 64%
e of the Szigetkiiz vegetation
indicates quasi-natural status, hence it can be s h o w on a regional and possibly global scale that the
region is an area of outstanding importance where the fauna and the flora are concerned. Species
investigated include: molluscs, crustaceans, dragonflies, caddisflies, butterflies, fish, amphibia and
birds.
I
l

Introduction

1

Two basic factors determining the character and structure of a landscape are its geological and
geomorphological attributes. As is well known, deltas are of'changing geological structure and
morphology. As a consequence of this, there are many h'abitats of different water supply
conditions, otherwise known as wetlands, where there is a huge variety of flora and fauna, in
addition to the diverse species and communities found in al1 of $e region.
I

The effect of the constricting GNBS is not considered in h i s description of the SzigetkBz.
Effectively, the situation described is that prior to the building work,

1

The Role of Riparian Habitats and Their SignMeaner in th( Svrvivsl of the Flora and Fauna
I

l

A BRIEF SUR VEY OF T M INTERNATlONAL LITERA TURE

The most threatened habitats on Earth are the "wetlands" (e.g. Turner, 1991; Williams, 1993). This
has been recognised for example in U.S. legiçlation, in whic4 the Clean Water Act ensures the
protection of waters and wetlands (Steiner at al., 1994). The former President of the United States,
George Bush, declared: "My position on weiilands is straighrforward: Ail existing wetlands no
maiter how srnail, should Gepreserved". Within this categou, the areas alongside watercourses are
the most exposed territories, because the most densely populated and most fertile parts of the Earth
are located there (Decamps, 1993). And, according to Naiman et al. (1993), riparian habitats are
the most versatile and most cornplex habitats on lands As a iesult, the flora and fauna are extremely riçh. For example, as much as 70% of land vertebrates ,use riparian habitat (Naiman et al.,
1993).
,
I

By definition, riparian areas are quasi-strip habitats along watér courses (Decamps, 1993), which
are

absolu te^^ unique because of their

location. They are known as ecotones, that is transition

zones between water and land habitats, and they form an ecological corrido'rbetween two regions
(Dkcamps, 1993; Gregory et al., 1991; Malanson, 1493).
The unique richness of riparian habitats depends upon annual floods (Gregory et al., 1991;
Malanson, 1993; Naiman et al., 1983). Annuai floods occurring each year create a dynamic
landscape, continually changing. Consequently, the loss of floods as a result of barrage
construction would destroy the most outstanding features of the riparian area which demand the
highest protection available (Décamps, 1993). This is proved, for example, by the detailed
ecological research carried out by Real et al. (1993), which demonstrated that a species
composition, riçh in amphibia, was established and maintained by regular floods.

Downstream from reservoirs the flow conditions change, heavily influencing the lower areas. On
the Rhone, for example, the vegetation withered downstream of the reservoirs while plant
regeneration stopped (Bravard, 1987, reference in Malanson, 1993). In sections downstream of the
reservoirs there are fewer plant specieç than upstream of the reservoir (Nilsson et al., 1991;
reference in Malanson, 1993).

l

Owing to global waming, the current problems (primarily the shortage of water) will eventually
become of paramount importance. The volume of both surface and subsurface waters will decrease
in Hungary (Somlybdy, 1989). Sirnilar views are expressed by the World Watch Institute in
Washington, which stateç that Hungav already suffers from a water shortage which wiH gradually
worsen (Postal, 1993).
In the last hvo hundred years, more than 80% of the riparian areas have disappeared in North
America and Europe. During these processes, neither the ecological nor human impacts were
considered nor were the reasons for their disappearance (Naiman et al., 1993).

Accarding to Moyle & Leidy (1992), fish are appropriate and reliable indicarors of water habitats.
Of the 193 fish species living in Europe, at least 80 are threatened (Le. close to extinction), and
without radical environmental intervention they will scion die out. For example, as much as 95% of
the Missouri was reconstructed, losing 190,000 hectares of natural habitats in the process. In the
quasi-canal reaches, fewer fish live, thus Iimiting the variety of species; the previously
characteristic large fish are now entirely rnissing. Furthemore, the shallow water fish have almost
totally disappeared.
Reservoirs do not promote the survival of river fish, since they establish lake conditions (Moyle &
Leidy, 1992). Frequently the introduced fiçh species spread widely. The barrage not only prevents
the migration of fish, but also the transfer of nutrients to the lower reaches, thereby reducing
productivity there. The drop in the number of fish in the Caspi started after the constructian of the
large Volga power plants. Rehabilitation may only be successhl at points where the environment is
less disturbed (Moyle & Leidy, 1992).
The Geographical Chararterlsation of the Szigetktiz

THE FORMATION OF TNE DANUBE'S
KISALFOLD ALLUVIAL CONE

The River Danube appeared in the Kisalfdld at the end of the Pliocene era. From that time until the
midPleistocene (up to the mindel-riss interglacial) a huge alluvial çone was deposited. Since the
midPleistocene, the middle and northem part of the alluvial cone have gradually settled further,
(4)

while in the south certain parts stayed relatively loose and on the edge terraces developed. The
material of the older alluvial cone remained on the Parndorf plateau (Austria) and on the highest
ranges ofthe Gy~r-Tataterrace.
A further development occurred on the settled part of the alluvial cone up until the quatemary
period. The youngest part is the surface of the Szigetktiz, entirely covered by Holocene formations.
I

The Szigetkoz is a territory situated between the Old Danube, and the Mosoni-Danube, along the
West-East axis of the Kisalfold alluvial cone. Tts length is 52 km, while its width varies behveen 4
and 8 km; the size of the area is 375 kmz. The surface is a :perfect plain, slightly sIoping from
t~orth-westto Southeast, elevated a few metres.
I
I

The highest point is 127 m and the lowest point is 110 rn above sea level. The difference in height
Danube's from when it first enters the Szigetkliz to when it leaves is 15 rn, which representç an
average faIl of 20 to 40 cm per kilometre.
i

THEGEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE S U ~ E T K ~ Z
l

The surface which dernonstrates very srnall differences in altitude can be divided into low and high
floodplains. The low floodplain runs along the Old Danube in a strip of land of varying width,
1
while by the Mosoni-Danube it can be seen along its lower course, in a strip narrowing towards the
west. In the Old Danube, a series of islands with lowland Foresis of various width are located in the
main bed. Jnside the SzigetkBz, the "low floodplain" is charac(terised by irregular spots, primarily
where ox-bow lakes and old river beds have silted up. These depressions are flooded by excess
ground water when the Danube has a high water level. In the iicinity of the Old Danube, owing to
the higher water table, excess ground water appears earlier th- along the Mosoni-Danube.

In the remaining parts of the bed protmding into the high floodplain, an intricate network of
backwater, ox-bow lakes, meandsr remains and dummy branches developed. Al1 the developrnental
stages of blocked backwater, ox-bow lakes and meander rernains can be observed:
-the open water type

I

-the marshy reeds type

l
l
l

- the silted up type covered with forest

I
1

-the heavily silted up types supporting arable land cultivation.
l

A part of the meander rernainr; has water streams, elsewhere a kater Stream is only available at the
time of flood. In many cases the depressions were connected by drainage canals to remove excess
groundwater
I
In the high floodplain, the majority of the surface is made up, of an intricate network of shallow
ridges overlaid and in many cases intersecting as a result of meander movement. The size of
shallow ridges is associated with the water voIume in the river branch having established them.
l

North of Gybr, the sand-drift on the high floodplain coverç some 5-6 km2 of land, Srnal t dunes and
wind-blown indentations can be observed on the surface of the sand layer having an average
thickness of 5 to I O m. Most of the deflation forms are now levelled as a result of human accivily;
the relief raised by the sand-drift i s not inundated even by the highest floods.
The regulation of the reach, problematic for flood control and navigation, had already started in the
middle of last century. As a resuk of the medium water level regulation at the time, the main bed,
300-360 m wide (the current Danube) was creared. Already at that time, nurnerous branches were
blocked from the main brançh, thereby developing a floodplain of alrnost 75 km in length and a
few km in width, in which a large part of the side nrms system of the Szigetkoz is located. This
regulation resulted in a quasi-natural condition, such that rnost of the wet areas remained in a
condition very similar to that of earlier times. However, the condition in the last few years was
established by a further heavy regulation work carried out between 1966 and 1983. The number
and crests of side-branch barriers were increased to enforce the Old Danube to convey about 90%
of the total discharge at low and medium flows. In this way, nurnerous parts of the branch systern
witnessed accelerated siltation and filling up, bringing about a significant reduction in the duration
and intensity of flow. However, the groundwaeer conditions, involved in and related to the water
system, had not yet changed, disregarding insignificant local effects.

The Botanical lmportance of the Inland Delta of the Szigetktiz

The alluvial cone of the river Danube is principally a fossil inland delta, which bas sljghtly
changed, only in the past million years as a result of water and wind erosion and human activity.
Basically it has retained its original characteristics.
The Szigetkliz includes a system of river branches consisting of water ways of various capaçities
and flow rates, an intricate systern of valleys and ridges developed by water and wind in sand
deposits. A11 these areas encompass a great rnany habitats from the very dry through dty to medium
wet, and from wet to aquatic conditions. For example, in the case of plant communities, this also
led to the development of dry (xero-series), medium-wet (mezo-series), wet (hygro-series) and
water (aqua-series) groups of Hungarian succession which explains why there are 80 plant
communities known so Far in the area, in addition to the rich flora e.g. in the Szigetkaz there are
exactly 1000 vascular species, and fauna. There are 73 protected and highly protected plant
species.
The Faunal Importance of the Szigetktiz Inland Delta

The riparian areas and the floodplains in H u n g q are extremely rich in animal species. They
represent only 1.6% of the county's territory, but, for example, 131 birds out of the 201 nesring
bird species iive in them (Dobrosi et al., 1993). In addition, the fkquency rate of amphibia may
exceed those measured in the tropical rain forests (Dobrosi et al., 1993).
The Szigetk~zi s unique owing to its "delta" character, e.g. inter alia the width and thus the size of
the riparian habitat iç very large. Its fauna is basically similar to that of river valIeys in Central
Europe. The geographical location of the area (close to the peripheral areas of the Alps), the
unique geomorphological and hydrological features and the sub-Atlantic climate lead to the
development of species combinations that differ from the uçual fauna of European river valleys.
The most important characteristics of the Szigetksz fauna are the diversiw of species and the

particular combinations of species which accornpany the mani diverse habitats resulting fiom the
"delta" chasacter. Without aiming to be cornplete, the following main habitats rnay be found in the
Szigetktiz: sub-montane river, connected and isolated bran<hes, canals, rnoors, marshes, soR
woods, hard woods, oak with hornbeam, oak woods with valley lily, willow-bushes, rnoors, wet
fields, rernaining areas of forest steppe (Mészhros and Bhldi, 1992).
1

The larger riparian area increases the richneso of species in &O ways. The many habitats in the
area increase the number of species with associated (primarily invertebrate) animal specieç. On the
other hand, the larger area in itself rêsults in a greater number of species as predicted by ecological
1
and biogeographical theories.

Presently, 1,000 vascular plant (including 78 protected or highly protected) species, 206 bird
species, 65 fish species and nearly 3,OQOinvertebrate species ire known to occur in the Szigetkoz.
Of the known animal species, 3 14 are protected or highly protected, and 66 species are featured in
the Hungarian Red List. 159 species fall within the scope of Appendix II and 113 species within
Appendix III in the Bern Agreement. According to the IUCN Red List (1 994), there are 17 species
'
which are intemationally recognised as highly endangered.
I

The riçhness and versatility of the fauna of the Szigetkliz may be arnply illustrated by sorne animal
l
groups.
l

In the SzigetkOr, we are aware of the presence of 116 rnai~usdsspecies Rom 74 iocalities (this is
48% of the total Hungarian fauna). Interestingly in addition to the recent species, many fossil shellç
were also discovered mainly fiom the sediments. On the basislof very thorough investigations we
can say that the population of the species in the area is high, and in many respects it exceeds the
similar zoological values of nature protection areas. It is striking that many species were only
found in a few localities. A large proportion of the species in the Szigetkoz are found En small
isolated populations. An explanation for this can be the clear division of habitats, leading to an
outstanding reservoir role.
l
l

In the Szigetkoz, the occurrence of 96 microcrustacean speciés (64 Cladocera, 32 Copepoda) iç
proved. The total Hungarian fauna includes 150 species (90 Cladocera and 60 Copepoda),
consequently, in the relatively small area of the Szigetkoz, the crustacean fauna is very rich. This is
a result of several factors. The river here runs over a flat arFa, thus various water habitats are
available within a small area. The formation of the fauna in the main branch, sub-branches,
backwater canals and various stagnant waters, is decisively inflhnced by the dynarnisrnyçof water
flow and the effect of floods. On the basis of the almost 100 sbecies observed in the Szigetkoz in
recent years, this section of the Danube is exceptionally rich in Erustacean taxa.
I

There are 45 dragonfly species known in the Szigetkllz (42 species as adults and 32 as larvae). This
is more than 50% of the species known so far in HungaIy. i l l e rich dragonfly fauna rnay be

explained by the slow flow rate of the Danube and its branches, depositing sedirnents. Dragonfly
Farva respire the dissolved oxygen fiom the water, so water quality plays a decisive role in the
settlement of the species. In the Szigetkoz, three areas are extremely important for faiina
protection. The Mosoni-Danube, the Gazfi Backwater in the Danube (SdrfenflszigetCikolasziget), and the Novhki-Canal (Halhszi, PUski).

investigations carried out so far proved the presence of 64 caddisfly species in the area of the
Szigetktk, This is a very high number when we consider the flatness of the area, since for example
in the Great Hungarian Plain only 92 species are known. The 64 species living here represent about
30% of the Hungarian fauna (202 species).
The high percentual value of the caddisfly fauna in the SzigetkGz is a result of the great diversity,
due to the relatively clean condition of the Danube and its branches, the flow conditions (indicated
by the nurnber of rheophilous species, the higher dissolved oxygen content), the bed material, and
physio-ehemical processes.

The occurrence of about 1,150 lepidopteran species could be proved, but the actual number of
species must certainly be higher, partly because of the poorly invesiigated seasons, partly because
of the incomplete knowledge of certain groups (which fiequently require special methods of
observation).

The division of species into major taxons corresponds to forest areaç of the middle mountains, so
that there are no significanc difierences between the number of noctuids and that of geometrids, in
favour of the former group (as there are in the drier or semi-arid regions of the continental forest
steppe).
Basically the Fauna is similar to that of other Central European river valleys, with two rather
significant exceptions. Firstly, the greater number of species originating from the local alder woods
of an Atlantic character in fiat weas (or low mountain ranges). Secondly, the increased number of
spccies arising from the markedly mosaic occurrence of various types of humid habitats. This
higher versatility resulting fram the sub-Atlantic climate and the relative proximity of mountains,
characterises welF the SzigetkBz and makes it unique.
Among the rnacroheterocerans the number of species deserving considerable faunistic valuation is
relatively low although the number of species under protection andtor listed in the Red Data Book
is not low. At the same time, there are nurnerous species in the area of ecological importance which
are generaiiy not characteristic of the gallery forests. These elements of the fauna are typical for
çlosed, mixed middle mountain forests or alder woods and marshy forests under Atlantic influence,
occurring on the lowlands and hillsides. These elements prevail in the Szigeîkoz at higher elevation
and partly in the srnaIl forest mosaics on the floodplain not (yet) managed; ofken in small, isolated
population fragments.
As rernnants of the former, drier forest steppe vegetation, small associations of their typical species
can also be found.

The sediments carried by large water bodies from tirne to time refresh habitats, and ensure the
constant presence of various habitats. As a reçutt of these effeçts, at several points greater depths
than normal develog in the side-branch. Even the bottom stratum of these deep sections is coveted
by less sediment, so they are more suitable habitats for large fi$, as well as being excellent hiding
places in winter.
I
1

The fresh sediment promotes the formation of a rich riparian qegetation which in hirn favourably
influences the spawning of fish species in the flooding peiods.
l

Within the constantly changing istands, lakes are formed, the silting up of which reduces the
but also provide adequate places
flushing effect. These inner lakes not only yield special
for the f q and feeding bases.
Again it is due to the flushing effect that the system of branches are not of ordinary backwaters.
As a result, several fish species (e.g. Barbus barbus) which normally spawn in the main river, are
also able to multiply in the branch systerns.
1
The branches of the inland delta are regularly connected. A gu&ntee for this ir again the effect of
floods and sediment deposition. Becailse of this "live" rel,ationship, sub-optimal conditions
develop more rarely. (In the active floodplain of the Szigetkoz, hardly any constmtly isolated
branches or Lakes can be found). These effects also reduce eutrophication.

We know several fish species which regularly migrate from the main bed and even from great
distances to spawn in the Szigetkaz floodplain. Of these species, many wauld not find the
necessasy reproduction conditions in an ordinary silted up bachater. The speçial habitat found in
the fi oodplain not only has a favourable influence in many cases on reproduction, but aIso on the
development of the fry.

1

The constantly developing reef islands represent many natural Obstacles in the riparian area. This
favours the development of large predatory fish populations and also ensures an appropriate
feeding base. It i s also t n i e in general that in general, divided h$itats can support a larger number
of creahires than open waters. The constant presence of these habitats is ensured by falling trees of
the floodplain forests.

l

The continuity of water fiog populations depends inter alia on' the existence of suitable breeding
habitats. Owing to strong predation, the expected life-tirne of tiie amphibia (and thus also of water
frogs) is up to three or four years. And, what's more, the tihe required for sexual maturity is
different for each species. Therefore each year could be impompt for preserving the population.
The amphibia are quite particuiar in their selection of breeding habitats. Factors of decisive
l
importance are:

- the physical-chernical propenies af the water
concentration for the external fertilisation of the eggs,

kg.the

appropriate ion

- the appropriate oxygen concentration For egg segmentation, pH, etc.),
-

vegetation cover

- water

depth,

-the exposure (warming),
-the water supply of the habitat,

-the duration of water cover,
-the feeding relations of larvae from the eggs and the number of predators darnaging
the eggs.
The modification of a large part of these parameters is a Function of the water budget in the area, In
the floodplain areas, a close correlation of the water supply is demonstrated with the volume of
water drained in the main bed. In addition to theçe factors, the amphibia breed at different cimes in
the area. Therefore, the appropriate reproduction environment must prevail from early spring
(end of Februay) until the middle of August. That is, for the breeding of eaçh species, for two
or three months it is essential to have constant waters and an opportuniiy to return fiom time to
time.

The rnost important control function is played by medium and large waters. After the temporary
flooding of the floodplain, the breeding amphibia rely heavily on the remaining shallow (40 to 80
cm deep) bIocked branches and deeper ûesh water areas as well as the marsh vegetation
developing there. If these factors are lacking, this leads in the long run to a significant reduczion in
the number of individuals within the population.
The characteristic plants of important habitats of the amphibia are Rorippa amphibia and
Polygonum amphibium. In spring, the young undenvater sprouts of Rorippa amphibiu are a
suitable location for the laying of eggs. After the retreat of the water, the rich foliage of the plants
create a special microclimate, providing an appropriate protection and habitat for small frogs.
The proliferation of water fiogs and the change in their populations deserve special attention. As a
result of hybridisation, there is one L E (Rana lessonae K. esculenta) water Çog population
system in the Szigetkoz. The remainder of the Rana esculenta form i s ensured by the constant
back-crosshg with Rana lessonae. Therefore breeding processes are protracted and partial
spawning may be observed, until late June. The development of l m a e is also continuous and lasts
unti1 autumn. The species composition of the above-mentioned populations shows differences in
each area. lt can be stated that large communities of Runa lessonae are present in the environs of
isvhnyrAr6-~atkhyos,while in the Cikolasziget region, Rana esculenfa is dominant. A similar
tendency to favour change cannot be observed in the floodplain areas (nonetheless, in the vicinity
of canals and side-branches, the number of RUHUesculanta speçimens haç increased}.

-

Altogether 206 bird species have been o b s e ~ e din the Szigetkéiz, which is 57% of our national
fauna. Of these, 166 species are protected, while 134 species are nesting. Due to the mosaic nature
of the area, the number of species increases because of the habitat diversity, and density primarily
due to the rich s h b stratum and the edge effect. The bird cornmmities in the Szigetkoz forests are
rich similarly to those in the central mountain forestç, while the density of the individuals may be

756

1

1.5-2 times higher. The joint dominance of many types rifi habitats enables the settlement of
numerous highly protected rare bird species (black stork, white-tailed eagle, etc.). The nesting o f
willow tit in the Szigetktiz forests indicates a montane fauna relationship. Thé strong foresr
dunnock and the icterine warbter population'is also worth mentioning.
I

In surnrning up, as rnuch as 64% of Be Sngetk6z vegegtim indicare a quasi-natural status (Simon,
1992), harbouring some 30-80% of the Hungarian fauna, Înany under strict protection which
obviously indicates that on a regional level and probably on a global level, the Szigetkëz is of
1
exceptional importance.
I

l

1
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Abstmct: lhis papcr is a phytosociolrigicel sumrnary of two floodplain communities Born the SuigetkOz area, the willow
shrubs (Saliceriim rriundrue-p.purene) and wllrnv wtwds (Saliceiiim albac-fiagilis). Temporal changes in the=
communities are evaluated through the camparison of recenr data with fhose obtaiaed 30 and 60 years ago. Changa in

eçtîlogical characteristics arc revealed by biological indication, using W(a1erj indicator values and nature conservation
ranks o l constiiuting species. Tlie W-spectrum of willow shrubs indicates a bii more extreme and dricr habitat than
earlier. Ihe nature conservation ranks show a rnarked, but nor too drastic degradation. The w~llowwoods of the
Szigetkcb indicate bctter conditions than indicated by data collected by KafpAtl in the 19.50's from wllm woods outside
the Szigetkoz. n i e reason for this finding SI mat the Szigetkk region is fairly clme to the natural conditions, espe~ialvin
the Moson-Danube branch, because of the huge meanders. If one cornparcs the present situation wth h t of in 1937
rccorded by Zblyomi, the changes in species composition and entictirnent in weeds are clearly indimted by both the
W-spectrum and ihe nature conseruation tank specirum in the form cif rnarked drying and degradation.

Of course, these stands are not the same as those
descsibed earlier by ZSlyomi and K a e t i , since
Ecolagical knditions have been monitored by the
most of the habitats have changed. They enterai a
qualitative and quantitative description of inseral stage of floodplain succession, they were
dicator organisms in the $zigetk0z- area in the
filled up o r destroyed completely. Simultanmusly,
framework of a monitoring system set up in the
on shelf Wlands, sand benches and low floodplain
second half of the 1980's. In this paper we present
the description of willow shrubs (Salicehm i ~ ' - terraces, new stands have developed. The prcsent
andrae-putpureae) and willow woods (Saliceium
species composition reflects the state of the 'base
albae-fiagilis) on the bais of field data mllected in
Bora' in the area. Thus, the material for ,the com1991. Our data are compared wirh earlier descripparisons consists of former and present day stands
tions (Blyomi 1937, KarpAti 1957). In t h k way
of willow communities.
not only the present staie is recordai, but changes
in the. p s t three decades can also be evaluated.
For willow shrubs (Salicetum m8ndaae-purpureue)
Special attention is paid to changes that a n be in- we use our own data rpresent state") and those of
ierpreted in terms of water requirement of çpecies collecte. by Urpati ("forpier state"). For willow
and nature conservation values.
woods (Saiicchun albae-fiagiris) we use our own
data as present state and those of collected by
Zblyomi as former state. In addition to thme, an
interesthg cornparison was possible using
Most of the stands we studied are situated in the
KarpBti's data from the stands near Esztergom
viciniry of h v i n y r 5 r 6 Dunasziget - Dunakilitiand Szentendre Island. This procedure proved the
Nagybajrs. Some of our samples were taken near
MagyarGdr (Mason Danube branch) (Table 1).
usefulness of our method and the results allow us
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to emphasize the phytnsnciological value
IN w ~ o d sin the SzigetkOz.

Table 1. The Iccalities of standswith dominant or cbaracteristic species in btackets. !: nice, seminatural, primevallikc stand

Of

dl-

Willow shrubs - Snliceium ~nandrae-purpurea

The phyio~ciological description followed the
standard Braun-Blanquet - So6 rncthod. In each
stratum al1 vascular plants were listed and thcir
dominanw was characteri& by A-D valu=. Synthetic tables werc interpreteû using thc constant
and dominant species. We also analyzed the information of ,the tables in terms of W indicalor
(Zblyomi and PrhCnyi 1W)
and nature mnservation categories (Simon 1984, 1988). For ihese
characteristics diversiiy and evenness were calculated (Slack 1977) using rhe Shannon formula
wiih natural logarithm.
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Willow shnibs are characteristically open, loose
pioneer mmrnunities, quite susceptible to the invasion of aggressive, fasi spreading ruderals. The
stands are,regulatly floodd each year, in many
cases for s p e r a l months. In former stands (before
the 1950's) the constant and dominant species of
the shmb layer were Salixpurpurea, S. triandra and
S. alba. In the herb layer mmmon species (constancy h m V to III) were R a ~ n c u i u srepem,
Rorippa vlilesrris, Myosoits palustr& Pm hvialis,
,(facia-fcirming species are
underlined). The dominants were Rubus_caesills.
Mymofir palus&, Ronppa austriaca, &&puwu
laoaBifolurm. Poa trivialix. The stands dominatd
by S u h rriandra were quite similat, but they were
treattd as a separate oornmunity by UrpBti. C M E ~
dioica and Solidago giganern occurred exclusively
in this community. The constant and dominant
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The basic features of former and recent stands are
not the same, yet quite similar. The occurrence of
the adventive weeds Aster tradescantii and Phragmites is a marked difference. In the case of other
species oniy the importance is different (Table 2).
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Table 2. Synthetiç phytasociofogical table of dllow shrubs ( S d i c e m frkndrae-ppreaea Çod lm) in SugetkaZ,
iwi.
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Regarding the W indicator spectra we can conclude that the recent W spectrum indiates a
somewhat more extseme and a bit drier habitat
than thc formcr one. As Figure 1 shows some
drought tolérant specics occur and the importance
of species that indicate wet habitats has decreased.
The nature conservaiion rank specira show a
slight dcgradation. The importance of spccies indicating natural state has slightly decreased,
whereas dissurbance tolerators have increared
considerably. At the same time ihe importance of
weeds has nearly halved. On the whole the
proportion of species indicating degradation has
increased from 47% to 5596, whereas that of indicating naturalness ha decreased from 53% to
45% (Figure 2).

WC note here a siriking phenomenon observed in
ihe srudy area. On young islands the river bank
uirnmunity is characterizcd by the prcsence
of iamato (Lycopersicon esculennhim).The possible
rcason for ihis is the release al wisie waters [rom
weed

,

Simon et al.: Willm woods of ~ i i ~ e t k t h

canning factories in Vienna o r in Bbs (Gabfikovo,
Slovakia) i n o the Danube.

Willow w o o h are the fast-growlng softwood gallery groves of the low floodplain (Saliceturn albaefragilis), T h q are closed, forest-like communities,
usually flooded by several metcrs of water during
inundation. The characterislic structure with two
canopy laye+ and dense, several meters high hcrb
layer and veil-like liane cover of trees and shrubs
develop quite fasr alter the retreat of watcr. Their
stands used to give a nearly wntinuous cover on
the islands of the Szigetkoz-Danube labyrinth
until the 1920's. It was Zblyomi (19371, who first
described this community. Salk aIba and Salk
fragùis consociations were the most common, bat
stands wiih Alnus glutinosa, A. incana, Populw
nigra and P. a1ba also occurred. The common
species of th'e shrub Iayer were Cornus sanguineu,
Coryhs avellana, Sambucus nigra. The hcld layer
was characterized by Carex acunjromis, Impatiens
n 011- tangue, Agrostis xtolonifera, Um'ca dioica,
Galiurn aparuie, sometimes by Aegupdium p d a g raria, Convailana rnajalü. and Circaea luceliana.

Constant, subconsiant (V-IV)spccies: Salk albq
S. fragilir, A b u s incana, Cornus sanguines, Rubus
caesius, Glechoma hederacen, Calium apaniic
Common ( I I I ) species: Popuius nigra, Alnus
glutinosa, Padus avium, Humlilus lupulus, Agrosh
sfolonifera, Brachypodcum syIvaricüm, Um'ca dioiça,
Ficaria vemq Angelico y l v e s ~ ,Spphytum offrçinale, Solidago giganrea. Characteristic s pecies
(partly in common with hardwood gallery forests -

Figure 1

Populetalia): Alnus incana, UImus Inevis, Padus
avium, Vitfs, Jylvesbi~,Leucojum aestivum, Cardamme pratemis ssp. dental& C. h p i i e n s , PimpineIla major, Carduus crispus, Jenecio fiviarilis.

Addirional mesophytic deciduous forest pIants:
Clematfs vita1&u7Scillo vindobonensis, Pa* quadrifolk, Gdâliinthus nivalis, Stachys sylvarica, Galeops h specioxa. ,
I

Riere are fewer softwood groves near the upper
Danube East of VCnek. Those stands (Tati-sziget,
KUrtvéZyesi-sziget, N@ras-sziget, Szentendreisziget) were described by Kgrpati (1957). They
were similar to the stands in the Szigetkuz regarding the main types (Rubw caesius, Urtica dioica,
Agrosris stolon~ma,Glechoma hederocen, Soluia~o
gigmtea), but mntained l a s specia and m&e
weeds. Several natural species e.g. Alnw Urcana,
CirEaea htetiana, Pirnpinillo major, VXTqlvestnr
Figure 2.

were missini.

.
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In the Szigetkbz willow woods have preserved the
former vcgctation quite well by now (1991j. About
one-third of the stands we studied have seminatural structure. In ihc canopy layer Salir aIba is
thc mosi dominant with S. fra$l& Populus nigrn,
P. alba, Ulmus Iaeva as codominants. Alnus incana
has becorne carc. The common specim (constancy
V-III) in the field layer are Rubus caesius, Phalans
arundinacea, ~olanurn dulcamara, Phragmlces,
Humulus lupulus, Urhca dioicn, Solidago gig~niea~
Galium ap-e, Aster trodesçantii, Impatrens glandulifera. Some montane rarities, like GaIium
odorntum, Circaea lute-liann, Cara sylvalica,
Senecio fiviafilu, Cardamine uniara, Veronica beccabunga are alsn prcscnt. Dominant species are:
Populus nlbq P. nlgra, Salk alba,
DactyIrs glomerala, W r i f arundinaceq, C a b . .
fegia sepium, Unica dioica. Aster lradescantii
(Table 3 ) . .
By assaîsing the W-spectra of past and today's
stands we can state that al1 of them indicatc typical
wer, floodplain circumsiances. Former stands indicatç more even water levels (W-range = 4-10,
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dominant categories = 5-8; cf. Figure 3). The
present situation indicares a more extreme water
regime (W-range = 1-10, dominant categories =
5-9).

The cornparison of the two spectra shows that
both the dry and the wet ends of the speclrurn increased in importance, which indicaies ihe more
extreme water regime of the area. In the midrange (5-8) no considerable change occurred (only
the importance of group W7 decreased slightly).

If we compare the recent stands in the Szigetkdz
with those of described by KarpAti (1957) outside

the Szigetkbz, we find that the W-spectrum of the
Szigetkbz stands indicares wetter habitats (Figure
5). The onty decrease in species number occurs in
categories 9-10, as a rault of narrower floodplains
of ihe upper Danube with longer inundation.
As Figure 4 show the nature conservation rank
speçtra of the Szigetkoz stands indicate a marked

degradation (e.g. an increase in the number of
weeds) since 1937. The proportion of species indîcating natural state decreased from 84.5% io
57%, whereas the proportion of s p i e s indicating
disturbance increased from 15.5% to 43%.
In Figure 6 we compare our stands with those of
U r p h t i (1957). The wiHow woods outside
Szigetkoz were in a worse condition at that time
(48% natural species) than they are in the
Szigetkoz now (57% natural specie~).
Al1 these results, based on W indicator values and

Figure 3.

nature conservation ranks, confïrrn the seminatural state of the softwood groves and the possibility of forest reconstruction in the protected
areas of the Szlgetkoz. The most beautiful willow
wood stands (e-g. Senki-sziget, Hajbs-side, OregAwa, Nagybajcs: east of Medvei bridge) could be

,I
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Teble 3. Syrithetic phytmociological table of wlfaw wOodg ( S a l i r e m dbae-frugÜiJ M e r 1926) in Szlgetktk, 1991
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Table 4. (Continued)
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the starting point of the reconstruction of these
woods and of preseMng compositional and

habitat diversity. Their structure with multiple
canopy layers, with veil-like "skirts"of the trees
(Clematis vitalba, Humülus lupulus, Solanum du!camara, Cabsregia sepium) and with the dense,
several meteps high field layer proves the primeval
character of the community.
Resulrs of divers@ and evenness anabses

The diversity and evenness values presented in the
tables represent the distribution of species num-

.
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bers among the classes. Here the classes are W indicator and naiure conservation rank classes.
Based on narure conservation values, Table 4
shows a slight increase in diversity and decrease of
evenness in Salicemm rriattdrae-putpurea. There is
a considerable inctease of diversity and a slight
decrease in evenness in Salicetum albae-fiagilis
ktween 1937 and 1991. The cornparison of the
1937 and 1957 data shows a markéd increase in
both diversity and evenness, whidi is in nood
agreement with our conclusions on the phPosociologicsl degradation of the area.
Table 4. Dtversity (D) and wenness (E) d nature conservation canks (1937: Zblpmi - Szigetkm; 1957: Kgrpati SalicerUnr hiandm - p p m a - Szigetkk, Saiicetwn
dbae - fragiiis - Esztergom-Szentendreidget; 1991:
Simon et al.Szigeik[Iz)

Figure &

Simon et al.: Willow woods of SPgetkb
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Table 5. Dwersity (D) and weriness (E) ofW indicator
values (1937: U m i - Szigetkth; 1957: KgrpBii S a / i c e m m a n d m- purpureu - Szigetkllz, Salicehm
dbue fiagilis - EsztergomSzentendrei-sziget; 1991:
S~mone t al.SUgetkciz)

-

Cnmmunrty

1991

1957

1937

l3
1.75

l3
0.90

2.0

0.92
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Anncx 20
DAMAGE AND MSKS 1D AGRICULTURALPRODUCTIVITY
M THE SZIGETKC)~
DUE TO THE DIVERSION
OF THE DANUBE

Summary based on:Palkovits (1 994 a, b, c )
November, 1994
Budapest

Chief Factors kffecting the Yield of Arable Crops - An Evaluation of Changing Patterns

The data on agricultural production in the Szigetkoz region has been systematicly evaluated since
1980. The size of f m l a n d in the regional public agricultural enterprises amounts to an estimated
22,000 hectares. Data-collection covers the area, producing the most important 11 field crops of
the region, including cc. 8-900 fields totaling 20,000 hectares.
Agricultural productivity is determined by a number of factois. A full swrvey of environmentat
conditions, agrotechnological infiastructure and farm management wiIl be made on the b a i s of the
data çollected.

Such data-bases that can be generated with reasonably high precision will be evaluated on a fieldbased analysis. Field-based analyses provide an enormous amount of vital information for longI
term assessrnent projects and may lead to important conclusions.
The Szigetkoz region is identified as a distinctly fertile agricultural area. The average yield o f
crops is 8-12% higher than the regional average of GyBr-Moson-Sopron county. As a result,
intensive agricultural production is cmied out on the famlandlof the region. This observation can
be verified in the context of environmental and agrotechnological conditions.

These conditions c m be classified into the following three groups:
-

precipitation and weather conditions

-

location and flow of ground water

-

applied agrotechnology

1

l

PIECIPITA
TlON AND WEATHER CON~ITIONS
The fluctuations of moistuse content greatly influence agricul~uralproductivity. The amount and
periodicity of rainfall (especially during the growing season) are key factors. The related thermal
conditions provide additional important data. (Data on the quantity and distribution of rainfall are
evaluated on a farm-average basis and nCit through field-based analyses. The reason for this is that
the rain-gauges operate at production centres and precipitation is unevenly spread.)

The annual average rainfall for the period 1951-1990 stokd at 573 mm and 548 mm for
Mosonrnagyarbvfir and Gyôr respectively. In the course of the: last 7 years rainfall dropped by 65
mm (MosonmagyarSvhr) and 63 mm (GyGr}. The 40-years-average of the respective growing
season values were as follows: 332 mm (Mosonmagyar6vhr) and 322 mm (Gyor), Tn the course of
the last 7 years there was a drop of 47 mm (Mosonmagyarbvhr) and 39 mm (Gyôr).
I

Rain-gauge monitoring at the pr~ductioncentres reveal t h the Middle-Szigetkoz is more
abundant in rainfall than the rest of the region. Recorded data Shows that rainfall values drop near
the edgeç of the Szigetkliz: the average annual rainfail in the last 7 year period had dropped to 450
mm at Rajka and Gyôr-BAcsa.
l
1

As a basis for cornparison, a similar investigation reveafed that ;in the period 1980-1992 there were
three years with high precipitation (Le. min. 500-550 mrn/year or min. 300 mm/growing semon),
l

.

five years gave standard values and five years had scant rainfall, (i.e. max. 450 mmiyear or
max.240 mmJgrowing season), t h e of which were counted as dry years.
THELOCAL SPRERD OF GROUND WATER

There are over 200 observation wells in the Szigetkoz region. The observation wells provide
reliabIe data that enables the researchers to interpolate estimates for the grouci water level in the
areas between the monitoring posts.
Field-based data provide the values for the ground water table during the growing season. These
are subject to further analysis.
The average values for the ground water table during the growing season in the SzigetklCz region
(1980-1992) show that 53% of farmland possessed suficient available ground water for the crops.
The data reflects the patterns in the topsoil layer.

According to measurements made where the ground water table i s closer to the surface than
200cms (23% of the monitored planting fields had the water table near the surface), there was a
direct supply of moisture. Where the water table is between 200-300 cms fiom the surface (30%)
of the moisture supply waç either constant or temporary? depending on the topsoil features. Where
the ground water level was between 300-590cms from the surface moisture supply was limited,
and below 500 cms moisture w a absent.
~

Agrotechology has a number of elements (croprotation, cultivation, seed-bed preparation,
nutrient supply, utilisation, provision of high biological fertility, weeding, pest-control, irrigation,
harvesting etc.). The quality of each technological element has a direct impact on agricultural
productivity, which in turn is linked with environmental conditions. Each technological step has an
important function and any defect in their use will put optimum yieldç at rîsk. In the past few yearç
of the period researched, it may be pointed out that the standard agrotechnological management
usually fulfilled the basic requirements of cropping. The first sign of techn,ical faults began in 1492
when the implementation of some technological elernents was not fully accomplished. (Defiçient
fertilisation already had some effects on the average registered yield,)

In the pilot-phase of data-processing analysis was focused on the contents of professional
programmes. The current annual reports still follow this pattern. At a later stage of the
investigations, time-lag analyses came into use as well. In order to understand ihe impact of the key
conditional factors upon productivity, we introduçed the techniques of multi-factor impact analysis.
Al1 species of crops and soii-types were cross-referenced against the various water table categories
and yield-trends for dry, average and wet years alike. The impact of technological methods
(especially nutrient re-charge techniques) were also examined.
It was clear that crops with a low territorial proportion (Le. less than 1000 halyear) did not provide
statistically suficient data for such multi-factor analyses.
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CONCL
usmivs OF THE ANALY+

Areas of any soil-type for al1 çategories of relatively high watlr table level had a signifieant yieldgsowth for al1 investigated species in the wet years.
I
Any reductions of water level led ta a loss of yield at the lower'grtiund water table sections.
The same tendency prevails in the years of average precipitdtion, though it rnust be added that
meadow soiIs give a slightly higher yieId output than the average regional values.

In seasonal cycles with a dry or drought precipitation regirne meadow soils give higher yieldç in al1
cross-functional analyses. Water tables near the surface provide al1 soil-types with a significantly
higher yield for each category. (lrrigated sugar beet produced téss divergence in yield values.)

!

Cross-factor analyses were conducted to produce the following~weightedaverage figures for the 1 I
crops investigated ( 1980-1992):
Compared to the average figures of the Szigetkilz-region, wet xears brought 9% yield increase, dry
years produced 9.5% yield loss.
1

According to measurements made in max. 290 cms of ground water table (direct supply area) the
calculated average for the 13 year period corresponds to a yield increase of 10.8% (direct suppIy
area) and 7.4% (indirect supply area). These positive effects are based on the moisture supply
capacity of the ground water. The çorresponding Figures for dry years are as follows: 15- 19% yield
increase (direct supply area) and 10.0-10.8% yield increase (indirect supply area)
The 13-year period investigated did nat bring about any sipifirant technological changes, the use
of modem know-how secured the maintenance of relatively higG prodiictivity.
I

To verify the above observations and to understand the effects of single conditional factors the
project extended its focus to the systematic data-collection and evaluation of the sampte areas
around the observation wells. In these sample areas we carried out a number of soil profile analyses
on the most significant physical, chernical and hydrolagical feahrres of the different surface layers.
In 1985 phenological observations also started in the sample areas. 1989 saw the start of relative
moisture content observations. The S SM-00 1 moisnire gauge equipment functions on the capacity
principle and provides realistic data on the changing moisture content. The moisture content
observations are adjusted to the relevant phenological phases' and changing weather conditions.
These observations take place on arable land, in forests, both on the protected side and On the
fioodplain. The results support the previous conclusions concemjng ,the relationship between water
table fluctuations and their impact on soil moisture content.
j
CONDITIONA
L FACTOR MODIFICA TJONS FOLLO WING THE DIVERSION OF THE DANUBE

When compared to the average data-output of the 1980-1992 period, the year 1993 brought some
I
significant changes.
1993 was the driest and hottest of al1 the years investigated, andcan be regarded as a drought year.
In the first half of the year precipitation was unusually scarce,, which greatly influenced the low
yield values of summer-tiarvest crops. Heavy rainfall in the second half of July improved yield-

potentials for autumn-hawest crops, further rainfall in September and October put another limit to
yield loss.

In the growing seasons of 1993, the rain gauges in the Mosonmagyarovhr-Gy) area registered a 84118 mm 40-years-low. Although the total annual figures for precipitation were not low, it is
important to note that nearly half fell during the last three monthç of the year.
Following the diversion of the Danube, ground water level had greatly reduced in the reach
between Tejfalusziget and ~svhn~rai-6.
ln a number of areas ground water lefi the topsoil layer and
passed into the grave1 layer, thus ceasing its moisture-recharge functions. Of al1 the area
investigated there was about 1,800 ha, where the ground water table had dropped by 100-1 50 cms
in the average growing season. A further 2, t 00 ha area saw a reduction in its ground w a k r table by
60-100 cms. If one relates this data to the decrease in the sample areas, the Szigetkoz region had
lost its ground water recharge capaciiy on 4,200 ha of the arable land. There were some further
areas in the Upper and Middle SzigetkBz, ivhich suffered reduçtions in ground water table.
However, these never exceeded 50 cms and were located in such layers which had scarcely had the
capaciq for moisture recharge.
The level of fertilisation capaciiy deteriorated at a different rate behreen farms. The amount of
fertiliser-supply (perllha) was only 24.8% of the 1989 yearly equivalent (average in the SzigetkBzregion: 82.4 kglha). Some production units had given up fertilisation. Each faming cooperative
had certain species or fields where na nutrient recharge waç effected.
Over 23% of the wheat growing areas had Iate sowing. (e.g. sowing time on 140 ha: 1 December,
yield: 1.8 tonsha). The quality of biological sowing-materials had also deteriorated, a nurnber of
production units were forced to use self-cropped seeds. One quarter of the total arable area had
spring ploughing only. In this year of drought al1 irrigation facilities should have been rnanaged
better. (Only 10% of the sowing area was irrigated.)

I

I

&SEA RCH METHODS FOR MULTJ-FACTOR A M L YSES

The scope of the 1993 agrotechnological modifications have been proved by a nurnber of
investigations. The most important changes took diverse shape in the various regions, fields and
production units. In the Lower SzigetkBz the basis for research was established by the fact that the
local ground water table had negligible fluctuations (compared long-tenn average values to the
mean of growing seasonal data).This region suffered the heavieçt effects of precipitation-deficiency
but technological faults were not typical.

In the Middle Szigetktiz region the topsoil-tayer lost ground water table on about 4,200 ha, and
there was no direct moisture recharge effeect discernible.
The region had relativeiy more rainfatl, which nevertheless was still insuficient to make up for the
disappearance of the ground water supply. Of al1 technological elements, the lack of nutrient
~echargewas significantly more important than in the regions of the lower reach. The extent of
rainfall-deficiency was sirnilar in the regions of the Upper, and Lower Szigetkllz. Those instances
of water-supply deficiency, which were attributed to the drop of ground water level, proved to be
limited to the lower parts of a few fields. The extent of nutrient recharge deficiency is high and
other technological faults are also important.

I

The significance of the 1943 conditional changes is best understood if 'çontrasted to the 1980-92
average values. The exîent of micro-regional damages can best be analyçed on the basis of
weighted average data, which primarily describe the axisting conditions for the dominant crops.
This method enabled us to understand the interplay and sole effect of the individual technological
elernents. The calculations foElowed the pnnciple of exclusive data-analysis, which enabled us to
concentrate on the key conditional factors relevant to the environmental impact-nnalysis. Hence,
the elements related to technological faults were practically discounted. The sarne principles have
been applied to the measurement of the reductions in the ground water table. The results have been
supplemented with some diagrams on the moisture content of the sarnple areas. The above methods
may suggest scope for subjective interprehtion on the extent of damage related to rainfall
deficiency. Nevertheless, the hypothesis was verified by the cnrve diagrams on soi1 moisture
content. We detemineci the geometric average value of regional damage in the context of
conditional factors. This provided a high-probability estimate for the yield loss in al1 regions of the
Szigetkoz. The reliability of this method is based on the great diversiry of available data and the
provision of geomeaic average value.
I,
l
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Charf 1: Ramage arisingfrom yieid Ioss

1

Yield loss is generated by different factors and has certain regiqnal and plant-specific features. The
proportional distribution of conditional factor-analysisprovides the following regionnl averages:
Charf 2: Distribution ofyield lossfactors

The regional yield-trend analysis enable us to conduct a closer investigation on the actual impact of
the çonditional factors. The following data are based on the patterns of average yield and the
'
estirnated proportion of yield loss in the SzigetkBz-region.
1

Charf 3: Changing patterns of average yield

Alfalfa (green matter content)

32.49

1

28.82

-1 1.3

The calculated average data on yield value for the period 1980-92 suggest reasonably high
standards of production but do not shed any light on the uneven spread of the annual output. It
must be mentioned that - compared to the average yield values of the preceding 13 years - 1993
gave the poorest yield.
I

Summer-harvest crops (wheat, barley, peas) suffered consiiderable yield losses, which were
primarily linked to soi1 moisture deficiençy. This factor mainly affected the crops with a short
growing season (1 10 -130 days), such as spring barley and pea. Sunflower is a rather nonfastidious crop with a potentially high yield under normal conditions. 35% of its planting acreage
functioned as a replacement for such sugar beet fields, which had been discontinued due to poor
germination and pests. The replacement fields of sunflower not only provided a higher rate of

nutrient recharge but atso managed to take up suficient moisture in the periods of flowering and
seeding in the second half of Juty.
Auturnn-harvest crops suffered a limited degree of yield loss, which can partly be explained with
the impruvement of rainfall conditions in the second half of the year. Sileage corn was jointly
cropped with drought-proof broom-corn on 28% of its planting acreage. This rnethod produced
higher yield values. 73% of the sugar beet fields were irrigated (97 mmka average water table
level): discharge resulted in some degree of yield lass.

I

YIELD FLUCTUA TlON IN 1993

.

The estimated average yield fluctuations of 1943 (çompared with the average values of the period
t 980-92)arnounted to a 20.5% yield loss, i.e. in t e m s of the weighted average yield values of the
region'ç dominant 1 I crops. Weighted conditional factor-analyses were carried out in the contexts
of field, production unit, micro-regional structure and the varieQ of crops.
These investigations gave the following proportions of conditional factor-distribution: of the
20.5% of total regional yield-loss, rainfall deficiency and weather conditions made up l'û.5%,
whereas a further 5% loss can be attributed to ground water deficiency and an additional 5% loss to
technolagical faults.

I

Yield values were based on 1993 retail prices. The calculations compare some features of the two

. selected periods (1 980-92 and 1993). (Chart IV.)

The data reflect that a certain amount of diversification took place in various cropped species in the
contexts of planting acreage, average yield and retail price. This means that the actual yield loss
value may amount to more than the mere difference between the estimated yield value and the
realised value of production in 1993. The systematic comparative analysis between the average
annual yield value of the 1980-92 period (areaha) and of 1993 reveal that the potential average
value for 1993 is 1,085 million W P . Hence, the 1993 yield value equals about 74.4% of the
average value of the 1980-92 period. Yield Ioss is at 20.6%. (Chart IV)
The impact of the most important influencing factors upon the 1993 yield loss is preçented in
(Chart V). It is clear from the data registered that the dominant 1 1 plants gave a yield value of
860,882,000 HUF (instead of the potential 1,085 million HUF). Hence, the sample area (18,719
ha) suffered a yield loss of 223,649,000 HUF. The total of 20.6% yield loss is made up of the
following influencing factors:
Weather conditions: 11.9%, technological faults: 4.4%, diversion of the Danube: 4.3%. Ground
water deficiency accounts for a loss of 46,552,000 HUF. In the Middle Szigetkllz region there was
a reduction of grasslands (by 690 ha), which equaIled a yield loss of 2,346 t, equivalent to 3.192
million HUF.

In 1993, the total amount of agricultural darnage caused by ground water deficiency arnounted to
49,744,000 HUE.

The Impact of Groundwater Table Alterations on Farmland irrigation PatternsEnvironmental and Economic Considerations

Agricultural production in the Szigetkoz suffered yield losses due to various factors and in al1 of its
sub-regions. The magnitude of the loss had to be estimated by cornplex analyticai methods. The
location of significant ground water table subsidence can be determinecl with high precision. The
investigation on irrigation pattern alterations concentrates on the areas most affected.

The registered ground watcr table reduction had a direct impact on the irrigation patterns of the
Middle Szigetkoz. In the 19805 wwe had processed al1 the available data on regional irrigation.
These investigations ineluded field-based studies on the irrigation equiprnent, available water
resources and the actual output of irrigation. This data-base piovided a uselül tool for the analysis
of the subsequent alterations in the system. This study is an analyçis of the alterations that have
occurred since 1990 and refers to the current state of affairs. The affected area, -7 production units
of the Middle Szigetkoz region-, comprises 9,934 ha of farmland, 8,683 ha of which is arable. In
1990, ideal irrigating conditions were provided by 156 borehole wells, 44 dug wells, 13 gravel pits
and a number of natural water courses, canals, and dead stream branches. The 9,934 ha area had
sufficient irrigation under such excellent conditions that 3,6T t h a area (45.4% of the total) had two
or more water resources. The cumulative irrigating conditions had the following spread in the
region: Püski-62%, Lip6t-59%, Darn6zseli-85%, Héderv&-47%, ~svhyriir6-40%,Dunasziget32%, Halhszi- 1 4%.
The total area of cumulative irrigating conditions covered 1 1,748 ha, and had the following water
resource distribution: borehole wells - 45.8%, dug wells - 14.3%, Mosoni-Danube - 4.6%, canais,
dead stream branches - 30.4%, gravel pit ponds - 4.4%. By practising the principles of croprotation, the agricultural production uni& (companies) made beat efforts to iwigate most of their
arable land. This explains the high percentage (60.1%)of well-based irrigation. In the early years
of the 1980's, farming irrigation systems were based on portable (manually-operated ) équipment.
By 1990, the use of modern, mobile (side-branch fitted) irrigators became widespread. Because of
their higher irrigation dernands, farming companies still prefer the use of this equiprnent, while
fanners tend to have the portable units. In reçent years, ~ s v h n f l ~ rmade
b the only purchase of new
irrigation equipment in the region. In the drought year of 1990 a total of 3,153 ha received
irrigation-to an average of 106 mm submerged cover. Irrigati~nwas spread as follows: sugar beet7 10 ha, potatoes - 18 1 ha, alfalfa - 130 ha, cash crtips - I 12 ha, sowing peas - 20 ha. With 13.1%
of its arable land irrigated, Middle Szigetkoz had a higher, percentage value than the ;@na1
average.

Following the drastic alterations of ground water table and other vital irrigating conditions, the
current data for 1994 reflect significant changes. There is a regionally important shift in the level of
serviceability of the borehole wells: 28 of the 156 unit5 have broken down completely. There are
53 high-capacity (ive.2 side-branchesiunit) wells in service. There are 75 low-delivery borehole
wells at half-capacity. In addition, it is worth mentioning that 42 of the 44 dug-wells have an
insuficiently low water delives, for any use. Water-delivery on the protected side is still sufficient
to secure irrigation, although this does not greatly influence the potential size of the irrigation area.
The low flow-rate canals and open drains have dsied up or dropped to a minimum capacity.

The most important changes of the different areas are the following:

~ s v h n y r the
~ : subsidence of the ground water table is substantial, a l b u g h the tailrace-canal
discharges have temporary effects on the ground water flow.Despite ground water table reduction,
the borehole wells function at full capacity. In 1994 some new borehole-wells have been
established, as the dug-wells, water courses, canals had become unserviceable for irrigation.
HedervCir: borehole wells function at full capacity, 2 of the deep dug wells are still fully
serviceable, 3 dug wells dried up. One of the work-pits has dried up. The canals are ternporarily
serviceable, as pumping water discharge inçreases delivery.
Darnozseli: old borehole wells at half capacity, 5 dug wells are unserviceable, dug wells near the
floodplain are at half capacity. One work-pit has dried up and is used as a dumping ground. The
Novki-canal provides an excellent water source.
Lip6t: most borehole weIls are at full service, half-capacity near the floodplain. All dug wells are
unserviceable. The canals have dried up. The Lipdti- and Hédervsri- canals provide temporarily
sufficient conditions for irrigation.
Püski: one-third of borehole wellç are at full-capacity (Novhki-canal), two-thirds at half-capacity.
Al1 dug wells (14 in total) are unserviceable for irrigation. The canals have dried up. This area
suffers the heaviest darnage of subsidence in the ground water table. Grave1 pits provide some
capacity for irrigation.
Dunasziget: 61% of the total area can be irrigated from the high capacity water supplies. Borehole
wells (9 in total) are at half-çapacity. Dug wells (9 in total ) are unserviceable. One grave1 pit pond
has dried up.
Halaszi: Irrigation was based mainly on borehole and dug wells. These wells have suffered the
regionally highest darnage: 12 borehole wells and 5 dug wells have dried up. 20% of the area can
be irrigated from the Novhki-canal. 23 of the serviceable borehole wells are at half-çapacity.

Due to ground water table subsidence the area of potentially irrigated area has diminished
significantly, totalling 19.1 %. The area of cumulative irrigating conditions has also shrunk by
3,500 ha. There has been a 1,349 ha drop in the size of the irrigated area with low water-flow
stseams, canals, and dead stream branches. This damage has mainly affected the area near
~svhnfiyrhr6and PUski.

Dug wells are practiçally unserviceable: the size of the originally served area of 1,677 ha has
s h n k to a mere 57 ha. The worst deterioration of irrigating conditions hits the PUski area, as it has
the most dug wells established.
The alteration in the serviceability of borehole wells has partly technical reaçons (corrosion, longterm lack of use) as well as direct consequençe of the ground water table subsidence. Most
borehole wellç are old and their capacity had been based on the dynamics of ground water. They
were originally designed for traditional, manually portable irrigating systerns. With the spread of
modern irrigating equipment some new borehole wellç have been installed, Alternatively, some
agricultural companies have applied the techniques of pipe-extension and notches to provide
abundant water resources for irrigation.

The areas with relatively high borehole well provision experience regionally significant loss of
serviceability due to the reduction of the ground water table. Borehole wells now only provide 25%
of the unable water resource (original share: 66%). The warer delivery of borehole wells is
( 1 1)

insufficient on 37% of the inigated land (3,029 ha). As a r&ult, the inigaling regirne is at half
capaciîy. The maintenance of these resources for irrigation hab become very costly therefore new,
more cost-effective techniques have to be explored. Discounting the damaged water-resource
areas, only 64.5% of the total regional farmland area c m l be irrigated. The deterioration of
irrigating conditions affect al1 agricultural production units and the proportion of unserviceable
areas mns as high as 57% (Püski), 60% (Halaszi), 42% (Darnbzseli).
I

The unserviceable (or low capacity ) wells may be renovated through pipe-extension, notches and
well-rings, thus the abundant water resource cm be reclaiyed. Renovation costs almost equal
installation costs. Under the pressing economic circumstances the agricultural companies have no
financial resourçes available. Nevertheless, some renovation pf-ojectshave been realised in the last
two years. The cost-effectiveness of irrigation has deteriorated to such a low standard that the
actual use of renovation projects rnay be questionable, It is clear that irrigation deficiencies are not
caused by the companies' management.
I

The high-capacity borehole w l l s have to be deepened in ordkr to compensate for the damage of
the natural water resourceç. These include the Mosoni-Danube, grave1 pit ponds, low-capacity
water streams and the discharge areas of the protected side. Due to the loss of cumulative irrigating
conditions in the Middle Szigetkoz region, there is an urgeni need for the establishment of 126
borehole wells. In order tci realise this project, some new side-branches have to be established to
provide suficient water resources.
1
The provision of near-optimum irrigating conditions (1 990 level) requires the deepening (notching)
of 150 boreholes. The new borehole well at ~svanyrariicost a net 80,000 HUF in April 1994.
Hence, one may estimate that the cost for the recovery of the i990 capacity level (minimum need)
would be around 10.08 million 1-IUF. The establishment of'the maximum irrigating conditions

would cost about 12 million HUF.
l

The agricultural companies of the Middle Szigetkoz have 14:sets of irrigating equipment. These
include 2-3 side-brancheslunit. The average number of company-based irrigation equiprnent varies
between 2 and 3. The age of the machinery varies fiom 3 to 9 years. The maintenance costs of the
oIder rnachinery are rather high because freguent replacement of the parts is necessary. Some
companies still possess old-fashioned, portable irrigating equipments ( 5 in total), most of which
have been out of use for the last 5 years. The full capacity of an item of modern irrigating
equipment covërs 50-80 ha, although in some instances a 130 halunit output can also be reached.
At present the available irrigating equipment has a capacity f o 1,000-1,200
~
ha ( 1 00 mm depthha).
Considering the Erop-rotation syçtems each Company requires the investrnent of at least I further
item of irrigating equipment. This would facilitate the compensation irrigation of such croplands
(cereals, corn etc.) where the effects of the lowering of the ground water table are present. Further
losses of the ground water table will necessitate the irrigation of 2,500-3,000 ha of hydrophyie
crops. The quantity of irrigating equipment witl have to be doubled: 7-14 items of equipment will
have to be financed to compensate for water resource losses in the region. Costs are at estimated
19-39 million HUF at 1984 prices.
The necessity for increased investment in irrigation conditions have constantly been emphasised in
our annual reports. That this has not always been realised rnay be linked with economical factors.
The agricultural production units consider irrigation as an important technological eiement in
securing constant yield standards or the provision of yield incryase.

Under present circurnstances only those plants receive irrigation, where retail prires compensate
for the inveçtment costs. The dominant plants are sugar beet and potatoes. The existence of the
large gap between the industrial and agricultural retail prices and the generally poor situation for
agricultural marketing is only too well-known. The cost-effectiveness of sugar-beet irrigation is
fiequently reconsidered at the production uni~s,because an average yield of 30 tonsha has already
been attainable with no irrigation at all. The 1993 costs of 100 rnrn/ha irrigating water provision
stood at 14-15,000 HUF. The retail price of sugar beet stood at 2,500 HUFltons.

This means that çost-effectiveness requires an average yield of 38-40 tonsha. Constant pressure on
costs is not easily balanced by long-terni, harvest-based income. The lack of the necessary active
capital forces a nurnber of companies towards low-cost production, which implies cuts in irrigation
investments and nutrient recharge technologies.
Irrigation is a rather costly technological element, which has been reduced significantly. As has
been pointed out the 1990 irrigation regime served five plants in an area of 1,153 ha at an average
of 1 IO mrns depth. The amount of irrigated water amounted to 1,222,000 cubic meters. The cos&
stood at Iess than 10 HUFlcubic meter. The çhanging weather conditions of the previous years
dernanded irrigation on a 900- 1,100 ha area. Until June 1994 the average moisture content of the
soils remained higher than in the previous years. The irrigation output for 1994 has covered 65 1 ha
of sugar-beet , 21 3 ha of potatoes, 57 ha of alfalfa, 24 ha of fjeld crops and 8 ha of hay. A total
area of 963 has been irrigated to a depth of 80 mm.
This equals 772,600 cubic meters of irrigation water. Sugar beet and potato fields received 1-3
treatments of irrigation, al1 other crops had single irrigation. Alfalfa has only been irrigated in the
replant fields for the second cut. The total amount of irrigated water has dropped 450,000 cubic
meters (in cornparison to 19901, whereas irrigation costs have increased by 60-80%. Although no
exact costs analyses are available for 1994, the estimated cost for irrigation lies between 15-19
HUFlcubic meter.

The currently serviceable irrigation equipment provides a capaciw of 2.5-3 .O million cubic meters
for 1994. Half of the incurred costs should faIl on the agents, who had darnaged the water regime.
The provision of the minimum requisement (1.3-1.8 million cubic meters of irrigating water) cos&
about 22.1-30.6 million HUF.The altered water table Ievel conditions require the following
minimum compensation costs: borehote well establishments: 10.1 million WUF, new machinery
and maintenance: 19 million HUF, increased irrigation demand: 22.1 million HUF. Hence, the
added costs of irrigation stand at 51.2 million HUF. The provision of optimum irrigating
conditions costs 81.6 million HUF. This is the total amount of the extra cost, which is incurred
from the diversion of the Danube.

Chart 4: Yield of arable çrops in rhe Szigebkoz-region
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- 1 1.3

557

2785

340

1700
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505

116
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-*--*
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----=

------
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3 192

-----
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1. Introduction

1
1

In accordance with the contract berneen the Geological Institut4 of Hungary and the Deparnent of
International Justice of the Foreign Minisrry, a shidy of deep structure and seismic hazard of the
GabEikovo-Nagymaros region was produced. The region in question is situated within the Little
Hungarian Plain (Hungary) - Danube Lowland (Slovakia), thus, it seems to be useful ro extend the
study over the whole of that area.

l

2. Deep Structure

!

The Little Hungarian Plain - Danube Lowland is divided by thé Slovak-Hungarian border into two
parts of comparable size (Figure 1). In the Southeast of both the Hungarian and Slovak parts, the
pre-Tertiary basement i s composed of Permian-Mesozoic and underlying Paleozoic sequences; in
the rernaining arear, it consists inontly of metamarphic rdlks. Late Paleozoic to Mcsoroic
sediments are only found in the (NW-N-NE) peripheral areas (Fusan et al., 1972b, 1987b, FIillip
and Dank, 1987, Dank and Fülop, 1990).
1
Tectonic qualification of the south-eastern areas - 'Transdanubian Range Unitf - is uniform in
Slovakia and Hungay whereas there is a serious discrepancy, in the tectonic subdivision of the
areas with metamorphic basement. Subdivision in Hungary (Csaszhr and Haas, 1984,
Brezsnyanszky and Haas, 1985, Fülhp and Dank, 1987, Dank and Fülop, 1990, Elllt~p,1990) seems
to be based on clear chronological and petrographic criteria: the 'Penninic Unit' consists of
metamorphosed Mesozoic, the 'Lower Austroalpine Unit', of pre-Mesozoic crystalline rocks
metarnorphosed in amphibolite facies, and the 'Upper Alstroalpine Unit', of anchi- and
epimetamorphic Paleozoic rocks. At the same time, distinction between the 'Tatrici and 'Veporic'
crystalline rocks in Slovakia seems to be based primariIy on $e position of the boreholes in the
regional tectonic structure, and not on real petrographic features.
1

That difference foms a barrier for tectanic correlation of the mktarnorphic units in the basernent of
the LittIe Hungarian Plain and Danube Lowland. As it will be ldemonstrated below, the barrier in
question is not necessarily impassable and the correlation openi new perspectives in understanding
the basement structure.
1

1

2.1. TECTONIC
POSITIOArdND FORMULA TING PROBLEMS
1

The major tectonic b o ~ d a r ) lwithin the pre-Tertiary basemeht of the Little Hungarian Plain Danube Lowland is RAba Line (Scheffer and Khnths, 1949) in Hungary and Hurbanovo Line (GaSa
and Beinhauerovh, 1977) in Slovakia. To the sautheast is the Transdanubian Range Unit while, ta
the north and northwest, the at Peast 120 km long Alpine-Carpathian transition section (Figure 1) is
situated. The transition is expressed in the 'Little Carparhian' influence in the Rosalia Mountains Leitha and Hainburg Hills (Pahr, 1980b) and in the 'East Alpine' influence jn the Little Carparhians
(Mahel', 1486). As a consequence, the applicability of pure Alpine or pure Carpathian terminology
seems to be doubtful.

1

Characteristic of Mihhlyi Slate is its homogeneity. Of more than 40 boreholes, 2 penetrated
dolomites (in breccias immediately below the overlying Miocene conglomerates, relationships with
the çlates being doubtful) and 6, mafic andlor intemediate volcanoclastic intercalations. The more
than 100 cores mostly consisted of sericite to sericite-chlorite (sometimes up to chlorite) phyllites
with various amounts of carbonate (calcite, dolomite, siderite) veins and infillings. In subordinated
amounts, siltstones and sandstones as welE as calcareous and dolornitic slates occur, Limeçtoneç are
only observable as some centirnetre lenses in calcareous çlates. Açid volcanic influence reported by
Balizs (1971) seems to be doubtful: idiomorphic albite and albite-oligoclase crysrals are most
probably porphyroblasts, not crystalloclasts, since the expected accornpanying quartz is completely
absent.
Mihiilyi Slate was traced for about 30 km in a SSW-NNE direction that points to its grcat
thickness. rts metamorphism, according to ~ r k a iet al. (1987), took place in the quartz-albitemuscovite-chlorite subfacies of the greenschist facies. In some of Mihalyi phyllites, biotite was
observable (e.g. in Lelkes-Felvhri's photo, see Fig. 29D in Fiilop, 1940) that points to the presence
of the biotite subfacies as well. Consequently, the metamorphic grade of MihhIyi Slate is analogous
to that of Koçzeg Slate (Lelkes-Felvari, 1982)
~ r k a iet al. (1987) concluded fiom ilfite-crystallinity measurements, on the high geothemal
gradient during the rnetamorphisrn of Mihalyi Slate, characteristic of the Variscan metamorphism
and diffèrent from that of the Penninics. That conclusion, however, iç invalid since rneasurements
from Mihilyi were compared with the expected value for Koszeg (Lelkes-Fefvhri, I982), not with
accual sesults which display no significant difference.
~ r k a iand BaIogh (1989) reported a 11615 and a 123*5 Ma K-Ar white mica age (Early
Cretaceous) that significantly differs fiom those for the Penninics (Tertiary}. That fact was
interprered in a pure 'Alpine' framework in terms of excluding Mesozoic and confirming the
Paleozoic age of Mihhlyi Slate. That argumentation, howerer, would only be valid if the MihaIyi
area were constituent of the Alps. As shown above (Chapter 2), it cannot be excluded that the
extreme eastern Penninics extends beyond the area affgcted by the Tertiary metamorphism. In that
aspect, it would be of interest to know the metamorphic age of the Borinka Unit of the Little
Carpathians which is comparable with the Peminics (PlaSienka et al., 1991)). Mihhlyi Slate,
therefore, may represent Peminic sediments with no Tertiary, ive. with only Lretaceouç
metamorphism, whatsmore this would be coherent with al1 data available.
Bilk Dolomite: was qualified as a stratigraphic unit (Fülop, 1990) on the basis of the BUk-1 (Figure
2) borehole section with dolomites and dolomite breccias for about 200 m (9 cores). Up to 20 km
south and southeast of Bük-1, 7 other boreholes also penetrated dolomites, dolomite breccias and
dolomite sandstones. The maximum thickness of dolomites (280 rn) was observed in the borehole
01-6. Within the 140 m basement sequence of Bük-2, marly slates (calcareous phyllites) of about
100 m in the thickness were both covered and underlain by dolomites whereas, in boreholes Olbti
01-8 and Pecol Pe-1, dolomites were underlain by calcareous sericite slates. In the area with

dolomites in the basement, four boreholes only penetrated various slates in a 20-60 m thiçkness. As
seen, dolomites both vertically and horizontatly alternate with calcareous slates and are probably
close to them in a stratigraphic sense. Consequently, when discussing the basement tectonics,
considering a dolamite-slate sequence seems to be necessary.

--

Figure 3: Pre-Cenozoic formatioions of ~ h Little
e
leungariam Plain - Danube Lo wland area and its liurroundings

Sporadic bo values ( h i et al., 1387) are analogous to those of Mihilyi, not Nemeskolta Slate.
K-Ar white mica ages, mostly for slates (140k6, 14W6,178*7, 180+7 and 203k8, h k a i and
Balogh, 19891, are significantly older than those for Mihhlyi Slate.
Szentgotthard Phyllite is k n o w from two boreholes (Figure 2) in about 25 km of the Nemeskolta
and 60 km of the Mihilyi area. Phyllites, sometimes with 1-2 mm calcite stnps along the foliation
are analogues of Mihilyi rather than of Nemeskoita Slate. Illite crystallinity of a single sample
(bo=9.017 L h k a i el al., 1987) Is equal to that for Koszeg Slate (bo=9.015 L, Lelkes-Felriri,
14821, K-Ar white mica age of the same single sample is 143k6 Ma ( k k a i and Balogh, 19891, a
little older than the ages for Mihilyi Slate and equal to the youngest Bük Dolomite ages.

Structural relationships between the rock units outliaed above can be seen in seismic sections.
Poghcshs et al. (1991) presented a map of inter-basement overthrusts al1 over the country. For the
Little Hungarian Plain, six civerthrusts were displayed, t h e northwest and three southeast of the
RAba Line (Figure 3). The latter is no1 visible in seismic sections, and ihat fact points to the steep
position of the corresponding fault planelzone. On the orher hand, il is clearly detected by
magnetic surveys as a zone which separates two areas of different geoelectric properties and cuts
overthnists deteçted in seismic sections (Figure 3).
Overthrust 1 coincides ulth the top of the Penninic Window at K ~ s z e gand cm be interpreted as
the base of the Austroalpine nappes. Their constituents, are not confirmed by drilling data.
Overihrust 2 is in the opposite sense forming, together with Overthrust 1, something like a
synform. Below it, borehole Csapod Cs-1 (Figure 2) penetrated micaschists with gamet, therefore,
Overthrust 2 is not an equivalent of Overthnist 1. Farther southwards, below Overthnist 2, Bük
Dolomite (and slate) appears. It is not correlatable wilh Csapod crystalline in a petrographc sense,
but both of them may belong to the same nappe (e.g., Upper Austroalpine). Overthust 3 separates
both Csapod crystalline and Bük Dolomite from Mihilyi SIate, the latter underlying thern in a
tectonic sense. That situation would be consistent with Sie correlation of Mihalyi Slate wilh the
Penninics, not Bük Dolomite. Moreover, it, in any case, contradicts the view of numerous
geologists that the Csapod crystalline belongs to the Lower Austroalpine Nappe and the Mihalyi
Slate is part of the Upper Auçtroalpine Nappe. The petrographic (and stratigraphic?) heterogeneity
of îhe Nemeskolta basement, may be due to its position within the dislocation zone of the Raba
Line.

Figrare 4: The structure of the Traprsdaplubiapl Range in a cross section, afier Schmidt, 1961.

.

Overthrusts 4-6 do not seriously influence the distribution of principal stratigraphic sequences
(metamorphites, Fermian sandstones and Triassic limestones), and thus, cannot bear significant
magnitudes. Most probably, they are analogous to the Litir and other thrusts in the Balaton
Highland, outlining the symmetry of the structure of the Trarrsdanubian Range Syncline (Figure
4)-

Numexous georogists regarded the Graz Paleozoic as the ana~o)~ue
oFMihAlyi Slate, Rük Dolomite
and Szentgotùiard Phyllite. The Graz Paleozoic crops out in a 60x30 km area (Fritz et al., 1992)
and ~onsistsof limestones and calcareous slates as well as 'dolomites and doloniite sandstones
sometimes intercalated by mafic tuffs and lavas are characteristic. Shalylsilty sequences of
sensible thickness occur in deepest horizons rnostly intercalated by mafic volcanites and
lirnestones, not dolomites.
I

The Graz Paleozaic is situated more than 100 km west of the Rük area, which are linked by
Arnwiesen Dolomite (Flügel, 1988a-b) in the basement of the Styrian Basin. Blumau Series below
Arnwiesen Dolomite consists of phyllites with limestone and dolomite intercalations, thus, may be
correlated with the deeper levels of the Graz Paleozoic and, perhaps, of Bük Dolomite. Sausal
Series south of Graz consists of greenschists, phyllites and sericite slates with limestone
intercalations (Schonlaub, 1980). In boreholes it is traceable tbwards the east up to the Hungarian
border (Flügel, 198Xa-b). Szentgotthard Phyllite was drilled in about 15 km of the laçt occurrence,
and its correlation with the Graz Paleozoic is problernatic.
I

Mihalyi Slate is isolated from the Slyrian Basin by the 'Bük-hwiesen serieç. No quasihomogenous slate fields of comparable size exist in the area o'fthe Graz Paleozoic on the surface.
Taken in that sense, the Sausal Series would be similar, the presence of Iimestone intercalations in
1
it however rnakes the correlation doubtful.
The metamorphism of the Graz Paleozoic ranges from late diagenetic through anchi- and up to
epimnal (Hasenhüttl and Russegger, 1992). The amount of K-Ar ages is lirnited and ranges
between 80 and 238 Ma (Becker et al., 1987, Fritz and Neubauer, 1990). Deeper nappes display
younger ages(98-133 Ma in 6 samples and 80 Ma in 1 sample>, than those in a higher position
(150-200 Ma in 10 samples and 121, 138 and 238 Ma for three other samples) due to the
increasing influence of the Alpine thermal with the burial deph (Fritz and Neubauer, 1990). From
that point of view, Mihilyi Slate could be correlated with the deeper nappes, and Bük Dolomite,
with the higher nappes.
1
i
To siimmariçe, Buk Dolomite is çorrelatable with the Graz Paleozoic thmugh the hrnwiesen(Blumau} link, and Szentgotthird Phyllite, with the Sausal S ~ r i e sof uncertain stratigraphie and
tectonic position. It is worth meniioning that both the Szentgotrhiird and Bük sequences are still
behind the Alpine section, not the Alpine-Carpahan transition. Correlation of Mihalyi Slate
(already situated behind the transition section) with any of thb AustroaIpine sequences, seems i o
I
be unconfirmed although not excluded.
O

Carpathian analogues of Mihiilyi SIate are dificult to find. III overviews of the Danube Lowland
(Fusan et al., 1972a,, I987a), no distinction is made between the epi- and mesozonal
metamorphites, al1 of them being classified in the 'crystalline basement'. Since detailed
petrographic descriptions are usually unavailable, the low-grade metamorphic rocks were selected
mainly by narnes of rocks and lists of minerals (Biela, 19784-b), 'Phyllites' and 'sericite-chlorite
slates' were regarded low-grade (epizonal), although an obvious uncertainty remains with the
content of the t e m s 'phyllite' and 'sericite', which may influenie the validity of the definition 'lowgrade'.
,

In the Danube Lowland, 'low-grade' metamorphic rocks were mentioned in ihree areas (Figure 5):
(1) southeastern foreland and buried southwestern continuation of the PovaZskj(
lnovec Hills (biotite phyllite in Topol'kany To-1, quartz-biotite phyllite and phyltite
in Sered' Se-5, phyllite and quartz phyllite in Sered' Se-6, phyllite in Sered' Se-8 and
sericite phyllite in A b r a h h Ab-1);
(2) Tiavnica Hills (quartz-sericite-chlorite slate in KOV-39, phyllite in KOV-40,
sericite-chlorite date in KOV-41, sericite-chlorite slate, partly influenced by contact
metarnorphisrn, and biotite slate in vS-1, sericite-chlorite slate with quartz lenses
and greenschists in vS-5, sericite-chlorite slate with sillimauite, andalusite and
biotite in vS-6 and sericite-chioriie slate with quartz lenses in vS-8);
(3) western Ipe Basin (sericite and sericite-chlorite phyllite with intercalations of
epidote amphibolites and sericite-quam phyllites, fine-grained quartzite and
sericite-quartz phyllite, sericite, calcite-sericite and graphite-calcite-sericite phyllite
in Dolné6 Semerovce SV-8, crystalline schistlslate in PlhSovce Pl-1, phyllite with
quartzite intercalations in PlaSovce PU-1, phyllile in Plhgovce PU-2 and sericitechlorite and chlorite phyllite and schist in Ipeskéé Predmestie VV-5).

,

The Sered' area is open to the south, but, for about 80 km towards the Mihiilyi area, no borehole
reached the basement. Four metres of brecciated 'Lower Triassic' shale and sandstone (Se-5) and
36 m 'Mesozoic' calcareous sandstone and arenaceous limestone (To-1) in the top of the
metamorphites, cannot be regarded as a normal stratigraphie cover, thus, the phyllite sequence is
1
not necessarily Palyozoic
in age. Equivalents of the Alpine Penninics in the Little Carpathians
(Plagienka et al., 1,991) point to the need to re-evaluate the phyllite sequence, considering the
possibility of its Mesozoic age and tectonic position below the surrounding crystalline and granite
complexes (SeneciSn-1, Trnava Tr- 1, Hlohovec Hl-2, Velké Ziluie V Z 1 etc.)
The two other aeeas seem to be 'closed' towards the southwest by boreholes with a
rnesometamorphic or granite basement ( K o l h v o Ko, $ u m y Su, Podhajska Podh, Pozba Po). The
density of boreholes, however, is insufficient to exclude: the possibility of correlation, about 80 km
towards the Mihilyi area still have no borehole data on the basement composition.
Presence of a distinct low-grade metamorphic sequence of Paleozoic age in the Stiavnica area is
doubtful because, on one the hand there are sirnilar narnes for Lower Triassic rocks (KOV-39 and
-49), ,and on the other gneisses, migrnatites and cataclastic granitoids are present(K0V-33, -39, 41 and v$-1).
On the contrary, biotite was nol mentioned even in detailed descriptions of the
basement rocks from the western Ipe Basin (SV-8: ~iichwalder,1981, W-5:Klinec, 1976), thus,
the presence of a low-grade metamorphic sequence in that area (3) seems to be very probable.
Permian to Lower Triassic (low-metamorphic) sedirnents in the top (SV-8) confirm its Paleozoic
age.
Summarising: the presence of low-grade metamorphic slate sequences c m be supposed in two
areas of the Slovak basement, in the Seres aeea and in the western IpeP Basin (east of Danube
Lowland). The age of the slate sequence can be both Mesozoic or Paleozoic in the first area and is
Paleozoic in the second.

Taking into account the absence of any boreholes in the central Little Hungarian Plain or Danube
Lowland (60x80 km) and the limited amount of them in most of basin areas, the existence of siill
unknown metamorphie basement sequences cannot excluded. They could partIy correspond to
Paleozoic slate sequençes of the exposed areas (Pezinok, Pernek and Hannonia: PlGienka et al.,
1991, Janov grhi:Miko, 1981, Prednh hoa: Bajanik et al., 1979, Gelniça and Rakovec: Grecula,
19321, or they may be comptetely new.
2.4. CRUSTASTRUCTURE

Crusial structure is frequently discussed in terms of basement and Moho topography as well as
fauit and block delineation. Here, another aspect of the crushl structure, viz. composition
heterogeneity recorded in rnagnetic and gravity anomaly patterns will be discussed.
Intense magnetic anomalies are characteristic of the Little Hungarian Plain (Haâz and Komaromi,
1967), the sources of them being within the pre-Cenozoic basement (Posgay, 1967a-b). They are
situated in the imrnediate neighbourhood of the Rechnitz-K6szeg Penninic Window, and that fact
gave the idea to relate the anomalies to the mafic and ultrarnafic magmatites of the RechnitzKBszeg series (Varrbk, 1963, Balla, 1982). Magnetic anomalies were also traced in the Srnian
Basin (Seiberl, 1988) and interpreted, together with those in Hungary, the same way (Hoffer et al.,
199 1).

It is remarkable, however, that intense rnagnetic anomalies both in Hungary and Austria are
restricted ta basins and suddenly diminish in the exposed areas of the Penninics. Moreover, rnafiç
and ultramafic magmatites rest in nappes above the Penninic sediments (Pahr, 1980a) whereas the
intense magnetic anomalies corne from sources within the pre-Cenozoic basement (Posgay, 1967ab). That is why doubts remain conceming the origin of the anomalies (Oberladstadter et al., 1979).
Gravity anomalies both in Auslria and Hungary were interpreted in terms of basernent and Moho
topography (Renner and Stegena, 1966, Walach and Weber, 1987, Posch et al., 1989). The intense
Kolirovo gravity high, primarily in Slovakia, was also related to a hypothetical basement high
(Ga& and Beinhauerwi, 19771, but in the light of seismic and drilling data, it was re-interpreted
and connected with an intra-crustal high-density mass (Bielik et al., 1986). An analysis of gravity
anomalies along a seismic section from the Sopron Hills up to Lake Balaton revealed the presence
of an intracrusta1 high-density mass below the Mihilyi area (Figure 6),and that mass is traceable
towards the southwést, across the Styrian and Zala basins (Balla, 1993). Altogether, the intracmstal high-density mass is now traceable for more lhan 200 km covering the zone of the intense
magnetic anomalies (Figure 7). In the first approximation, coincidence of the magnetic and gravity
ariamalies is explicable in rems of the maficlultramafic composition of the intra-crustal source.
The position of the intra-crustal high-density mass in the general structure of the Alps induced an
idea to correlate it with the well-known Ivrea Zone of the Western AIps and to outline a possibiliiy
of an approximately 500 km dextral offset upon the Insubric-Periadsiatic Lineament (Figure 8).
The absence of high-grade metamorphism above the high-density mass, however, is a significant
difference from the Ivrea Zone. It might be explained by a much deeper position of the top of the
mass below the Little Hungarian Plain area compared with that in the Ivrea Zone. Unfortunalely,
no comparisons of the expected and observable rnetarnorphic zonation and no computations of the
corresponding thermal models were perfomed to support thar concept.
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Three alternative explmations for the inma-crustai hi&-density mass can be outlined as lollows:
(1) an intrusion connected with the Miocene volcanism (Bielik et al., 1986);

(2) an inclusion within the continental crust of a piece of the oceanic lithosphere
which arme due to the partly open Penninic basin ;
(3) a prohsion of the upper mantle in connecticin with the Miocene extension.

Ln the intrusion model, the size of the mass in question is incomprphensible, as is its linear shape
in both the intrusion and inclusion models. The inclusion and protmsion modeh, do not account
for the vertical asymetry of the mass (Figure 6) nor does the prosrusion model explain the
discordant position of the mass in maps relative to the basement topography (Figure 7). As seen,
even in the first approximation, no real alternative for the Ivrea model can be offered although
mantle protrusions in the axial zones of the deepest partial basins rnay complicate the picture due
to additional high-density masses.
In the Ivrea model, the R5ba Line is accompanied from the northwest by the most elevated (in a
structural sense) zone, which suffered the most intense erosion before the Miocene subsidence. In
other words, the deepest tectonic units, the Penninics os even its base, are expected in that zone. In
the Western Alps and the Tauern Window, the base consists of continental series metamorphosed
in high greenschist andlor low amphibolite facies. From that point of view, Mihalyi Slate might
belong io the Penninic series, and its analogues might cover large areas in the central Little
Hungarian Plain - Danube Lowland where as noted earlier, there are no boreholes. The Sered'
phyllites may form an apophysis of ihat Penninic field. Wilhin the zone of high gavity, the
continental basement of the Penninic Nappe might also occur in the base of the Miocene basin
Filling, the Kolirovo metamorphites and granites being possible candidates.

The pre-Cenozoiç basement of the Little Hungarian Plain - Danube Lowland is divided into two
parts by the Riba-Hurbanovo Line. Southeast of the Line, is the Transdanubian Range Unit
(Figure 3), with Paleozoic sequénces and overlying themi Permian and Triassic sediments.
Northwest of the Riba Line, the pre-Cenozoic basement consists of Alpine-Carpathian
metamorphic series which are anly covered by Upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments in the
northwestern, northern and northeastern peripheral areas.
Mesomnal metamorphites belong to the Austroalpine or Tatroveporic nappes with no real
possibility for furlher subdivision on the basis of its composition in rhe drill cores. As a
consequence, classifying al1 the mesometamorphites east of the Sopron area, into the 'Lower
Austroalpine Unit' in Hungary, as well as distinguishing between the 'Tatric' and 'Veporic'
crystalline south of the ~ r i b e ~ g t i a v n i carea
a in Slovakia (divided by the 'Vepor Line' up to the
Hungarian border) seems to be groundless.
Epi- to anchizonal Paleozoic metamorphites have been found in the vicinity of Graz, In the
basement of the Styrian Basin (Arnwiesen, Blumau and Sausal series) and in southwestern
Hungary (Szentgotthhd Phyllite - the probable equivalent of the Sausal series, Bük DolomiteSlate - the probable equivalent of the Graz Paieozoic and of the Arnwiesen possibly including
Blumau series). Similar rocks rnay also be consrituenis of the didocation zone of the RIrba Line
(Nemeskolta area). In Slovakia, epizonal metamorphites of Paleozoic age can be assumed in the
(19)
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western Ipe Basin (Dolné Sernerovce, P1iSt70vce, IpePske ~rédmestie)surrounded by boreholes
containing mesometamorphic basernent rocks. They are in aqout 280 km of the Graz Paleozoic
(Upper Austroalpine) and in 169 km of its Hungarian equivalents, and are traditionally classified
as Veporic crystalline.
I
I
Epizonal Mesozoic metamorphites, products of Tertiary metathorphism, çrop out in the RechnilzKoszeg Penninic Window. Their lithological analogues were established in the Little Carpathians,
but no info&tion is available on the presence or absence of Tertiaq metamorphism. In principle,
the eastern closure of the Penninic basin and eastern termination of the Tertiary metamorphism, de
not necessarily cûincide. Therefore it seems possible that in the Alpine-Carpathian transition zone
(Rosalia Mountains through Little Carpathians and Little Hungarian Plain - Danube Lowland
areas behind them, Figure l), Penninic sediments with no Tertitiary, only Cretaceous,
1
rnetamorphisrn occur.
1
In the Little Hungarian Plain, Mihhlyi 'Slate emerging from below the overthrust Upper
Austroalpine Bük Dolomite-Slate, is analogous to the Koszeg series in a lithological sense, the
only difference being in the Cretaceous, rather chan Tertiary, age of irs rnetamorphisrn. Thus,
Mihalyi Slate might be representative of the Penninic series wjth no Tertiary rnemnorphisrn. This
does not exclude the possibility of its Paleozoic age. In Slovaki,a(80 km north oFMihilyi Slate but
without any borehole data on the basement between them), the ~Sered'phyllites emerge from below
the overthrust Tatric Mesomic. The age of them is unconstrained, thus, Mesozoic is not excluded,
and an anaIogy with Mihalyi Slate seems to be possible although as yet unconfimed.
The U b a Line is accompanied from the northwest by a zonE of intra-cmstal high-density mass.
This can be regarded as similar to the Ivrea Zone of the W,estern Alps (Figure 81, alternative
explanations (Miocene volcanism-related intrusion, oceanic lithosphere inclusion and upper
rnantle protrusion) being inconsistent with the size, shape or Position of the zone in question. In
the fiame of the Ivrea analou, tectonic units of deepest qosition woield be expected in the
basement above the hi&-density m u s . The penninic provenance of Mihdyi Slate would be
compatible with that expectation, and it seerns possible evenl without supporting borehole data,
that in the central Little Hungarian Plain - Danube Lowland there are mostly Penninic sequences
with no Tertiary rnetamorphisrn. This contradicts the hypothesis of 'Tatric' and 'Veporic'
mesometamorphites and granites with the 'Vepor Line' between them, underlying the Neogene
barin fiil. Kolbrovo granites and mesometamarphites do not becessariiy overlie hose Penninics
but perhaps underIie them.
I

3. Seismic Hazard

i

The evaluation of the seisrnic hazard comprises of various'elements, one of them being the
analysis of the structural control of the earthqunke distribution In space. In this study , that aspect
of the seismic hazard evaluation of the GabEikovo-Nagymaros segion will be outlined. Al1 the
other aspects, e.g. the earthquake distribution in tirne, the quantitative value of the seismic hazard
etc., are beyond our competence and should be given by the' Seisrnological Observatory of the
lnstitute for Getidesy and Geophysics in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
For an analysis of the factors controlling the earthquake distribution in space, a great number of
earthquakes is usually needed. In areas of low seismicity such as Hungary, the insufficient
earthquake data can only be compensated by including large areas in the analysis. That is why the
evaluation of seismic hazard for the GabEikovo-Nagymaros region will be preceded by a seismic

hazard evaluation for the whole of Hungary. That analysis is based on four maps in scale
1:500.000 as follows:

1) faults due to Pleistocene activity from geological and geomorphic data (JAmbor et
al., 1993a and Schweitzer et al., 1993),
2) geophysical Iineaments (Szabii et al., 1983),
3) faults in the preEenozoic basement (Fülop and Dank, 19871,
4) spatial distribution of Hungarian earthquakes (Szeidovitz and Miinus, 1993).

The two maps indicated in 1) were compiled using for the most part similar data and similar ideas.
They resulted in a picture (Figure 9) which conforms with the dominating (although not the
autocratie) view for many decades in Hungarian geological and geomorphic literatwe, and which
is the ffsrst synthesis for the neotectonics of Hungary, scale 1:500.000.

The work in 2) presenls lineaments derived first of al1 from gravity data and connected with the
basement topography and probably of fault origin. Additionally, from reflection seismic sections,
some faults have been displayed. It would only be possible to better estimate the age of
corresponding faults within the Pliocene-Quaternary period, by means of additional data or
considerations.
The map in 3), with corrections from a new review (Figure IO), have been used prÿmarily for
checking the geological sense of geophysical lineaments.

Map 41, allowed the selection of the faults which indeed control the earthquake distribution.
Cornparison of the maps ( J h b o r et al., 1993b, Schweitzer et al., 1993, SzabD et al., 1993, Fül6p
and Dank, 1987, Szeidovitz and Mbnus, 1993) revealed certain correlations and discrepancies as
follows:
1) There is no principal contradiction between the two geological-geomorphic
versions, and differences between h e m are mainly found in the density of the fault
network and locationfoutline of certain faults.
2) Geophysical lineaments correlate weIl with the faults known from geological
data, the main difference is that they are dispersed in certain zones around the faults.
This probably reflects the fact that faults are usually traced by sporadic borehole
data as single lines, whereas geophysical lineaments demonstrate their complex
nature.
3) The 'faults due to Pleistocene activity' from geological-geomorphic data are
hardly as the prevailing part of both the geophysical lineaments and basement faults
are derived from borehole data. Consequently, their tectonic nature should be
carefully checked and the term 'geomorphic lineaments' seems mare suited.

4) Earthquake concentration zones correlate well with the geophysical lineaments
(Figure 11) and basement faults, but are disharmonious with the geomorphic
lineaments.

1

l

As a result of these comparisons, the reason why geornorphic analysis did not reçult in a fault
network correlatable wiih either the geophysical lineaments and basement faulls, or with the
earthquake distribution, has proved to be fundamental. That js why it will be especially analysed
below.

According to Jambor (1993), the principal consideraiions in favour of the existence of young
faulls are as follows:
in a tectonic sense, the territory of Hungary was consolidated very late, so young
raults are possible;

-

- uplift of the hills and mountains as well as subsidence of basins resulted in altitude
differences between synchronous Pleistocene sequences of up to several hundred
meters, and, due to the horizonta1 strata, that situation could have only arisen by
fault activily;

- the tecionic ozigin is the only reasonable explanation for the Fm-like valley system
in Transdanubia, and al1 of ihoçe who participated in the map compilation are in
agreement with hat;

- intense

\

changes of the thicknesses of the Pleistocene sediments in basins should be
related to fau1ts;- faults delected in Cenozoic sequences by reflection profiles in seismic
sections could be rejuvenated in Pleistocene.

Based on the above considerations, J h b o r (1993) traced the faults wiih Pleistbcene activity
(Figure 9) along certain lines and zones as follows:

- boundaries between

the hillslmountains and basins, and between hillylrnountain
areas diflerentiy uplifted in the Pleistocene, if those boundaries are traceable as
breaks in the altitude of synchronous Pliocene or Quaternasy sequences;

- valleys which belong to the fan-like system in Transdanub?a;
-zones of sharp thickness changes of the Pleistocene sedi ents in basinç;
- faults which cut Pliocene sequences in seismic sections.

Jimbor (1953) outlined problems in detecting faults as follows:
- the Pleistocene faults are

difficult to be deteçted due to the bad exposure as well as
to the subsequent erosion and soi1 formation;

- in seismic sections, no faults are visible below the most of the valleys interpreted
as tectonicaily controled (this fact, however, in his opinion does not contradict the
existence o f faufts since it is usually explicable in t e m s of displacements of less
than ten meters);
uppermast, 200-400 m level of the hydrocarban-prospective reflection seismic
sections, is free of recorded profiles, thus the Pleistocene activily of the îaults
cannot be directly confimed.

- the

It is concluded that the only faults thatcan be accepted as directly confirmed are those which have
been detected by the different altitude position of Pleistocene sequences, i.e. on the basis of
observable offsets. A11 other faults have to be regarded as jndirectly defined. Faults othenvise
outlined will be disçussed separately.
1

I

In die map of J h b o r et al. (1993a) most of the faults are displayed in the area between the
Bakony and Mecsek Mountains. Hungarian geological literature on the neotectonics of that area
has been analysed by Gerner (1 9933. That area can be regarded as a standard for Hungary, thus its
discussion will be especially emphasised.
3.1.1. Faults deteçted by direct data
An insignificant part of the fauIts due to Pleistocene adtivity is only confirmed by direct
observations. The surface of these faults is nor visible but which are accompmied by sharp
topographic steps and on the limbs of which, sychronous PIeistocene slrata are lying at different
altitudes, and so they are regarded as directly detected. The two maps display those faults, rnostly
in hilly m a s , approximately in the same places but in hifferent ways. Jirnbor et al. (1 993a) show
them as wavy or zigzagged lines whereas Schweitzer et al. (1993), as straight or slightly curved
lines. From a tectonic point of view, the first way wwld be consistent with vertical displacement
whereas the second, with horizontal displacements. Since the'main criterion for the fauit detection
was the vertical offset, Jambor et al.'s (1993a) way seems to b~ more acceptable,
The above faults form boundanes of blocks which were moving relative to each other in the
Pleistocene, consequently, it would be possible to conscruct a block map on the basis of the iault
network. The block contours are clearest in he hilly ared between the Bakony and Mecsek
mountains (Figure 12) and can be characterised as follows:

l
1) The section of the Kapos valley which extends from the springs up to the village
of Kurd falls abovezthe Kapos-Szolnok-Mhmaros basement fault (Balla, 1988),
and the Pleistocene displacements upon the Kapos valley block boimdasy (Némedi
Varga, 1977) cm be related to the revival of that principal fault (Figure 12, 6). West
of the spring area, the water divide between the basins of the River Drava the River
Zala and Lake Balaton seems to continue the above l h e up to the village of LiszO,
but it is not clear whether that is important for lracing the fault or not. Below the
village of Kurd, the Kapos valley gradualty turns towards the northeasl and together
with the west-east-directed section of the Creek Si&(, it follows the sharp Tamasi
basement fault (Figure IO), not the ~ a p o s - ~ z o l n d k - ~ i r a m xprincipal
os
faault
beyond the mouth of the Kapos. Beyond the Creek
a water divide running in
a northeastern direction towards the southern end of t$e Island of Csepel follows the
continuation of the Tamasi Line, but its structural sense is completely obscured. East
of the village of Kurd, no topographic expression of the Kapos-Szolnok-Miramaros
lineament is visible.
II
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Figure 12: Contours of the Quaternary tectonic blocks in Middle und South Transdanubia
according fro Balla et al., 1993b

2) The east-west-direçted section of the valley of the Creek Nagy-Kopphy (Figure
12, 5) merges with the Kapos-valley block boundary in the east. Towards the West,
the Nagy-Koppiny valley borindary is iraceable in IWO different ways:
i. following the arch of the Creek Nagy-Koppiny it. rnay ru; into the Lake
Balaton at approximately Balatonlelle, in that case, Pliocene sediments crop out
along the southwestern side of the whole of the boundary in harmony with the
elevation of that limb;
\
ii. from the village of Fiad and following isolated SE-NW tending vailey
sections in the vicinity of tlie villages of Kisberény, Buzsak and BalatonUjlak. II
may run across the Lake Balaton into the area of Keszthely, however, in that
case, the uplifi of the southwestern limb would be only detectable between
village of Buzsak and Lake Balaton.
In both cases, coherence with the basement structure would only be observable on
the valley section below village of Fiad.

3) The western conlinuations of the bIock boundaries along the valleys of the Creek
Kis-Kopphny (Figure 12, 4) and the Creek Jaba (Figure 12, 3) are probably in
harmony with the (ii) version of the Nagy-Kopphny valley boundary, as deflections

towards the north run into the Lake Balaton. The eastem continuations are only
imaginable up to the Creek Sio.
Sirnilar faults are traceable aiong those sections of the River Raba (Figure 12, 1) and River Zala
(Figure 12, 2) which arch approximately parallei with each 'other. Their positions on maps are
close to those of basement faults, thus they can be associated with the rejuvenation of ihose faults.
The bloçks between h e m are iiIted towards the southeast similar to the blocks in the Somogy
county 1 .
Along the straight section of the River Danube between Gytir and Esztergom, the Pleistocene
sequences have abruptly subsided below the Little Hungarian P l a i d . This may indicate the
presence of a young fault here. At the same time, on the siniilarly straight, north-south-oriented
section of the River Danube below VAc, a ropographic step $hich was formerly interpreted as a
conjugate fault (Schmidt, 1957), is absent in both new maps.

I
3.1.2. The origin ojihe straighr undparullel vulleys

.

RoughIy perpendicular to the block boundaries in sornogy county, transverse valleys have
developed which fa11 in a segment of the large fan-like systeni. The whole of that system starls in
the Zala çounty3 , with north-south-directed valleys and ends in the northem Danube-Tisza
interleave with northwest-southeast-directed valleys. The Somogy valleys are oriented in a NNWSSE direction in harmony with their position within the fan. The majoriiy of Hungarian scientists
(Loczy, 1913, 1918, Cholnoky, 1918, Szabb, 1957, Marasil and SzilBrd, 1958, 1974, Erdélyi,
1961, 1962, ad&, 1964, 1969, BuIla, 1964, Szilard, 1967, Marosi, 1968, 1969, 1970, Péçsi,
1969, 1986, Brewnyinszky and Sikhegyi, 1987) are convinced that those valleys follow faults and
thus are of tectonic origin. Jambor (1993) clearly states thai in spite of the (i) absence of direct
proofs, (ii} small magnitudes of possible dixplacements d d (iii) absence of any acceptable
theoretical mode1 for the whole of the fault system, he believes in the tectonic origin of thase
valleys due to the absence of any acceptable alternative explanations. For this reason, the problem
I
will fie discussed below from rhat point of view..

bf

The transverse vallcys are straight, and fmrn a tectonic point view, that would be explained in
terrns of the shear origin of the faults supporting that. The map of Jimbor et al (149Ja) makes a
striking difference between the straight shape of those transverse faults and the wavy or zigzagged
shape of the longitudinal faults on block boundaries, the latter being characterized by vertical
offsets. As early as 1918 (Cholnokyj and in the fifties (Schmidt, 195 1, 1952, 1957 and Egyed,
1954), the transverse raults were regarded as strike-slip.
l

'Sornogy county' mainiy cevers the area south of Lake Baleton alrnajt up to the Mecsck Mountains
'Little Hungarian Plain' is a lawland in northeaçtern Hungary, its ;ortheni half being known as 'Danube
Lowland' in Slovakia
!
l
1

'Zala countyt4coversthe areas West and southwest of the Lake Balaton
I

Figure 13: /n#erpreiaiion ofthe Transdanubian linearnent sjjsfem and orientation of recenr
principal stresses (Gerner, 1992: Fig. 8). Due io west-easi oriented dexrral shear, NE-SW
running lines are rejuvenated as dextral strike slips, and sinistral aniirherie faults are
generated. IP] the w ~ s J , the lutter form large angles wiih the ~hear,the diminishing of the
angle towurds the easi points lo pure shear or transiension. The highesr srress is horizontal
is orientecl in a WNW-ESE direction, and the iawesi stress, also horizontal, is
oriented in a NNE-SSWdirection.

Within that concept, however, there was no explanation for both
(i) the fan-like shape of the whole system or

(ii) the absence of any continuation of those faults in the Mesozoic and older
sequences of the Bakony and Mecsek mountains,
The first altempt to explain these features (Figure 13) was made by Cerner (1992). However, a
significant defect in his hypothesis, was in the disregard of geornetrical parameters (Ramsay and
Huber, 1987). The width of the shear zone is comparable with the thickness of the plasric layer
above the rigid basement (the sedimentary sequence which is moçtly 1-2 km thick), whereas in
Gerner's applica~ion,the width is at least 100-150 km, i.e. about two orders of greater magnitude.
Consequently, the mode1 proposed (Figure 13) cannot adequately explain the observable features,
and the two problerns outlined above remain unsolved.
Below, a completely new working hypothesis for the origin of the transverse valleys is outlined. It
originates from the well-known fact (Liiczy, 1913, 1918, Cholnoky, 1918, SzabO, 1957, Marosi
and SzilArd, 1958,, 1974, Erdélyi, 1961, 1962, ~ d h 1964,
,
1469, Bulla, 1964, Sziliird, 1967,
Marosi, 1968, 1969, 1970, Pécsi, 1969, 1986, Sikhegyi, 1985, Brezsnyhszky and Sikhegyi, 1987)
that the blocks tilt southwards (described in 3.1.1). In our opinion, the tilting simply explains why
the creeks nin towards the south and why are they parallel tu each other within the blocks: in the
case of the tabuIar tilting, water simply flows parallel to the tilt direction (Miller and Miller, 1961,
p. 96) without any additional factors. This way, the most important argument in favour of the
tectonic origin of the parallel straight valleys - 'no more reasonable explanation' (JQmbor, 1993) is dropped, and al1 the doubts concerning the tectonic origin of those valleys (Phvai Vajna, 1925,
1931, Strauçz, 1942, Vajk, 1943, Balla et al., 1993a) regain strength.

I

A sepamte problem is the explanation of the fan-like asrangement of the valleys. In ou1 opinion,
the boundaries of the blocks tilted towards the south in / the Pleistocene are traces of the
rejuvenation of basement faults, thus the slopes arid the valleys on the tilted block surfaces should
be approximately perpendicular to the basement faults. The latter, e g the Kapos-Szolnok, the
1 . .
:BuzsQk or the Balaton lines (Figure 10) are clearly bent, spiking in the southwest in a W-E
direction and in the northeast in a SW-NE direction. One c h state that the valleys are indeed
mostly perpendicular to the basement faults thus the fan-like shape of the valley systern as a whole
reflects the bending of the basement faults which conisol the Pleislocene block tilting.
As seen, the tilt mode1 gives a more complete explanation ifor the transverse valleys than the
tectonic one since it elucidafeç not only the straight shape and parallel arrangemeni of the valleys
but also the fan-like shape of their system and the absence of corresPonding faults in the basement
owrops. Accordingly, rnost of the faults along the transverse valleys will be neglected in the

discussion of the seismic hazard.

In some cases, however, that cannot be done.
1) Beyond the western temination of the Bakony ~ d u n t a i n s ,approximately N-S
oriented valleys appear suddenly and cover the cvho!e of the western imaginary
continuation of the basement strip, the corresponding picture being
incornprehensible with no fault(s) marking the boundary between the two m a s . The
corresponding fault(s) c m be supposed in the zone be4een the Creek Gyongyos on
the western edge of the Keszthely Mountains and thelN-S oriented section of the
River Zala to the west of it. That strip possibly corresponds to a bu2t zone.

2) A ximilar situation is visible on the western termination of the Mecsek
r e 1 1) is rnarked by valley
Mountains. The çorresponding transverse fault ( ~ i ~ u 12,
sections arranged into a NNW-SSE oriented line which perhaps is acçompanied by
parallel faults in the west.

1

l

3 ) In the block between the valleys of the River ~ l a ~ oand
s the Creek NagyKoppany, the creeks run towards the south. In the Lest beyond the KaposvirFonyiid line, accepting version (i.) for the western 'continuation of the NagyK o p p h y boundaq, there is an abrupt change. Begiming wilh the Creek Nagy-Arok
whiçh runs into the Lake Balaton at Fonyod, al1 the cieeks running into the Lake
Balaton and River Zala spring [rom Ihe vicinily of the qapos Line. Accordingly, the
Kaposviir-FonyOd line (Figure 12, 10) foms a sharp boudas.: the creeks east of it
mn to the south whereas those west of ir, to the north. The superficial expression of
the Kapos Line is traceable towards the West up to that boundary as well, The
boundary may be of tectonic ongin and probably follAws the valley of the Creek
Nagy-hrok, that hyothesis still awaitç confirmation fr~mlinde~endent
data.

.

Figure 14: Model for the hingefou18 afier Dennis, 1967: Fjg. 13.
The t h e abobe transverse fault(zone)s, (the latter two may even Som a single fault), could
govern the Pleisiocene tilt direction and the orientation of corresponding valleys as the lateral
boundaries of zilted bloçks. The straight shape of those faults originates from their 'hinge fault'
nature (Figure 14).

'.
3.1.3. Faults traced by indirect criteria
There are many indirect criteria for tracing faults. On the basis of the analysis of the explanatory
notes (Jfimbor, 19931, the map ( J h b o r et al., 1493a) and itç 'confinning materialsi (Jimbor et al.,
1993b), those criteria cm be arranged into the following principal types:

- faults detected by various methods in pre-Quaternq seguences (assuming their
rejuvenation, Jimbor, 1993 and Jimbor et al., 1993b);
-

sieep lateral boundaries of Quatemary valleys and terraces (Jambor et al., 1993b);

- changes in the base topography of the Quaternary sequences either in the ihicknesç
or in vertical sections (FranyO, 1993, J h b o r , 19931, e.g. the en échelon fault
running from Budapest towards the sautheast up to the Mak6 trough in Jimbor et al,
(1993a-b);

- topographie steps on the boundaries of distinct geological-geomorphic entities;
e.g. the eastern boundary of the Borzsony or the northern b ~ u n d a r yof the Matra

Mountains in Jimbor et al. (1993a;b).

\

Besides the features which fall into the above principal types, others also appear (e.g. in JAmbor el
al., 1993b). They are, however, localised and can be neglected in an analysis at a scale 1:500.000.
Thus, the attention will be focused on the arguments within the four principal types. In this
reIation, fundamental geomorphic knowledge has co be taken into consideration, as follows:

- in cross sections, the alluvial sediments are normally lenticular, frequently with
relative steep lateral boundaries, and the lenses themselves - without any grabenlike subsidence - are always in the topographically deepest position;
- consequently, in basement or thickneçs contour maps, the river valleys are
represented by troughs even urithout. any tectonic subsidence;
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- the terrace slopes towards the valleys usually f o m sti :p morphological steps even
without any controlling fault;

- on the boundaries between sequences of different nechanical resistance, as a
result of erosion, usua11~'to~ogra~hical
çteps arise ind ~endentof the origin of the
boundaries;

- consequentIy, on a simple monocline eontaining resis mt sequence (e.g. volcanites
in sediments), a sharp m d straight topographic step will arise along the strike
without any faull, and

- if a mechanicaIly different boundary falls on an old~ fault, the topographie step
by itself would not necessarily means the fault was reju enated.
As a consequence, neither the tectonic origin of the correspoi
rejuvenation of the faults detected by other methods can be
bvhich excludes non-tectoniç or non-rejuvenate origin. There i:
type has been carried oui by the authors of the reporls. Most c
et alrn,1993b) appear tu be a series of statements. For ihis reasi
orily be considered if we believe [hem to be suficiently corrot
1) South of the Kapos valley, the Mecsekalja Line
clearlyvisible neotectonic lineament. It is traceable t
M6ragy Biock in the east and to that of the MecseE
Pleistocene rejuvenation, however, is insufficiently
point to its straight continuation towards the east, thert
it has been continueci towards the N, then NNE at the \
Hills.

jing topographic elements, nor the
:onfirmed without further analysis
na evidence that an analysis of that
'the 'confiming materials' (Jambor
I, the faults detected indirectiy will
rated..
(Figure 12, 8) is the only
i to the temination of the
Mountains in the West. Jts
onfirmed. No surface ,data
ore, as a graphical solution,
esiern foot of the Szekszard

2) The longitudinat block boundaries in Somogy cour y seem to bc Iimited in the
east by the valley of the Creek Si6, thus that vallej may indeed follow a fault
(Figure 12, 12). South of the northeastem termination 3f the Mecsekalja Line, the

line along the Si6 probably continues at the eastern fooi )f the Szekszard Hills.
The geornorphiç considerations are principally valid for the m untain and hilly areas and for their
peripheries. They çan be only applied in basin areas with cau on. This is clearly demonstrated in
the interiors of the Great Hungarian Plain and of h e Little Iungarian Plain where none of the
maps display directly confimed faults. Here, only the first th :e of the tracing criteria (see at the
beginning of 3.1.3.) have been applied.

In our opinion, we can neglect all lineaments which were in
rnap ( F m y ~ ,1993) but are nat presenr in the maps of di
Pannonian Z: Pliocene: Csiky et al., 1987a, base of the Lower
et al., 1987b base of the Tertiary: KilCnyi and S ~ f a r a ,1985
elernents equivalent to those in the Quaternary thickness mai
deeper horizons, this coincidence does not necessarily indé
Similar coincidences c m also be due to the subsequent corn]
Quatemary era, especially if those sediments are mostly Pannc
i.e. they are in a relatively early smte of compaction. Th;
Quatemary thickness map usually need independent confirma
v e q limited.

icated in the Pleistocene thickness
:per horizons (base of the Upper
annonian z Upper Miocene: Csiky
. However, even if morphological
can be recognised in the maps of
ite a rejuvenation of older faultç.
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3.1.4. On the age of thefaub displacernents within the Pleisfocene

Jambor (1993) regarded the faults indicated in the map, shown on Fig. 9, as mostly older than Late
Pleistocene, i.e. aver 120,000 years old, based on the follawing consideralions:

- in the mountainous and hilly areas, the Upper Pleistocene and Holocene sediments
are mostly without faults;

- the fault conçtituents of the flower structures in the seismic sections probably do
not cut the whole of the Pleistocene sequence.
There are numerous examples in the 'confirming malerial' (Jarnbor et al., 1933b) concurring wilh
that hypothesis, however, examples of younger displacements also occur in the same material.

l

The block boundaries in Somogy county cut even the Upper Pleistocene sequences (Némedi
Varga, 19771, the same is true for rhe Little Hungarian Plain. Thus, the concept that faults due Io
Pleistocene activity mostly reflect displacements prior to the Late Pleistocene, cannot be acccpted,
The same conclusion can be drawn from the uplifi rate of the Pliocene and Pleistocene sequences
in the Transdanubian Range (Scheuer and Schuleilzer, 1988) as ir was constant (within the
measurernents' precision of course) in space up to the 1-lolocene, A valuable point worth
rnentioning is that if the Transdanubian valleys of the fan-like systern were indeed contrulled by
iaults, the activity of those faulrs would also cover the Late Pleistocene since many of the valleys
cut through the Upper Pleistocene sediments.

In our opinion, there is no foundation for the hypothesis thai Quatemary fault activity is restricted
to times prior to the Late Pleistocene, and that the detectable faultç could still be active..

In boih mapç of the faults due to Pleistocene activity (Jimbor et al., 1993a, Schweitzer et al.,
1993), so many faults are diçplayed (Figure 9) that the zones of seismic hazard would cover
almosl al1 of Hungary.. This is an obvious absurdity since the seismicity in Hungaq is not strong.
That conclusion is not influenced by Jirnbor's (1993) assertion on the pre-Late Pleiçtocene activity
of the most of the faults displayedsince, as was demonstrated, even the 'confirming materials' of
his team (Jimbor et al., 1993b) do not sufficiently support their statement which has subsequently
been proven unacceptable in the light of additional data.
Our analysis tesulted in the selection of those faults the Pleistocene accivity of which in a certain
aspect can be accepted. In the further anaiysis of the seisrnic hazard in Hungary, only those faults
only will be taken into consideration. Since the argumentation has alwady been presented, only
the çelected faults and fault zones in Transdanubia are listed with references to their location:
- longitudinal

faults (from the NW to the SE):

1) fault along the River RAba traced by direct criteria (Figure 12, 1)

2) fault along the River Zala traced by direct criteria (Figure 12, 2)
3) fault along the Creek Jaba h c e d by direct criteria (Figure 12,3)

4) fauit along the Creek Kis-Kopphny traced by direct criteria (Figure 12,4)
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5) fault along the Creek Nagy-Kopphy traced by direct criteria with two
alternatives for its western continuation (Figure 12, 5)
l

6 ) fault along the River Kapos traced by direct critkria, its western continuation
being obscure (Figure 12,6)
lI
7) fault along the River Danube baced by indirect criteria (3.1.1 ., p. 32.)
l

8) Mecsekalja t i n e traced by indirect criteria! its western and eastem
continuations being obscure (Figure 12,8)
I
l

-transverse faults (from the SW to the NE):

1

9) western boundary of the Keuthely Mountains traced by indirect criteria, bolh
its continuations being obscure (Figure 12,9)

i

10) FonyOd-Kaposvir Line traced by indirect d e r i a , both ils continuations

being obscure (Figure 12, 10)

1

11) Kaposvh-Szigetvir Cine traced by indirect crheria, both its conlinuations
I
being obscure (Figure 12, 11)

I

12) Bult along the Creek Si6 traced by indirect criteria, both its continuations

being obscure (Figure 12, 12)
Al1 the other îaults, in our opinion, were included in the mapi because the authors - following a
long-stablished view in the Hungarian geological and geomorphic literature - systematicaIly
neglected specific regularities of the erosion. Extreme expressidns of that are as follows:
-

the va!ley cuts frequently are displayed as Braben-likedepressions,

-

at the foot of the terraces usually faults are drawn,

- at the foot of other topographic steps rnostly active fa& are supposed,
l

along the faults in older sequences Quaternary kjuvenation is dorninantly
assumed.
-

1

Surfaces of obviously erosional origin such as the base of the Pleistocene, are frequently
approximated by horizontal lines even in sections with strongly exaggerated vertical scale and al1
the altitude differences are related to faults. .In non-exaggerated sections, however, it would be
easy to demoisstrate these faults were nothing but insignificani waves on the surfaces in question
(Figure 15).

Figure 15: Principal sketchfor ike deferminaiion oJthe faulx%essdip angle (A) and principle of
the consrruciion of the faul fless valley side (4 in an enaggerated sectjon Gdcim, 1969: righf side
of Fig. 45). 1 = Pannonian cl% 2 = Pannonian sand, 3 = Pannonian debris, 4 = red chy, 5 =
loess, 6-7 = resedimented loess, 8-9 =fossil soi], 10-11 = alluvial sand. 12 = washed sediment,
J 3 = chernoziom, V =fauli

3.2. ON THE GEOPHYSICAL LNEAMEWS
Various geophysical methods are able to detect those structural elements and surfaces on whiSh
the petrophysical parameters (density, magnetic susceptibility, seismic velocity, electric resislivity
etc.) change. IL is also obvious that those surfaces or structural lines are easily lraced by
geophysical methods which display an abrupt change of any of the petrophysical parameters. In
Hungary, the basement of the Neogene basins is a surface of the required type on which the young
sedimenis îîlling up the basin cover older consolidated basement rocks. In zones with gradua1
changes of the petrophysical parameters (cg. densiry and velocity within the young basin fill), the
geophysical anomalies becorne indistinct and obscured.
The structural linearnents expressed in geophysical data (SzabO et al., 1993) have been detected
mainly from gravity data. An advantage of the gravity survey consists in its approximate constant
density al1 over the country that allows a unifom data processing For liie whole of the country. For
the purposes of stnictural interpretation, the horizontal gradients of the gravity field is more
suitable than the Bouguer anomalies, their local maxima indicating the abrupt density changes.
The restrictions fur the gravity method mise from the basic principles behind the rnethod:
structural elements are only detectable where rocks of different density are in contact with each
ocher. The resolution decreases with the increase of the depth to the basement, fitst, gradually,
then, deeper than 3,000 rn, rapidly.

1 '

That is why in the compilation of the Tineament map besides the gravity data, the fault map in the
pre-Pannonian ( ~ t r pre-Late Miocene) sequences of Hungary (Rumpler, 1987) (based on the
gravity, geomagnetic and seismic sumeys) as well as the tectonic map of Hungary (K6kai and
Pogacsas, 1991) well used. In addition, recent seismic data was considerated.

'

The gravity and seismic Iineaments (Szabb et al., 1993) usuaily correlate well with the principal
tectonic boundaries dispersed in wide zones around them. Thts is obviously because the tectonic
boundaries are accompanied by parallel structural elements (faulls, horsts, grabens etc.) and the
geophysical 2ineamenls seflect those elernents in the same way as the principal boundaries.
Analogous phenornena result in the nonalignment of faults in seismic sections with Ihe gravity
lineaments. Al1 of these features point to the principal tectonic boundaries which are only
detectable in an objective way by considering vanous information and are frequently traceable as
l
the axes of lineament arrays, not necessarily as single lineaments.

I
l

Correlation behveen the geological structure and earthquake distribulion is dificult to find since,
due to Che moderate seismicity of Hungary, the database (Szeidovitz and Mbnus, 1993) which
covers the last 200 years, is jnsufficient to trace the seismic activity.

I

The spatial disbibution of the earthquakes in Hungary (~2ei+vitz and Monus, 1993) ir at firrt
sight uneven and irregular. The previous (generally negative) attempts at correlation, dernonstrate
the need for a new approach to the problem. An analysis of thelspatial and temporal distribution of
weaker earthquakes in the 30 km surroundings o r the 1 r 6" earthquakes has resulted in the
fallowing conct usions:

- in nurnerous caser (1763: Kornirorn, 1810: M

l

1834: ~rmellek, 1892:
Pincehely,, 1953: Ukk,, 1978: Bék&s),the weaker earthquakes were concentrated in
elongated areas whiçh rnay indicate Pheir relation with linear structures;
l

within those areas, sometimes (Gy&-Kornkorn and ;pincehely-~elecska,as well
as in the vicinity of Jgszberény, Kecskemét and &er) a temporal correlation
betwen earthquakes in different sites is observable which may point to the
ex!stence of genetic, not only spatial, relationships betwken the earthquakes.
I
Starting with those observations an attempt wss made to chlecl Hungarian eanhquakes into
lenticular areas and map them with, and geophysical linearneits (Szabh el al., 1993). In addition,
1
some of rhe faults due to Pleistocene activity and, the axes qf
some deep Neogene basins were
displayed within those lenses and on their continuations. The iesulting map (Figure 11) served as
the basis for further analysis, in the course of which, thee categories of the earthquake
1
populations were distinguished:
-

l

1) Long axis of the earthquake population traces geophysical lineaments orland
l
faults 'Pue to Pleistocene activity. Those earthquakes areirnost probably related ta the
deep continuation of the basement faults or fault zones, and this allows for the
interpolation or extrapolation of the seisrnic hazarh along the stnke of the
geologiçal-geophysical-geomorphic linearnents.

i

2) Long mis of the earthquake population traces axial z4ne of a rift-type deep basin.
These earthquakes are related to the basins and the, seismic hazard cannot be
I
excrapolated along the structural strike.
l

3) Long axis of the earhquake population significantl$ deviales frorn any known
faults with Pleistocene activity and geophysical lineaments and does not coinçide
with any basin axis. Those earthquakes are probably reiated to the faults which are
in the process of forming in the deep levels of the ~ k r t h ' scrust. The superficial
l

.

structure reaçls to the strain along those zones by rejuvenating existing faults which
originate from different strain fields and strike in various directions. That is why the
superficial faults in question are only activated within the zone of the newly formed
deep-seated fault and çannot be used to extrapolate the seiçmic hazard.

The earthquake populations (Figure I l ) are classified as follows:
(a) earthquake populations correlatable with superficial lineaments (frorn the W to'
the E}:

1). Szombathel y-Sopronkovesd population;
2) Gyor-Becske populalion; the Komfirom earthquakes were systematically
followed by the GyDr earthquakes, and the earthquake sources gradually
migrated towards the east beyond Komhrom; the long axis of the isoseismal lines
for the 1763 Kornirom earthquake was parallel to the River Danube, and the
analysis of the building damages in Komhrom (Szidovitz, 1990) revealed the EW orientation of the main shock;
3 ) Ukk-Bérbaltavhr population;

4) Nagykanizsa-Marcali population;

5) Nagyathd-Pincehely population; the Pincehely earihquake was followed by
another one at Belecska, some km southwards;
6 ) Pécs-Mohacs population;
7) Jiszberény population; the Jiszberény earthquakes were introduced by the

Szentrnartonkata ones, temporal coincidence with the earthquakes in the MonorGomba-Pheri area is also observable; the long axis of the interna1 isoseisrnal
lines for the 1868 Jhszberény earthquake strikeç in roughly an E-W direction;
isoseismal lines of the Gomba emhquakes are ellipçoidal, with the long axis in a
SW-NE direction for the 1808 and in a SE-NW direction for the 1914
earthquake;
8) Kecskemét population; the 191 1 Kecskemét earthquake was preceded by
earthquakes in the Lajosmizse-Kecskemit asea and followed by earthquakes in
the area between NagykBros and Kecskemkt, an analysis of the building damages
in Kecskemét (Ballenegger 191 1, Cholnoky 1 9 1 1) revealed the main shock
\
dispersed in a NE-SW direction;
9) Kiskunrnajsa population;

10) Eger population; the main earthquake between Ostoros and Eger was
followed by earthquakes between EgerszalOk and Noszvaj distributed in a
n a m w zone orientated SW-NE, the isoseismat lines of rhe main earthquake
were elongated in the same direction;
11) Tokaj population;

12) ~lmosd-krmellék population; isoseisrnal lines of the 1834 ~rmellék
earthquake were elongated in a SW-NE direction;
('6) earthquake populations correlatable with axes of deep basins (from the SW to
the NE):

13) Szeged population;

14) Makii population;

15) Bekés population; iroseismal lines of the 1978 Békés eanhquake were
elongated in an about N-Sdirection;

1

(c) earthquake populations not correlatable with b o 4 superficial lineaments and
axes of deep basins ( h m the W to the E):
I
I

15) Kamarom-Berhida population; temporal relaiionships were analysed in
details (Szeidovi~z,1986); isoseismal lines of bothlthe 1810 Mbr and the 1985

Berhida earthquakes were elongated in the samie NNW-SSE direction; an
analysis of the building damages in Berhida (Cs&, 1988) revealed the main
shock dispersed in a N-S direction ;
1I

17) Vic-RAckeve population; an analysis of I the building damages in
Bunaharaszti (~orno~yi,
1956) revealed the main lshock dispersed in a NNESSW direction;
1
3.4. ZONES OF SEISMC HAZARD IN ~ w G A R Y
I

In the case of the first category of earthquake populations, lineaments along the long axes of the
populations have been accepted as seismically active lines,i (if necessary, by joining distinct
lineaments). In the case of the second categoiy, basin axes al& the long axes of the populations
have been accepted as seismically active lines. In the case /of the third, the long axes of the
populations thernselves have been accepted as seismically actide lines.
1

I can only be extended in the case
Beyond the extent of earthquake populations, the seismic hazard
l
of populations in the first category. With this in mind several statements
can be made::
geophysieal lineaments allow the classification in/o one zone the NagyaihdPincehely (9,the Jiszberény (7) and the Eger (10)

-

I

- the Kecskemét population (8) rnay be rcgarded a bran4h a l ihe previous zone;
- another zone is formed by the Kiskunmajça (9) and the ~lmosd-errnellék(12)
populations;

1

- the Szombathely-Sopronktivesd (11, the ~ ~ ~ i r - ~ e (2)
c s and
k e the NagykanizsaI

Marcali (4) populations are related to long-traceable lineaments;
l

the Ukk-Berbaltavar (3,the Pécs-Mohhcs- 6 ) and thé Tokaj (1 1) populations are
related to relative short lineaments.

-

1

The geological interpretation of the lineaments which control the earthquake distribution will be
given on the basis of the knowledge on the tectonic boundaries (Figure 10).
l

The seisrnicaIly active zone with the Nagyatid-Pincehely ( S ) , $e Jaszberkny (7) and the Eger (10)
earthquake populations crosses the rnost of the country and inlthe first approximation seern to be
related to the Zigrab-Kulcs-Hernid tectonic boundary. More iprecisely, it can be stated that the
axis of the Namathci-Pincehely (5) earthquake population a d y Falls on the tectonic boundary, with
an acceptable accuracy on its western sections known as the Kapos and Tamasi Lines. The axis of
the Jastberény (7) earthquake population nins along the northem foot of the Bugyi-Siri horst, not
I

along the southern foot which is the principal boundary. The a i s of the Eger (10) earthquake
population runs much more northerly, along the northem side of the Vatta-Maklir trough, It
appears that the seismic zone is related to a new deep-seated fault which f o m s an acute angle with
the Zig&-Kulcs-Hernid tectonic line and due to the small angle, its distinct sections fa11 on
existing faults mughly parallel to the tectonic line.
The axis of the Kecskemét (8) earthquake population falls on the Zagr-jb-Kapos-SzolnokMhrnaros tectonic boundas, and in this sense cou1d be regarded a branch of the previous
seismiçally active zone. However, behveen the çorrésponding western section of the NagyatGdPincehely (5) earthquake population and the Kecskemét (8) earthquake population, an at least 50
km long section is situated, which only bears geophysical (mainly reflexion seisrnic) lineaments
east of the Rtver Danube. Therefore, no connection can be confimed in the present movement
picture.
The Kiskunmajsa (9) and the ~~mosd-Érmellék
(12) earthquake populations are situated above a
crystalline ridge in the southeastern foregound of the Szolnok Fiysch Belt. They can be associated
with second- or third-order faults in the basement stmcture (Dank and Fiillip, 1990).

The axis of the Szombathely-SopronkWd ('1) earthquake population corresponds to the western
rirn of the Csapod basin (K~rossy,1963, Pogicsiis et al., 1991) in the Little Hungarian Plain or, in
a wider sense, in the whole of the Little Hungarian Plain depression.
The eastern third of the Gyh-Becske (23 earthquake population falIs on the Diosjeno Line also
known from the basement structure (Balla et al., 1978, Balla, 1989). Its central and western
sections, however, coincide with the geological-geomorphic lineaments along the River Danube
(Jarnbor et al., 1993a, Schweitzer et al., 1993), and not with the Hurbanovo Line which continues
the Diiisjeno Line towards the West.
The axis of the Nagykanizsa-Marçali (4) earthquake population falls on the Buzsik Line (Balla et
al., 1988), not on the more popular Balaton Line.
The Ukk-Bérbaltavhr (3) emhquake population is probably related to the riorthwestern
continuation of the Szbc fault dong the norlheastem rim of the Vighdpetend and Nyirid basins
(Dudko et al., 1992), whereas the Pécs-Mohics (6) earthquake population, is probably associated
with the fault on the boundary between the MMakeménd Ridge and the ElIend basin. The Tokaj
(1 1) eartliquake population is situated on the southwestern edge of the Tokaj Mountains which is
not expressed in Che basement topography and structure.
As seen, the prevailing part of the lineament-related zones of seisrnic hazard are explicable in
terms of rejuvenation of older faults. Those faults, on the basis of their different role of in the
basement structure, may be gathered into the following three types:

- concrete sections of the principal tectonic boundaries (Diiisjen6 Line, Bwzsik
Line, Kapos and Tarnisi lines, Paks-Szolnok Line);
faults parallel and close to the principal tectonic line are expressed first of al! in
the topography, not the intemal structure, of the basement (northern boundaries of
both the Bugyi-Shi ndge and the Vatta-Makl5r trough, as well as the boundary
between the partial basins within the crystalline ridge in the southeastern foreground
of the Szolnok flysch belt);
-

faults at various angles to the principal tectonic linei are expressed first of al1 in
the basement topography (western border of the Csapod trough, northeastem border
of the Vigandpetend and Nyirhd basins, southem bofder of the Ellend basin); it
seems probable that the seismically active lineament of the Tokaj (1 1) earthquake
population belongs to that type, but the present insufficient data does not allow
confirmation or rejection of that hypothesis.

-

The seismically active linearnents have been arranged into three certain categories:
I
I) lineaments with earthquakes observed;
2) continuously traceable lineaments with probable earthquakes.
3) discontinuous lineaments, or continuous but longer than the neighbouring
earthquake population, with possible but less probable esirthquakes.

The picture ouclined above is a working hypothesis which ihould be confirmed or rejected by
further research of the earthquakes and controlling structures.
1

The zones of seisrnic hazard can be contoured by lines in certain kms of the seismically active
lineaments. Doubts a i s e conceming earthquake populatiops (i) which are wider than the
prescribed safety width in km or (ii) which have been disthguished exclusively an the basis of the
earthquake distribution. In the first case, the problem consists,in displaying areas with observable
earthquakgs as areas free of seismic hazard. In the second Yase, the problem consists in some
earthquakes may be related to superficial faults which nin out of the zones of seismic hazard
indicated in our map md, tlierefore, could be regarded'as seisniically active faults, but it is obscure
which concrete faults certainly belong to that categary. In tiot'h cases, the question arises whether
the zones of seismic hazard are too narrow or not.
I
,

Les
Il1

The problem of the earthquake populslions related to basin
in southeastern Hurigary is of
it might be possible to neglect the
opposite sease. Due to the great thickness of the sedimentary
seismic hazard within these zones. In the reflection seismic profiles for these areas, there are no
sigris of faults which cut the Upper Pannonian (=~liocene)or younger sediments, therefore,
displacements within the thousands mecer hick sedimentary pile, connected with the earthquakes,
did no1 produce sensible offsets. In these areas, there is no need to accourit for supeficial faults or
ruptures.
!

I

For sirnilar reaçons, in the active zones within the basins deEper than 500-1,000 rn, earthquakes
which could generate superficial ruptures are of low probab,ility as well. They should be only
taken into account if the Quaternaq rejuvedation of the faults detected in deeper horizons were
confirmed.
!

GabEikovo and Nagymaros are in significantly different position relative to the zones of seismic
hazard.
I
GabEikovo i s situateci in an area between two seismic zones, the Mur-Mürz in the northwest and
the Gyor-Becske (Figure 11, 2) in the southeast. The MU~-M+ zone is traceable for about 600
km in a southwest-northeast direction along the Little Carpathians and foms the besc expressed
seismic zone of the Carpathan-Pannonian realm. It is a sinistral strike-slip, the tata1 offset being
several dozens of kilometers, mostly originating £rom Miocene rnovements. There are no data an

,

the Quaternary offset but the fbcal solutions are in hamony with the sinistral shear upon the MurMürz zone. GabEikovo is in about 50 km southeast of its axial zone. The Gyh-Becske zone
(Figure 1 1 , 2) has been supposed along the west-east orienred section of the Danube, and then
along the Di6sjen6 line for a length of about 150 km.There are no data on either the sense of
movement or any offset upon it. Gabeikovo is about 25 km north of its axial zone. As a
consequence, at GabEikovo no capable faults can be expected, shaking is the only aspect of the
seismic hazard likely to occur. Its quantitative parameters can be determined by the Seismological
Observatory.
Nagymaros iç siluated within the Gy6r-Becske zone (Figure 11,2) within a maximum of 5 km of
its axial line position which as an aside is not rery weFl defined. Just in the base of excavations at
Nagymaros, faults strihng nearly west-easi were observed (for details, see report by Csaszir et al.
in the series of studieç for the Haag Process), i.e. parallel Io the Gy~r-Becskezone. On this zone, a
dextral offset in Miocene and Oligocene sequences of about 150 m was recorded within the Late
Badenian to the Quaternary period (il is not possible to be more precise). Anyway, capable faults
here are not excluded, and therefore there is a much greatcr seisrnic hazard. In the whole of the
Carpathian-Pannonian realm, only two cases of open ruptures are known: one'in the Érmellék
(1 834) earthquake which produced many ruptures, at least one of them being 2 or 3 km long, and
the other in Mor (1810) aiso with nurnerous ruptures at least one of h e m being several hundred
rnelers long. The Érmellék earthquake fhlls within the ~lrnosd-Émellkkpopulation (Figure 11,
12) which is probably cenlrolled by a sinistral strike slip in the Neogene structure, the length of
which is not constrained by any data. Nothing is known about the magnitude and type of
Quaternary displacements, After a cornparison with other similar faults (e-g. Mur-Müsz line), a
maximum of 40-50 km total (mainly Miocene) offset and rejuvenation in the Quaternary
sequences with the same type of movements can be suppoçed. The Mar earthquake falls within the
Kornhom-Berhida population (Figure 11, 16) for which there is no correlation between the fault
network and earthquake distribution. Moreover, there are no data on the orientation of the ruptures
in 1810. That is why any geological conclusions drawn from this event, are not based on facts.
Nevertheless, dthough these two cases were exceptions to the 1,590 year record of earthquakes in
Hungw, they cannot be ignored. The quantitative evaluation can be precised by the
Seismologicai Obsewatory.
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Abstract

Experirnental model computations were made for the determination of the effect of the local
geology on the expected accelerations in the area. The model parameters - in the lack of measured
vatues - were estirnated fom the general geological knowledge of the area, and for the excitation
we used the strong motion records of an earthquake whose parameters [distance, magnitude, source
mechanisml are similar to that of a m i c a l earthquake that could happen in the area.

The results indicate that the largest amplification of ground motion in the area are caused by the
SH waves, which is one magnitude Zarger than that of the P or SV waves. On the effect of an
assumed earthquake 0.2-0.3 g peak horizontal acceleration can be expected.

I

Intensity Modifying Effect of the Upper Lotise Layers and Their Spectral Characteristics
Seismic waves amplify or diminish in sediments above the bedrock, depending on the frequency
transfer properties of the individual layers. Determination of the response spectrum of the series of
layers in the area would be possible on the basis of a registered strong earthquake acceleration
measured simultaneously on the bedrock and the surface. This, however, is available very rarely
and has not oçcurred recently. Nonetheless, the response spectrum can be calculated by accepting
certain simplifying conditions, kno~vingthe layer thickness, densities and interval velocities. Bp
means of an available computer pragram, a transfer function of a laternlly homogeneous,
horizontally stratified, viscoelastic medium,can be determined for P, SV and SH waves. Changes
of the acceleration with respect to the time (accelerogram) relating to the bed-rock, will be
detemined when going through the various sediments resulting in the expected accelerations on
the surface.

-

I

Because of the rare and scattered character of the stronger earthquakes occurring in Hungary, no
"strong motion" nehvork or stations operate in the country, so such direct measuring data are not
avaiiable. However, data of tectonic conditions which are similar both at the sources and at the
place of registration to the problem investigated by us, cm be selected from international data
banks. Furthemore, earthquakes occurring in the potential source zone and their effects on the
area, can be rnodelled.
In this study, the calculation of the spectral propertieç of the bedrock is emphasised, because the
acceleration data c m be transformed ta apply to the frequency range required by muliiplying
speçtnrrns or with convolution applied in tirne.
Determination of spectral characteristics of the laterally homogeneous, horizontslly stratified
sediment series

Motion equation relating to elastic waves can be described by the Navier equation if mass forces
are neglected:
pü=(h+p)~(~~)+p~2u

(1)

where p is the density, p and h are Lame constants and u is the displacement vector. By using the
identiîy:

equation (1) çan be described in the following forrn:

1

By using the identities:
V(Vxu}=O

equation (3) can be separated into two equations fiom which the first one describes dilatation and
the second one describes rotational motion.
When forming divergence for equation (31, equation (6) can b~ obtained:

where

,l

0=V-u

I
1

the relative change of volume. When forming rotation of equation (3):
l

l

Equation ( 6 ) describes the motion of P waves, where

,

is the phase velocity. Similarly, equation (8) describes the motion of S waves, where

is the phase velocity.

I

Each vector cm be given as a combination of a scalar (4) and k vector-potential (w):
u=Vt$+Vx yr

where

1

(12)

Vy=O

(13)

The following is the resultant of equatian (7) and (1 2):

e=v24

(i4j

where I$ scalar potential describes P waves. The resultant of equation (9) and (12) is the following:
W=-V~Y

C 151

where Y vector potential relates to S waves.

According to the above statements the displacernent vector can be described as sum of the P and S
waves:

where

and

If the CO-ordinatesystern is selected, such that the direction of the plane-wave, arriving at the
surface with 9 angle of incidence, shouid be on the (x, z) plane, the I$ and Y potentials
characterising flexible displacements will be not dependent on the y direction. In this case
displacements çan be expressed with $I and 9
' potentinls (YFY) in the following fom:
1

The u and w components of the displacement vector are composed fiom the u and w components
of the P and SV waves, white the v components is purely created by the SH wave.

In homogeneouç, stratified medium,
each layer:

4 and Y potentials

satisfy the following wave equations in
1

:

l

Thus, the displacement and stress cornponents will continuously pass through individual layer
boundaries; until they reach the free surface where the stress cornponents will disappear.
I

In the calculations, the anelasticity of the medium accounted for by using a quality factor Q. T3ie Q
factor describes the relative energy loss of the seismic wave during a full period:
I

where E is the energy at the start of the cycle, and AE is ;the energy loss during one cycle.
Consequently Q is inversely proportional to the relative energy loss that is low values of Q
represent a significant energy loss.
I

Absorption causes frequency dependence of the seismic waves'which can be described as cornplex
functions:
l

r ( j )= (i+-in-

ne,

f,

+-

2Qs

where fr is the reference fiequency (f, =1 Hz), Qp and
respectively.

QS are weights for P and S waves
i\
1

In other words, in order to determine the impulse response fünction of a lateralty homogeneous,
horizontally stratified medium, we need to solve the wave equations of the potentials. We must also
include the frequency dependency of P and S waves if the generating signal is a delta finçtion
arrive at the base ofthe layers with an angle 0.
I

The wave equation has been solved nurnerically, applying the matrix method which gives the
amplitude spectï-um of the impulse response Function for each component. The amplitude spectnim
was calculateci in the 0.1 to 20 Hz range with 0.1 Hz intervals.
1
1

1

839
Geological Mode1

The input data for the geological model - because of the lack of measurements that could provide
data for the model parameters- were estimated using the general geological knowledge on the area.
These data include the thickness and density of each individual layea, the velocity of P and S waves
in these layers and the values of QP and QS quality factors relating to the P and S waves,
respectively.
Since the model parameters are based on estimations, the results should be considered only a first
approximation of the accelerograrns that could be experienced in reality.

I

The parameters of the geological mode1 are shown in Table 1.
Parameters of the geological mode1 are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Geological / v e r model {basemeni depth: 4,000m).

Modifying Effect of the Sedirnents for the Vibration

Response spectra produced h m the given mode1 are shown in Figure 1. Nok that the y cornponent
ofthe P wave is equat to zero in the selected co-ordinate system, that is only the x (PU) and z (PW)
componentsmexist. The y component of the S wave is Formed purely fiom the SH wave, while the
SV wave has only SU and SW eomponents in the x and z directions, respectively.
From the figures it can be seen that the Si3 wave is able, to generate one magnitude higher
amplification at certain fiequencies than the P or SV waves. This concurs with the experience
which demonstrates the SH wave causes the highest damage during earthquakes. In addition, sharp
resonance peaks can be observed on the SH wave response spectnim although the highest
amplitude does not necessarily occur at the first resonance fiequency. Resonance peaks can also be
observed on the response spectra belonging to the P and SV waves but these are not so clearly
articulated as those belonging to the SH wave and the amplitudes are much lower than these of the
SH wave. From the figure it can also be seen that amplitudes are highest in the low Frequency range
below 5 Hz (amplitude of the SEI component belonging to a ifrequency of 4.2 Hz iç magnified by
65). Given that resonance frequencies of the constructions fa11 into this frequency range, it is
advisable to take these values into consideration.
Expected Accelerations

For determining the accelerations and acceleration versus time funçtions expected in the area, an
ea&quake must be supposed that an potentially occur in the area. In Our case - based on the
historical sensitivity and the tectonics of the region - it can be assured that an earthquake with a
magnitude 5.5 can OCGUr within a radius of 30 km of the construction work.
Based on the above assumptions such an accelerogram has peen selected from the international
data bank which originates fiom an earthquake which:
l

- is connected to a strike-slip structure with a focal depth of I O km;
- registration was made on the bed-rock in a small disynce (less than 30 km);
-magnitude of the easthquake is about 5.6.
For the calculations an earthquake occurred in 1976 in Friuli was osed which was registered at
Robic. The registration was made 30 km far fiom the epicentie by accelerometers located on rock
outcrops. The selected earthquake with its magnitude of 5.9 is somewhat higher chan chat is
assurned for the investigation area but the energy release (nse time) is façter than that of the
characteristic earthquakes occurred in the Carpathian basin.
The expected accelerations for x, y and z directions and their spectra for the given geological
mode1 are shown ÛI Figures 2-4 respectively.
Considering that the highest accelerations are created by the SH wave Figure 3. should be taken
into consideration when planning the installations. As can be çeen from Figure 3, the assurned
earthquake roduces a horizontal peak acceleration of 0.2-0.3 g (g is the gravitation acceleration,
g=9.81 mls }.
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Summary
The contmversiaI GabEikovo-Nagymaros project has been subject to several environmental
studies. Three major reports have been prepared: the study of April 30th, 1983: the study of June
1985 and the 1993 report. These three reports Gan be considered in the framework of an emerging
field in applied biological sciences: the Environmental lmpact Assessment (EIA). The aim of this
study is to review the three environmental reports prepared for the GabEikovo-Nagymaros project
and to discuss their quality.

The two main aspects which are laoked into cancern the EIA procedures and the content of EIA
studies for dams. This study starts with an historic overview of the evolution of EIA procedures
and contents because it is the intention to review the reports within the time frame in which they
were produced. This approach is set up to prevent the evaluation of environmental reports which
were prepared in the past with roday's standards. Therefore, a majo! effort is made to review the
reports in relation to the "EIA state-of-the-art" in the respective yearç in which they were issued.
First, the evolution of Environmenta1 Impact Assessment (EIA) procedures and the evolution in the
content of Environmental lmpact Staeements (EISs) for the 1970ç, 1480s and 1990s is examined.
Based on this historic overview it is possible to organise an evaluation of environmental documents
which were prepared in relation to the GabEikovo - Nagymaros Barrage System. The 1985 report is
studied in most detail: the quality of the document is assessed with the help of the Lee and Colley
review package (1990) and a general checklist which lists al1 topics which should be discussed in
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for a large dam project.
The three environmental documents examined canrrot be considered satisfactory. The 1983 and
1993 reports do not satisfi the basic requirements and should not be given the name EIS. The 1985
report is an EIS which has a number of defects.
The major limitations of a i s document can be summarised as follows:

- there is no discussion on the scope of the document: why have certain aspects been
studied and others not?
although a lot of background studies have been made for the proposcd project,
these studies are not discussed in an integrated way in the main body of the rext;

-

a!though alternatives and mitigation measures have been proposed in the EIS, they
of the document. Alternatives and mitigation measures are limited
and not snidied in suficient detail;

-

are not the "heart"

although impacts are examined, it is not discussed what was the basis for the
inferpreeation of the data. The choice of standards, assumptions and value systerns
used is not explained;

-

the communication of the resultç is insuffiçiene. The layout is confusing, the
reference system is not correct and reviewers have doubts about the objectivity of the
study.

-

A checklist presenting al1 aspects which should be included in an ETS for a large dam project is
developed in section 4.4: only 9% of the relevant topics were fully covered; 54% was only

generally, partially or shortly discussed; 14% was only referredlto or very weak and no information
was found on 23% of the relevant topicç.
The overali canclusion is that the 1985 GabEikovu-Nagymaihos EIS çontains a 30t of relevant
information, but shows major limitations and defeçts.
I

1. Introduction

i

The GabEikovo-Nagymaros project plans the construction of a system of dams on the Danube on
the border of Hungary and Slovakia. The project is highly controversial and has been subject to
several environmental studieç. Three major reports have beed prepared ac the Hungarian side: the
study of April30th, 1983; the study of June 1985 and the 1993 report. These three reports cati be
considered in the h e w o r k o f an ernerging ,field In applied biological sciences: the Environmental
Impact Assessrnent (ETA). The aim of this study is to review the three environmental reports
prepared for the GabEkovo-Nagymaros project and to discuss heir q u a l i ~ .
I

The ~ i main
a
aspects which are looked into concern the ~ ~ ~ i ~ m c e dand
u r the
e s content of EIA
studies for dams. To review the reports within the time frame in which they were produced, this
smdy starts with an historic overview of the evolution of ÈIA procedures and contents. This
which were prepared in the
approach is set up to prevent the evaluatian of en~ironmental're~orts
pas1 with today's standards. Therefore, a major effort is made to review the reports in relation to the
"EIA state-of-the-art" in the respective years in which they
issued.
1
The underlying report is divided into three major parts: first, the historic evolution of EIA
procedures is examined; second, the historic evolution of EISs' for dam projects is laoked into and
third, the h e e Hungarian studies are evaliiated on the basis of the knowledge gained in the first
and second parts.
1

wer,,

I

The evolution in EIA procedures focuses on the general US, Canadian, EC, USSR and World Bank
situations and on specific rernarks for dam studies, based on sejected case çtudies. The evolution in
the contents oEEISs i s alsO studied, first in general and later sp~çificallyfor dam projects. This pari
is concluded with the development of a checklist which makesjit possible 20 examine the degree of
I
completeness of EISs for dams.
l

-

This checklist in used in the third part to evaluate the content; of the 1985 GabEikovo-Nagymaros
EIS. Moreover, the Lee and Colley environmental statement quality review package (1990) is uçed
to gather additional data and evidence to substantiate the conclusions. The Lee and Colley meîhod
is used in a number of European countries ta review the quality of environmental impact
statements. Tt was developed at the EIA Centre, University of Manchester.

Finally conctusions are formulated on the evolution in EIA Procedures, on the evolution in EIS
content and on the quality of the three Hungarian ~ a b ~ k o v o - ~ a g y m a EISs.
roç
l

1

2. Materials and

eth ho di

Pam 3 and 4 of this report, which give an overview of the historic evolution of the EIA procedures
and of the content of ElSs for dams, are based entirely on an eitensive literahire review.

il
(4)

In pari 4.4 a list of review topics is developed which can be considered as a supplement for the
Lee and Colley review package. Both the Lee and Colley package and the supplement are used in
part 5 of fhis work to assess the quality of the Hungarian key studies in the GabEikovo-Nagymaros

dam.
The Lee and Colley quality review package (1990 and 1942) contains advice for reviewers, a liçt of
criteria to be used in each review and a collation sheet on which to record the results.

The review package has a hierarchical structure with four levels. The most detajIed review topics
are at the lowest level and should be assessed first. Several sub-categories relating to the çame
subject are part of one category. The assessment of these categories is based on the results obtained
at the lower level. ~Severalcategories can be grouped together in review areas. The top of the
assessment pyramid is formed by the overall assessment of the ElS.
The reiriau procedure to be followed in the Lee and ColIey review package is described below:
1. Read al1 OF the Advice for Reviewers (inchdeci in Lee and Colley, 1990)
carefully.

2. Read through the List of Review Topics (areas, categories, sub-categories) and
familiarise yourself with them and with the data required.
I

3. Read the Statement quite quickly noting the layout and the whereabouts of
essential information (If practicable, undertake a site visit ta becorne more Eamiliar
with the location of the proposed development).
4. Read the first review category (1.1) and its component sub-çategories (1.1.1

-

1.1 5).Remember that the subcategories refer to actions which must be undertaken
in order that tasks described by the category are perfomed hlly and well. Interpret
them in this context.
5. Assess each of the sub-categories (1.1.1- l .1.5) referting closely to the Statement.
Be aware that the reqliired information will not al1 be located in the same place for
anIf one topic. It will probably be necessary to make notes. Carefully read the list of
assessment symbols. The appropriate assessment symbol is to be chosen based on the
way the tasks retating to the sub-category are performed throughout the Statement.
Before deciding on the symbol it may be helpful to refer once more ta the wording of
the review sub-category and to recall the strategy of review explained above.

6. Decide which assessment symbol is appropriate for each sub-category and record
it on the Collation Sheet.
Note that a task should be assessed as having been satisfactorily handled if there is
suficient information provided in the Statement on the topic concerne$ to allow a
decision-maker to make an informed decision without having to seek further advice.
It is the appropriateness and quality and not the volume of information provided
which is the relevant consideration. It could be justifiable ta supply more limited
information for smnll projects having few and less coniplex impacts than for much
larger projects with multiple major impacts. Where data on a particuIar topic are not
explicitly provided but is, nevertheless, implicit in the mealment of other topics, the
reviewer may decide that it should be assessed as adequate. Such instances should be
secorded in the synopsis.

l

7. Use the assessment of sub-categories 1.1. I - 1.1.5, and any other information
gained fiom the Statement which you considered relevant, to assess the review
category 1.1. Note that the asressment of the categoiylshouldnat be derived by a
simple averaging of the assessments of the component sub-categories. Your
evaluation of both the relative importance of these subcategories and any
information in the Staiement not covered by h e m , should also be taken into account.
8. Praceed fo the nent review category (1.2) and evaiuate it in the same way as
review category 1.1. Continue until al1 categories in lthe review area have been
assessed in the same rnanner.

i

9. Your evaluations of the review categories can now be used to assess the review
area in the same way in which they themselves were derived from the review subcategory assessments. Thus, for exarnple, the assessment of review area 1 is to be
based upon the assessments of Categories 1.1 - 1.5.
j
10. When al1 review areas have been assessed the tat te ment as a whole can be
assigned an assessment symboi. This overall judgement should, howevet, be
supplernented with a brief synopsis of the Statement's sbengths and weaknesses and
a consideration of whether, for example, it meets minimum requirements.
,

11. Then the two reviewers should meet to compare q e i r findings as reçorded on
their Collation Sheets. Where differences in their assesçments occur [at sub-category,
category, etc. tevels), reviewers should jointly re-exhine thern with a view to
reconciling their findings on a common Collation Sheet. '

i

-

3. Historie Evolution of the EIA Procedures During /he Period Pre- 1970 1993

I
l

3.1.1. Generd elements qf innovations in techniques onbprocedures during *hiperiod
pre 1970 - 1993
1
I

Environmental Impact Assessrnent (ELA) is a project evaludtion technique. Project evaluation
techniques have evolved over the years, especially during the period 1970 - 1990. Trends in
I
project evaluation during this t h e can be summarised as follows:
I

rnostly analflical techniques were used. These were +es. dose to economic and
technoIogical feasibility studies. In these studies there was only limited attention for
eficiency criteria and safety concerns. There was no possibility for public debate;

l

araund 1970

II

rnostly cost-benefit analysis with multiple airns was used The syrternatic counting of
advantages and disadvantages and their geographic distribution was stressed. Project

evaluation was organised through planning, programming and budget control.
There
'
was no attention for environmental and social consequences of a project;

EIA was introduced and focused on the description and prediction of ecological
changes and modifications in land use. Eld also introduced public participation in
the project evaluation. Attention is paid to surveillance of the project and to
mitigating measures;

Multi-dimensional EIA is encouraged - it includes among others the reporting of
impacts at the social level (social impact assessment). Public participation now
becornes a hlly integrated part of the project evaluation. More attention also goes to
risk analysis of dangerous installations;

EIA i s no longer considered an isolated event. It is closely linked with higher level
policy planning and the implementation management phases. Monitoring, postproject analysis and process-evaluation are stressed. The need for a scoping phase is
recognised. More attention goes to health aspects.
The main camponents of present ElA systems in most of the countries (which is applicable at al[
levels of planning) is given by Wathern (1992) in Figure 1.

3.1.2. United Sides: NEPA (1969)
Until 1969, the U.S. national philosophy concerning negative environmental effects of major
projects such as highways, industrial plants, shopping centres, housing developrnents, etc., was
basically to ignore them during the planning stages of the project. Afkr the work was completed
and the environmental effects were apparent, the attitude was generally one of "Too bad, but it
couldn't be avoided (Bregman et al., 19921.
The introduction of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1969 aimed to change this
attitude dramatiçally. The purposes of NEPA are: to declare a national poricy which will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to promoie efforts which
will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and
welfare of man; to emich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resourçes
important to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). One of the
results of NEPA is the introduction of a procedure - the EIA procedure - which forces federal
officiais to consider the possible consequences of deçisions having major implications for the
quality of the human environment. NEPA was not meant to force any partiçular decision on an
agency; it required the agency to cati& through an environmental impact statement (EIS) that it
had investigated and considered the environmental implications of its proposed actions (Caldwell,
1982).

Figure I . Flow diagram showing the main compnents or an EIA
systern
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Note: The main cornponents of present EIA systern in most o f the countries are
sirnilar. The EIA prwdurc may differ but they are designed to deal with
the sarne issue i.e. the environmental consideration in planning.
1

(Source: Warhern, 1992)

NEPA did not establirh any direct enforcement rnachineiy to insure that its objectiver were carried
out, since neither the CEQ nor the EPA has the authority to halt projects whiçh h m the
environment. There is, hawever, an indirect enforcement. As 'they ofkn have in American socieîy,
the Federal Courts encouraged by organised environmental groups, in effect filled the enforcement
void by supplying a forum in which agency NEPA cornpliance could be tested (BIurnm, 1988).
I

Many court cases have taken place related to the application of NEPA in particular situations. This
'common Inw' of NEPA grew rapidly in the 1970s and was effectively codified by the CEQ in its
regulations of 1978.
The following are the most important steps in the evolution of NEPA (Blumm, 19881:
-

substance versus procedure

One of the first appellate cases to interpret NEPA was Calvert CI#s Coordnaritzg
Cornmittee v. Atomic Energy Commission where Judge Wright established some
enduring NEPA principles. He declared that "the judicial role is to ensure that the
promise of legislation becomes realiy and is not Fost in the halls of the bureaucracyy',
thus signalling that the courts would assume an active role in ensuring NEPA's
implementation.

In another early NEPA case, concerning off-shore oil leasing in the Gulf of Mexico,
the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeal mled that the alternatives to the
proposed action that had to be consiciered in EISs were bounded by a "mle of
reason". Thus, remote and speculative alternatives naed not be given attention. This
"mle of reason" was subsequenrly extended to include the contents of an EIS as a
whole. Consequently, an EIS need not be encyclopaedic to satisfy NEPA. It must
only focus on significant environmental impacts Iikely to result fiom a proposa1 and
discuss reasanable alternatives to the proposals that would avoid or minimise those
effects. Alternatives are the heart of the EIS. The qualiv of the analysis in an EIS
determines NEPA cornpliance, not the quantity of pages the document consumes.
In an important Supreme Court decision from 1976, in the Kleppe v. Sierra Club
case, the Court ratified the notion that EISs were required not only of specific
projects but also of broad programmes and agency policies.
-

the CEQ regula!ions

Prior to 1978 there were no enforceable regulations interpreting NEPA. The 1978
CEQ regulations not only effectively codified the common law of NEPA as it existed
in 1978, they also included a number of innovative provisions that CEQ felt would
rnake the EIA process more effective. These include: a) a "scoping process" to
identiïy significant issues related to proposed actions, b) publicly available
Environmental Assessments (EAs) for proposals that do not produce significant
environmental effects, c) draft, fmaF and supplemental EISs for proposals that do
produce significant environmental effects; and d) records of decision that explain the
relationship of the; analysis in an EIS to an agency's ultirnate declsion on the merits
of a proposa!.

'

Since the 1978 CEQ regulations not much has changed in the US concerning EIA. There are,
however, new proposals of bills ta amend NEPA these days. The following amendrnents are looked
into (Coenen, 1990):

- considerarion of alternatives in the EIA

l

The existirig criteria for determining the sort of altema~ivesto be considered in an
EES still leave scope for interpretation. A planned ameridment now requires that the:
EIS has to deal with reasonable alternatives to the proposed action that achieve the
same or similar public purposes, including alternatives that avoid the adverse
impacts of the proposed action and alternatives that otherwise mitigate those'
impacts. It emphasises again the importance which the legislator attributes to the
consideration ,of alternatives in the NEPA process;

i

- the treafment of global environrnen(a1 impacts in an EIA

introducing policies and measures to reduce global dnviranmental problems and
ensuring the consideration of global impacts in Federal,decision-making are central
objectives of the planned NEPA amendment;

l

the legislator once more wishes to ernphasise the iAportance which should be
attributed to this procedural requirernent;
1
-

1

introduction of monitoring

the lack of monitoring requirernents has generally beenlconsidered to be one of the
most important deficiencies in the present NEPA proceçç. NEPA amendments now
envisage extensive provisions in this respect;

- performance of formal

assessrnepifs for

i

major ~edkralactions with potentially
sign@cant environmental impacts underiaken by rhe US Goverpiment outside US
terrilov

the proposed amendments require the CEQ to issue bgulations which ensure a
famal assessrnent in a manner that also furthers the NEPA objectives for Federal
actions that take place outside the US.

i

1

l
l

S. 1.3. Canada: EARP (19 73) /c+
I

(1992)

l

Since implementation of the policy on April 1, 1974, the Environmental Assessrnent and Review
Process (EARP) of Canada has b e e ~scrutinised and adaptedito meet perceived shortcornings in
procedural requirernents and to respond more aptly to stated oqjectives of EIA at the federal level.
Bowden and Curtis (1988) examined the EARP during its fus; 10 years of implementation. Their
findings can be summarised as follows:

i

EJA in Canada, was introduced by federal directives dated lu+ 8, 1973, and December 20, 1973.
After 3 years of practical application a furher directive attempted to fine-tune the proçess in 1977.
It was only with the Govemment Organisation Act of 1977, however, that the administrative
process was statutory mandated, authorising the Minister ofl Enviranment to "ensure that new
federal projects and açtivities [were] assessed early in the pl+ing process for potential adverse
effects on the quality of the natural environment". A Revised Guide to the Federal Environmental
Assessrnent and Review Process was published in 1979 to outline defmtikely the meçhanics of the
process,
I
1
I

l

From inception, EARP was the subject of major criticiçm from environmental groups. Perhaps the
most fundamental complaint addressed the non legal nature of the process and the self-assessrnent
approach. To avoid possible confrontation EARP was introduced as a policy, rather than a law. A
policy was also thought to be more flexible than a law. In spite of these admirable objectives, the
reluçtant initiator could not be forced to comply with the process. If a department decided to ignore
the necessity of an assessment there was no opportunity for review of the decision - judicial or
othenvise.
The scope of the EARP process h a also be& the çubject of criticism. Once a project is labelled as
primarily federal in ils origins, should not the significance of the undertaking, rather than the
source of the project, be the determining factor?
Another major criticism of EARP related to the limited role of the public in the process. The public
might be grearly disadvantaged by time limitations, lack of access to information beyond the EIS
document, and absence of hnding provisions to facilitate meaningful participation.
As late as 1983, the federal govemment failed to address several major shortcornings in EARP. In
Jude 1484, the Minister of Environment announced changes to EARP in an attempt to correct
several of the process' shortcomings and to make it "stronger and more comprehensive".

The changes reflected a perceived need for an "adminiçtrative re-organisation of the process
including the developrnent of systematic procedures for screening and monitoring and
establishment of new policies on the role and scope of panel reviews". The parameters of EARP
itself were, if not expanded, at teast more clearly defined. Following topics are important to
mention:
the scope of the process speçifically addresses the "social effects" related to
impacts on the natural environment and "çuch rnatters as the general socio-econornic
effects of the proposal and the technalagy assessment of the need for the proposal";

-

- initial screening becomes more systematic in approach. List of project types which,
by their very nature, may or may not produce significant impacts, should be
developed by each department;

- the guidelines provide that "if public concern about the proposa1 is such that a
public review is desirable, the initiating department shall refer the proposa1 to the
Minister for public review by a Panel";
çhould an EIS be necessary the terms of reference for the Panel are to be made
public and indeed the Panel must conduct a public information meeting to "advise
the public of itç review and to ensure that the public has access tci al1 relevant
information that any mernber of the public rnay request" (Bowden et aI,, 1988).

-

In September 1987, the federal Minister of the Environment issued a Green Paper to serve as a
basis of discussion among Canadians on possible changes to the federal EIA proc&ss. During the
auhimn of 1987 members of the Federal Environmental Assessrnent Review Office (FEARO), the
agency that administers the Process, held public meetings in major Canadian centres to hear the
public's reaction and expectations. Consensus was reached on a wide range: o f themes that would
make the Process more open, accountable, fair and predictable. These included: the need to secure
the Proçess in legislation; wfdening its scope by broadening the defmition of "environment" to
include both biophysical and related socio-economic issues; the acceptance that government

policies as well as individual projects should be assessed; /e need to extend the powers of the
Environment Minister; the introduction of more stnictured methods and opemess when assessing
smaller, but far more numerous routine projects; and the need for more systematic post-project
audit and monitoring (Couch, 1990).

l

In April 1990, the Canadian courts made a dramatic ruli&. niey judged that the guidelines
promulgated in 1984 are to be legally binding regulations andlnot merely guidelines. This decision
created a new sense of urgency because several critical sections of the 1984 guidelines Pack clarity
(Couch, 1991).

The result was that in 1992, the Federal House of Comrnons:passed the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act (CEAA) (Couch, 1992). On Septernber 7, i993, the Cabinet approved four key
regulations essential to the implementation and operation of the CEAA. The four regulations, i.e.
the Law List, Comprehensive Study List, Exclusion List and inclusion List are expected ro go into
effect, together with the Act, in early 1944 (LeBlanc, 1993). ,
'

3.1.4. EC: Direcfive 85/33 7 [I 985)

i

EIA was introduced in the European Community in 1985 with the publication of Directive 85/337.
Al1 Mernber States were expected to implement this ~irectibeinto their own legislation by July
1988. At this time no changes have been made to Directive 851337, which means that there is no
evolution to talk about.

The provisions of Directive 85/337 can be grouped into four dategories (Wathern, 1988):
-

l

i

specfication ofprqjecis requiring EIA

Mernber States are required to wsess the effects of both public and private projects
w h i ~ hare likely to have significant impacts on the environment. Projeçts for which
an EIA is mandatory are specified in Annex 1 of the EÇ Directive. Member States
may decide if projects mentioned in Annex II should be subject to EIA;
l
Developers should supply information on the proposal: which must be considered by
the competent authority in arriving at its decision. The:EC Directive describes which
information should be given in the EIS, which aspects should be considered in the
study;
1
l
- consultation

i

Member States are required to ensurc that authorities lwith special rerponribility for
the environment are given ari opportunity to comment lori the proposal. There is also
an explicit obligation for public participation;

1l

- the role of the Commission

l

The Commiççion should CO-ordinateinformation exchhge.

I

The EIA Centre at the University of Manchester made a five year review of the implementation of
the EIA directive. It coverç the EIA situation in the EL till July 1991.

Some of the conclusions of the seview read as follows:

l
I

(12)

i
l

- though the systernatic evaluation of the quality of EISs has not yet been undertaken
in most Member States, there is suficient consensus of opinion among those
consulted during the review to enable some broad conclusions to be drawn. Whilst a
minority of the ElSs submitted during the early years of the Directive's
implementation were considered to be of good quality, the majority of those
produced in most Member States were not conçidered to be of a satisfactory
standard. More reçent evidence from certain Member States suggests that the
average quality i s improving with inçreased EIA experience. However, the overall
conclusion is that a considerable qualiiy problem still remains;
areas of deficiency relate specifically to: scoping practices, practices for checking
the quality of EISs, the lirnited availability of EISs for consuItation and personal use,
inadequate arrangements for çonsulting the designated environmental authorities and
the public, inadequate arrangements for consultations relating to bans-boundary
impacts, insuffiçient use of the EIS and consultation based upon it when authorising
projects. Deficiencies Vary considerably both between and within Member States
(Commission, 1393).

-

It is not yet known at this time if the EC will make modifications to its EIA Directive as a result of
the review study.

3.1.5. USSR: Resolution of the CPSU Central Cornmittee and the USSR Council of
Ministers of 29 December 1972 no. 898 (1972)// Resolurion of the CPSU Central
Commitfee and the USSR Council of Ministers of 7 Januay 1988, no. 32 (1988)
Govonishko (1990) sumarises the EIA situation in the former USSR as follows: forecasting
practice to predict environmental implications from implementing the electrification plan in Russia
during the 1920s was the first experience with EIA in the country. In later years, this activity was
not continued. To a certain degree it waç resumed in the early 1970s, when the Resolution of the
CPSU Central Comrnittee and the USSR Council of the Ministers of December 29, 1972 No. 898
"On Enhancing Environmental Conservation and Improving Natural Resources Use" came into
force to provide for systematic environmental shidy of projects.
A new regimentation was introduced in 1988, called the Resolution of the CPSU Central
Cornmittee and the USSR Council of Ministers of 7 January 1988, No. 32 "On the Radical
Reorganisation of Environmental Conservation Activity in the Country". In accord with this
Resolution, the "State Cornittee of Environmental Conservation" and the "Central Administration
of EIA" was set up. Appropriate d e p m e n t s were also established in the republican, regional
(territorial), municipal and district cornittees of environmental protection. Resolution No. 32
involves the requirement for al1 organisations, enterprises, etc. to prepare an environmental study
of the proposed economic activity and to assess the impacts of this type of activity on the
environment, and discuss it with the public. The requirement confoms in many aspects with the
content requirement of Section 102 (2)CC) of NEPA.

The Resolution of the USSR Supreme Soviet of Novernber 27, 1489 "On Urgent Measures for
Environmental Restoration in the Country" also regulates EIA implementation. It provides for
implementing EIA of the State programmes adopted earlier, relating 20 land reclamatiort and
agricultural intensification, nuclear power development, the chernical, microbiological industries,

858
etc. According to this Resolution financing of works for 'al1 projects is only approved if a
l
favourable EIS is available.
I

1

.

Govomshko (1 990) concludes that there were considerable dificulties in implementing EIA in the
Soviet Union: absolute lack of procedures considering regional and social specifications, acute
deficit in numbers of specialists, etc.

1

I

No further information iç available, neither about EIA in the former Soviet Union, nor about tikely
I
changes as a result ofthe recent drarnatic political and social reforms.
I
l

3.1.6. World Bank Operotional Directive on EA

(d

4.00 A n m A. Ocrober 1989)

A brief review of policy staternents and directives during d e past decade, published by World
Bank (1 993), reveals the World Bank's increasing efforts to, broaden its traditiorial approach to
project development. Environmental concerns first became anlexplicit part of Bank activities when
the position of Environmental Advisor was established in 1970. The Bank played an active role in
l
this area by becoming the first rnultilateral developrnent agency to screen projects for their
environmental consequences and to adopt environmental guidetines for the evaluation of future
lending operations.

-

One of the first significant policy staternents issued was Operational Manual Staternent 2.36:
"Environmental Aspects of Bank Work", in May 1984, requiring that environmental considerations
be introduced at the time of project identification and preparation, and recognising that
modification could also occur at the time of appraisal, negotiations, and implementation.

/

By the mid-1980s, the Bank. was financing projects codaining environmental components,
inrluding several fixe-standing environmental projects, which had specific environmental
objectives, such as reforestation, pollution cantroI, and water resource management. Although
these rneasures were designed to help both borrowers and the Bank improve the environmenta1
quality of projects, problems remained. In developing countries, serious environmental degradation
accelerated and began to constrain economic development. It became apparent to Bank
management that the degree of effort devoted to environmental issues and the approaches actually
used were insuficient to ensure full consideration of adverse environmentai impacts during project
identification, design, and implementation.

i

This, çombined with a few well-publicised cases in which BF-financed projects tvere found to
have negative environmental consequences prompted the institution to adjust its policies toward
environmental management and to systematically bring environmental issues into the mainstream
of its lending activities. In 1987, the Bank hplemented a series of stnicturaI changes that included
strengthening of environmental policies, procedures, and sta? resources. Then, in October 1989
the Bank introduced the Operational Directive on Environmenpl Assessrnent (OD4.00, Annex A).
This cornprehensive and detailed new policy mandated ad environmental assessrnent for al1
projects that rnay have significant impacts on the environment.1

i

World Bank projects follow a standmi process or cycle thatjconsists of six steps. Theçe are: 1)
identification, 2) preparation, 3) appraisal, 4) negotiation, 5) irnplementation and supervision and
6 ) evaluation. In the identification stage projects are screened py Bank staff and are assigned to an
environmental assessrnent category. Public participation can already begin during screening and
should continue during the following steps. The preparation the EIS is the responçibility of the

4
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'

1

1
l

borrower. Following the preparation stage a Bank team examines the feasibiljty of the proposed
project. Bank staff go to the borrowing country to "appraise" the project, the environmental
assessment findings are reviewed and a Final Executive Project Surnrnary is prepared. The
negotiation stage ends with the approval of the loan by a vote of the Executive Directorç. The Bank
and the borrower agree on remaining envirmimental issues and actionç to ensure that the project is
enrironmentally sound. Environmental conditions are incorporated in loan documents. The Bank
oversees the project through supervision teams that visit the project periodically during
implementation and operation. Environmental assessment recornmendations provide the basis for
supervising the environrnental aspects of project implementation. After the last loan disbursement
of each project a Project Completion Report is prepared. Environmental and social impacts are
also included in this report (Haeuber, 1992).

After two years of Bank experience with environmental assessments, the operational directive was
revised to broaden its scope and applicability. In October 1991, OD 4.00, Annex A was replaced
by OD 4.0 1 and includes following important changes:
a) the screening phase is adjusted and made more stringent;

b) the consultation phase i ç irnproved. Changes include: ,(il making available to the
groups being consulted a sumrnas, description of the project, its objectives and
potential adverse impacts, shortly after açsigning of the EA category, (ii) providing a
summary of the conclusions of the drafi EA report, in a f o m and language that are
meaningful to the groups being consulted; and (iii) taking consulted groups' viewç
hlly irito account in the design of the EA study and the project, as appropriate;
c) borrowers are requested to release the environmental assessment to the Executive
Directors;
d) an environmental mitigation plan in which certain items have to be covered,
should be incorporated into the project;

e) environrnental advisory panels consisting of environrnental specialists should be
engaged by the borrower for "major, risky or contentious" projects;
f) regulations about who may prepare and EIA are tightened. The prepare should not
be afiliated with the project, but should liaise closely with project
preparationlfeasibility teams.

The results of a firsc annual review, initiated in late 1991, covering the period fiom October 1989
to October 1991 and extended thrtiugh the end of fiscal 1992, is now available. The Bank's EA
procedures were proven to be realistic, workable and instrumental in helping to hprove
development planning and environmental management. The review identified the folIowing areas
where Bank efforts should be continued andlor strengthened:
-

training;

- initiating the EIA process early;
- guidance on project screening;
- scoping (which should include field visits and consultation with the affected
populations and Iocal UGOs} (World Bank, 1993).

I

3.1.7. Concluding çommenfs
I

A distinct evolution in ElA procedures can be distinguished for the period pre1970 - 1993. As
s h o w in Table 1, it is, however, not possible to identify clearFy marked years in which certain
changes were made in al1 countries or institutions at once. Each country or institution introduced
EIA at its own tirne. Once EIA is operational shortçomings become obvious within a few years
resulting in the adoption of amendments.
l
1
Canada and the World Bank first tried to introduce EIA as a policy w h i ~ hwas not binding. Both of
them realised ihat more stringent niles are necessary. In al1 places the need for clearly outlined EIA
procedures becomes evident afker a few years of EIG practice. Screening, scoping, public
participation, quality control and monitoring are steps in 'the EIA process which needed
improvement or special attention in the pre 1970-1993 period A d will continue to be important in
irnproving EIA in the future.
I

l

It is only today that EIA researchers begin to identiS, basic p~nciplesfor the design of effective

EIA processes. Gibson (1993) proposes the following list of eight ~rinciples:
1

a) serve suslainableobjectives

I

an effective environmental assessrnent process must encourage an integrated
approach to the broad range of environmental considesations and be dedicated to
achieving and maintaining local, national, and global sus/ainability;
b) opply to all eirvironmentolly signficocont undertakings

1

assessment requirernents must appIy clearly and aurdrna~icall~
to planning and
l
decision-rnaking on al1 underiakings t h may have environmentally
xign$cant
eflects and implications for sustainability within or outside the legisrating
jurisdiction;
I
l
c) i&*&
besf options rarher ihm merely "acceptable" b o s a l s
environmental assessment decision-making must be laimed at ident~fiing bmr
optiom, rather than merely acceptable proposalç. It must therefore require critical

examination of purposes and comparative evaluation of alternatives;

dJ be clearly specified and mandatory
,

1

l be specific, mandatory
assessment requirements must be established in law and muçt
and enforceable. Environmental assessrnent requirements are rneant to change the
nature and substance of planning and decision-making./ They are an attack on the
.status quo. Not surprisingly, voluntary adoption has lbeen rare and unreliable.
Because assessment requirements are intended to facilitate the incorporation of
environmental factors into the planning of undertakings,: it is proper for proponents
to be given responsibility for canying out assessments. But proponents' interests are
inevitably limited. As a result, it is wsually necessary to &ive assessment review and
final decision-making responsibility to independent authoritieç or at least authorities
with a mandate that emphasises environmental protection:
I

I

.
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l

e) ensure openness andfacilit aie public participation

l

assessrnent work and decision-making must be open.! particbalive and fair. EIA
ofien has two interrelated purposes (e.g. in the US and Canada): to ensure attention
to environmental consideration in planning and decision-making and to open up
decision-making to greater public involvement and scytiny. ElA rnust be designed
to ensure men-handed ireutment of ail parties. The main means of achieving this are
by providing for independent administration, explici€ criteria for irnpartiality in
appointments to review and decision-making bodies, mandatory release of
documents including reasons for decisions, oppomnities for appeal of questionable
decisions, separation of advocacy, regulatory and enforcement fûnctionç and regular
I
independent auditing of overall performance;
l
$ provide for enforceable approval conditions and monitoring qfresults

terms and conditions of approvals must be enforceable and approvals rnust be
followed by moniforing of effects and enforcement of cornpliance in implernentation.
Monitoring is introduced because of the broad exieriential perception that the
qualis. of assessrnent work has not improved as much as might be hoped and
because afier many years of EIA we have little eyidence about how accurate
assessment predictions have been or about~howwell the environment has been
protected by mitigating measures;

i

gl allow eflcient implementulion
the EIA proçess rnust be designed to facilitate eflcietfr !hplementafion.;
l

hJ be linked into coherent overall regimes shat integ{ate planning and assessment
with overall objective serring and specrfc regulatoy action
I
the process must include provisions for linking assessdent work inro a larger regime
l
including thé setting of overall biophysical and so~io~economic
objectives and the
management and regdations of existing as well as proposed new activities. Decisionmaking based on EIA would be greatly facilitated if rhere were reasonabiy clear and
well-accepted criteria for judgernents. Ta çorne extent lthese criteria must depend on
local environmental conditions and comrnunity values. !

i

Generally speaking we can conclude that the historic evolution of "EIA state-of-the-art" c m bbe
broadly subdivided into three decades:
-

1970s: high hopes and experimenlarion

l

I

The 1970s was the period of high hopeç and e~~erirneitation.
EIA was thought to be
a ves, powerfil instrument which would introduce objective scientific knowledge
into the decision-making, resulting in a more en~irondentall~
friendly, efficient and
open management of human activities on earth. ~ h first
k reports were prepared,
experience was gained, positive and negative aspects of the approach were identified
I

- 1980s: realism, expansion and new procedur01 stepsj
ln the 1980s it becarne very clear that EIA as it was hplied in the 1970s would not
solve sociely's environmental problems. EIA can only be effective in case al1 parties
involved are willing to CO-operate,in case environmental consequences of policies,
I
I
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plans and programmes are taken into account, in case "environment" is defined to
inçlude social aspects, cumulative effects, etc. Although it is clear that EIA has its
limitations, it is introduced for the first time in the 1480s in many countries outside
of North America. New procedural steps to rnake EIA more effective are tried out:
screening, scoping, justification of decisions, quality control and monitoring are
introduced.
- 1990s: esfablishmeni of new procedural steps and legislution, unresolved
problerns

In the 1990s the need and function of procedural steps such as screening, scoping,
justification of decisions, public participation, quality control and monitoring are
recognised. Tt becomes clear that the dramatic changes which EIA causes in the
decision-making process can only be introduced by way of legislation and detailed,
transparent and verifiable procedures. It becomes clear that EIA is still not solving
our environmental problerns: the predictian of cumulative impacts and the
introduction of EIA for policies, plans and programmes remain largely unresolved.
3.2. REMARKS SPEClFIC FOR DAM STUDIES - BASED OIVSELECTED CASE STUDIES
The EIA procedures and provisions for large dam projects follow the same pattern of evolution as
the general EIA procedures and legislation. Proper EIA provisions were non-existent for large dam
projects before the US National Environment Policy Act (1969) or before the Stockholm
Conference of 1972. The literature on history of environmental consideration in development
projects shows that the only consideration in ternis of environment was fhe irnmediate ecanarnic
cost of the face value of the affected resources. Their long-tenn and overall costs were even not
cansidered. The1.e .was no effective legiçlation reparding the protection of the environment in case
of a large dam projects before the 1970s. This fact is evident frorn the general literature and the
case studies of the dams constructed during this periad. The case studies on large dam experience
atl over the world show the problems which arise when the environment Es not taken into account:
e.g. inadequate resettlement, ecological destruction, salinisation and waterborne disease spread.
The resuk is strong opposition to large-scale water development projects m d to policies of those
who promote them. Al1 these problems are in fact the result of inadequate provisions for
environmental consideration in planning and decision-making of the large dam projects or in short
due to the lack of proper ETA procedures.
The history of project evaluation+fordams can be divided into three periods, namely pre-EIA
period, early EIA period and the current EIA period. EIA procedures have been implemented by
different countries at different periods since 1969 and some evolution has been taking place in the
FI A procedures of the countries according their experience and goal. It is, therefore, very difficult
to detirnit the three periods by exact years: e.g. in 1980 the US was already in the early ETA period,
while the European Communities were still in the pre-EIA period.
In the following sections environmenta[ considerations and the EIA procedures followed in the
three major periods in large dam project decision-making is discussed. The aim is to show the
evolution of the environmental consideration in the large dam project decision-making.

3.2.J . Pre-EIA eea

I

1

I

The incorporation of environmental protection as a component' of the administrative planning and
as part of legislative and executive powers of govemment
been quite a recent phenmenon.
Environmental legislation on air and water guality in t e m s of pollution control existed at least in
some countries long back. A comprehensive environmental pollution control legislation dates back
to the 1940s. The growth of environmentaIism in the US in the late 1950s and early 1960s led to
the development of EIA as a tool ta evaluate and analyse & new projeci for its environmental
impact, including the protection of natural and ecological resources (Lohani, 1988; Ahmad and
Sammy, 1985). During the pre-EIA period the environmental consideration waç not a part of
project decision-making. Optimum economic benefit out of the;project was the sole objective. The
trends in most ofthe countries are similar to that of the US except that they are one or two decades
behind the US situation (Lohani, 1988). The traditional methoh of assessing a project was a costbenefit analysis, in which the non-quantifiable social and jenvironmental costs were usually
negfected. This is reported in the literature on different large dam and irrigation projects planned
and irnplemenied during the pre-E1A period al1 over the world; both in developed and developing
countries (Singh et.al., 1991; Netboy, 1986; Chandler, 1986; ~ i i f f i t h ,1985; Crabb, 1986; Graham,
1986; Bechan, 1986; Follard, 1986; Monosowski, 1986; ~ o g r a 1986;
,
Rao, 1986). Fn case of the
Aswan High dam on the Nile (Egypt), as in most other river developrnent programmes, the main
emphasis has been on the optimisation of the hydrological system, with IittFe consideration for the
environmental implications which could result forn changes in biological, clirnatic and
hydcological regirnes (Abu-Zeid, 1937).
I

h4

The environmental conrideration in the decision-making p!ocens for Large Dam Projects is
l
described in figure 2.

I
l

I

Aswan High Dam (AHQ): Experience@om a pre EIA large dath poject

The Aswan High Dam in Egypt on the Nile River wes conrmiited during the 1960s when the EIA
concept did not yet exist. It can be taken as a test case showingienvironmental impacts experienced
in case of non-consideration of environmental aspects for latge dams. Buring the planning and
construction of the AHD in the 1960s ETA did not play a major role. Main emphaçis was on the
optimisation of the hydrological system, with lirtIe consideration for the environmental implication
which could result £Yom changes in the biological, climatic and hydrological regimes (Abu-Zeid,
t 987). This, however, was the normal state of affairs at that tirne, not only in Egypt but also in
other countries.
1I
l

Figure 2. Environmental consideration in the Large Dam Project
decision-making dyring the pre EL4 period .

economic and

1 Project implementation 1
1

Note: Environmental consideration in the large dam project decision-making was
limited to those environmental aspects adversely affecting the construction and
operation of the project and only to tangible and imrnediate cost of the
environmental resources like forest timber Iost due to the project.
(Source: after Kassas, 1989;Dixon et-al., 1989)

Fahirn (1981) looked into AHD and its wide-reaching imdacts and he considered different
ecological impacts such as (1) evaporation and seepage, (2) silt :deprivation, its effect on fertility of
agricultural land and on the brick making industry and ( 3 ) water logging and soi1 salinizadon.
Prevalence of water relztted diseases such as a severe form of schistosomiasis was reported after the
completion of the project. Resettlement problerns were repprted to be severe. According to
Elkington (1975) the wetlands have been affected by the rising wates table and the reduced nutrient
content of the Nile, effects which both have followed the cdnstruction of the AHD. Abu-Zeid
(1987) lists the main effects of water irnpoundment in the AHD reservoir as siltation, salinization,
I

thermal stratification, change in hydrobioFogica1 characteristics. Lavergne (1986) describes the
serious secondasy effects of the building of the AHD.

3.2.2.Early EIA sfudies or?dhms
The early EIA period, here refers to the period when the EIA is bust incorporated into the decisionmaking on large dams.. During the 1970s the concept of en$ronmental protection was further
defined, especially as new regulations were tested in the c o h s leading to the realisation that
environmental protection must encompass al1 environmental resources. The UN Conference on the
Hurnan Environment in Stockholm in 1972 gave an impetus to the establishment of environmental
protection agencies in most countries, with developing countries also following the practices of
their industrialiseci counterparts (Ahmad and Sarnrny, 1985; L o F i , 1488) In the EIA history some
authors consider 1978 as a cut-off point (Bisset, 1987). lt ceqtainly represents a pivota1 year in
some respects: e.g. the US Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) introduced new federal EIS
regulations; a radically new approach to EIA in Canada was suggested; in Europe, the views of the
ECs EIA consultants became widely available (Wathem, 1992).

1

Following arc the chamteristics of this period: lack of propcr \egislation and the facf thnt EIA is imposed on the ongoing projects due to public pressure. Lack of experience, inadequate
rnethodology and procedures made EIA alrnost insignificant in the ultimate decirions on the
projects. Environmental baseline studies as conducted in the past have been only marginally
effective in influencing key project decisions. Normally theyj are undertaken at a stage in the
project planning cycle when ihportant opportunities for rnitigation are no longer avaitable
(Beanlands, 1988). When EIA is introduced in an ongoing project the document becomes
insigniflcant in the decision-making and mitigation of the adver~eenvironmental impacts becomes
very difficult These conclusions are reporled in publications al) over the world (Monosky, 1986;
Rao, 1986; Gazdar, 1990; Dixon et al., 1486; Brown et al., 19910.

'

l

There are many cases in which inadequately conducted EIA redu~tedin public proteçts and finally
in the project cancelIa~ion(Dixon et al., 1986; Brown et al., 1791). Silent Valley Projecc in India
(Maudgal, 19881, Nam Choan dam in Thailand (Turitaviroon and Samootsakom, 19861, Chico dam
of Philippines (Dmcker, 1986), dams planned on Gordon and Franklin Rivers of Australia
(Thornpson, 1986) etc. are examples of dams shelved because Of increased public protests. There
are many similar controversial ongoing projects in planning and construction stages all over the
world facing public protests due to improper EIA and non-consideration of EIA findings in the
decision-making. N m a d a Project (India), GabEikovo-Nagynaros Project (Hungary & Slovakia),
Tucumi (Brazil}, Mahaweli Ganga (Sri Lanka) etc. are some of the examples from this category. In
some cases EIA studies were conducted but not incorporated in the decision-making phase (Alexis,
1986). In many cases EIA shidies were made after construction work started, in order to evaluate
the environmental and non-engineering aspects of the project and to identify effects which could

I

867
potentially compromise the technical and economic viability. Only those effécts which threatened
the accual construction of the dam and its inunediate operations received attention (Monosky,
1986). James Bay Scheme of Canada (1973) was cleared before any ecological or economic costbenefit studies had been undertaken. The subsequent report of the Joint Federal and Provincial
Task Force set up to advice on the project was not considered (Taylor, 1973). Similar cases are
reported fiom other parts of the world like Rajghat Project (1979) in lndia (Raa, 19861, Kindarurna
dam (1981) of Kenya (Linney and Harrison, 1981) etc.

The early EIA period in the large dam project planning is demonstrated in figure 3.

Figure 3. The environmental consideration in the Large Dam
projects during the early EIA period

#'

Note: EIA studies were conducted only when there was public controversy in
most of the case conditional clearance were given for project implementation
and the EIA studies were meant for finding the rnitigatory measures
(Source: after Mairdgal, 1988; Taylor, 1973; Linney and Harrison, 1988)
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N h a d a Projecr: irnposing EIA on the project afier the decision-making.
I

The carly EIA procedures followed cm be reflectei in the c'se of the N m a d a project in India.
The Narmada project is one ofthe highly controversial large dam projects in India, in which World
Bank is involved in partial financing of the project. It gives an:example of the case of the early ElA
stage where project decirion is already been made and EIA is limpored on the pmjed planning in a
later stage due to the new environmental legislation and public pressure. The N m a d a Valley
Development Projects (NVDP) involves the construction of 30 major dams, 135 medium size dams
and 3000 minor irrigation schernes. The project hss been criticised by national and international
environmental groups, NGOs and human right organisations for the non-consideration of social
and environmental effects. A mass movement organised againçt the project, under the Save
Narmada Agitation. Because of the public criticism World B$ set up an independent review to
examine the social and environmental implications of the project (Morse, 1992). The authors state
that "resettlement and rehabilitation of a11 those displaced by the projects is not possible under the
prevailing circumstances, and that the environmental impacts of the projects have not been
properly considered, or adequately addressed". In the case of the Namada Project, the special
environmental study was executed rnainly to meet the conditions of its financier and due to the
public controversy over the social and environmental implications of the project, As a result of the
report World Bank reassessed the Sardar Sarovaar (Narmad!) Project and withdrew its financial
support to the project indefinitely. The project authority is in a dilemma now because it is too late
to give up the project. All these problems could have been av*ided if a proper EIA procedure with
adequate public participation had been adopted. The Namada project is a good case against the
early EIA situation &id should be a lesson to avoid rnaking Similar mistakes in the f b r e in the
large dam project decision-making. It is similar to the general eariy EIA procedure stage, with
inadequate steps and provisions and incomplete coverage an! content. EIA is mainly imposed on
the project planning after the decision and during the implernentation stage of the project.

3.2.3. Dams wkiek are sfilI in apl&ningphase
I

EIA is now gradually becorning an essential part of feasibili~studies on new projects in most
countries, with environmental issues often playing a çigkificant rote in the planning and .
development process. Procedures for obtaining permits for: a project to proceed now include
consideration of al1 the known environmental protection parameters in the form of an
environmental impact statement (Lohani, 1988). More than three quarters of the developing
countries and practically al1 developed countries have some sort of impact assessrnent procedure
(Van Buren, 1993; Tofba, 1987). Although EIA procedures differ in their details around the world,
they are united in being designed to deal with particular issues. It is important to understand how
the need for certain activities at certain points dictates the nature of the process.

EIA procedures for large dam projecta are similar to thdse of other development projects.
Screening of the proposal, scoping of the EIS, draft EIS and final EIS preparation, reviewing of the
EIS and decirian and in case of implementation of the $rojrct monitoring and post pmject
evaluation are the major steps in the EIA procedures. 'Appropriate public participation and
involvement of experts and objective assessors and seviewers as well as objective decisions
without dominance of political and economic motivations make the EIA perfect to achieve its
defined goal.
1l
f

The nature and implernentation of the above steps of thè, EIA procedures vary in differenc
countries. EIA is required for al1 the large dams in al1 th\ countries with a EIA legislation.

-

Although scoping is done in many countries, many shortcomings can be identified: public
participation and expert participation are limited and it is often the project proponent who sets the
agenda (instead of an independent body of experts). In most of the cases scoping is not
accomplished very early in the ElA process. ELA is prepared by the proponents through a numher
of consuItants. A baseline study is generally part of the EIA. It is a description of some aspects of
the physical, biological and social environment which couId be affected &y the development
project under consideration. Beanlands (1992) exarnined the baseline studies for a hydroelectric
development on Eagle River in Canada, demonstrating its importance. The following questions
should be answered at this stage: (1) should the project be approved in principle? (23 where should
the project be built? (3) how should the project be designed? (4) how should the project be
operated? In the US a drafi EIS is made available to public and govemment agencies and after a
public hearing a final EIS is prepared. ln the Netherlands a preliminq review is conducted too in
order to consider ~ h eacceptability of the EIS. The final EIS is prepared by the proponent taking
into account public comment and is subrnitted to the competent administration for examination.
The EIS is reviewed by the concerned authority and a decision is taken. The concerned authority
rnay require additional information before making any. comments, suggestions or
recomrnendations. After review of the EIA, the decision-maker rnay decide that: the action should
proceed or that it is environmentally unsatisfactory. In the latter case, the proposed action rnay
either be withdrawn, or be modified and fed back again into the EIA process. Decision-making is
not easy because of the large nurnber of political, environmental and other factors, which open are
in conflict with one another (Munn, 1988). An independent review of the assessrnent will help the
process of decision-making. Irnplernentatjon involves severaI functions: detailed planning, design,
construction and operation. The govemment should rnonitor and ensure cornpliance with
regulations and standards. Post project audit or review rnay improve the goal setting and decisionmaking process by providing information on the environmental effectiveness of each action.
The Three Gorges Project: Does rhe curreni EIA procedure realIy influence the decision making?
The Three Gorges Project (TGP)on the Yangtze River in China .is in its design and planning
phase. lt has been approved (with considerable dissent) by the Chinese Parliament in April, 1992.
Since the Environmental Protection Law of 1979, China has legal provisions to incorporate EIA as
an important component into their feasibility studies of development and construcrion of projects.
The'general EIA procedure followed in China is shown in figure 4.

The TGP planned to be the largest water resource project on earth with 150-180 meter high dam
forming a reservoir nearly 650 km Iong. This would diçpIace ? million people. The benefits of the
project are: alleviation of the threat of flooding, provision of large amount of energy and
improvement of river navigation. Scientists and environmentalists criticise the project for the
expected social and environmental impacts (Boxer, 1985; Caufield, 1985; Jhaveri, 1988; Ryder,
1988 & 1991).

Figure 4. EIA procedure followed in China
Gorges Project in China.
I

I

l
(Saurc~:Bjswas and Geping, 1987)

In the case of the TGP a feasibility study was conducted by the Canadian consortium - the ClPM
Yangtze Joint venture. Its ternis of reference were "to form the basis for securing assistance h m
international financial institutions". Ryder (1991) states rhat the feasibility study is grossly
negligent and incomplete, and it was never made propesly available to the Canadian public who as
tax payers, financed it. Not surprisingly the conclusion of the EIS was that the TGP should proceed
at an early stage. The study is misleading in every way: a texture of intellectual sloppiness,
concealment and evasion". Williams (1992) analysed the safety of the dam and found that
seismicity, structural stability, risk of spillway failure and d o m stream effects of cofferdam failure
were inadequatety addressed. Ryder (1991) concludes that "the project feasibility çtudy is such a
disservice. No major scherne should proceed on the basis of a document as incompetent,
contradictory and poorly searched as this one is".
The Three Gorges Project is criticised for its poor quality of EIA despite of sufficient legislation
and EIA procedural provisions.

3.2.4. Concluding comment$
Despite of the evidence of social and environmental damages, large dam building is an ongoing
enterprise in many parts of the world. Large dams are generally projected as the sources of clean
energy and water supply by the proponents and criticised for the social unacceptabiliv,
environmental unsustainability and economic inviolability al1 over the wortd. The history of
environmenta[ consideration in the large dam decision-making in different countries cari be divided
into three stages: the pre EIA, early EIA and current EIA procedure periods. Many countries have
sector çpecific guidelines for EIA, but major steps in EIA procedures are similar.
The environmental considerations in large dam project planning and decision-making in the
periods are analysed by a literahue survey and through case studies of large dams in each period.
Large dam projects prepareci in the pre-EIA period resulted in major impacts as a sesult of not
considering environmental aspects. These projects show the importance of proper EIA in project
planning and implementation. The EIA procedures during the early EIA period show the
inadequacies in EIA application. During the early EIA period EIA was imposed on the ongoing
project planning and implementation necessitated by the new tegislation of environmental
consideration in project planning. The current EIA period shows more or less proper EIA
procedures in at least some of the countries. Genuine irnplementation of al1 EIA steps is, however,
doubtful. Even though EIA has been started at different times in different countries, the trend of
evoIution i s similar everywhere.
3.3. THEI & ~ G ARIAN SITUA TION

Environmental degradation in Hungary is strongly Iinked to insufficient legal protection and
enforcement. The Hungarian Environmental Protection Code was enacted in 1976. ExcIuding a
few provisions, it was considered an acceptable law. Over time, a system of rather strict emission
standards $vas developed, generally reflecting German solutions of the early and mid-seventies.
However, despite stFict standards, there riras very little provision of effective rnechanisms for
enforcement. The organisational framework has had a number of changes in the last 15 years
(Bochniarz et al., 1992).

'1n 1987, the envit.onmental authority and the water manag&ent authority were unified in the
Minisûy of Environmental Protection and Water Management.: However, environmental protection
continued to be ineffective because of prevniling special water authority interests. Permits were
administered without public participation or even involvemedt. This was due to the then existing
system of general public administration procedures which; govemed environmental decisionmaking (Bochniarz et al., 1942).

1

n i e pmblems of enforcement were partly due to insufficlent resourees svailable. Primarily,
however, it was simply a consequence of the relations of, the enforcers wiih politics. Some
reguiations created express exemptions for some industries. The whole legal system was
unresponsive. Judicial review was unheard of and only the 1989 Constitutional amendment
changed that situation (Bochniarz et al., 1992).

1

Since 1990 important steps have been taken to organise ministries. Of major significance was the
creatian of a M i n i s e of Environment and Regional Planning (separated Çom water management
authonties). Because of continuing environmental degradation and increasing problerns related to
privatisation, the Parliamentary Cornmittee on Environment Protection decided to commission an
independent drafter who agreed to present a Cornprehensive Act in two stages to be submitted
separately to the Parliament. The, proposed law seeks to establish four guarantees: 1) should the
govemment fail to establish standards as the law requirès, the standards of the European
Community would automatically apply, 2) the right to information, the rîght to know and the right
of participation, 3) judicial review and 4) the use of environmental impact staternents (Bochniarz et
I
al., 1992).

I

The EIA situation in Hungay in the pre1970 - 1993 period is' not clear-cut. Information i s hard to
get: even in the framework of this study no officia1 documen;~on EIA legislation and procedures
were detected.
II
I
Tt is, however, safe to say that there was no well established EIA procedure or legislation in
Hmgary in the pre1970 1993 period. Several sources confih that the need for EIA was felt for
the frrst time as a result of the GabEikovo - Nagyrnaroç conhversy. EISs prepared for this case
did, in other words, not follow one dear and obvious EIA procedure, but was prepared on an ad
hoc basis.

-

l

The EIA adoption process started in 1983 with rhe resqlution of the National Council on
Environmental Protection. It was followed by a decree whiçh made it obligatory to undertake
impact studies for major projects under gevemental çontral, This decree was repealed in 1984
(Radnia, 1993).

In 1992 Bochniarz stressed the importance of EIA in ~ u n ~ a r i aenVironmentali
n
legislation:
"Hungarian legislation should give particular attention to EC directive 85037 and the IUCN draft
convention regarding EIA ..."
It was only in June 1993 that the Hungarian Governent issued its EIA Decree (No. 8611993

(V1.4) for Provisional Regulation of the Assessrnent of/ Environmental, Impact of Certain
Activities). This represents a turning point in the history ofi Hungarian EIA regulation since the
decree established systematic investigation of a broad range of activities and linked it to the
decision-making process (Radnia, 1993).

1

In conclusion, it is possible to situate the three GabEikovo - Nagymaros environmental documents
in the historie framework developed in previous sections. It is clear that Hungary is only today Ui
the stage of developing EIA procedures and legislation, comparable with the 1970s period in the
US and the 1980s period in the European Communities. The preparation of the GabEikovo Nagymaros environmenta1 documents can be divided into the early EIA period, which means that
EIA was imposed on the proposed project which was at that time in an advanced planning stage.

Since Hungary did not have any experience with EIA before, did not incorporate a systematic
screening of environmenhl impacts into its legislation, the GabEikovo - Nagymaros EISs can be
considered "experiments". There was no previous experience, no established procedures or
guidelines and no EIA traditions to form a basiç for the preparation of environmental reports of
high qualiîy.
I
At the time that the GabEikovo - Nagymaros environmental documents were prepared the
necessary information and expertise to prepare hi& quality ElSs for large dam projects was
available in other countries, mostly in North America, It should, however, be taken into account
rhat Hungary was still part of the former Eastern Europe Comrnunist Block during the mid 1980s
and that scientists and decision:makers will have looked to the U.S.S.R. for expertise and not to the
US or Canada.
4. Historic Evolution of the Content of the EIS for Dams During the Period 1977-1993

4.1. EIA CONTENïX IN GENERAL

Like EIA procedures the contents of EISs are also undergoing changes as more and more
experience is gained in the EIA of different sectors. Despite minor differences throughout the
world, there is a general consensus on the content of an EIS. In this section the contents of the
general EIS and that of water resources project are analysed to find the changes or major evolution
since 1977.
Before 1977 it was not clear for many proponents or authorities what information should be
included in an EIS.This was due to a lack of experience, but has changed since 1978 aRer CEQ
(US) issued regulationç which gives more detailed guidelines on the content of EISs. The Councit
periodically publishes procedural guidelines and requires that each Federal agency publish its own
guidelines in response. There is provision for revision of the guidelines at appropriate period in the
light of experience with the system's operation and recent advances in EIA methodology. E1S is a
decision makers cool with three main characteristics:
1. it should aim to ensuring that an EIA is performed and that the result of EIA
becomes part of the decision-making process;

2. it should serve as an option-defiing instrument through its evaluation of impacts
and consideration of alternatives; and

3. it should serve to furnish a detailed record of environmental decision-makjng for
purpose of review by state or public.

l

Contents of EISs in the US

I

It is the responsibility of the proposing agency to prepare the El!5. As required by regulations in the
US, EIS must contain the following ( M m ,1988):

i

1. Description of the proposed action; statement oiF Purposes; description of the

environment affected;

I

2. Relationship to land-use plans, policies, and controls psr affected area;
I

3. Probable impact-positive and negative; secondaq

Of

and direct; international environmental implications;

indirect, as well as primary

l

1

4. Consideration of alternatives;

5. Probable adverse effects which cannot be avoided;

id

6 . Relationship between local and short-terni uses
considerations;

long-tem environmental

7. Irreversible and irretrievable cornmitment of resourices7

l

8. Description of what other Federal considerations 8iFfset adverse environmental
I
effects of proposed action and relation of these to altei tives.
In addition, the comments received fiom reviewers must be a

T"'

This is the general requirement for al1 types of developrnent
projects.

:hed.

1
I

'i'ojects including the water resource

Contenls of EISs in Canada

I
In Canada the ETS is a detailed documented assessment ?"' the environmental consequences
associated with the project prepared in accordance with the guiclelines issued by the Environmental
Assessrnent panel (expert body formed for specific projeclts). The type of detailed information
required is detemined by the nature and location of the proje ct.I
Contents of ElSs in Japan

li

In Japan (Barretî and Therivel, 1991) the dradt EIS should ccive]r çimilar items like those in the US.
Surveys and studies, prediction and evaluation mentioned shou1d be conducted in accordance with
guidelines which should be established for each category cif, 1elevant projects by the cornpetent
minister in consultations with the Director-General of the E lironmental Agency. The final EIS
should cover:
1. the contents of the drafi EIS as explained above;

1

2. a summaty of the comments received fiom the resid ts of the related area;
IeY
ion
3. comments of the prefectural governor with jurisdict I over the related area;

l

4. views of the project undertaker on the comments r ece:ived from the residents and
prefectiiral governor.

i

l

1
I
-

Assessrnent of both the social environment (safety and arnenity of cornmunities, costhenefit for
individuals and the public including employment, income, population density, consumption, landuse pattern, industrial-structure, finance, and public service etc.) and the natural environment
(quality and quantit)! of natural features, pollution, disaster) are considered. These are determinecl
through field surveys.

I

Confents of EISs in the European Cornmunifies

The EC Directive 85f337 requires Member States to include the following aspects in the EIS: a
description of the likely significant effects on the environment, direct and indirect, of the
development with reference to human beings, flora, fauna, soil, water, air, climate, the landscape,
the interàction between any of the foregoing, material assets, the cultural heritage, A surnmary in
non technical language of the information specified above should also be included (Lee and Colley,
1990). Next to the aspects conçidered above, the European Communities ELA directive requires
proponents to highlight areas of uncertainty by indicating 'technical deficiencies or lack of knowhow' encountered in compiling information included in an environmental assessrnent (Council of
the EC, 1985).
Contents of ElSs in the Eustem European Counrries

In the Eastern European countries the central planning system provides a coherent framework for
EIAs. In the 1880s the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA which included Hungaty,
Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, GDR, Mongolia, Poland, Romania, and USSR) required the
assessrnent to include seve~aiphases and to be technological, bio-medical, economic, or social, the
latter being the mosf comprehensive. General systems include the natural environment, the manmade environment and socio-economic activities.
The quality of EIS depends on the level of technical sophistication, consistency in t e m s of
coverage of topics, executive surnmaries, clearly organised sections, objective orientation,
adequate project description, sufficient analysis of al1 topics, consideration for public input and
participation in planning and review processes (Kim and Murabayashi, 1992)-

The format of the contents of EISç for water resources projects suggested in the guidelines of most
of the countries are sirnila to the general EIS format as discussed above. But the impact of water
resource projects are different from that of other development projects. The impacts of water
resource projects, like Iarge dam projects, are the results of changes in the interrelationship
between land, water and people. This is illustrated in figure 5.
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Fig.5. Main elements affected in Water resource projects and the impacts

l

l
Note: The changes in the interaction bctween land, water and people result in the
impacts which Vary according to the size of the dam, na\ure of the location and waq

of implementation.
(Source: Rnjappa and Krishnapal, 1992)
The actions sffecting the environment in a watcr resource proj't

I
!

I

I

cm be summarised as in figure 6 .
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Figure 6. A summary of the large dam components and their effects on the environment
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There is abundant literature on the social and environmental e/cts of large dams. Large dams are
widely opposed due to these effects and ihere are organised mass movements against the large
dams a11 over the world. The large dam citics recommsndi that na dams should be built
(Goldsmith and Hildyard, 1486):

l

until an adequate EIA is done and made available ta dublic;
- if the project does not benefit large sectors of the population;
- if it favours capital intensive economic activity ratherithan labour intensive
activity;
I
- if it doeç not permit production of food crops for local population rather than for
i
export crops;
- if it affects pubtic health and safety;
- if it affects national parks, heritage sites and habitat of endangered species;
1
- if it silts up within less than 100 years;
- if it likely to lead to salinization;
- if it is not sustainable in long t e m resource enhancem~nt;
- if it displace indigenous people and destroys their cultire;
- if it has safety probtem;
1
- if it likety to infliçt damage on estuarine or ocean fishéries;
- if it iç likely to h m the environment of a neighbouring country withaut its full
consent.
1
-

.

I

8.3. LASE STUDIES DESçRIBING THE CONTENTS OF THE EIS

l
4.3.1. Introduction

i

The EIA has to examine how the project cm be irnplemented Aith the least possible environmental
impacts. The emphasis of EIA is on pre-decision tinalysis leading to the preparation of an EIS
which establishes terms and conditions for project approval (~adler,1988).
The subject area sclcotcd for snidy in Saguling dam EIA (Bissdt, 1987) is dcscribed in rable 2.

II

Table 2: Topics studied in the EIS for Saguling dam
1. Climate
2. Hydrotogy and limnology
3 . Geomorphology
4. Fauna and flora
5. Land use, physical and socio-cultural
6. Agricuttural systems, physical and socio-cuItura1
7. Fisheries
8. Animal husbandry
9. Industry
10. Commerce and marketing
I 1 . Transport
12. Demography
'
13. Health
14. Education
15. Archaeology and mythology
16. Social aspect

Note: This list acts as a simple checklist.

Source: lnstirure of Bcology, Padjadjaran university (1979).
The following case shidies are taken from the EÇE task force report (ECE, 1987). The individual
projects varied considerably in terms of their s i x , technical and geographical characteristics and
environmental impacts.

4.3.2. The Lower Churchill Hydï-OProjecl in Canada (1978):
Content requirements for the EIS
The guidelines issued by the FEARO panel for the power generation site component covered the

follawing topics:
1 .Overview summaq;
2.The project setting;
3.The proposai;
4.Description of existing environment and resource use in tems of climate and air
quality, terrain, water, flora, fauna, people, land, water and reçource use;
5,lmpacts on these elements
Description of the environmental impacts of the proposed projeçt and the
alternatives and cornparison which include:
a. The impact identification,
b. Methods used for predicting impacts,
- Site facilities impact
- Land capability ratings for f o r e s e , wildlife and recreation
- Transmission facilities
- Socio-economic Impact study
- Stream monitoring study
- Climate conditions
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- Wildlife reconnaissance
- Fish çtudies
c. Methodç used for comparing the environmental effects of Ehe various alternatives.
6.Mitigating measures for major impacts;
7.Residual impacts; and
8.Annexes.
I

4.3.3 .The Ernsiboch Dom in the Federal ~ e ~ u b lofi cGermony (1981)

I

The scope of the EIA study and stnictlire of the content of EIS is as follows:
-

II

Analysis of the project area;

1

- Landscape factors:

Geology, soil, suitability of the area for agriculnire and foresby, climate and water,
vegetation, wildlife, visual landscape chwacter;

1

Land-use patterns:
Settlements, highway trafic, landfills, agricultural ar+as, forested areas, hunting,
fishing;
1

-

i

- Protected areas:

I
Nahire or biotope protection area or protection stcmn)ing frorn fisheries or water
rights;

i

- Negative environmental impacts of the project:
1
Impact identification (ecology, use of natural resourkes, landsçape impacts and
impacts on the suitability of the area for recreational purpases), data collection,
methods used for predicting impacts;

l

- Possibilities for mitigation;
-

Recommendations;

- Conclusion and final appraisal.
4.3.4. The Kob bel vahydr~power project F!I Nonvqv (198 1)

l

i

Contents of the EIS in the guidelines:

I

I
proj ect description:
projects and its alternatives, description of the exirting environment
I

-

- project benefits;

I

impacts on public utilities;
impacts on physiçal environment, fish and garne, natural resources. culniral heritage;
l

\

(36)

I

i
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- impacts on private intereçts;
- minimal insiream flows;
-

hydropower potential;

-

project participants;

- the proponent's comments.
4.3.5. The Wheeling Creek Dam in West Virginia, USA (1 982):
Content requirernent as in the US CEQ Regulations:

- description of the proposed project and alternatives,
-

description cif the existing environment;

description of the environmental impacts of the proposed project, the alternatives
and comparison. The impacts associated with the preferred alternative were
vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat, aquatic resources, landscape quality and
recreation, air qualiîy, archaeological and historic resources, economic and social,
land-use, soi1 and plant management. Data collection, methods for predicting and
assessing impacts, methods for comparing alternatives were also given.

-

4.3.6. Discussion
The above cases show the differences in contents and presentation of EISs for large dam projects.
The contents and presentation of the impacts Vary according to the country and nature and location
of the project. But the main elements of possible impacts (the land, water and socio-economic
systern of the area) are discussed in each case. No major shifts in contents of EISs for dams can be
detected from the case studies. Al1 of the above cases are from the late 1970s and early 1 9 8 0 ~The
only noticeable trend in the contents of E1S topics is that social aspects are getting more and more
coverage. In the Wheeling Cree! Project (US) an EIS was prepared in 1979 by the US Soi1
Conservation Service (SCS) based on the NEPA guidelines. The reviewers (EPA) raised a number
of concems relaied to water quality issues and Che failure of the ElS to address adequately the -SuIl
range of alternatives. Given the reaction and the public opposition tu the proposed project, the SCS
decide to discard the original EIS and begin a new EIA process starting with scoping in order to
identi6 ail relevant impacts and alternatives ta the project. This case illustrates an important
evolution or change in content of EISs. The documents are prepared on the basis of a scoping
phase. This scoping results in more than the traditional EPA guidelines. In the Lower Churchill
Projece (Canada) the EIS for the transmission line component was not part of the 1974 overview
study and was added in 1978 by guidelines of a FEARO panel..

'

A successful EIA is one which ensureç that al1 relevant im6acts associated with the proposed
project are adequately and fully taken into account in the dec/sion-making proçess (ECE, 1987).
EIA çonsists of the EIS and the procedural provisions ensuring that EIS is proper in content and
methodology. Procedures should also guarantee that decihion-makers take the information
provided in the EIS into consideration. Açcocding to the ECE task force the minimum elements in
an EIS should be:
1l
- Project setting (purpose and need);
- Description of the

proposed project;

- Description of the

existing environment; -

- Reasonable

I

I

alternatives, including the do-nothing alternative;

- An

I

assessment of the environmental impacts of thé propoçed project and the
alternatives;

1

- Sumrnary.

The direct and indirect impacts ofthe proposed project and its alternatives on the bio-physical and
socio-economic environment should be assessed. The specific '&pes and nurnber of impacts to be
assessed depend on the individual project and the environment lnd can best be detemined through
scoping and guidelines.

I
l

A general checklist of possible environmental elements to be considered in the case of large dam
projects in difirent climatic conditions and in different socio-eponomic set up is preçented in table
3. Tt may be useful in scoping for the EIS of the individual projects and as a general guideline for
content requirement o f an EIS. The list was not published before and is a compilation of existing
listç and experience of the authors with EIA for large dam projehs.

l

Table 3: Chechdixr of major environmen~alfactors to
1.

Dam and Irnpoundment area:

l.l.I.

Air and water pollution frorn construction, equiirnent, earth moveyent and living
quarters
l

1.1.2.

Solid waste displacement

1.1.3.

Destruction of natural landscape

1.1.4.

Noise pollution

1.1.5.

Irnporting of water related diseases through midant labours

I -1.6.

Population influx and linked social effects including health, securiv and impact on
local cultures

I

I

1.2.

Reservoir formation:

1.2.1.

The effect of inundation on the houses; villages; f m s ; infrastructure such a s roads
and transmission lines

Major social and economic costs of involuntary resettlernents and the issues related
to it, including:

The poverty risks !hm the population displacement like landlessness, joblessness,
homelessneçs, marginalization, food insecurity, morbidity increase, social
disarticulation etc. and feeling ofpowerlessness and alienation of the oustees
Effects on employment, taxes, local inflation, changes in supply and demand
patterns, etc.
Other social and cultural destruction
Inundation of culturallhistoricd sites such as sites or areas of historic, religious,
aesthetic or other parficular cultural value, and sites of archaeologiçal and
prtleontological significance
Inundation of agricultural land, especially highly productive bottom lands
Inundation of forest land, may mean the loss of valuable timber and species
diversiiy inçluding endangered and endemic species and forest ecosystem
Inundation of wildlife habitat, particularly habitat of threatened species with
consequent impact on biological diversity. Barriers or corridors may be created in
the habitat affecting population
Inundation of potentially valuable minera1 resources
Inundation of archaeological, architectural, historical and heritage sites and
aesthetically important objects and Iandscape
Effects on ecosystems, cycles, interactions
Inundated vegetation or biomass in the reservoir can affect water quality for potable
water, reservoir fishing, operation and longeviîy of dam and associated machinery
Water weeds proliferation can increase disease vectors, affect water quaIity and
fisheries, increase water loss (through transpiration), affect navigation, recreation
and fishing, and clog irrigation structures and turbines
Fish migrations will be affected by the blockage of dam in the river (fish ladders
may sometimes be practical), this affects mainly the fish species which migrate to
the up-streams to reproduce

Water quality within the reservoir is in pan, debendent on what happens upstream
and retention time within the reservoir. Quality'may be affected basalt
accumulation, eutrophication fiom weeds and 4iornass decay, turbidity, pollution
from sediment, the reservoir provides bettes quality water downstream with less
suspended matter

,

Health: establishment of the reçewoir and associated water management structures
(e-g.,canals and ditches) can m a t e conditions fostering establishment and spread
of water-related diseases such as schistosomia$is, onchoeerciasis, encephalitis, and
malaria
,
Effeet of drawdown regime, which rnay create ~griculhiralpossibilitier, as well as
health, recreational, aesthetic and access groblems
I
Seismicity rnay be induced by large reservoirs

'
I

Dam failure and safety measures

Ground water level in the surrounding area rnay be altered

I

Local climate rnay be rnodified by large reservpirs, especially in t e m s of humidity
and local fog

I

Temperature of releascd water rnay be higher dr lower than ambient river
temperature (depending on pattern of re1ease);jthis will have varying impacts on
downstream water uses
1

Navigation

1

I

1

Upsbeam (not directiy "caused" by the dam bit induced or exacerbated by the
I
dam)
Increased iedimentation h m the following s&ces:

.

Bxiating sediment nkulting fran prwious natiral or induced erosion =mains in the
rives bed or in the watershed area

I

Unusual natural sedimentation h m naturnl e<ents such as volcmic activity,
earthquakes, mudslides, typhoons and "1 00 year precipitation events"

Road building and other construction

I

l

Erosion £rom clearance of vegetation, loggingland eultivation by people who have
moved into the watershed areas as a direct or ipdirect result of the dam projecc
I
Cultivation on unsuitable sites using unstable or othenvise unsuitable lands
l

Lagging and forert denudation of forest which also rerult in eiosion
I

Remote and previously inaccessible areas are opened up due to the dam
construction and the reservoir filling
I

Induced population immigraticin rnay lead to increased agricultural or mining
açtivities with major implications for soi1 erosion, sedimenution, and water qualiiy
Poaching or illegal unsustainable exploitation of wildlife increases
Denudation of vegetation for cultivntian, fuel collection and logging
Loss of wildland and wildlife habitat with impact on endangered species and
reduction of biological diversity
Negative impacts on aesthetic and scenic qualities of the area and the potential for
certain recreational uses

Pollution from settlements and cultivation
Changed watershed hydrology: the changes in Iand use patterns, may affect the
timing and magnitude ofrunoff especially dunng major s t o m events. Changed
vegetative patterns may also influence dry season Stream flow
Salt inflows fiom the watershed rnay accumulate in the reservoir and affect water
quality. similarly, catchment mnoff may c a r y increased quantities of agricultural
chernicals and fertiliser with resultant impacts on reservoir water quality

Impact on river fishery due to changes in flow regime; effect of dam blocking fish
migration, changes in water quality (loss of nutrients trapped by dam, pollution
frorn irrigation return flow, and increased water turbidity)

Effecton traditional flood plain cultjvation through changes in flow and flooding
regime and loss of annual "top dressing" fertilisation from limited fiooding. Control
of severe flooding cm also yield benefits through reduced crop and prope* losses

'

Impact on other water prqiects: changes in stream flow and water releases from the
dam affect dams and irrigation projects elsewhere in the tower basin. The impact
can be both positive and negative. Reduced silt content in water, for exarnple, will
permit better water management, lowes silt levels also decrease potable water
treatrnent custs. On the other hand, weed growth in existing canals rnay increase
with perennial water supplies
Impact on municipal and industrial water supply downstream can have both
positive and negative effectç depending on water quantity and quality

Stream bed changes are one possible, but not a cornrnon result of the çhanged water
flow and sediment load. This include the possibility of increased strearn bed
erosion below the dam due to "hungry" water (with reduced silt loads) being
released h m the dam
Flood controI avoid flood damage and change production
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l
l

l

3 -7.

Effect on estuarine and marine Fisheries and marine biota, including endangered
species, through changes in flow regirne, change in water qualiq (e.g. pollution
from toxic chemical and salts from irrigation return flow to river) and loss af
nutrients

3.8.

Salt intrusion into esniarine and lower river badin areas rnay rerult h m suntained
or seasonal reduction in river flow

3.9.

Groundwater level changes: Higher levels due to the high water levels in the
reservoir. Duwnstream, in old flood plain areas, the groundwater level may faIl but
in irrigated areas, it rnay rÎse

3.10.

Health problems from water-retated diseaçes ob parasites (similar health problems
may also occur in the reservoir itself), primari& fiom irrigation and associated
canals

l
I

3.1 1 .

EFFPsir en wildlife and wildlands lhmugh lors bf or change in habitat may resul i,n
1
an impact on biological diversity

3.14.

Indirect impacts of increaçed urban and indusdial developments

3.15.

Reducrion in Iocal food production due to production of cash crops for exports

3.16.

Combined socio-econornic effects of al1 the developments

3.17.

Increased irrigation, irnproved water conirol, h$dropower generation and water
supply benefits and their positive impacts

I

l

l

i

The above checkliçt is cornprehensive but not neceçsarily ail topics covered are important for a
particular project. The importance of particular aspect in a lparticular project depends on many
factors like climatic zone of location of the project, size, nahre and sitting of the project, nature
and characteristics of its surrounding physical, natural and social environment etc. In the case of
review of contents of an EIS this checklist cari be useful to Iveri@ if some important aspects are
missing or go unnotieed.

i

5. Evabation of Hungarian Key Studier in the ~ i b t l k o v o - ~ a ~ ~ r nDam
aros

Table.4 gives an overview of the contents of the 1983 study.

1

Table 4: Confentsaf lhe 1983 siudy

The predicted effects of the construction of the BBs (GabEikovo) - Nagmaros River Barrage
System if carried out according the present plans
1. Antecedents

(MTA Botanical Research Inst., EVM, OVM, OKTH, OMFB) were
requested to prepare studies and give their opinion about the predictable ecological impacts.

Some important institutes

2. Introduction
Different institutes were consulted for different investigations. E.g. about the biological staternent
of surface water; possible probZems with groundwater at the agricultural areas; expected changes
which will (can) occur in the naniral environment - and their impact for the settlements.
3. General evaluation of the earlier investigations
- only rnitigation of damages were worked out
in 1930

only after 1976

- started to collect the ecological impacts (lack
of the interconnections between diffetent
impacts)
- EIA was not made
the opinions about the advantages are the
same
- disadvantages and uncertainîy were qualified
differently
- critics {page 7.):
* the earlier studies were not complete
-

* this report is not deep enough
* lack of interdisciplinary studies

* lack of alternatives of mitigation
measures
* lack of basis information
4. Investigation of each subject concerning the predictable ecological impacts
This paper cloes not contain the positive environmental impacts (page 9.)
Impacts on the biological state of the
4.1.
Old-Danube River bed
4.2.
Impacts on t h e groundwater level,
agriculture and forestry
4.3.
Impacts on the water quality of the
Danube River, water sources and
sewage management
4.4.

4.5.

Impacts on recreation
Impacts on the number of inhabitants

5. Summary, Conclusion, Suggestions

There was no comprehensive description and dealing with the ecological impacts of
GNV. There is no EIA.
The mitigation rneasures have to deal in the future with:

1)
2)

a) drinking water for this region and Budapest
b) keeping the positive activity of agriculture and forestry
E) use the potential bencfits of this projeét (GNV) - rnainly for recreational
purposes
,
d) preserving the biological state of the Old'Danube River.
Within two yearr a cornplete EIA should be worked Lut.
A cornplex monitoring rystem rhould be built for th{ environmental protection.
New investigations should be inîroduced.
New part should be added to the sxisting environrne~tallaws (about EIA).

3)
4)
5)

6),

The document itself concludes that it is not a full EIS and that a complete impact s h d y can be
expected within hvo years. The document only gives an oveyiew of the conclusions h m earlier
investigations. In çhapter 4 only the predictable impacts are examined, only ecological impacts are
considered and Ehese are only partly considered. The material does not contain any figures or tables
(except one map h m the region on p. 23). There are no references used in the text.

Table 5 gives an overview of the contents of the 1985 snidy.
Table Y Conlenis qffhe 1985 Gabfikovo - Nogvmoros ska) (A GabEikDvo - Nogymaros
VirIépcsôrendszer,KOrnyezetiHafasthulmdnya)
1.
2.

2.1.

2.1.1.
2.1.2.

INTRODUCTION
PRESENT ENVIRONMENTAL STATE OF THIS PART OF THE DANUBE
RIYER (WHTCH IS AFFECTED BY G ABC~KOVO-NACYM
AROS RIVER
BARRAGE SYSTEM)
l

Demarcation area
Geological border of this region
Division of this area

l

,

2.2.
2.2.1.

Natural conditions of this region
Topographical conditions

2.2.2.

Geological conditions
Climatic conditions
Surface and under surface conditions of this part of the Danube
HYd r o g r a ~ h ~

2.2.3.
2.3.
2.3.1.

I
1

,

!

l
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Flood protection, river regulation
Water qualiv of the Danube River
FiItered water base (filtered wells}
State of the waste water purification

Connections of agriculture and forestry to water management
Soi1 basis
Present utilisation of the affected area
Present condition of the agricultural utilisation
Sylviculture and undomesticated economy
Stock of fish, fishing
Condition of setllements and recreation in this region
Industry
Trafic
THE IMPACT OF THIS PLANNED RIVER BARRAGE SYSTEM ON THIS
REClON OF THE DANUBE RIVER AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
Description of GabElkovo-Nagymaros River Barrage System
Purpose, utilisation, main operational principles, functians of the project
Environmental impacts of this project
Szigetkllz area together GyBr ( t o m )
Establishments for safety between estuary of Mosoni-Danube and Nagymaros
Kornrirorn - Gonyu part
KomLiromi part
Nyergesujfalu - Dunaalmhs part
Esztergomi part
Pilismaroti part
Visegrad - Domos part
Nagymaros - Ipoty part
Nagymaros River Barrage System
River bad regulation under Nagymaros
Impacts of this barrage system on the surface and underground water
HydroIogical conditions
Impact of the barrage system on the water quality
References
The expected impacts on the water quality
The expected effects of the water quality changing on the different water use
Pick working and energy production
Filtered water basis at the beach
(45)
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3.2.5.
3.2.6.

3.3.

I
Expected changes on groundwater and deep gmuydwater
Impacts during the building processes
Expectable changes in the agricultural sites and productivity
Expected changes in the microclimate
Expected changes in the soi1 condition

I
l

1
Changes in the possibilities of land utilisation
Possibilities of agricultural utilisation after the dam will be built
1

Possibilities of forestry utilisation after the dam will be built
I

Expected changes in the fish
! 1
Scenic appearance, changes in the aeçthetic conditions
Impacts of this barrage system on the settlements and recreatianal conditions
Impacts on the industrial development
3.7.
4.

1

Impacts on the trafic
1NTERACTlONS BETWEEN EVERY SINGLE BRANCH OF THE
ECONOMY AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THIS BARRAGE
SYSTEM

Water management
Agriculture and sylviculture
Psotected natural and special landscape values
Industry
Trafic
Recreation, watersports, touriçm
Social aspects of this barrage system

l
1

'
1

I
l

1
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ADDlTIONAL TASKS FOR INVESTIGATION

This 1985 study is the most comprehensive when cornpared to:the two other documents exarnined
in this report. In fact, it is the only document which can be called an EIS. The other two documents
are too incomplete to be given the name "EIS".
The 1985 report will be examined in two different ways: first it will be subjected to the t e e and
Colley review package (1990) and second it will be checked to what degree the report conforms

with the checklist developed in section 4.4.

I

The Lee and Colley review package (1940) consist of a list of review topics, a list of assessment
symbols and a collation sheet. Two reviewers have to check the quality of the EIS independently
and compare their results. If major differences in assessment occur the two reviewers should corne
together and discuss the problematic topics. The list of review topics is divided in four major parts:
description of the development, the local environment and the baseline conditions; identification
and evaluation of key impacts; alternatives and mitigation; and communication of results.

~
Explanation

Symbol

well perfomed, no important tasks le

A

Parts are well attempted but must, as a whole, be
ust unsatisfactory because of omissions andlor

D

irrelevant in the context of this Staternent.

The second evaluation Es based on a checklist developed by the authors. It is not a standardised
instrument to evaluate EISs, but is based on a most complete list of aspects which should be
considered in EISs for dam projects. The procedure followed: the EIS was first read and next each
topic in the checklist was assessed referring closely to the ElS. Each topic was comrnented briefiy.
Fifty seven topics are included in the checklist. Of these only 44 çould be relevant to the situation
of GabEikovo-Nagymaroç case. Fotlowing topics are not further discussed: 1.1.2, 1.1.5, 1.2.3,
1.2.14, 1.2.17, 1.2.23,2.4, 2.5,2.8, 3.7, 3.8, 3.10and3.15.
The topics which are relevant can be divided into one of four possible classes:

- FC

fully covered;

-

PD

discussed (but onIy shortly, in general or partially);

-

RW

only referred to or very weak discussion;

-

NI

no information.

Resulls and discussionfrom the examination with the Lee and C Q ~ review
~~JJ
package (1 990)

The GabEikovo - Nagymaros EIS prepared in 1985 contains parts which are wel1 attempted. The
whole must, however, be considered just unsatisfactory because of omissions and inadequacies.

The major limitations of this document can be summarized as follows:
there is no discussion an the scope of the document: why have certain aspects been
studied and others not?

-

I for the proposed project,
- although a lot of background studies have been m+e
these srudies are not discussed in an integrated way in the main body of the text;

- although alternatives and mitigation measures have been proposed in the EIS, they
are not the "heart" of the document. Alternatives and rnitigation measures are limited
and not studied in sufficient detail;

- although impacts are exarnined, it is not discussed what was the basis for the
interpretation of the data. The choice of standards, assumptions and value systerns
used is not explained;

- the communication of the results is insufficient. The layout is conhsing, the
reference systern is not correct and reviewers have doubts about the objectivity of the
study.
The EIS should be a document which allows anyone who is interested in the proposa1 to learn in a
short period of time what the project is about, what the possible impacts will be, what alternatives
and mitigation measures are available to reciuce adverse effects and what the local and general
population think about it. The EIS in question does not fulfil these requirements: the document is
rather çonfising and Ieaves the reader with a lot of questions.
1

Resulrs and discussionfiom the examination with the checklisi developed in section 4.4

Of those topics which were relevant to the GabCikovo-Nagymaros case only 9% were fully
covered; 54% was only generally, partially or shortly discussed; 14% was only referred to or very
weak and no information was found on 23% of the topics. Detailed information on the coverage of
each topic can be found in Annex 2.

No information is provided on following relevant aspects:
Major social and economic costs of involuntary resettlements and the issues related te it
1.2.2,
1.2.10.

. 1-2.12.

lnundation of potentially valuable mineral resources
Effects on ecosystems, cycles, interactions

P .2-20. Dam failure and safety measures
2.2.

2.3.
2.9.

3.5.

3.16.

I

Remote and previously inaccessible areas are opened up due to the dam construction and
the reservoir filling
Induced population immigration rnay lead to increased agricultural or rnining activities
with major implications for soi1 erosion, sedimentation, and water qualily
Changed watershed hydrology: the changes in land use patterns, may affect the timing
and magnitude of runoff especially during major storm events. Changed vegetative
patterns may also influence dry season stream flow
Stream bed changes are one possible, but not a comrnon result of the changed water flow
and sediment load. This include the possibility of increased Stream bed erosion below the
dam due to "hungry" water (with reduced silt loads) being released from the dàm
Combined socio-economic effects of al1 the developments

From this Iist it is possible to conclude that the document ha major gaps.
It should be remarked that this evaluation study is based on a checklist for large scale water
resources projects. The following comparison of reservoirs formed by different dam projects shows
that the GabEikovo-Nagymaros project is more like a medium scale project:

Narmada project, India:

reservoir of 350.000 ha

Tucurui dam, Brazil:

reservoir of 2 16.000 ha

Dunakiliti (Gabtikovo):

reservoir of 6.400 ha

Columbia dam, US:

reservoir of 5.040 ha

Annex 3 discusses the differences behveen impacts of large scale and srnall scnle water resources
projects. It is clear that the environmental and social impacts of smaller projects is much more
limited in comparison with mega-projeçts.

6. The Slovak Documentation
It was not possible to examine the Slovak documentation in the same way as the Hungarian
document because no Slovak documents in the format of EISs were provided.
Tt i s not clear to which degree the seven mitigation measures discussed on pages 52 and 53 of the
Slovak Mernorial are developed in detail in the Bioproject and its 1986 update.
With the information available it is not possible to evaluate the Bioproject making use of the
evaluation instnirnents (lists of review topics).

1

Studies summarised in Annex 24 of the Slovak Mernorial tackle the fotlowing subjects:
number
construction

13

design, general arrangement and lay-out (technical)

48

economical considerations
effects on Austria
effects on drinking water supply
energetic aspects

2I
21

forest ecosystems
groundwater
hydrology

ice discharging
location alternatives
monitoring of GN project
navigation
operation of the projeçt
power transmission lines

protection measures

çurnmary documentation
water quality
Based on the summaries included in Annex 24 it seems that the majority of the 3 18 studies
mentioned focus on technical aspects of general design, consmction and the hydrological regime
of the Danube river. Tt is not clear if environmental aspects have been taken into account in these
reports.

Eleven studies (on forest ecosystems, groundwater, location alternatives, protection measures and
l
water quality) are clearly related to topics which should be influded in an environmental impact
assessment.
I
'

7. Conclusions

l
I
I

-

Based on the information available to the researchers it çan iie concluded that the GabEIkovo
Nagymaros environmental documents are early EIA period cases. Although EIA procedures were
well advançed in rnany countries around the globe in the mid 1980s Hungary did not yet have a
tradition of introducing environmental concerns into its decision-making. It was only as a result of
public controversy in relation to the GabEfkovo - Nagyrnaros project that the need for EIA became
clear and that EIA was imposed on the proposed project. A titerature seview revealed that EISs
prepared in an early EIA period most offen do not result in high,quality documents.
Research also indicates that the presence of a well established EIA procedure is one of the major
requirements for EIA to be successful. Since an EIA procedure was only formally established in

Hungary with the introduction of an EIA deçree in 1993, the GabEIkovo
environmental documents were not prepared in optimal conditions.

-

Nagymaros

The three environmental documents examined cannot be considered satisfactory. The 1983 and
1993 reports do not satisfy the basic requirements and should not be given the name EIS. The 1985
report is an EIS which has a nurnber of defects.
The major limitations of this document can be sumrnarised as follows:

- there is no discussion on the scope of the document: why have certain aspects been
studied and others not?

- although a lot of background çtudies have been made for the proposed project,
these studies are not discussed in an integrated way in the main body of the text;
- althaugh alternatives and mitigation measures have been proposed in the EIS, they
atnenot the "heart" of the document. Alternatives and mitigation measures are lirnited
and not studied in sufticient detail;
although impacts are examined, it is not discussed what was the basis for the
interpretation of the data. The choice of standards, assumptions and value systerns
used is not explained;

-

- the communication of the results is insufficient. The layout is confusing, the
reference system is not correct and reviewers have doubts about the objectivity of the
study.
A checklist presenting al1 aspects which should be inctuded in an EIS for a large dam project is
developed in section 4.4: only 9% of the relevant topics were fully covered; 54% waç only
generally, partially or shortly discussed; 14% waç only referred to or very weak and no information
was found on 23% of the relevant topics.

The general conclusions are:
although EIA procedures and contents are continuously being irnproved as a result
of experience gained, there have nat been major changes or significant developments
in the state of the art of EIA during the 1980s;

-

although EIA was not yet introduced in al1 countries by the end of the 1980s, it was
generally available as instrument for environmental protection. At the end of the
1980s it was generally accepted that large infrastructure projects rnight cause
substantial environmental effects and that EIA can be used to detect and mitigate
adverse effects;

-

- the 1985 GabEikovo - Nagyrnaros EIS contains a lot of relevant information, but
shows major limitations and defects.
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List of abbreviations

AHD
CEAA

CEQ
EA

EARP
EC

Aswan High Dam
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
Council on Environmental Qualit)! (US)
Environmental Assessment
Environmental Assessment Review Process (Canada)
European Communities

EIS
FEARO

Economic Commission for Europe
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environrnental Impact Statement
Eederal Environmental Assessrnent Review OEce

GNV

GabEikovo Nagymaros Barrage System

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

NGO

Non Governmental Organisation

NVDP

Narmada Valley Development Projects
Operational Directive (World Bank)
Soi1 Conservation Service (US)
Three Gorges Proj ect
United States
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics

ECE
EIA

OD
SCS
TGP
US
USSR
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Annex 1: Evaluation of EIS with the Lee and Colley Review Package - Full Evaluation
Report

The 1985 GabEikovo - Nagymaros Environmental Impact ~ta'tementwas reviewed using the Lee
and Colley review package. As is required, the EIS was reviewed by hvo persons independently.
Later on, a discussion was organised berneen the two to resolve exiçting differences.
l

Descrintion of the development, the local environment and the baseline conditions
Description of the development: The purpose(sj of the development should be
described as should the physical characteristics, scale and design. Quantities of
materials needed during construction and operation shoutd be included and, wbere
appropriate, a description of the production processes.
l

The purpose(s) and objectives of the development should be explained.

The design and size of the development should be described. Diagrams, plans or maps
I
will uçually be necessary for this purpose.
There should be some indication of the physical presence and appearance of the
completed development within the receiving environment.
The nature and quantities of raw materials needed during both the construction and
operational phases should be described as well as, where appropriate, the nature of the
production processes.
I

Site description: The on site land requirernenls o l / h r development and the duration
of each land use should be described.
1

The land area taken up by the development site should be defined and its location cIearly
shown on a map.
i
The uses to which this land will be put should be described and the different land use
areas demarcated.
The estimated duration of the construction phasb, operational phase and, where
appropriate, decommissioning phase should be given.,
The numberç of workers ancilor visitors entering the developrnent site during both
construction and operation should be estimated. Their access to the site and likely means
of transport should be given.
l
Residuals: The types and quantities of residuals and/or wastes which might be
produced should be estimated and the proposed disposal rouies to the environment
described. [ NE: wastes include al1 residaal drocess materials, effluents and
emissions. Waste energy, waste heat, noise, etc. shduld also be consideredj.

The types and quantities of waste maiter, energy and other residual materials and the rate
at which these will be produced çhould be estimated. \
The ways in which it is proposed to handle andlor treit these wasteç and residuals should
be indicated, together with the routes by which they wilt eventually be disposed of to the
environment.
I

The methods by which the qumtities of residuals and wastes were obtained should be
indicated. If there is uncertainty this should be acknowledged and ranges of confidence
limits given where possible.
Environment description: The area and location of the environment likely to be
affected by the development proposals should be described.
The environment expected to be affeçted by the development should be indicated with
the aid of a suitable map of the area.
The affected environment should be defined broadly enough to include any potentially
significant effects occurring away from the immediate construction site:These may be
caused by, for example, the dispersion of pollutants, infrastructural requirements of the
project, trafic, etc.
Baseline conditions: A description of the affected envitonment as it is carrently and
as it could be expected to develop if the project were not to proceed, should be
presented.
The important cornponents of the affected environments should be identified and
described. The methods and investigations undertaken for this purpose should be
disclosed and should be appropriate to the size and complexity of the assessrnent task.
Uncertainty should be indicated.
Existing data should have been searched and, where relevant, utilised. These should
include local authority records and studies carried out by, or on behalf of, conservation
agencies andlor special interest groups.
Local land use plans and policies should be consulted and other data collected as
necessary to assist in the determination of the "baseline" conditions, i.e. the probable
future state of the environment, in the absence of the project, taking into account natural
fluctuations and hurnan activities (ofien called the "do-nothing" scenario).
Identification and evaluation of kev impacts
Definition of impacts: Potential impacts of the development on the environment
should be investigated and described. Impacts shoutd be broadly defined to cover
al1 potential effects on the environment and should be deterrnined as the predicted
deviation from the baseline state.
A description should be given of the direct effects and any indirect, secondary,
cumulative, short, medium and long-term, permanent and ternporary, positive and
negative effects of the project.

The above types of effect should be investigated and described with particular regard to
identiSing effects on or affecting hurnan beings, flora and fauna, soil, water, air, climate,
landscape, material assets, cultural heritage (including architectural and archaeotogica!
heritage) and the interactions between these.
Consideration should not be limited to events which will occur under design operating
conditions. Where appropriate, impacts which might mise from non-standard operating
conditions, due to accidents, should also be described.
The impacts should be detennined as the deviation from baseline conditions, i.e. the
difference between the conditions which would obtain if the development were not to
proceed and those predicted to prevail as a consequence of it.

Alternatives and mitigation
Alternatives: Feasible alternatives to the proposed project should have been
considered. These should be outlined in the Statemenf the environmentnt
implications of each presented and the reasons for their rejection briefiy discussed,
particularly where the prererred project is likely to have significant, adverse
environmental impacts.

Alternative sites should have been considered where these are practicable and available
50 the developer. The main environmental advantages and disadvantages of these should
be discussed and the reasons for the final choice given.
Where available, alternative processes, desigis and operating conditions should have
been considered at an early stage of project planning and the environmental implications
of these investigated and reported where the proposed project is likely to have
significantly adverse environrnental impacts.

IF unexpectedly severe adverse impacts are identified during the course of the
investigation, whiçh are difficult to mitigate, alternatives rejected in the earlier planning
phases should be re-appraised.
Scope and effectiveness of mitigation measures: ALI significant adverse impacts
should be considered for mitigation. Evidence should be presented to show that
proposed mitigation measures will be effective when impIemented.
The mitigation of al1 sigriificant adverse impacts should be consideréd and, where
practicable, çpecific mitigation measures should be put forward. Any residual or
unmiiigated impacts should be indicated and justification offered as to why these impacts
should not be mitigated.
Mitigation methods considered should include modification of the project, compensation
and the provision of alternative facilities as well as pollution conirol.
Tt should be clear to what extent the mitigation rnethods will be effective when
implemented. Where the effectiveness is uncertain or depends on assumptions about
operating procedures, cl@rmtic conditions, etc., data should be introduced to justify the
acceptance of these assumptions.
Cornmitment to rnitigation: Developers should be committed to, and capable of,
carrying out the mitigation measures and should present pIans of how they propose
to do so.
There should be a clear record of the cornmitment of the developer to the mitigation
measures presented in the Staternent. Detailç of how the mitigation measures will be
implemented and function over the time span for whiçh they are necessarj should also be
given.
Monitoring arrangements should be proposed to check the environmental impacts
resulting frorn the implernentation of the project and their confarmity with the
predictions within the Statement, Provisions çhould be made to adjust mitigation
rneasures where unexpected adverse impacts occur. The scale of these monitoring
arrangements should correspond to the likely scale and significance of deviations fiom
expected impacts.

Communication of results
Layout: The layout of the Statement should enablé the reader to find and assimilate
data easily and quickly. External data sources should be acknowledged.
There should be an introduction briefly describing the project, the aims of the
environmental assessrnent and how those aims are to be achieved.
information should be logically arranged in sections,or chapters and the whereabouts of
important data should be signalled in a table of contents or index.
1

Unless the chapters Ehemselves are very short, there should be chapter s u m a r i e s
outlining the main findings of each phase of the investigation.

When data, conclusions or quality standards fiom external sources are introduced, the
original source should be acknowledged at that point in the text. A full reference should
also be included either with the acknowledgement, at the bartom of the page, or in a list
of references.
I
Presentation: Care should be taken in the presentation of information to make sure
that it is accessible ta the non-speciatist.
Information should be prerented io as to be cornpnhensible to the non-specialist. Tabler,
graphs and other devices should be used as appropriate. Unnecessarily technical or
obscure language should be avoided.
Technical terms, acronyms and initials should be defined, either when first introduced
into the text or in a glossary. Important data should be presented and discussed in the
main text.
The Statement should be presented as an integrated whole. S u m a r i e s of data presefited
in separately bound appendices should be introduced in the main body of the text.
Emphasis: Information should be presented without bias and receive the emphasis
appropriate to its importance in the context of the EIS,
Prominence and ernphasis should be given to potentially severe adverse impacts as well
as EO potentially subçtantial favourable environmental impacts. n e Statement should
avoid acçording space diçproportionately to impacts which have been well investigated
l
or are beneficial.
I
The Statement should be unbiased; it should not lobby for any particular point of view.
Adverse impacts should not be disguised by euphemisms or platitudes.
Non-technical summary: There should be a clearly written non-technical summary
of the main findings of the study and how they were reached,
There should be a non-technical summary of the main findings and conclusions of the
study. Technical terms, lists of data and detailed explanations of scientific reasoning
should be avoided.
The surnmary should cover al1 main issues discussed!in the Statement and contain at least
a brief description of the project and the environmeni, an account of the main mitigation
measuses tu be undertaken by the developer and a description of any significant residual
impacts. A brief explanation of the rnethods by which these data were obtnined and an
indication of the confidence which can be placed in thern should also be included.
1

B) RESULTS
OF THE REVIE W

Overall Assessrnent D

1.2 B-D

1.2.1 F
1.2.2 C
1.2.3 F

1.2.4 F

1.4 B

1.4.1 B-E
1.4.2 A

1 ,S A-B

1.5.1 C
1.5.2 B

1.5.3 B

Explanation
Generally well perfomed, no important tasks lefk incomplete.
Generally satisfactory and complete, only minor omissions and inadequacies.
Can be considered just satisfactory despite omissions andlor inadequacies.
Parts are well attempted but must, as a whole, be considered just unsatisfactory
because of omissions andior inadequacies.
Not satisfactory, significant omissions or inadequacies.
Yery unsatisfactory, important task(s) poorly doie or not atternpted.
Not applicable. The Review Topic is not applicable or ivelevant in the context of
I
this Statement.

CI DISC~SSION
OF THE RESUETS

1.
1.1.
1.1.1.

1.1.2.

1.1.3.

1,1.4.

Ovcrall, the 1985 GabEikovo - Nagymaros EIS is cbnsidered a border line case when it
cornes to its quality. Although certain parts are well done and the document presents a lot
of very important information, there are also many tasks left incomplete or not attempted
at all.
The development, local environment and baseline conditions are generally satisfactory
and complete. It can be considered the best part of the document (details below).
The development is suficiently described in the EIS.

The purposeis) and objectives of the developmeht are discussed in the E15. It is,
however, not done in the introduction. Persons who~readthe document and do not know
what it is about will only find out in the third part of the srudy (the part which deals with
the impacts of the study}.
I
The design and scale of the development are described in detail. There are, however,
almost no maps, diagrams, photographs or any other visual aids to clarify the text. It is
not discussed what the project will look like when it is finished. Although it might be
possible to find this information in the basic studies, it is no1 shown in this EIS.
There is no indication of the physical presencel and appearance of the completed
development. There are only some data in meters and kilornetres, but the information is
not complete.
There is one sentence describing the amount of soi11stones and grave1 to be moved. This
aspect is mot discussed at rhe beginning of the repo(t (only on page 56, were impacts are:
discussed). Other important materials needed during both the construction and
operational phases are not discussed, e.g. the amount of concrete and other construction
l
materials neçessary to build the project.

1.2.

Depending on the presence of a dear and detailed map a B or D score is awarded. A
çlear and detailed rnap is absent frorn the document which was reviewed. The reviewers
feel, however, that there might have been a rnap which got lost during copying. The exact
duration of the different land uses is missing in any way.

1.2.1.

A rnap is miçsing. It is, however, very important ta be able to visualise the aspects which
are described in the text.
I

1.2.2,

The uses to whiçh land will be put is described, but hot in detail.

The estimated duration of the construction phase and operational phase is not described.
A distinction between the different phases is not made in the EIS. Moreover, the
constniction phase is not discussed at al!.

The numbers of workers andlor visitors entering the development site during both
construction and operation is not described in detail.
The proposed project will not generate wastes. This aspects is, therefore, not considered
applicable in the context ofthis statement.
The environment is described in sufficient detail.
Again, a detailed map is missing, but might have been avaiIable in the original copy.
The affected environment is defined broadly enough to include any potentially significant
effects occurring away from the immediate construction site.
The baseline conditions are discussed in detail. It is, however, not described how the
environment might be expected to develop if the project were not to proceed. Long-term
predictions are certainly rnissing. It is not clear if changes will take place in the
environment if the project is not completed. Will there be changes or will everything stay
the same as today??
Uncertainîy is not indicated. The rnethods which were used to do the .research are not
mentioned or discussed. It is suspected by the reviewers that the institutes which made
the basic research used the right rnethods, but there is no way to veriS, or to make sure.
Almost al1 research discussed in this EIS was prepared by "third parties", e.g. Hungarian
institutes. A very long list of studies consulted for this shidy is included in the back of the
document.
i
Even ihough almost al1 important impacts are described the discussion is sometimes
rather confusing and it becornes dificult to follow the train of thought of the people who
prepared the EIS. It is obvious that the main study was a compilation of several earlier
investigations and discussions. The linking of the severnl studies is, however, done
poorly.
The magnitude of the impacts are not discussed, neither are the scoping methods and the
standards, assumptions and vatue systerns used. This section can, therefore, be
considered just satiçfactory despite important inadequacies.
Many effects are discussed, but without making a difference between types of eficts
(direct, indirect, cumulative, etc.)
Al1 important impacts are discussed. The discussion is, however, sometimes rather
confusing and it becomes difficult to follow the train of thought of the people who
prepared the EIS.
Major disasters or other accidents are not discussed. In one sentence it is mentioned that
the production of electricicy is not a priority in non-standard operating conditions such as
in case of "flood operations".
Cornparison between the baseline condition and the predicted impact situation is not
always possible beçause data are often missing. Data are sometimes present in the annex,
but they are not well integrated in the EIS.
Impacts are identified in a satisfactory manner

Scoping is not discussed. It is, however, done in practice by focusing on agriculmral,
water, and ecological aspects.

The public was not contacted during the preparation of the EIS.
No arrangements were made to collect the opinions and çoncerns of relevant public
agencies, special interest groups and.the general public. It could be that special meetings
were organiçed, but it is not mentioned or discussed in the E1S.
Scoping methods are not discussed or justified. Key impacts were identified without
discussion.
The magnitude of the impacts is not discussed. This aspect is missing from the EIS.
Predictions are sometimes attempted by using research from e.g. other reservoirs in the
country. The project disturbances are discussed mainly from "the civil engineering" point
of view.
The impact significance is discussed, but without a description of the choice of standards,
I
assumptions and value systems used.
1
Although, one alternative and a few mitigation meakures have been discussed it is felt
that a more complete job could have been done.
One alternative is discussed, but not in very much detail.
in half a page one alternative for the Nagymaros ;dam is proposed. A new location
alternative is discussed. In a separate study this alternative is not considered beneficial
and is therefore dropped.
Except for the location alternative, no other types of alternatives (design, process, etc.)
are studied.
It is disputable if this review topic is applicable in the context of this statement.
Only three important mitigation rneasure are considered. As a result of the proposed
project the water level will start to fluctuate. This might cause important adverse effects,
especially for the plants. Mitigation measures which would minimise this problern are
disçussed. Also the groundwater table is subject of a discussion. The rnitigation measures
are, however, not discussed in a separate chapter and only the very obvious ones are
given.
The need for a monitoring program is recognised in @e EIS. The reviewers do, however,
not agree on the necessary level of detail. It is felt that a more detailed discussion would
be interesting considering the uncertainv in impact prediction. Moreover, the time factor
(how long do the mitigation measures have to Ise maintained, how long is the monitoring
program expected to go on?) is not taken into account.

The EIS is very confusing and is considered insufficient when it cornes to the
communication of the results.
I
The layout is very conhsing. The numbering of the different sections is very difficult and
full of mistakes (typing errors).
I
There is an introduction, but it does not describe ,the proposed project. This is only
mentioned in the third part of the study.
I

The division in chapters and the content of the different sections does not always
correspond, e.g. the description of the project is in the chapter on "impacts". It is obvious
that the logic followed in the Lee and Colley review package is different from the logic
behind the EIS under review. It, therefore, takes a long time to find al1 the answers to the
different review topics.
There is no list of references, although many extemal sources are used in the text. There
is not an unambiguous link between the references in the text and the Iist of externat
studies at the end of the document.

Some tables, graphs and other aids to improve the readability of the document are
missing. Although a lot of graphs are used, they are not always understandable. The
quality is also very poor, but this could be the result of the copying.

Both reviewers agree that the EIS is very positive for the proposed project. One of the
reviewers feels the EIS is biased and present only the positive aspects of the study. She is
uncertain about the objectivity of the results and cannot be convinced of its scientific
approach. It is felt that the energetical interest of the countries and a discussion on the
necessity of the project are missing. Also a cornparison with other alternatives and other
projectç in Hungary and Europe should bave been part of the EIS. The other reviewer
would rather believe what has been written and is less critical.
There is no non-technical surnmary psepared especially for the general public. The
sentences and the conclusions are rather difficult to understand for the non-specialist.

Annex 2: Evaluation of the 1985 ETS of the GabFCkovo-Nagymaros River Barrage System on
the Basis of a Cheçklist (see section 4.4.)

Text in itaIic are cornments on the EIS by the reviewer
I
1.
Dam and Impoundment at.ea:
!
1.1.
During Construction:
Impacts during the cot~~tmctiouial
phase are described vety shortly (on page 46). If i-T
divided in two parts:
I
a) temporaiy impacts during construction '
I
6) impacts of lernpora-y institutions and objects
This anabses is not complete and very general and onEy shows some examples about the
possible impacts. One of the examples is the conr6ructional phase of Arpad-Bridge.
There is nothirrg concrefe in this discussion, only suggestions to handle some temporary
problerns in the fuàure. There is one additional paragraph (on page 46) about the
transportalion of malerials at this region. The environmental impacts (e. g. noise, soil-,
warer-, air-pollution) it will cause are discussed
Air and water pollution h m construction, equipment,
earth movement and living
1-1.1.
'
quarters ~ n l referring
y
ta tkese facts vePy weakly
Solid waste displacement: not relevani 10 the Gabfikovo-Nagyrnnros case
1.1.2.
1.1.3.
Desfruction of natural landscape - only refering fo thesefacts (onpage 60)
1.1.4.
Noisepollution-onlyreferringtotkesefacrsinones~nrence(onpage47)
1.1.5.
Importing of water related diseases through migrant labours: not relevant to the
Cabcrkovo-Na~maroscase
1.1.6.
Population influx and linked social effecis including health, security, and impact on local
culîures - only referring tu these facts, well done the part about securiv (rnai~ibflood
protection)
1.2.
Reservoir formation:
This report does not divide the field of examination in the same way as the checklist.
Therefore, the information is metywhere inside of the EIS and the evaluation ix diflcult
The
effect of inundation of the houses; villages; f m s ; infrastructure such as roads and
1.2.1.
transmission lines (on page 48., 53.) The informat ion is mairily abozrl 1he changes in the
agricultural activity
1.2.2. Major social and tconomic costs of involuntary resettlements and the issues re1ated to it,
including - no information
1.2.3.
The poverty risks from the population displacement like landlessness, joblessness,
homelessness, marginalization, food insecurity, morbidity increase, social disarticulation
etc. and feeling of powerlessness and alienation of the oustees.- not relevant to the
I
GabCikovo-Nagvmm case
1.2.4.
Effects on employment, taxes, local inflexion, changes in suppIy and dernand patterns,
etc.- only vety general description isSound opi page 56, 52
Other social and cultural destruction - the conclusion of this material is that the
1.2.5.
reservoir will give mainly benejiis to this region
,
1.2.6. Inundation of cultural/historical sites like sites or areas of bistoric, religious, aesthetic or
other particular cultural value, and sites of archaeological and paleontological
significance - short description on page 60

-

1

,

1

Inundation of agricultural land, especially highly productive bottom lands - (on page
59.) - the reservoir will cause some changes on it, but rhey ave no[ very sign13cant
Inundation of forest land, may mean the loss of valuable tirnber and species diversi9
including endangered and endemic species and forest ecosystem. - on page 50
Inundation of wildlife habitat, particularly habitat of chreatened species with consequent
impact on biological diversity. Barriers or corridors rnay be created in the habitat
affecting population.- short description on page 60
Inundation of potentially valuable minera1 resources - no information
Inundation of Archaeological, Architectural historical and heritage sites and aesthetically
important objects and landscape (ihe same as 1.2.6.)
Effects on ecosystems, cycles, interactions - on lhis level: no infirmation
Inundated vegetation or biomass in the reservoir can affect water quality for potable
water, reservoir fishing, operation and longevity of dam and associated maçhinery.(on
page 55)
Water weeds proliferation can increase disease vectors, affect water quality and fisheries,
increase water loss (through transpiration), affect navigation, recreation and fishing, and
clog irrigation structures and turbines - noi relevant fo the Gabc'ikovo-Nagymaroscase
Fiçh migrations will be affected by the blockage of dam in the river (fish ladders rnay
sometimes be practiçal), it affect mainly the fish species which migrate to the upstream to
seproduce.- special l o c hforfish (on page 55)
Water quality within the reservoir is in part, dependent on what happens upstrearn and
retention time within the reservoir. Quality rnay be affected by salt accumulation,
eutrophication from weeds and biomass decay, turbidity, pollution from sediment, the
reservoir provides better quality water downstrearn with less suspended matter - well
done onpages: 41-44
Health: establishment of the reservoir and associated water management structures (tg.,
canals and ditches) can create conditions fostering establishment and spread of waterrelated diseaçes such as schistosomiasis, onchocerciasis, encephalitis, and malaria - nol
relevant to the GabEikovo-Nagymaroscase
Effect ofdrawdom regime, which may create agricultural poçsibilities, aç well as health,
recreational, aesthetic and accesç problems - (on page 43) only about the changes in the
agricultural acfivity(on pages 45, 49)
Seismicity may be induced by large reservoirs - one sentence on page 4
~ a failure
m
and safety measures -no information
Ground water level in the surrounding area may be altered - this topic is handled
rogefher with 1.2.18
Local ctimate may be modified by large reservoirs, especially in terms of humidity and
local fog - (on page 47)
Temperature of released water may be higher or Iower than ambient river temperature
(depending on pattern of release); this will have varying impacts on downstream water
uses - not r e l t z b t to the Gabc'ikovo-Nagymaroa case
Navigation - (on page 57) the waterway'; wiIl be better, withaut shalbws

Upstream (not directly "caused" by the dam but induced or exacerbated by the dam)
Increased sedirnentation from the following sources: ,
The Third chapter deials with the sedimenlarion (on pages 42-43), the suggestion Îs ro
remove sediments regularly. This description does not deal wifh the details e.g. there is
no iniformalion about the origin, erc. The subtropics are, therefore, not further discussed
Existing sediment resulting from previous natural or induced erosian remains in the river
bed or in the watershed area
Unusual naNral sedirnentation h m nahiral events suCh as volîanic activity, earthquakes,
mud slides, typhoons and "100 year preçipitation events"
Road building and other construction
I
Erosion from clearance of vegetation, Iogging, and cultivation by people who have
moved into the watershed areas as a direct or indirect result of the dam project
Cultivation on unsuitable sites using unstable or o t h e k s e unsuitable lands
Logging and forest denudation of forest which also result in erosion
Remote and previously inaccessible areas are open yp due to the dam construction and
the reservoir filling - no information
Induçed population in migration rnay lead to increased agicultural or mining activities,
with major implications for soi1 erosion, sedirndntation, and water quality - no
infarmation
,
Poaching or illegal unsustainable exploitation of wilhlife increases - not relevant to d e
GabEikovo-Nagymaroscase
Denudation of vegetation for cultivation, Fuel col~ectibnand logging - not reIevan( to the
GabCikovo-Nagymaroscase
Loss of wild land and wildlife habitat with impact on endangered species and reduction
of biological diversiîy - short description an page 60,
Negative impacts on aeschetic and scenic qualities of the area and the potential for certain
recreational uses - well done on pages 60., S I
Pollution from setflernents and cultivation - nof re/vanf to the GobEikovo-Nogvmaros
case
Changed watershed hydrology: The changes in landluse patterns, may affect the timing
and magnitude of runaff especialty during major 'stonn events. Changed vegetative
patterns may also influence dry season stream flow - no information
Salt inflows from the watershed may accumulate in the reservoir and affect water quality.
Similarly, c a t c h e n t ninoff may carry increased quantities of agricultural chernicals and
fertiliser with resultant impacts on reservoir water quality. - This description can be
found in the chapter about the watm qualiiy on pages 41-42
Downstream
Impact on river fishery due te changes in flow regime, effect of dam blocking fish
migration, changes in water quality (loss of nutrieits trapped by dam, pollution from
irrigation retum flow,and increased water turbidiiy) iAspects o f i h i n g can Be found in
pari on page 55
Effect on traditional flood plain cultivation through changes in flow and fiooding regime,
and loss of annual "top dressing" fertilisation from iimited flooding. Control of severe
flooding can also yield benefits through reduced crop and property losses - well done on
pages 49 - 54
1
l

l

Impact on other water projects: changes in Stream flow and water releases fiom the dam
affect dams and irrigation projects elsewhere in the lower basin. The impact can be both
positive and negative. Reduced silt content in water, for exarnple, will permit better water
management, lower silt levels also decrease potable water treatment costç. On the other
hand, weed growth in existing canals rnay increase with,perennial water supplies - some
parts are well done on page 58
Impact on municipal and industrial water supply downstream can have both positive and
negative effects depending on water quantity and quality - onpage 58
Stream bed changes are one possible, but not a common result of the changed water flow
and sediment load. This include the possibility of increased Stream bed erosion below the
dam due ta "hungry" water (with reduced silt loads) being released h m the dam - no
information
Flood control avoid flood damage and change production - well done on page 39
Effect on estuarine and marine fisheries and marine biota, including endangered species,
through changes in flow regime, change in water quality (e.g. pollution from toxic
chernical and salts h m irrigation return flow to river} and loss of nutrients - not reievanf
to the Gabtikovo-Nagymaros case
Salt intrusion into estuarine and Iower river basin areas rnay resuft from sustained or
seaçonal reduction in river flow - not relevani lu the GabEikovo-Na~rnaroscuse
Groundwater tevel changes: Higher levels due to the high water levels in the reservoir.
Downstream, in old flood plain areas, the groundwater level may fa11 but in irrigated
areas, it may rise - some ipiformation on pages 46., 49
Health problems fiom wacer-related diseases or parasites (similar health problems rnay
also occur in the reservoir itself), primarily fonn irrigation and assoçiated canals - not
relevant to the Gub2ikovo-Nagymuros case
Effects on wildlife and wild lands thraugh Ioss of or change in habitat may result in an
impact on biological diversity - rhere is not enougfi information
Water logging - the same as 3.9
Salinization - no information
Indirect impacts of increased urban and industrial developments - only very generall
description about the indirect impacts,without concrefe things
Reduction in local food production due to production of cash crops for exports - not
relevanl to the GabCibvo-N~gyrnaroscase
Combined socio-economic effects of al1 the developments - there is nor concrete
information
Increased irrigation, improved water control, hydropower generation and water supply
benefits and their positive impacts - rhere is an indication for these aspects on pages
44., 4 5 , 49

Annex 3: Cornparison of Large Scale vs. Small Scale'Water Resources Projects

The social and environmental effects of large-scale projects are much p a t e r than those of small
and medium sized projects. Ecalogical impacts of the project F e directly proportional to the size
of the project and are related to the nature of the environment and its sensitivity to modifications
caused by constniction, operation and maintenance of such projects (Anthony, 1978). Small and
medium scale projects are the best for sustainable resource use and for reduction of disastrous
effects. The major social and environmenial effects of 1arge;scale water resourçe developrnent
projects cm be listed as in Annex Table 1.
A n n a Table 1: Oiierviair of impacts of large-scale and small-scale water resource projecls
Impacts

The salinisation of lands and waters

The spread of water borne diseases
The destniction of vatley and
watershed forests
The destruction o f wildlife
The ruin of fisheries
The drowning of prime land on the
flood plains
The increasing complexity of
extremity of flood patterns caused by
engineering interventions
Loss of silt and çoastal erosion
problerns
Sedimentation of resewoirs
Loss of fertility down-stream
Water losses in reservoir exceeding
gains
Pest population and aquatic weeds
increases as a result of perennial
irrigation.
Dam failure and earth quake risks
Failure of fi ood conkol
II
The incursion of crippling debt
Loss of land and food for cash crop
plantations
The human misery of displacement
and resettlement. ,

In large-scalq
projects ,

XXXX ;
XXXX
XXXX

:

XXXX

I

XWlX

;

XXXX

xxxx

I

:

XXXX

XXXX

,

xxxx
XXXX

1

xxxx

!
1

XXXX

;

XX

XXxX

,

xxxx ;
XXXX

In small-scale
projects
X

X
X

On cornparison with the social and environmental effects caused by large-scale projects, the efTects
of srnajl-scale projects are negligible. But From the view point of power generation and large scale
water storage, only relatively large and deep reservoirs are economically attractive (Ackermann,
1973). It is, however, not advisable to go for such projects looking only at the immediate economic
benefits that cause long-term disastrous economic costs as a result of the social and environmental
effects. Run-of -the-river generation schernes and srnaII impoundment reservoirs are two important
alternatives to large dams in hydro-industry. They are tess destructive ecologically and better able
to be integrated into rural comrnunities(Goldsmith, K. 1941).
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